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Foreword
Focusing on a Results Agenda for 
Coasts, Oceans, and Island States

When we look at a map of our tiny planet, we
cannot avoid noticing that the oceans
dominate over the land. Our “Blue Planet”

is blessed with vast oceans and intricate coastlines
that support our global economy. Maritime trans-
port, international trade in fisheries, food security for
coastal communities, the economic engine of coastal
tourism, and even inland rainfall patterns depend on
the sea.

It is unfortunate that news continues to be bad on
the ecological status of our coasts and oceans. Every
day, another story appears on the increasing degrada-
tion and depletion of the oceans. Coastal habitats,
the “blue forests” are disappearing at rates even more
rapid than inland forests. Ninety percent of top
predatory fish in the oceans have been reported to be
fished-out and loss of biological diversity continues.
“Dead Zones” of oxygen depletion from pollution
and harmful algal blooms increase every year. Yet, we
must realize that the situation would be even worse if
the original Rio Summit twenty years ago and the
Johannesburg Summit ten years ago had not set out a
course for action.

But how is the world community doing in meeting
goals and targets related to coasts, oceans, and island
states? Are governments and international organiza-
tions responding with appropriate interventions?
There is just no simple answer because the big chal-
lenges of our time are interlinked with the global
economy and in turn most of them are at the heart of
the protection of coasts and oceans. This is why glob-
al action on oceans must be redoubled…to address
the challenges posed by the global economy.

This publication measures the progress made toward
the broad goals, targets, and timetables established by
the international community. The analysis can only
be qualitative, but it tells us that the issue of sustain-
ability is complex, the challenges great, and the
progress mixed. Nonetheless, the information that
has been included is critical for global policymakers to

absorb. We have to do better in moving from words to
action, by joining forces in partnership, and in meas-
uring the results. Yes, there are successes, especially a
number of them supported by the Global
Environment Facility (GEF) and its agencies such as
UNDP. These successes depend on harnessing the
power of participation by stakeholders across sectors,
which is of critical importance in the case of the busi-
ness community with its potential to influence the
global economy with “greener” policies and practices.

For our part at the GEF, developing countries have
placed a high priority on coastal and marine ecosys-
tems for projects in our International Waters focal
area. We have supported ecosystem-based approach-
es to improved management of 20 of the Earth’s 64
Large Marine Ecosystems. In these GEF projects, 110
GEF recipient countries are collaborating with 20
non-recipient countries on their shared coastal and
marine resources. Moreover, GEF assistance to these
coastal countries has been accompanied by over $4
Billion in investments from other sources. Results
take time, but it is good news that developing coun-
tries are taking collective action and are asking for
assistance to protect coasts and oceans. In turn, GEF
has responded with programs that cover one-third of
the coastal oceans of our planet.

Measuring results is critical. We all know that and we
know that it is difficult to report results on a global
scale. This report provides important information for
all of us on coasts, oceans, and islands. It illustrates
that we must all work harder if our global economy
and our coastal communities are to be sustained for
our children and their children. Nothing less than a
renewed commitment to action will do!

Monique Barbut

Chief Executive Officer and Chairperson
Global Environment Facility
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1

“By protecting the threatened seas now, man will be 
able to enter a new era: that of sustainable shared 
development, for humanity as a whole. For populations
that live along its shores and those far away, we have 
to find a common answer for all of us and for 
generations to come.” 

--H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco, 
Oceans Day at Copenhagen during 
UNFCCC COP 15, December 14, 2009

The purpose of this report, Oceans at
Rio+20: How Well Are We Doing in
Meeting Global Commitments on

Oceans, Coasts, and Islands from the 1992
Earth Summit and the 2002 World Summit 
on Sustainable Development? is to contribute
to discussions and preparations related to
the UN Conference on Sustainable Devel-
opment (Rio+20) to be held in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, June 4-6, 2012, and to sup-
port governments in the development of a
significant ocean outcome at Rio+20. The
new vision on sustainable development
embodied in the 1992 Earth Summit (UN
Conference on Environment and
Development (UNCED), held in Rio de
Janeiro in 1992) represented a major para-
digm shift that changed the world and
many people around the world. In 2002,
the World Summit on Sustainable
Development (WSSD), held in Johannes-
burg, South Africa, took the paradigm shift
further by committing to very specific tar-
gets and timetables to achieve some of the
overarching commitments made at the
Earth Summit, through the Johannesburg
Plan of Implementation (JPoI). Twenty
years after the Earth Summit, we must take
advantage of Rio+20 to assess what we have
achieved (and not achieved) and craft the
way to a new future—a future where we can
all live and prosper in a low-carbon global

economy in health and harmony with
nature. 

This report addresses the question of “How
well are we doing?” in the implementation
of the UNCED and WSSD goals and targets
related to oceans, coasts, and islands. This
report has been prepared by researchers at
the Global Ocean Forum housed at the
University of Delaware, with contributions
from many experts around the world. 

OCEANS—THE QUINTESSENTIAL
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
ISSUE

Oceans are the quintessential sustainable
development issue, essential to all three
pillars of sustainable development—eco-
nomic development, social development,
and environmental protection. Oceans
perform vital life-sustaining functions for
the planet—oceans generate half of the
oxygen on Earth, are a vital source of suste-
nance and livelihood, absorb carbon
dioxide, and regulate climate and tempera-
ture. Just as one cannot do without a
healthy heart, the world cannot do with-
out a healthy ocean.

Oceans directly support the livelihoods of
hundreds of millions around the globe,
employing more people worldwide than

traditional agriculture (FAO 2010). Ninety
percent of global trade is carried by ship,
and billions of people in coastal nations
are dependent on ocean resources for their
income (such as subsistence fishing or
marine-based tourism). The UN Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) estimates
that fish provide more than 4.2 billion
people with over 15% of their animal pro-
tein intake, with some type of fishing
activity occurring in every region of the
ocean (FAO 2007). Coastal waters, in par-
ticular, account for only 7% of the total
area of the global ocean, yet these areas
form the basis of the world’s primary fish-
ing grounds, supplying an estimated 50%
of the world’s fisheries, including vital
nutrition for close to 3 billion people, as
well as 50% of animal protein and miner-
als to 400 million people of the least
developed countries in the world
(Nelleman et al. 2009). In addition to food
resources, marine and coastal biodiversity
provides many valuable services and prod-
ucts to people, including climate
regulation, cancer-curing medicines,
genetic resources, nutrient cycling, carbon
storage, cultural value, and sustainable
livelihoods, among others. Healthy oceans
are inextricably linked to the long-term
management, development, and well-
being of coastal populations. 

Summary for 
Decision Makers
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However, the impacts of a number of key
drivers, including overfishing, pollution,
population rise, and climate change are
compromising the ability of the ocean to
continue providing essential resources and
critically important services. These drivers
are often negatively synergistic, exacerbat-
ing many of the existing challenges to
sustainable oceans management, and
endangering the welfare of 183 coastal
countries, including 52  small island devel-
oping State (SIDS), and the over 50% of the
global population that lives in coastal
areas, in addition to having significant
implications for the global community as a
whole. Ultimately, the major threats to the
long-term well-being of ocean ecosystems
threaten the very health of the planet.

Moreover, the magnitude of the cumula-
tive impacts on the ocean is greater than
previously understood. The combined
impacts of various stressors are drastically
compromising the health and resilience of
marine ecosystems, making them less able
to cope with growing stressors and envi-
ronmental change. Marine species are
facing increasing threats of extinction and
we are already witnessing the impacts of
ecosystem collapse in many areas, especial-
ly coastal and island communities (Rogers
and Laffoley 2011).

The timeline for action is shrinking. As we
continue to delay the urgent and critical
action needed to address these negative
trends, environmental conditions contin-
ue to deteriorate, coastal communities
continue to suffer, and the action needed
to mitigate these impacts becomes more
costly and difficult. Urgent and direct
intervention can no longer be delayed if
we hope to provide a sustainable ocean for
current and future generations. Human
interactions with the ocean must change
with the rapid adoption of an integrated
and cross-cutting approach to sustainable
management of all activities. This new
approach must be complemented by a
wider re-evaluation of society’s relation-
ship with the natural world and the
resources that we all rely upon (Rogers and
Laffoley 2011).

THE UNCED AND WSSD GOALS
RELATED TO OCEANS, COASTS,
AND ISLANDS

UNCED, convened in Rio de Janeiro on
June 3-14, 1992, brought together virtually
all nations of the world (178 countries)
and 114 heads of state, as well as 9,000
individuals from the media and represen-
tatives of 1,400 nongovernmental
organizations, to reach final agreement on
the outcomes of the Earth Summit:  1) the
Rio Declaration of Principles, 2) The
Framework Convention on Climate
Change, 3) The Convention on Biological
Diversity, 4) Agenda 21—a 40-chapter
action plan to serve as a roadmap for sus-
tainable development, and 5) a set of forest
principles. 

Chapter 17 of Agenda 21, Protection of the
Oceans, All Kinds of Seas, including Enclosed
and Semi-Enclosed Seas, and Coastal Areas
and the Protection, Rational Use and
Development of their Living Resources,was the
longest chapter of Agenda 21 and one of
the most complex. The introduction to
Chapter 17 (Para 17.1) stresses both the
importance of oceans and coasts in the
global life support system and the positive
opportunities for sustainable development
that ocean and coastal areas represent. In
contrast to other areas where the marrying
of environment and development will
require mostly regulatory measures to pro-
tect already degraded environments, ocean
and coastal areas present excellent opportu-
nities for development which, if carried out
properly, can yield significant economic
and social benefits for coastal populations
while protecting environmental integrity.
The chapter underscores the need for new
approaches that “are integrated in content
and anticipatory in ambit.”  Seven major
program areas are included in Chapter 17:
1) integrated management and sustainable
development of coastal areas, including
Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs); 2)
marine environmental protection; 3) sus-
tainable use and conservation of living
marine resources of the high seas; 4) sus-
tainable use and conservation of living
marine resources under national jurisdic-
tion; 5) the addressing of critical uncer-

tainties in management of the marine envi-
ronment and climate change; 6) the
strengthening of international, including
regional, cooperation and coordination;
and 7) sustainable development of small
islands (Cicin-Sain and Knecht 1998).

Ten years later, the governments of the
world met once again, this time to refine
the vision of the Earth Summit and to craft
a detailed plan of implementation.
Convened in Johannesburg, South Africa
on August 26 to September 4, 2002, the
WSSD featured a ten-year review of the
1992 UNCED to reinvigorate global com-
mitment to sustainable development. The
WSSD brought together 21,340 participants
from 191 governments, intergovernmental
and non-governmental organizations, the
private sector, civil society, academia and
the scientific community. The major out-
come of the WSSD was the Johannesburg
Plan of Implementation (JPoI), designed as a
framework for action to implement the
commitments originally agreed to at
UNCED. The JPOI includes provisions for
poverty eradication; consumption and pro-
duction; the natural resource base; health;
small island developing States (SIDS); Africa;
other regional initiatives; means of imple-
mentation; and institutional framework
(ENB 2002). Regarding ocean and coastal
issues, the JPoI emphasizes issues related to
the ecosystem approach and integrated
management; protection of the marine
environment from land-based activities;
integrated water resource management; bio-
diversity and marine protected areas, SIDS;
fisheries and aquaculture; global marine
assessment; coordination of UN activities
on oceans; oceans financing; and capacity
development.

The Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs), adopted by world leaders in 2000,
further expand upon sustainable develop-
ment efforts, and represent a promise to
free people around the globe from extreme
poverty and deprivation. Coastal and
ocean ecosystems, and the services they
provide, directly relate to the MDGs.
Estimated to be worth over US $25,000 bil-
lion annually, the services provided by
coastal ecosystems rank among the most

1 To see the UNDESA List of Small Island Developing States visit:
http://www.un.org/special-rep/ohrlls/sid/list.htm



Table 1. Goals from the UN Conference on
Environment and Development (1992) and the
World Summit on Sustainable Development (2002)
Addressed in This Report

Agenda 21 (1992)

Ecosystem Approach and Integrated Management
u Provide for a cross-sectoral integrated policy and decision-making process,

including national ICM guidelines, based in the precautionary approach, and
systematic observation of the marine environment. 

u Establish, or where necessary strengthen, appropriate coordinating mecha-
nisms and legal and regulatory frameworks for integrated management 

u Support the role of international cooperation and coordination on a bilateral,
regional, or global basis in supporting and supplementing national efforts to
promote integrated management and sustainable development of coastal
and marine areas. 

Protection of the Marine Environment 
u Consider updating, strengthening and extending the Montreal Guidelines the

Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-Based Sources

u Assess the effectiveness of existing regional agreements and action plans to
prevent, reduce and control marine degradation caused by land-based activ-
ities, and consider strengthening or developing of new mechanisms, where
appropriate.

u Convene an intergovernmental meeting on protection of the marine environ-
ment from land-based activities 

u Establish or improve regulatory and monitoring programmes to control efflu-
ent discharges and emissions, including from non-point sources of pollution.

u Assess the need for additional measures to address degradation of the
marine environment from impacts from shipping, dumping, offshore oil and
gas, and port.

u Intensify international cooperation to strengthen or establish, where neces-
sary, regional oil/chemical-spill response centres.

INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
u Put in place strategies for the environmentally sound management of fresh-

waters and related coastal ecosystems.

u Establish biological, physical and chemical water-quality criteria for agricul-
tural water-users and for marine and riverine ecosystems and minimize soil
run-off and sedimentation. 

u Apply necessary measures to mitigate saline intrusion into coastal aquifers
as a consequence of sea-level rise or overexploitation. 

BIODIVERSITY AND MARINE PROTECTED AREAS
u Undertake measures to maintain biological diversity and productivity of

marine species and habitats under national jurisdiction, including through
surveys of marine biodiversity, inventories of endangered species and critical
coastal and marine habitats; establishment and management of protected
areas; and support of scientific research. 

u Identify marine ecosystems exhibiting high levels of biodiversity and produc-
tivity and other critical habitat areas and designate these ecosystems as
protected areas, where appropriate

u Complete or update marine biodiversity, marine living resource and critical
habitat profiles of exclusive economic zones and other areas under national
jurisdiction.

SMALL ISLAND DEVELOPING STATES
u Adopt and implement programmes in SIDS to support the sustainable utiliza-

tion of marine and coastal resources to maintain biodiversity and improve
quality of life, including plans that emphasize multiple use of resources, inte-
grate environmental considerations into economic and sectoral planning and
policies, define measures for maintaining cultural and biological diversity and
conserve endangered species and critical marine habitats.

u Adopt measures to enable SIDS to cope effectively and sustainably with
environmental change, including through the design of response strategies
to address the environmental, social and economic impacts of climate
change and sea-level rise.

u Adapt coastal area management techniques, such as planning, siting and
environmental impact assessments, using Geographical Information
Systems (GIS), suitable to the special characteristics of small islands, taking
into account the traditional and cultural knowledge.

SUSTAINABLE FISHERIES AND AQUACULTURE
u Promote enhanced collection and exchange of data on fish stocks, as well as

the development of analytic tools and bioeconomic models

u Ensure cooperation and coordination between states and through global and
regional intergovernmental fisheries bodies to ensure sustainable utilization
of fisheries 

u Develop and promote the use of environmentally sound technology fishing
practices 

u Convene an intergovernmental conference under United Nations auspices
with a view to promoting effective implementation of the provisions of the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea on straddling fish stocks
and highly migratory fish stocks 

u States should take effective action to ensure that fishing vessels flying their
flags on the high seas comply with applicable conservation and manage-
ment rules of global and regional fisheries bodies

u Implement strategies for sustainable use of marine living resources, includ-
ing through legal and regulatory frameworks—including for small-scale
artisanal fisheries

u Undertake capacity building for developing countries to conduct sustainable
fisheries and aquaculture through training, transfer of technology, and multi-
disciplinary training and research. 

u Establish sustainable aquaculture development strategies

u Provide support to local fishing communities, in particular those that rely on
fishing for subsistence, indigenous people and women

GLOBAL MARINE ASSESSMENT / ADDRESSING CRITICAL 
UNCERTAINTIES FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF THE MARINE 
ENVIRONMENT
u Promote and integrate scientific research, systematic observation of the

marine environment, and information sharing to support sound decision
making, modelling, and forecasting for the safety of coastal inhabitants 
and marine operations.
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u Coordinate national and regional observation programmes for coastal and
near-shore phenomena related to climate change and for research parame-
ters essential for marine and coastal management in all regions 

u Cooperate with a view to adopting special measures to adapt to the potential
impacts of climate change and sea-level rise, including through the develop-
ment of consistent methodologies for coastal vulnerability assessment,
modelling and response strategies.

COORDINATION OF UN ACTIVITIES ON OCEANS
u Promote within the United Nations system, regular intergovernmental review

and consideration of environment and development issues with respect to
oceans and coasts and integration of relevant sectoral activities addressing
marine and coastal issues.

u Strengthen coordination among the relevant United Nations organizations
with major marine and coastal responsibilities, including their subregional
and regional components and links with relevant international development
bodies.

OCEANS FINANCING
u Develop policy guidance for relevant global funding mechanisms for the 

prevention, reduction and control of degradation of the marine environment
from land-based activities. 

u Provide adequate financial and technical resources to assist developing
countries in preventing and solving problems associated with activities that
threaten the marine environment. 

u Develop appropriate financing the implementation of activities related to
integrated management and sustainable development of coastal areas,
marine environmental protection, sustainable use and conservation of
marine living resources of the high seas and under national jurisdiction, 
critical uncertainties for the management of the marine environment and 
climate change, international cooperation and coordination, and the 
sustainable development of small islands. 

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
u Provide access to relevant information and opportunities for consultation

and participation in planning and decision-making related to integrated
management and sustainable development of coastal areas.

u Provide national planning and coordinating bodies with the capacity and
authority to review all land-based activities and sources of pollution for their
impacts on the marine environment and to propose appropriate control
measures.

u Adapt infrastructure, alternative employment, human resource development
and training as part of coordinating mechanisms for integrated management
and sustainable development of coastal areas. 

u Implement public education, awareness and information programmes. 

u Cooperate to improve the capacity of SIDS and developing countries to 
efficiently meet the needs for sustainable development and integrated 
management; and strengthening of the full range of human resources to
implement sustainable development plans.

u Cooperate to develop or upgrade systems and institutional structures for
monitoring, control and surveillance, as well as the research capacity for
assessment of marine living resources.

u Provide support to enhance the capacities of developing countries in the
areas of data and information, scientific and technological means, and
human resource development to participate effectively in the conservation
and sustainable utilization of marine living resources.

u Include capacity-building in bilateral and multilateral development 
cooperation. 

Johannesburg Plan of Implementation (2002)

ECOSYSTEM APPROACH AND INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT
u Encourage the application of the ecosystem approach by 2010 for the sus-

tainable development of the oceans, particularly the management of
fisheries and conservation of biodiversity 

u Promote integrated coastal and ocean management at the national level and
encourage and assist countries in developing ocean policies and mecha-
nisms on integrated coastal management 

u Assist developing countries in coordinating policies and programmes at the
regional and sub-regional levels aimed at conservation and sustainable
management of fishery resources and implement integrated coastal area
management plans, including through the development of infrastructure 

PROTECTION OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT FROM 
LAND-BASED ACTIVITIES
u Advance implementation of the Global Programme of Action for the

Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-based Activities and the
Montreal Declaration on the Protection of the Marine Environment from
Land-based Activities, with particular emphasis in the period 2002-2006 on
municipal wastewater, the physical alteration and destruction of habitats,
and nutrients, by actions at all levels

INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
u Develop integrated water resource management (IWRM) plans by 2005. 

BIODIVERSITY AND MARINE PROTECTED AREAS
u To achieve by 2010 a significant reduction of the current rate of biodiversity

loss at the global, regional and national level as a contribution to poverty
alleviation and to the benefit of all life on earth 

u Develop and facilitate the use of diverse approaches and tools, including the
ecosystem approach, the elimination of destructive fishing practices, the
establishment of marine protected areas consistent with international law
and based on scientific information, including representative networks by
2012

SMALL ISLAND DEVELOPING STATES
u Undertake a comprehensive review of the implementation of the Barbados

Programme of Action for the Sustainable Development of Small Island
Developing States in 2004 

FISHERIES
u Implement the FAO International Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter and

Eliminate Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated Fishing (IUU) by 2004

u Implement the FAO International Plan of Action for the Management of
Fishing Capacity by 2005

u Implement the relevant UN and, where appropriate, associated regional
fisheries agreements, noting in particular the UN Fish Stocks Agreement,
the FAO Compliance Agreement, and the 1995 Code of Conduct for
Responsible Fisheries 



u Eliminate subsidies that contribute to illegal, unreported, and unregulated
fishing and to overcapacity

u Maintain or restore depleted fish stocks to levels that can produce their
maximum sustainable yield on an urgent basis and where possible no later
than 2015

u Support the sustainable development of aquaculture, including small-scale
aquaculture, given its growing importance for food security and economic
development

GLOBAL MARINE ASSESSMENT
u Establish a regular process under the United Nations for global reporting and 

assessment of the state of the marine environment, including socioeconom-
ic aspects, by 2004. 

COORDINATION OF UN ACTIVITIES ON OCEANS
u Establish an effective, transparent and regular inter-agency coordination

mechanism on ocean and coastal issues within the United Nations system

OCEANS FINANCING
u Mobilize financial resources, particularly in developing countries, to imple-

ment the work programme arising from the Jakarta Mandate on the
Conservation and Sustainable Use of Marine and Coastal Biological Diversity
of the Convention on Biological Diversity

u Strengthen donor coordination and partnerships between international
financial institutions, bilateral agencies and other relevant stakeholders to
enable developing countries, in particular the least developed countries and
SIDS and countries with economies in transition, to develop their national,
regional and subregional capacities for infrastructure and integrated man-
agement and the sustainable use of fisheries. 

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
u Facilitate partnerships, scientific research and diffusion of technical knowl-

edge; mobilize domestic, regional and international resources; and promote
human and institutional capacity-building, particularly for developing 
countries. 

u Strengthen the capacity of developing countries in the development of their 
national and regional programme s and mechanisms to mainstream the
objectives of the Global Programme of Action (GPA) and to manage the risks
and impacts of ocean pollution. 

u Assist developing countries in coordinating policies and programmes at the
regional and subregional levels aimed at the conservation and sustainable
management of fishery resources and integrated coastal area management,
including through the promotion of sustainable coastal and small-scale fish-
ing activities and the development of related infrastructure

u Assist SIDS in mobilizing adequate resources and partnerships for their
adaptation needs relating to the adverse effects of climate change, sea level
rise and climate variability.

u Provide capacity-building for the development and further implementation of
SIDS-specific components within programmes of work on marine and
coastal biological diversity.

u Encourage the dissemination and use of traditional and indigenous knowl-
edge to mitigate the impact of disasters and promote community-based
disaster management planning by local authorities, including through 
training activities and raising public awareness.
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“Following the World Summit on Sustainable
Development, a decision was taken to find 
sustainable ways of dealing with issues relating 
to oceans, coasts, and islands…

It is encouraging to note that in the last decade,
coastal nations have undertaken concerted efforts
to articulate an integrated vision for the gover-
nance of ocean areas under their jurisdiction to
harmonize existing uses and laws, to foster 
sustainable development of ocean areas, to protect
biodiversity and vulnerable resources and ecosys-
tems, and to coordinate the actions of the many
government agencies that are typically involved 
in ocean affairs….

I must state that a lot has been achieved in the
management of our marine resources, but a lot
still has to be done. Individually we can achieve
less, but if we work together as regions and as
global partners we can achieve more.”

--Hon. Rejoice Mabudafhasi, Deputy Minister of
Environmental Affairs and Tourism, South Africa,
3rd Global Ocean Conference, UNESCO, Paris,
January 2006

Millennium Development Goals 

Goal 1. Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger

Goal 2. Achieve universal primary education

Goal 3. Promote gender equality and empower women

Goal 4. Reduce child mortality

Goal 5. Improve maternal health

Goal 6. Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases

Goal 7. Ensure environmental sustainability

Goal 8. Develop a global partnership for development
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economically valuable of all ecosystems in
the world (Nellemann et al. 2009). The
achievement of these goals therefore nec-
essarily depends on the sustainable
management and development of oceans
and coasts. Because coastal populations
around the globe are so wholly and direct-
ly dependent on ocean and coastal areas
and the sustained resources of the ocean,
we cannot achieve global poverty reduc-
tion goals without strengthening and
bolstering the ability of coastal communi-
ties to live and prosper sustainably using
the marine resources on which they have
come to depend. 

Ultimately, the prolonged health of the
global ocean speaks directly to the very sur-
vival of the planet on the whole. There is
no degree of separation between the well-
being of communities around the world
and the well-being of oceans, coasts and
SIDS—for 50% of the world’s population,
which is ever-expanding, healthy coastal
and ocean habitats are an imperative. 

Table 1 summarizes the major commit-
ments made by political leaders at Rio and

at Johannesburg in relation to oceans,
coasts, and islands. Table 2 provides the
related MDGs adopted by the world’s lead-
ers in 2000. 

ABOUT THE GLOBAL OCEAN
FORUM

In 2001, during the lead up to the 2002
WSSD, as nations around the world were
preparing to consider progress achieved on
sustainable development since the 1992
Earth Summit, it became clear that the
issues surrounding oceans (comprising
72% of the world), coasts (where 50% of
the world’s population lives) and islands
(52 countries are small island developing
States) were not on the agenda of the
world’s governments.

Together with leaders from the Alliance of
Small Island States (AOSIS) and the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Com-
mission of UNESCO, ocean policy experts
at the University of Delaware organized a
broad coalition of ocean experts—from
governments, UN agencies, nongovern-
mental organizations, science groups, and

the private sector—to help the govern-
ments put ocean issues on the agenda of
the WSSD. This effort was successful and
important global ocean goals and targets
were adopted by governments at the
WSSD.

Since 2001, the Global Ocean Forum has
worked with leaders from 110 countries
(70% of which are developing countries
and SIDS) to:

-- track progress in WSSD implementation
by issuing report cards on how well we
are doing;

-- feature progress (or lack thereof) in global
ocean conferences, so far held 5 times,
2001, 2003, 2006, 2008, and 2010; and

-- anticipate emerging ocean policy issues
that need to be addressed and facilitate
the building of consensus on unresolved
ocean issues.

Information on these activities is found at
the end of this report as well as in the
Global Ocean Forum Report of Activities
2010 (www.globaloceans.org).

DIFFICULTIES IN MEASURING
PROGRESS ON UNCED AND
WSSD TARGETS

The major WSSD and MDG targets and
timetables related to oceans, coasts, and
SIDS, noted in Tables 1 and 2, represent an
important advance because they enshrine
many of the goals previously posited by
expert groups and specialized agencies as
global imperatives embraced by the world’s
political leaders. Global consensus was
reached at the highest political levels on
the urgent need to take specific actions to
achieve sustainability of oceans, coasts,
and SIDS.

The UNCED and WSSD targets and timeta-
bles, however, were not “self-implemen-
ting.” Instead, governments around the
world have required significant support
and collaboration from all parts of the
oceans, coasts, and islands community to
operationalize what needs to be done, to
mobilize the requisite knowledge and
financial resources, and to maintain the
high-level political support essential to
achieve the sorely needed “on-the-ground”

Table 2. Millennium Development Goals and Targets addressed
in this report.

Goal 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
u Target 1: Reduce by half the proportion of people living on less than a dollar a day by 2015 

u Target 2: Reduce by half the proportion of people who suffer from hunger by 2015 

Goal 7: Ensure environmental sustainability
u Target 9: Integrate the principles of sustainable development into country policies and pro-
grammes and reverse the losses of environmental resources. 

u Target 10: Halve by 2015 the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe drink-
ing water and basic sanitation. 

Goal 8: Develop a global partnership for development
u Target 14: Address the special needs of landlocked countries and small island developing
states (through the Program of Action for the Sustainable Develop-ment of Small Island
Developing States and 22nd General Assembly provisions). 

Added in 2005 through UNGA Resolution 60/1
u Improve cooperation and coordination at all levels in order to address issues related to
oceans and seas in an integrated manner and promote integrated management and sustain-
able development of the oceans and seas.
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improvements in the health and condition
of marine ecosystems and in the well-being
of coastal communities around the globe.

It is difficult, as well, to assess progress in
the implementation of UNCED and WSSD
targets related to oceans, coasts, and SIDS
for a variety of reasons:

• No evaluation frameworks, including
indicators, have been developed to assess
progress at the global scale, although
there are evaluation frameworks being
used at the local or regional levels.

• No single institution has been charged
with collecting, on a periodic basis,
national and global data on the entire
range of issues related to oceans, especial-
ly regarding cross-cutting goals (e.g.,
achieving ecosystem management and
integrated ocean and coastal manage-
ment). Periodic data collection does take
place in the case of biodiversity conserva-
tion (through the Conservation on
Biological Diversity), fisheries issues
(FAO), and issues related to land-based
sources of marine pollution (through the
Global Programme of Action for the
Protection of the Marine Environment
from Land-based Activities (GPA)).

• As well, agencies sometimes change the
format of their reporting requirements on
the submission of national reports, hence,
the same variables may not be included in
different reporting years, making the
determination of trends over time impos-
sible to achieve. 

• In some instances, as well, many national
and international efforts are underway to
create the enabling conditions for imple-
mentation of the goals, but tangible
outcomes are not yet evident.

• There is no regular collection and assess-
ment of information on the social and
economic well-being of coastal communi-
ties, making it very difficult to ascertain
progress on Millennium Development
Goals in the context of oceans, coasts, and
SIDS.

• Some of the goals are strongly linked and
dependent on other UNCED/WSSD goals.
It can be difficult to determine progress
on one UNCED/WSSD goal without

understanding its relationship to other
UNCED/WSSD/goals and to the broader
context.

APPROACH AND STRUCTURE OF
THE REPORT

The Report provides a synthesis of infor-
mation available from various sources on
the implementation of the UNCED/WSSD
goals and targets on oceans, coasts, and
islands, emphasizing the evolution over
time for each issue and incorporating both
quantitative and qualitative information as
available. The data contained in the report
are generally partial and incomplete, due
to the absence of appropriate information.
The report relies, in large part, on the
expert judgments of participants at the five
global ocean conferences organized by the
Global Ocean Forum who come from all
sectors of the global ocean policy commu-
nity (governments, international agencies,
NGOs, industry, science groups). As well,
the report relies on past policy analyses
carried out by the Global Ocean Forum,
especially a 2006 report that tracks
progress in meeting the WSSD commit-
ments on oceans, coasts, and islands
(Cicin-Sain et al. 2006), ten policy briefs
prepared for the 2008 global oceans confer-
ence, and three policy briefs prepared for
the 2010 global ocean conference (see list
of publications found at the end of this
Summary).

STATUS OF OCEAN ECOSYSTEMS
AND COASTAL COMMUNITIES IN
THE FACE OF CLIMATE CHANGE

The first part of the Report, Status of Ocean
Ecosystems and Coastal Communities in the
Face of Climate Change, discusses the
importance of oceans for sustainable devel-
opment and highlights the major threats
to ocean ecosystems and coastal communi-
ties, and then centrally addresses the
implications of climate change, including
impacts from changes in ocean circulation,
ocean warming, polar ice cap melting, sea
level rise, increased storm activity, shifting
effects on species, and ocean acidification.

A growing number of scientific studies
have noted the deteriorating condition of

“Our planet’s fragile oceans 

and coasts are too economically 

and socially valuable to allow

resource depletion to continue and

threats to sustainability to rise.

Many coastal communities and

nations are simply living on bor-

rowed time before the $60 billion

dollar annual international trade

in fisheries collapses, depleted

groundwater supplies for coastal

cities run dry, changing climate

swamps coastal communities, and

burgeoning coastal urban 

populations overwhelm their

degraded and polluted natural 

resource base. Action is needed

yesterday, not tomorrow.”

--Dr. Alfred M. Duda, Senior Advisor,
International Waters, Global
Environment Facility, 3rd Global
Ocean Conference, UNESCO, Paris,
January 2006
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oceans and coastal areas over the past
twenty years. The combined impacts of
overfishing and destructive fishing prac-
tices, unsustainable coastal development,
climate change, ocean acidification, the
introduction of invasive species, and pollu-
tion, among other contributing factors, are
having drastic impacts on the marine envi-
ronment. Most of these stressors are
continuing to grow, and are having nega-
tively synergistic impacts on oceans and
coasts to an unprecedented degree. Ocean
and coastal ecosystems are facing growing
threats and are already beginning to col-
lapse in many areas, with significant
socioeconomic implications for the global
community. Coastal and island popula-
tions are already facing these negative
impacts, namely through the earliest
impacts of climate change and the inabili-
ty to maintain sustainable livelihoods as
marine biodiversity continues to be deplet-
ed and coastal ecosystems are destroyed.

Climate Change

There is no doubt that climate change is
the defining issue of our time. Oceans play
a central role in climate—oceans generate
oxygen, absorb carbon dioxide and regu-
late climate and temperature. 

Unfortunately, many of the impacts of cli-
mate change are near or exceeding the
worst-case scenario predictions by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC)--many of these negative
trends are happening faster than anticipat-
ed and are still accelerating, and many of
the predicted consequences of these

changes are already evident, including
through melting of Arctic sea ice (Stroeve
et al. 2007), the Greenland Ice Sheet, and
the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Velicogna 2009),
and rising sea level (Nicholls et al. 2011). 

These trends are compounding other pre-
dicted changes, including changes in the
distribution and abundance of marine
species (Johnson et al. 2011), changes in
primary production (Behrenfeld et al.
2006), changes in the distribution of harm-
ful algal blooms (Bauman et al. 2010), and
destabilization of marine food webs
(Worm and Myers 2003).

Coastal populations in 183 coastal coun-
tries and island states will suffer
disproportionately from these impacts.
Many life-sustaining ecosystems in coastal
and island areas, such as coral reefs, are
highly sensitive to climate change and
may already be suffering irreversible dam-
age with severe socioeconomic
implications in developing coastal coun-
tries and SIDS.

Despite the threats to these key resources,
however, oceans and coasts have not fig-
ured on the agenda of the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFC-
CC) until very recently. Through a series of
policy dialogues on climate and ocean
issues -- including those held at the Global
Ocean Conference in Hanoi, Vietnam in
2008; the World Ocean Conference 
in Manado, Indonesia in 2009; the
Copenhagen climate negotiations in 2009;
the Cancun climate negotiations in 2010;
and the Global Ocean Conference in Paris
in 2010--the global ocean community has

“We cannot ignore or downplay the

importance of the marine environ-

ment. ... It’s time to pay attention

to the signals of the living planet.

We need to embrace the future of

a healthy living planet and 

manage it in a constructive and

proactive way. The GBO-3 [Third

Global Biodiversity Outlook] has

an important message:  It is time,

long overdue, to take action. 

Action taken over the next decade

will determine whether the ecosys-

tem services on which human 

civilization has depended for the

past 10,000 years will continue

beyond this century.”

--Dr. Thomas Lovejoy, Biodiversity
Chair, Heinz Center for Science, 
Economics, and the Environment,
Oceans Day at Nagoya, CBD COP-
10, October 23, 2010, Nagoya, Japan
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articulated the need for an integrated strat-
egy for oceans and coasts within and
beyond the UNFCCC to address the vari-
ous interconnected elements associated
with oceans and climate. Such a program
should include provisions for:

Mitigation:  
1) Adopt stringent reductions in greenhouse
gas emissions, within a short timeframe, to
avoid disastrous consequences on oceans
and coastal communities around the world
and to ensure the continuing functioning of
the oceans in sustaining life on Earth; 

2) Support additional research on quantify-
ing the amounts of carbon stored and
released by various marine and coastal
ecosystems and taking measures to protect
and restore marine ecosystems as major
carbon sinks. Examine the potential for the
trading of “Blue Carbon” in a way similar
to green carbon (such as rainforests) and
how this could be incorporated into emis-
sions reduction and climate mitigation
protocols;

3) Sustainably develop ocean-based renew-
able energy (such as offshore wind power,
wave energy, tidal power, etc.) and acceler-
ate efforts to implement these approaches
through marine spatial planning. 

4) Accelerate efforts to reduce CO2 emis-
sions from ships;

5) Consider and, if appropriate, develop
regulatory systems for possible carbon cap-
ture and storage via injection in deep
seabed geological formations;

6) Strongly discourage application of other
geo-engineering approaches, such as iron
fertilization, CO2 injection in the water
column.

Adaptation: 
1) Implement ecosystem-based adaptation
strategies, including marine protected
areas, through integrated coastal and
ocean management institutions at nation-
al, regional, and local levels to build the
preparedness, resilience, and adaptive
capacities of coastal communities; 

2) Provide sufficient funding, supported by
improved estimates of adaptation costs in
coastal areas and small island States, to sup-
port adaptation for coastal and island

communities that are at the frontline of cli-
mate change, including the possible creation
of a special Coastal Adaptation Fund; and 

3) Develop and support measures to
address the issues associated with the dis-
placement of coastal populations as a
result of climate change.

Capacity development, scientific moni-
toring, public education: 
1) Provide technical assistance to SIDS and
developing countries to build institutional
capacity to implement adaptation meas-
ures, early warning systems, and disaster
risk reduction;

2) improve awareness and understanding
among policymakers of the importance of
oceans and climate issues and the need to
take bold policy measures to avoid disas-
trous impacts on the world’s coastal and
island communities; 

3) Establish the scientific capacity in all
countries for marine environment assess-
ment, monitoring, and prediction;

4) Expand public outreach and education
efforts to improve awareness of the risks
posed to coastal communities and to cat-
alyze support for mitigation and
adaptation responses.

ASSESSMENT OF PROGRESS
ACHIEVED (AND NOT ACHIEVED)
ON THE UNCED/WSSD GOALS

The second part of the Report reviews
progress achieved (or lack thereof) on each
of the nine major UNCED/WSSD goals
related to oceans, coasts, and islands:  1)
The ecosystem approach and integrated
ocean and coastal management; 2) protec-
tion of the marine environment from
land-based activities and integrated water
resource management; 3) marine biodiver-
sity and marine protected areas; 4) small
island developing states and oceans; 5) sus-
tainable development of fisheries and
aquaculture; 6) addressing critical uncer-
tainties for the management of the marine
environment and climate change; 7) coor-
dination of UN activities; 8) regular process
of global marine assessment; and 9) capaci-
ty development and public outreach. 

For each topic, we provide an overview of
the issue area as it has evolved, presenting

empirical and anecdotal data as available.
At the end of each section, we provide a rat-
ing of progress achieved on the major
UNCED/WSSD goals in the form of a report
card. The report cards assess three major
variables:  1) Extent of efforts (low, medi-
um, high, data unavailable); 2) Extent of
progress ((low, medium, high, data unavail-
able), and 3) Timing—Goals reached (on
time, some delay, significant delay). The
report card also provides an explanation for
the grades that are given, discusses major
obstacles to implementation, points to
“bright spots” or successful cases, if 
appropriate, and presents a set of recom-
mendations for the consideration of
decision makers.

The report cards and accompanying expla-
nations contained in this volume have
been peer reviewed by the international
network of experts (from governments,
international agencies, NGOs, industry,
and science groups) involved in the Global
Ocean Forum Working Groups. 

At the end of this Summary, the report
cards for each major goal/target are
brought together to provide the reader
with a summary of major findings emanat-
ing from the detailed assessments found in
the Report.

THE BOTTOM LINE

Notwithstanding the commendable efforts
by the oceans community, involving
numerous partners and stakeholders in all
sectors around the world, the conditions of
oceans and coasts have continued to dete-
riorate—marine ecosystems are
significantly degraded by a wide range of
anthropogenic stressors, exposed to
adverse impacts of pollution, overfishing,
unsustainable coastal development,
impacts from oil, gas, and minerals extrac-
tion. These anthropogenic stressors on
marine ecosystems have been widely
demonstrated to result in loss of biodiversi-
ty, decreased abundance of key species,
structural damage to habitats, loss of eco-
logical functions and, as a result, reduced
resilience to additional stresses. All of these
impacts are detrimental to the livelihoods
of millions around the globe that depend
on marine ecosystems and resources, and,
as degradation continues and escalates due
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to negative feedback mechanisms and
compounding effects, the very health of
the planet is imperiled. 

Certainly, the long-standing and tireless
efforts of many institutions, countries and
regions have alleviated some of the stres-
sors plaguing marine ecosystems and
coastal communities. However, these
efforts must be scaled-up, strengthened,
and secured with sustainable financing
and underpinned by effective institutional
frameworks to facilitate viable manage-
ment and sustainable development over
the coming decades. Never was this call
more urgent than it is today. Not only is
the global community lagging in the
achievement of the UNCED and WSSD
goals on oceans, coasts and SIDS, but we
now face the urgent and immediate threat
of climate change. 

Climate change poses a serious threat to
marine ecosystems and resources today and
into the future. Unhealthy and degraded
marine ecosystems and resources are much
less resilient to external factors, including
the effects of climate change. The ability of
the ocean to maintain life-sustaining
processes, threatened in many ways by both
the direct effects of increased CO2 levels and
the indirect effects of a changing climate,
directly affects the well-being of numerous
ecosystems and coastal communities.
Marine ecosystems are also considered
much more sensitive to climate change
than terrestrial ecosystems, and due to geo-
physical time lags many of the impacts of
increased levels of CO2, including warming
and ocean acidification, are likely to persist
in the oceans for millennia (IPCC 2007). 

We are facing a “tipping point” situation
that, if exceeded, the oceans may never
recover from; oceans may never rebound
to the bountiful, life-sustaining environ-

ments they have for so many generations
embodied. Eliminating and/or alleviating
anthropogenic stressors on marine ecosys-
tems can improve their resilience and
better secure the continued provision of
environmental goods and life-supporting
services on which coastal communities,
and the global population, have come to
depend—we cannot achieve sustainable
development without healthy oceans and
coasts. This link must be further recog-
nized and enhanced. We must strengthen
and underpin efforts already being taken
on the ground that have laid the founda-
tions for prolonged success—but with
stronger measures, more decisive actions,
and most importantly, enhanced global
and national institutions that can adapt to
changing conditions and potential tipping
point scenarios in an effective, decisive,
and reliable manner. These efforts should
build on successful experiences and insti-
tutional frameworks, and rely on
lessons-learned to pursue the most effec-
tive approach forward.

As noted, the report cards found at the end
of this Summary provide detailed recom-
mendations for next steps in each area
(UNCED/WSSD goal) covered. A second
report, in preparation by the Global Ocean
Forum, will present perspectives on how to
attain the green economy in the context of
oceans, improve the institutional gover-
nance framework, and craft an overall
vision that should guide the management
of oceans, coasts, and SIDS in the next
phase.

Summary of Findings

Reflecting on the detailed recommenda-
tions found in the report cards, we provide a
brief summary addressing the UNCED/
WSSD goals in five major categories: 

1) Prescriptions on improving the status of
ocean resources and coastal communities:
a) Achieving ecosystem-based integrated
ocean and coastal management
(EBM/ICM); b) Advancing management of
land-based sources of marine pollution
(Global Programme of Action for the
Protection of the Marine Environment
from Land-Based Activities (GPA)), and of
freshwater resources (Integrated Water
Resources Management (IWRM));c)
Improving fisheries and aquaculture; and
d) Halting marine biodiversity loss;

2) Addressing the special problems of SIDS
and oceans;

3) Enhancing UN action on oceans (coor-
dination of UN activities);

4) Establishing consistent frameworks for
measuring the conditions of oceans and
coastal populations and the results of man-
agement actions (a) Regular Process of
Global Marine Assessment, b) Addressing
critical uncertainties; c) Measuring
Millennium Development Goals); and

5) Capacity development.

1) Prescriptions on improving the status of
ocean resources and coastal communities
a) Achieving ecosystem-based manage-
ment and integrated coastal and ocean
management (EBM/ICM); b) Advancing
the GPA and integrated water resource
management; c) Improving fisheries and
aquaculture; d) Halting marine biodiversi-
ty loss.

Regarding EBM/ICM at national and
regional levels,we have come to realize that
oceans can no longer be managed solely on
a sector-by-sector, use-by-use basis. Instead,
as Agenda 21 put it, approaches that are
“integrated in content, and precautionary
and anticipatory in ambit” must be adopt-
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ed. There have been some important suc-
cesses in establishing institutional
frameworks for enhancing oceans gover-
nance through  an ecosystem and
integrated approach, albeit often at a small
pilot scale. Given the added challenges that
will be faced in ocean and coastal areas and
in small island States as a result of climate
change, it is imperative that:

• EBM/ICM efforts be scaled up and collec-
tive investments significantly increased
at the national and regional levels, sup-
ported by sufficient and sustained
financing and by capacity development
that enables a transition toward the blue
economy; and 

• EBM/ICM principles and approaches
must be applied, on an urgent basis, to
the last global commons, the 64% of the
ocean that lies beyond national jurisdic-
tion, to address multiple-use conflicts,
manage new uses, and protect vulnerable
ecosystems and marine biodiversity.

Regarding protection of the marine envi-
ronment from land-based sources of
pollution (GPA), we know that some 80%
of marine pollution stems from land-based
activities. Globally, sewage continues to be
the most significant contaminant by vol-
ume, but wastewater and nutrient runoff
from agriculture also largely impact marine
ecosystems and resources. Together, exces-
sive nutrients from sewage outfalls and
agricultural runoff have contributed to a rise
in the number of dead zones (hypoxic or
anoxic areas) in the marine environment
from 149 in 2003 to over 200 in 2006,
resulting in the collapse of some ecosystems
(Nellemann, Hain and Alder 2008). Further,
plastics and other debris entering the ocean
have recently been recognized as an issue of
great concern, causing a wide range of
impacts to ocean resources, such as lethal

and sub-lethal effects on biodiversity, entan-
glement, chemical contamination, and the
alteration of community structures. 

Good progress has been reported regarding
the control of three categories of land-
based pollutants, namely persistent
organic pollutants, radioactive substances,
and hydrocarbons; there were mixed
results regarding the control of heavy met-
als and sediment transport, and worsening
conditions have been reported for sewage,
nutrients, marine litter and the physical
alteration and destruction of habitats.
Because of the “soft-law” basis of GPA and
generally weak implementation, forging
and adopting a global legally-binding
instrument on land-based marine pollu-
tion needs to be considered. 

Land-based sources of marine pollution
could be more effectively addressed with
additional initiatives, including efforts to:  

• Manage chemical pollution through a
comprehensive convention; 

• Adopt global/regional agreements on
heavy metals; 

• Strengthen coordinated efforts to address
sewage, nutrients, marine litter and the
physical alteration and destruction of
habitats; and 

• Adopt a global agreement on greenhouse
gas emission controls and reductions.

Achieving integrated water resources man-
agement (IWRM) is a crosscutting issue
that affects environmental, social, econom-
ic, cultural, and political aspects in every
country and region. Freshwater run-off has
a major impact on the health of important
coastal and ocean ecosystems, ocean pro-
ductivity, ocean circulation patterns, and
hydrological balances. The natural connec-
tivity of rivers and oceans should be

considered in coastal and watershed plan-
ning, especially in areas where this
connectivity is highly sensitive and/or vul-
nerable (e.g., deltas/estuaries, low-lying
coastal wetlands, small islands, glacier
fjords, coral reefs). Under this considera-
tion, achieving IWRM is a major task, since
most countries have separate management
approaches for oceans and freshwater.
These separate approaches include different
and/or overlapping policies, author-ities,
national/local priorities, and decision mak-
ing power, which, in most cases, hinder
any attempt at an integrated planning
scope. Many countries have developed
IWRM and water efficiency plans. However,
many countries still have a long way to go

“Appropriate management and 

conservation of oceans and coastal

areas are of equal importance for

the three pillars of the sustainable

development. It is of the utmost

importance to preserve the future

of mankind, in particular for

Small Island Developing States

and for coastal communities.” 

--H.E. Ambassador D. Juan Pablo de
Laiglesia, Permanent Representative
of Spain to the United Nations,
Workshop on Oceans at Rio+20,
New York, September 12, 2011 
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in achieving this target, and face consider-
able challenges in implementation,
including ensuring that improved water
management through IWRM successfully
contributes to the achievement of the
Millennium Development Goals, especially
eradicating extreme poverty and cutting in
half the number of people without access
to clean water and basic sanitation. Aspects
of this linkage—such as human health and
water safety issues, livelihoods of coastal
communities, and potential impacts from
water-cycle changes and sea-level rise due
to climate change impacts—have not been
directly addressed within the context of
land-based impacts on the marine environ-
ment, and thus on coastal communities.

Management of freshwater and marine
coastal ecosystems must be closely inter-
linked since they are part of a common
global water system, through efforts to: 

•Take coordinated action at all levels
(including local, national and interna-
tional); 

• Communicate the importance of integra-
tion among decision makers and main
stakeholders; 

• Promote demonstration projects and
implementation of best management
practices; and 

• Prioritize increased funding and capacity
building.

Regarding fisheries and aquaculture, the
world is not on track to meet the WSSD
goal of maintaining or restoring depleted
fish stocks by 2015. Despite efforts to
establish national legal and regulatory
frameworks, and reduce fishing capacity in
some areas, among other efforts, marine
fish stocks are continuing to be depleted
and face growing pressures. The propor-
tion of marine fish stocks that are

overexploited, depleted, or recovering
from depletion increased from 24% in
2004 to 32% in 2008. The proportion of
fully exploited marine fish stocks increased
from 52% in 2004 to 53% in 2008. Taking
these values together, one can conclude
that the proportion of marine fish stocks
that cannot withstand further fishing pres-
sure increased from 76% in 2004 to 85% in
2008 (FAO 2004; FAO 2010).     

Population growth and rising seafood
demand is putting increased pressure on
dwindling stocks. Unsustainable aquacul-
ture still persists in many areas of the
world. These issues are exacerbated by
inadequate enforcement and perverse sub-
sidies. When faced with the dilemma of
the heavy dependence of rising global pop-
ulations for food and livelihoods on
dwindling resources, it appears that we
may be at a cross-road in global fisheries
and aquaculture. A central question is
whether the further implementation of the
complex set of measures that are already in
place will make the difference, or are more
drastic and innovative solutions needed.
Among some of the central recommenda-
tions to address these issues is the need to:

• Develop regional partnerships between
regional fishery management organiza-
tions (RFMOs) and other regional and
global bodies; review and modernize,
where appropriate, the mandates of
RFMOs and implement options for RFMO
performance review;

• Phase out subsidies and perverse incen-
tives that enhance fishing effort; and 

• Accelerate efforts to enhance ocean use
agreements in the EEZs of developing
countries, and improve their design and
implementation to ensure local benefits, 
social equity, resource conservation, and
public transparency. 

Regarding marine biodiversity and Marine
Protected Areas (MPAs), the 2010 target to
reduce the rate of marine biodiversity loss
has not been achieved and the 2012 goal
to establish global representative networks
of MPAs will likely not be achieved.
Indicators show a continued decline in the
overall abundance, diversity and distribu-
tion of key marine species and existing
MPA networks are not truly representative
of marine ecosystems and offer inconsis-
tent protection. 

In spite of these negative trends, there are
some positive trends that can be identified.
There is a growing recognition of the value
and importance of conserving marine 
biodiversity by both the public and policy-
makers, evidenced, for example, by
growing efforts to establish MPAs. New
approaches are being developed to
improve understanding of the socioeco-
nomic value of marine ecosystems, and
regional initiatives are making valuable
progress in facilitating multilateral cooper-
ation to achieve conservation and
sustainable use goals. However, negative
drivers, such as population growth, climate
change, new and emerging uses of the
ocean, and the lack of standardized data
present notable obstacles to achieving bio-
diversity goals. Actions to reduce the rate
of marine biodiversity loss include:

• Accelerate the creation of representative,
resilient and well-managed networks of
MPAs in the context of the ecosystem
approach, based on scientific information
and/or traditional knowledge, including
through national agencies dedicated to
the creation and management of MPAs
and through culturally-appropriate com-
munity-based initiatives;

• Incorporate the ecological and socio-eco-
nomic value of marine biodiversity and
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ecosystem services, including through
the application of available harmonized 
economic and non-economic valuation
methodologies, into development plan-
ning and sectoral management
frameworks;

• Address cumulative impacts on the
marine environment through the use of
environmental impact assessment (EIA)
and strategic environmental assessment
(SEA); and 

• Support outreach and education pro-
grams to improve public awareness and
encourage people to reflect on sustainable
modes of living and to take concrete
actions that promote the conservation of
biodiversity and the maintenance of relat-
ed ecosystem services.

2) Addressing the special problems of SIDS
and oceans

Despite the fact that SIDS typically have
large ocean areas rich in resources (fish-
eries, oil and gas, minerals, renewable
energy), many island States are often
unable to benefit from the resources with-
in their EEZs as a result of lack of funding
support, externally-based exploitation,
and, in some cases, insufficient technical
and management capacity. Climate
change further threatens the very survival
and economic and social well-being of
SIDS, bringing the drastic possibility, in
some cases, of loss of country and wide-
spread population displacement. At the
same time, due to their small size, SIDS
could provide effective proving grounds
for pilot initiatives in the transition
towards a “blue” green economy, setting
the way for other nations to follow. Among
other initiatives, there is a need to:

• Secure significant investments to fund
adaptation costs and enhance ocean and
coastal management, which are essential

to build the capacity of SIDS to manage
their ocean and coastal resources and to
adapt to climate change;

• Provide international follow-up to the
Mauritius Strategy;

• Enhance EEZ and high seas marine
resources management, including marine
biodiversity, for SIDS; 

• Strengthen capacity development in
SIDS; and

• Secure UN and international support 
of SIDS. 

3) Enhancing UN action on oceans (coordi-
nation of UN activities)

We are now in a new era in which climate
change effects and other impacts ineradi-
cably pose a situation of higher risk and of
possible tipping points. Prominent oppor-
tunities for disaster are posed by changes to
oceans, effects on coastal communities,
and widespread displacement of coastal
communities. At the same time, as we
chart the way to the new low-carbon econ-
omy and society, great opportunities for
ambitious innovation are also prominent
on the horizon. At this key juncture in
time, we need enhanced and decisive
United Nations mechanisms for dealing
with the new level of risk and to realize the
opportunities that lie ahead. We cannot
count solely on the incremental actions of
a myriad of specialized agencies, each with
different missions and governing bodies.
Just as many countries have done at the
national level, we must embrace the vision
of the whole, and institute integrated
oceans governance at the United Nations,
including through actions to:

• Elevate oceans to the highest levels of the
UN system to enable a cross-cutting
approach and appropriate and timely
response to major threats and opportuni-

ties—for oceans, focused attention at the
highest political levels (i.e., the UN
Secretary-General) is needed; 

• Establish a UN Secretary-General or other
high-level oversight mechanism on
Oceans; and 

• Develop a UN Secretary-General “Ocean
Budget” report that would adress financ-
ing needs for oceans and coasts and
provide an assessment of previous and
current expenditures in these areas.

4)Establishing consistent frameworks for
measuring conditions and results (Regular
Process of Global Marine Assessment,
Addressing critical uncertainties;
Measuring Millennium Development
Goals)

Coordinated Scientific Research and
Systematic Observation of the Marine
Environment Observations should under-
pin all ocean science and management
decisions. The development of robust, sim-
ple, and globally applicable indicators of
health of marine ecosystems and coastal
communities is a priority— multi-sectoral
and multi-dimensional approaches to the
effective protection of the marine environ-
ment and the sustainable use of its
resources are needed. The goal of establish-
ing the Regular Process of Global Marine
Assessment, which was supposed to have
been completed in 2004, was completed in
2010. The first cycle of the Regular Process
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will focus on establishing a baseline with
subsequent cycles focusing on evaluating
trends. By the time that the first cycle of the
Regular Process produces a report, 10 years
will have elapsed since the 2004 deadline
(and 12 years since WSSD). In the mean-
time, because ocean ecosystems continue
to deteriorate with negative impacts to
coastal populations, it is imperative that
other assessments or other forms of report-
ing on the state of the marine environment
be used to inform decision-making in a
more timely manner. The following are key
considerations to ensure a successful
Regular Process: 

• Provide additional funding resources to
fully support the carrying out of the
Regular Process; 

• Agree on the issue areas to be addressed,
accept that some cannot be investigated
in detail in the first cycle, and provide for
capacity development;

• Involve and capitalize on the resources of
other key actors in the ocean community,
especially the NGOs and the business sec-
tor;

• Ensure transparency of the Regular
Process to all its audiences; 

• Fully engage governments in the conduct
of the Regular Process effectively utilizing
the wealth of knowledge and expertise in
marine research in various regions,
including traditional knowledge; and

• Provide for cooperation between the
Intergovernmental Platform for
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services
(IPBES) and the Regular Process. 

In addressing the critical uncertainties for
the management of the marine environ-
ment and climate change, some progress
has been achieved, most prominently,
through the establishment of the Global

Ocean Observing System, which is at a
63% level of implementation. However,
knowledge is far from complete, and new
unexpected challenges and threats have
emerged since the Earth Summit. Better
sampling systems, more complete moni-
toring networks, a deeper knowledge of
some ecosystem processes, are all needed.

Recommendations to address these issues
include:

•Increase institutional capacity and fund-
ing for scientific monitoring and ensure
adequate coverage of sampling sites; 

• Support countries (transfer of technology,
capacity building) to enable them to
respond and deliver good scientific data
to the reporting processes coordinated by
UN agencies and organizations: State of
the World Fisheries, IPCC, Regular Process
for Marine Assessment and IPBES; 

• Promote and support research that
explores the impacts of climate change
and ocean acidification on marine ecosys-
tems; 

• Support research on marine biodiversity
and ecosystem functioning to create solid
foundations for an ecosystem-based man-
agement; 

• Promote and support monitoring net-
works at different geographic scales
through a variety of habitats and climatic
regions; and 

• Enable new research on the emerging
issues that threaten the sustainability of
oceans, coastal areas and ecosystems.

In terms of achieving Millennium
Development Goals in the context of
oceans and coasts, as we have noted earli-
er in this Summary, there is no regular
collection and assessment of information
on the social and economic well-being of
coastal communities, making it very dif-

ficult to ascertain progress on
Millennium Development Identification
of and agreement on the appropriate
process and outcome indicators that
could be used for this purpose are sorely
needed in the next phase. 

5) Capacity development

Capacity development on ecosystem-based
integrated coastal and ocean management
is essential to achieve sustainable develop-
ment of oceans and coasts and the
development of suitable responses to
address climate change, preserve biodiver-
sity and resources, provide for sustainable
livelihoods from oceans and coasts, as well
as respond to new and emerging chal-
lenges. However, the ambitious agenda on
capacity development laid out by the
UNCED and WSSD processes has not yet
been realized. The total level of funds
expended on capacity development has
been very small, and there is little collabo-
ration and coordination of efforts among
the wide array of actors—educational insti-
tutions, UN agencies, multilateral and
bilateral donors, and NGOs, that assist in
capacity development.

Capacity development remains an issue of
central importance to developing states
and SIDS. With the threats of climate
change, the importance of capacity devel-
opment of country leaders, current and
future professionals in the field, local com-
munities, and the public, becomes even
more important and urgent. Likewise, the
strengthening of national institutions deal-
ing with oceans and coasts to respond to
the challenges of climate change adapta-
tion and mitigation, represents an essential
imperative.

There needs to be greater collaboration and
coordination among countries, donors,
UN agencies, providers of capacity training
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and education, others, to provide an accu-
rate assessment of needed financial
investments, and to develop a strategic
approach to capacity development at the
global level and in various regions.

A strategic approach would encompass
training in both the overall vision related
to oceans/climate/biodiversity (the inte-
grated approach) and training in specific
sectors. Different levels would also need to
be addressed:  

• Enhance the leadership capacity of
national decision makers charged with
managing oceans and coasts and of parlia-
mentarians in developing and enacting
ocean and coastal legislation. 

• Enhance the capacity of professionals in
the field;

• Strengthen or create university programs
to educate the next generation of leaders; 

• Strengthen marine science laboratories in
marine science observations, monitoring,
and applications;

• Enhance the capacity of local decision
makers;

• Educate and empower the general public
for ocean stewardship;

• Secure long-term financial support from a
wide range of public and private donors;

• Develop a clearinghouse of information
on capacity development activities, cours-
es, training materials, etc.;

• Develop a regional approach to fostering a
national enabling environment for inte-
grated ocean and coastal governance,
including through regional centers of
excellence;

• Strengthen inter-agency coordination and
collaboration among organizations
involved in capacity development in
ocean and coastal governance, including

sharing of training materials and curricu-
la, and lessons learned in capacity
development;

• Provide for organizational development
of organizations involved in ocean and
coastal governance, including elaboration
of management structures, processes and
procedures; and

• Carry out periodic assessment and track-
ing of the overall efforts and expenditures
in capacity development; aggregate
impacts; the extent to which current and
emerging needs are being met; and effi-
ciency, effectiveness, and competitiveness
factors. 

Moving Forward to Rio+20 With
A Sense of Urgency

We now live in a changed context, facing
unprecedented challenges to planetary sur-
vival and possible tipping points. The
ecological and economic imperatives are
that we must move toward a low-carbon
green "blue" economy but we don't yet
know what this means precisely and how
we do it.

What must we do?
At national and local levels, we must bol-
ster our collective capacity for addressing
the intertwined issues of oceans, climate,
and biodiversity in an effective and deci-
sive manner. In doing so, we must build on
the experiences and partial successes we
have had since the Earth Summit and the
Johannesburg summit. This means:

--We must provide adequate financing to
support the capacity development and
public education that is so much needed
for integrated oceans governance and
associated climate change and biodiversi-
ty issues.

--We must provide sufficient financing for
developing countries and SIDS to cope
with the effects of climate change.
Current financing estimates for coastal
adaptation are woefully inadequate and
need to be revised. A minimum of half of
the adaptation funds should be devoted
to coastal and island communities, home
to one half of the world’s population.

--We must address and overcome the
poverty conditions that continue in
many coastal and island areas around the
world. We must find better means by
which coastal and island nations can bet-
ter benefit from the ocean resources
found under their jurisdiction and insure
local benefits, social equity, resource con-
servation, and public transparency.

On the subject of international governance
for sustainable development, we should be
careful not to address this subject solely in
an incremental way with minor tinkering
of the existing system.

As we have stressed in this Summary, 
climate change effects ineradicably pose a
situation of higher risk--changes to oceans,
effects on coastal communities, wide-
spread displacement of coastal com-
munities, all pose prominent opportunities
for disaster. We are in a struggle for sur-
vival. At the same time, as we develop a
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vision and a roadmap to the new low-car-
bon economy and society, we have great
opportunities for transformative change
on the horizon.

--We need enhanced and decisive United
Nations mechanisms for dealing with the
new level of risk and to realize the oppor-
tunities that lie ahead. We must embrace
the vision of the whole, and institute inte-
grated oceans governance at the United
Nations.

--We must also carefully consider what we
need to do to enhance the international
governance system. Some major exam-
ples include:

Marine areas beyond national
jurisdiction (ABNJ)
We must move toward ecosystem-based
management of areas beyond national
jurisdiction. We must consider the desig-
nation of an international entity(ies)/
mechanisms to play a stewardship role in
this area, our last global commons, and
to carry out needed actions such as using
Environmental Impact Assessment and
designation of Marine Protected Areas.

Coherence among ocean negotiations
We must link the actions of the major
global negotiating fora related to oceans
(the Law of the Sea processes, the UN
Framework Convention on Climate
Change, the Convention on Biological
Diversity, etc.) to achieve coherent and
decisive outcomes for ocean policy.

Bring the Rio spirit to the 
Law of the Sea
We must enhance transparency and civil
society participation in the Law of the
Sea and ocean affairs processes, to ensure
greater accountability and effectiveness.

New uses
We must establish frameworks for new
and emerging ocean uses, as needed.
Prime candidates here include regulation
of geo-engineering approaches (such as
iron fertilization, carbon capture and
storage), and control of marine debris. 

Oceans and the climate regime
Oceans must become a prominent aspect
of the UNFCCC outcomes, given the
central role of oceans in the climate sys-
tem and the profound climate change
impacts that coastal and island commu-
nities will face.

Provide science support
Support the implementation of the
Regular Process for Global Reporting and
Assessment of the State of Oceans, and
the Intergovernmental Platform on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, and
support linkages among these initiatives.

As we join together for Rio+20, we must
conduct our work with a great sense of
urgency. A changing climate and continu-
ing loss of biodiversity, represent for land,
water, and oceans a powerfully negative
combination that threatens our human
well-being and planetary survival. The need
to create and act upon a new vision of a
low-carbon economy and a new "blue soci-
ety" where people act as stewards of our
oceans and coasts, is a compelling impera-
tive. The time to act is now, not tomorrow.
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Report Cards on the UNCED/WSSD
Commitments on Oceans, Coasts, and
Island States

u Ecosystem-Based Integrated Ocean and Coastal Management (EBM/ICM)

u Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-Based Activities

u Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM)

u Biodiversity and Marine Protected Areas

u Small Island Developing States

u Sustainable Fisheries and Aquaculture

u Addressing Critical Uncertainties for the Management of the
Marine Environment and Climate Change 

u Coordination of UN Activities on Oceans

u A Regular Process for Global Reporting and Assessment of the 
State of the Marine Environment, including Socio-economic Aspects

u Capacity Development
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Report Card: Ecosystem-Based Integrated Ocean and Coastal Management (EBM/ICM)
Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
The genius of Chapter 17 of Agenda 21 was the realization that the
oceans can no longer be managed as they have been traditionally, sec-
tor-by-sector, use-by-use. Instead, as Agenda 21 put it, approaches that
are “integrated in content, and precautionary and anticipatory in
ambit” must be adopted. Since 1992, the paradigm of ecosystem-based
integrated coastal and ocean management including through the Large
Marine Ecosystem Approach,has been widely accepted and put into
place in a growing number of countries. 

In fact, since 1992, the infrastructure for integrated ecosystem-based gov-
ernance has been built. Like a house, we have built the foundations and
the frame, and now we have to fill it in further, expanding the scope. 

Although there is data available on the LME approach, in general, the
information in this area is unfortunately more anecdotal than system-
atic and empirical partly because no UN agency has clear responsibility
for monitoring this important cross cutting area.

Nevertheless:

-- Ecosystem-Based Management/Integrated Ocean and Coastal
Management (EBM/ICM) are well known, and they are closely inter-
related.

-- There have been many new applications of EBM/ICM in the last
decade, expanding efforts initially focused on coastal zones to the 200-
mile Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs), and to adjoining regional areas.

-- A major challenge in the next phase is to further enhance the imple-
mentation of integrated oceans policy, including its institutional
aspects, at both national and regional levels, consider appropriate
applications in areas beyond national jurisdiction, and consider how
integrated governance could, as well, be applied to the United
Nations system to achieve greater effectiveness and coherence.

-- In meeting the governance challenge, the LME approach has devel-
oped LME Commissions for the recovery, assessment, management
and sustainability of LME goods and services, e.g. the Benguela
Current Commission, the Interim Guinea Current LME Commission,
and the planned YSLME Commission.

MAJOR OBSTACLES:
General Obstacles include:

• Insufficient data and information on marine ecosystem structure,
function, and processes as well as lack of national capacity to develop
a more comprehensive and technical EBM and ICM. 

• Institutional and sectoral resistance and inertia and lack of appropri-
ate decision frameworks to manage the complexity, uncertainty, and
trade-offs inherent in  EBM/ICM; sectoral institutions still dominate
in national governments and in the UN system.

• The economic and social values of coastal areas and oceans are often
not sufficiently documented and disseminated. The result of this is
often a lack of political will at the national level as the benefits that
would accrue to marine industries need to be demonstrated

• Limited funding for ecosystem science and management institutions
is often the greatest challenge and appears to be a universal issue, par-
ticularly in light of the existing world economic situation.

• Lack of widespread adoption of integrated ecosystem assessments as a
framework for implementing EBM/ICM. It is widely recognized that 

an integrated approach to the governance, ecosystem science and
decision making is required to undertake complex management
requirements of EBM/ICM. 

At the National level, institutional inertia and competing bureaucratic
competences are often the key obstacles as well as lack of resources
within developing countries in particular. Support from the multilat-
eral development agencies has been a key driver in many developing
countries. 

At the Regional level, there are also problems relating to allocation of
political and legal competence to relevant institutions. Among the
Regional Seas organisations, ICM/EBM has been slow to develop,
although progress is being made. 

At the international level, current controversies among the govern-
ments over appropriate responses to challenges to ABNJ are also an
obstacle to the development of a comprehensive global response.”

3 3 3

SOME BRIGHT SPOTS:
• Over 100 countries have established ICM programs (some of these
need to be scaled up to encompass a nation’s entire coastal zone)

• About 40 countries are developing or are implementing integrated
national ocean policies covering their 200-mile EEZs; prominent
examples include Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, India,
Jamaica, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, the Philippines,
Portugal, Russian Federation, UK, US, and Vietnam;

• EBM/ICM has been applied in regional areas as well—especially in:
the 20 Large Marine Ecosystem Programmes supported by the Global
Environment Facility and implemented by 110 countries around the
world, in the 18 Regional Seas Programmes, and in various regional
groupings: The European Union, with its pioneering work on the
European Integrated Maritime Policy; the East Asian Seas region
through the work of PEMSEA (Partnerships in Environmental
Management for the Seas of East Asia), the South Pacific Islands
region through the Pacific Islands Regional Ocean Policy.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
I. Enhance Integrated, Ecosystem-based Ocean and Coastal  
Governance at National and Regional Levels

Scale up the practice of integrated oceans governance to all countries
and regions around the world. Given the nature of the added chal-
lenges that will need to be faced in ocean and coastal areas and in
Small Island States as a result of climate change, it is imperative that
EBM/ICM efforts be scaled up collective investments significantly
increased.

National Level

Scale up national programs to include larger portions of the coastal
zone and ocean under national jurisdiction.

Further develop and implement (with funding) integrated coastal and
ocean laws, e.g., through Ocean Parliamentarians.

Further strengthen integrated institutions and decision processes for
the coast and ocean 

Incorporate and apply Marine Spatial Planning, aiming to achieve, 
in national waters and regional areas, the Convention on Biological
Diversity’s Aichi target of protecting at least 10 per cent of marine 
and coastal areas.

Address persistent poverty and inequality in large parts of the coastal
areas of the developing world.

Bring mitigation and adaptation to climate change in coastal areas
under the framework of existing ICM/EBM institutions. Extensive
capacity development of national and local/regional officials will need
to take place to develop and apply climate mitigation and adaptation
strategies.

Mitigate climate change and sustain coastal resources through protec-
tion and restoration of coastal carbon sinks (“Blue Carbon”). 

Facilitate the development of renewable sources of energy (e.g. offshore
wind, wave, and tidal energy). 

Promote sustainable ocean and coastal livelihoods, “blue” green job
creation, public private partnerships, and local level and community-
based management.

Address the issues (legal, humanitarian, economic, ecological) of 
possible displacement of millions of coastal and island peoples.

Regional Level

Encourage and assist the key role played by the Large Marine Ecosystem
Programs (LMEs) and the Regional Seas Programmes in harmonizing
actions of governments in transboundary contexts.

Encourage the development and implementation of ICM/EBM proto-
cols in regional seas programmes and their implementation at the
national level, following the Mediterranean example.

Encourage application of EBM/ICM approaches by the full range of
bodies responsible for management of resources at the regional level,
such as Regional Fishery Management Organizations, and other region-
al resource management arrangements.

Financing

Provide sufficient financing for developing countries and SIDS to cope
with the effects of climate change. Current financing estimates for
coastal adaptation are woefully inadequate and need to be revised. A
minimum of half of the adaptation funds should be devoted to coastal
and island communities, home to ½ of the world population.

Provide adequate financing to support the capacity development and
public education that is so much needed for integrated oceans gover-
nance and associated climate change and biodiversity issues. 

Capacity Development

Build capacity for ocean and coastal management in a transformative
era, toward the Blue Economy and Blue Society

Provide long-term capacity development in ICM/EBM including 
climate change issues and biodiversity issues, incorporating leadership
training:

-- Enhance capacity for exercising leadership for high-level national
decision makers and Ocean Parliamentarians

-- Strengthen or create university programs to educate the next 
generation of leaders

-- Enhance the capacity of local decision makers

Share best practices and experience on ICM/EBM, networking and
other measures. A network of National Ocean Officials should be 
promoted.

Certify good practice in ICM/EBM, following the PEMSEA (Partnerships
for Environmental Management of East Asian Seas) model.

II. Improve the International Regime for Integrated Ocean 
Governance

Extend EBM/Principles and Approaches to Marine 
Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction

Established EBM/ICM principles and approaches must be applied to the
64% of the ocean that lies beyond national jurisdiction (ABNJ) to
address multiple use conflicts, manage new uses, and protect vulnera-
ble ecosystems and marine biodiversity. While there has been growing
consensus on the use of useful approaches such as Environmental
Impact Assessments and establishment of networks of marine protect-
ed areas, more attention needs to be focused on institutional
aspects—who will implement EIAs, manage marine protected areas,
address conflicts, etc.?  As in EBM/ICM decision processes under
national jurisdiction, authority needs to be vested in existing or new
institutions and a process for multiple use decisionmaking needs to be
established.

Integrated Oceans Governance at the UN

Elevate oceans to the highest levels of the UN system to enable a cross-
cutting approach and appropriate and timely response to major threats
and opportunities. For oceans, focused attention at the highest political
levels—the UN Secretary-General is needed. Coordination and cross-
cutting action at a high political level is essential, not only at the
technical staff level. 

• Powerful lessons have also been learned about the importance of cre-
ating and strengthening institutional arrangements for ICM/EBM,
involving inter-agency coordination and oversight, preferably from

the highest levels of government such as a Prime Minister’s office, in
making ICM/EBM a reality.
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Report Card: Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-Based Activities
Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
Extent of Efforts

• The main international initiative to address pollution of the marine
environment from land-based activities is the Global Programme of
Action for the Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-
based Activities (GPA), a non-binding soft-law approach, which was
adopted in 1995 by 108 countries and the European Commission
through the Washington Declaration. The Washington Declaration
was the outcome of the Conference on the Protection of the Marine
Environment from Land-based Sources of Marine Pollution convened
by UNEP on 23 October -3 November 1995 in Washington, DC in
response to recommendations made in Chapter 17 of Agenda 21
regarding the protection of the marine environment from land-based
activities. UNEP serves as the Secretariat of the GPA; the UNEP-GPA
Coordination Office promotes and facilitates national implementa-
tion and catalyzes action at the international level.

• The GPA seeks to guide States on how to address land-based activities
affecting the marine environment (LBS) at the national, regional, and
global levels. Guidance on GPA implementation was developed, and
includes: 1) a guide for national action, which describes key manage-
ment approaches and principles, steps and tasks to be followed in
national planning processes, and background references and docu-
ments; 2) guidance on implementation of the GPA for 2007-2011,
which suggests, among other advice, various approaches that govern-
ments may wish to follow, including the ecosystem approach and
integrated waters resources management; and 3) the 2006 Beijing
Declaration, which provides strategic direction for national and local-
level action through sustainable financial mechanisms, economic val-
uation of goods and services provided by oceans, coasts and water-
sheds, local participation and integrated approaches in particular link-
ing freshwater and coastal management.

• National Programmes of Action for the Protection of the Marine
Environment from Land-based Activities (NPAs), which are iterative
processes that call for the phased implementation of priorities identi-
fied through a cross-sectoral, participatory approach, provide a frame-
work for countries in fulfilling their duty to preserve and protect the
marine environment from the major GPA pollution categories. Over
70 countries are implementing the GPA either through national pro-
grammes of action or related initiatives, including national develop-
ment policies and frameworks and integrated coastal management
programs. Through a partnership approach forged between the
Coordination Office and UNEP regional seas programme secretariats,
development of national programmes of action has been advanced in

the South-East Pacific, the Wider Caribbean, the Caspian, the South 

Pacific and South Asia. A partnership with the U.S. NOAA’s
International Program Office has established a GPA node to support
GPA implementation in Central American and Caribbean countries.
The GEF has also supported the development of national pro-
grammes of action through various projects in the Western Indian
Ocean and in the Guinea Current LME.

• Within the framework the UNEP Regional Seas Programme, the fol-
lowing are examples of regional activities undertaken to implement
the GPA: 

o Seven technical workshops of government-designated experts
were convened by UNEP, during the period 1996 - 1998, to identi-
fy regional priorities and to develop regional programmes of
action to address LBS.

o Seven regions have developed protocols to specifically address LBS
(Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea, Red Sea and Gulf of Aden, ROPME
Sea Area, South-East Pacific, the Wider Caribbean, and Eastern
Africa), of which four have entered into force; two regions have
annexes dealing with LBS (Baltic and Northeast Atlantic); and two
regions are developing LBS protocols (Caspian Sea and West and
Central Africa).

o A recently established Caribbean Regional Fund for Wastewater
Management (CReW) funded by the GEF will pilot revolving
financing mechanisms and their related wastewater management
reforms in the context of the Wider Caribbean LBS protocol. The
GEF Integrating Watershed and Coastal Areas Management in
Caribbean SIDS (GEF-IWCAM) Project has recently published a
Toolkit for use in amending and/or drafting appropriate legislation
in support of the core objectives of the Wider Caribbean LBS
Protocol.

o In other regions: a Northwest Pacific Action Plan guidelines for
harmful algal blooms has been released; in the APC countries,
especially at the local level, capacity has been built to manage
wastewater; and in East Africa there is now increased capacity to
manage solid wastes. 

• Various efforts to better address nutrient over-enrichment of coastal
and marine waters have been initiated: 1) the Global Partnership on
Nutrient Management (GPA Coordination Office, Government of
the Netherlands, and UNEP); 2) the GEF International Waters focal
area has included reduction of nutrients as one of its strategic pro-
gramme areas for 2007-2010 through LME projects.

3 3 3
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MAJOR OBSTACLES
• Challenges constraining effective protection of the marine environ-
ment from land-based pollution and activities include: lack of pub-
lic education and awareness, limited individual and political will to
address the situation adequately, societal factors such as poverty and
over-consumption, limited financial and human resources, frag-
mented legal and institutional arrangements, and lack of effective
compliance and enforcement.

• Key stumbling blocks to GPA implementation at national and inter-
national levels include: limited national participation and imple-
mentation, limited national reporting, limited coverage of pollutant
source categories, limited financing and human resources, lack of
political priority and will to effectively address land-based sources of
pollution, and the inherent limits of a non-legally binding approach
and of international environmental governance, e.g., limited devel-
opment and ratification of LBS protocols.

• Intergovernmental Review Meetings (IGR) have been conducted at
which governments and other stakeholders met to review the status
of the implementation of the GPA and decided on action to be
taken to strengthen the implementation of the GPA: 1. First
Intergovernmental Review Meeting (IGR-1), 26-30 November 2001,
Montreal, Canada; 2. Second Intergovernmental Review Meeting
(IGR-2), 16-20 October 2006, Beijing, China. The Third
Intergovernmental Review Meeting (IGR-3) is scheduled for 23-27
January 2012, Manila, Philippines. 

• At IGR-2, governments decided that the period 2007 – 2011 would
focus on mainstreaming implementation of the GPA in national
development planning and budgetary mechanisms through inte-
gration of the GPA across sectors and ministries and also integration
into domestic and international aid budgets, development plans,
strategies and actions (see Guidelines and Checklist for the
Mainstreaming of Marine and Coastal Issues into National Planning
and Budgetary Processes); organized a series of regional workshops
to promote this approach; and provides support in the development
of NPAs focused specifically on promoting mainstreaming.

Extent of Progress 

The GPA addresses the following pollutant source categories: sewage,
persistent organic pollutants (POPs), radioactive substances, heavy

metals, oils (hydrocarbons), nutrients, sediment mobilization, litter,
and physical alteration and destruction of habitat. Based on a report
prepared for the IGR-2, The State of the Marine Environment: Trends
and Processes, good progress was reported for three categories of land-
based pollutants, namely POPs, radioactive substances and
hydrocarbons. There were mixed results regarding the control of
heavy metals and sediment transport. 

The GPA has not been able to substantially curb four of the most seri-
ous sources of marine degradation. Worsening conditions have been
reported for sewage, nutrients, marine litter and physical alteration
and destruction of habitats. Consequently, the GPA has focused its
efforts for 2007-2011 on those pollutant source categories.

Timing 

Although there has been considerable effort expended at all levels to
advance implementation of the GPA and the Montreal Declaration,
the goal of achieving substantial progress in protecting the marine
environment, particularly from municipal wastewater, the physical
alteration and destruction of habitats, and nutrients by 2006, has not
been achieved.

SOME BRIGHT SPOTS 
• Good progress was reported for three categories of marine pollu-
tants: POPs, radioactive substances and hydrocarbons 

o The overall situation has improved considerably since international
controls on production and use of a small number of POPs were put
in place over 20 years ago. Atmospheric concentrations of con-
trolled substances have decreased in remote areas of the northern
hemisphere. The situation in the Arctic is expected to improve now
that regulation is in place. The Global Programme of Action on
International Chemicals Management, adopted during the UNEP
Governing Council (GCSS/GMEF IX 2006) may contribute to limit-
ing chemical releases.

o The situation concerning radioactive substances in the marine envi-
ronment is stable and controls on routine discharges are generally
stringent. 

o The general situation concerning anthropogenic inputs of oil into
the marine environment has improved significantly since 1985. The
greatest success has been achieved in curbing inputs from marine
transportation of oil, the associated discharge from tankers and oil
spills. Improvements in technology (design and operation of
tankers) and legislation and regulation, particularly at the interna-
tional level, are the main factors in improvement. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS
• The ratification of LBS-related protocols and their implementation
should be encouraged since ratification provides to donors an indi-
cation of political commitment at the regional level.

• Although seven regions have developed LBS protocols and two
more are under development, the soft-law basis of GPA and the
resulting weak implementation suggest that forging and adopting a
global legally-binding instrument on land-based marine pollution
needs to be considered.

• Land-based sources of marine pollution could be more effectively
addressed with additional initiatives, including: managing chemical
pollution through a comprehensive convention; adopting
global/regional agreements on heavy metals; and adopting a global
agreement on greenhouse gas emission controls and reductions.

• The recommendations emanating from IGR-2 for the further imple-
mentation of the GPA at the global, regional and national levels are
still relevant at this time, including:

o Continue the development and implementation of NPAs as a tool
for the sustainable management of oceans, coasts and islands and
their associated watersheds;

o Prioritize mainstreaming the GPA into national development plan-
ning and budgets;

o Promote economic valuation of the goods and services that coasts
and oceans provide in order to mobilize action at the global, region-
al and national level;

o Develop innovative financing mechanisms to further promote the
implementation of the GPA

o Establish linkages between freshwater and coastal management and
develop local level partnerships including with the private sector to
assist in the further implementation of the GPA.

• Based on regional and national experiences in GPA implementation,
there is a need to:

o Take a more integrated approach to pollution prevention activities
through more effective engagement of industry and private sector;

o Link pollution prevention projects with biodiversity protection as
part of a broader ecosystem management approach;

o Exert greater effort to changing behavior, attitudes and practices
through targeted awareness efforts since pollution is for the most
part preventable; and

o Encourage dealing with LBS through implementation of pilot or
demo projects in Hot Spot Areas – areas either at high risk from pol-
lution; highly polluted; or important from a socio-economic stand-
point – which are often defined within the framework of NPAs.
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Report Card: Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM)
Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

3 3 3

EXPLANATION
Extent of Efforts

A 2008 UN-Water Status Report on Integrated Water Resources
Management and Water Efficiency Plans, which was based on a survey
covering 104 countries of which 77 are developing or countries in
transition and 27 are developed, provided information on the progress
achieved on meeting the 2002 WSSD target to “Develop integrated
water resources management and water efficiency plans by 2005, with
support to developing countries, through actions at all levels.” This
report card is mainly based on that report.

Developed countries had advanced on almost all major issues
although there was still much room for improvement. 

• Of the 27 countries that responded to the UN-Water Survey, only 6
claim to have fully implemented national IWRM plans; 10 of those
countries claim to have plans in place and partially implemented. 

• The report indicates that developed countries need to improve on
public awareness campaigns and on gender mainstreaming.

For developing countries, there was recent improvement in the IWRM
planning process at national level but much more needs to be done to
implement the plans. 

• Of the 53 countries for which comparison was made between the
Global Water Partnership (GWP) in 2006 and UN-Water in 2007
conducted approximately 18 months apart), the percentage of
countries having plans completed or under implementation has
risen from 21% to 38%, with the Americas showing the most
improvement - from 7% to 43%; similar changes for Africa were
from 25% to 38% and for Asia from 27% to 33%. This, however,
may be attributed to differences in the questionnaires.

• Africa lags behind Asia and the Americas on most issues, but is more
advanced on stakeholder participation and on subsidies and micro-
credit programs.

• Asia is more advanced on institutional reform but lags behind in
institutional coordination.

• SIDS countries in the Pacific and Caribbean have taken a more holis-
tic approach in developing IWRM plans by including coastal man-
agement and sanitation issues with support from GEF projects.

The 2008 UNCSD meeting called on UN-Water to develop a status
report, which the Task Force is currently preparing for presentation at
Rio+20 Conference. The status report will focus on implementation. 

In the Caribbean, there was an effort to link water efficiency plans to
water safety plans facilitated by the Pan American Health
Organization and the World Health Organization. 

Regarding water efficiency plans, the report indicated that much more
effort needs to be made to explicitly incorporate water efficiency meas-
ures within the framework of IWRM.

Much effort was made in the development of a set of SMART (specific,
measurable, attainable, relevant, realistic and timely) indicators but
more work is required. A UN-Water and GWP initiative, Roadmapping
for Advancing Integrated Water Resources Management Processes, aims to
help countries prepare roadmaps, which identify specific milestones
to be taken towards better water management within a timeframe. At
the regional and global levels, the roadmaps could serve as benchmark
for monitoring progress in improving water resources management. It
is expected that better assessment of the needs to advance the imple-
mentation of IWRM can be achieved through the use of indicators
and monitoring.

Extent of Progress

Many countries have developed integrated water resources manage-
ment and water efficiency plans. However, many countries still have a
long way to go in achieving the target, and most countries face consid-
erable challenges in implementation, including ensuring that
improved water management through IWRM successfully contribute
to the achievement of the MDGs.

Timing 

The development of IWRM and water efficiency plans, which should
have been completed by 2005, has not been fully attained although
there has been substantial progress.

MAJOR OBSTACLES
• Problems encountered by developing countries in both planning
and implementation of IWRM approaches include: lack of political
will to seriously engage in water policy change, financing and
national resource allocation for water-related development, failure 

to mainstream IWRM plans into national development plans, lack
of awareness of water issues, weaknesses related to human and insti-
tutional capacity, and discontinued support programs.
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SOME BRIGHT SPOTS 
• Developed countries have advanced on nearly all the major issues. 

• Developing countries have made strides in the IWRM planning
process on the national level, although implementation remains an
issue. 

• There is greater attention being paid to water through efforts at
addressing land degradation under the UNCCD as well as efforts
addressing climate change and variability.

• There are many case studies that illustrate the tangible benefits of
implementing IWRM plans at the national and international levels.
Examples at the community and provincial levels were noted for
their demonstration of many societal gains that can be made
through such plans.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• The 2008 UN-Water report made recommendation emphasizing the
following areas:

o Countries, particularly those that are lagging behind, need to pri-
oritize the development of IWRM and water efficiency measures,
with the help of supporting agencies;

o Countries need to prioritize the implementation of policies and
plans once they have been developed;

o Countries should establish roadmaps and financing strategies for
the implementation of their plans with External Support Agencies 

(including the UN, donors and NGOs) providing support to coun-
tries, based on demand;

o Experiences in implementing IWRM should be evaluated, moni-
tored and shared through global coordination mechanisms. This
will require more work on indicators and follow-up processes that
do not add an undue reporting burden on countries.

o The UN World Water Assessment Programme and its associated
World Water Development Reports should continue to provide an
up-to-date global overview of progress on implementing the
IWRM approach.
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Report Card: Biodiversity and Marine Protected Areas
Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
When assessing progress made in the reduction in the rate of marine
biodiversity loss and the establishment of representative networks of
MPAs, the immediate observation is that the world’s governments
failed to achieve the 2010 biodiversity target and will likely not
achieve the 2012 MPA target. The Marine Living Planet Index, which
tracks population trends of representative marine species, shows a
continued decline overall in the abundance, diversity and distribution
of marine species and existing MPA networks are not truly representa-
tive of marine ecosystems and offer inconsistent protection. While
this is a failure of the global community, the time frame to achieve the
2010 and 2012 targets may have been too short, given the many pow-
erful drivers of biodiversity loss and complex factors underlying
processes to create such MPA networks. And, in fact, the failure to
achieve the targets may have served to renew political attention on
the importance of this issue.

In spite of the inability to achieve these targets, there are a number of
important developments and positive trends that paint a hopeful pic-
ture for the future. There is a growing recognition of the value and
importance of conserving marine biodiversity by both the public and
policymakers, evidenced perhaps by the number of initiatives in
recent years on MPAs. This growing understanding and appreciation is
greatly facilitated by new approaches and methodologies to improve
our understanding of the socio-economic value of marine ecosystems,
including the ability to quantify this value in economic 

terms. There are notable developments at the national level to estab-
lish MPA networks and to begin to mainstream biodiversity
considerations into other areas. Regional frameworks and initiatives,
including through the Regional Seas Programme and the Large Marine
Ecosystem (LME) programs, are making valuable progress in facilitat-
ing multilateral cooperation through a broader ecosystem-based
approach to ocean governance. Developments at the global level,
including through the CBD (e.g. 2010 Aichi Targets, Nagoya Protocol
on Access and Benefit-Sharing) and the global negotiations on marine
biodiversity beyond national jurisdiction, are laying the groundwork
for progress in the next phase. 

At the same time, when faced with powerful drivers of biodiversity loss
compromising the critical services provided by marine ecosystems to
billions of people around the world, it is clear than much more effort
is needed. In addition to more concerted efforts to establish MPA net-
works, efforts should be taken to improve the effectiveness of MPAs,
ensuring that protected areas have tangible on-the-ground impacts,
and that area-based approaches are embedded within a broader frame-
work of ecosystem-based management, complemented by other tools
and measures. While political attention is improving, the significant
efforts needed to reverse the negative trends of biodiversity loss
require much more concerted engagement, outlining the need for a
new global political mandate to focus future efforts to conserve and
sustainably use marine biodiversity.

MAJOR OBSTACLES:
-- Population growth, leading to growing demands on the resources
and services provided by marine ecosystems and increasing impacts
from unsustainable development 

-- Climate change, leading to potentially severe impacts on ecosys-
tem dynamics, species distribution, and the biology and physiolo-
gy of marine species

-- New and emerging uses of the oceans carrying a number of
unknown and potentially adverse impacts on marine biodiversity 
and ecosystems 

-- General lack of standardized data on the status of marine ecosys-
tems and on measures taken at the national level to ensure the pro-
tection and sustainable use of marine biodiversity

-- Relative lack of understanding of biodiversity and ecosystem servic-
es by policy-makers and the general public, although there are
notable efforts and approaches beginning to address this issue 

SOME BRIGHT SPOTS:
While the picture remains grim, there are also some bright spots and
notable examples of progress:

-- Net loss of mangroves, while still very high, may have slowed down,
possibly due to massive replanting campaigns following the 2004
tsunami.

3 3 3
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-- Coral reefs in the Indian Ocean and Western Pacific have shown sig-
nificant recovery since the devastating 1998 bleaching events.

-- Almost all coastal countries now have one or more MPA and many
have established networks of MPAs.

-- Establishment of large MPAs, such as the Phoenix Islands Protected
Area in Kiribati and the Papahānaumokuākea Marine National
Monument in Hawaii, have greatly increased protected area coverage.

-- Regional progress through Regional Seas Programmes and Large
Marine Ecosystems (LME), including the efforts of the OSPAR
Commission to develop a regional MPA network, and creation of

regional initiatives, such as the Micronesia Challenge, the Coral
Triangle Initiative, and the Pacific Oceanscape initiative, demon-
strate a positive trend in regional approaches.

-- Increasing use of marine spatial planning and large-scale bioregion-
al classification, as well as the integration of MPA networks and area-
based approaches as part of comprehensive management regimes in
a broader ecosystem approach context. 

-- Development and refinement of methodologies for improving the
understanding of the value, including the economic value, of biodi-
versity and ecosystem services.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Establishing Marine Protected Areas

-- Accelerate the creation of representative, resilient and well-managed
networks of MPAs in the context of the ecosystem approach, based
on scientific information and/or traditional knowledge, including
through national agencies dedicated to the creation and manage-
ment of MPAs and through culturally-appropriate community-
based initiatives.

-- Promote the application of customary law and other complementa-
ry approaches to formal law for the sustainable management of
marine biodiversity in the context of MPA networks.

-- Further develop the application of innovative tools to planning
such as marine spatial planning. 

-- Promote and undertake the establishment of MPAs in the broader
context of integrated marine and coastal area management
(IMCAM) at various levels.

Mainstreaming Biodiversity Concerns into Economic and
Development Frameworks 

-- At the sub-regional, regional and global levels: Ensure that marine
biodiversity is reflected in the outline of the first assessment report
of the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity
and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), with specific reference to the
Platform’s work on economic and non-economic valuation of
marine biodiversity and ecosystem services.

-- At the national level: Incorporate the ecological and socio-econom-
ic value of marine biodiversity and ecosystem services, including
through the application of available harmonized economic and
non-economic valuation methodologies, into development plan-
ning and sectoral management frameworks.

-- Address cumulative impacts of human activities on the marine envi-
ronment through the application of environmental impact assess-
ment (EIA) and strategic environmental assessment (SEA) in the
context of socio-economic scenarios in support of National
Biodiversity Strategies and Action Plans. 

-- Develop and implement innovative solutions to biodiversity loss
that (i) address the expanding human footprint and demand for
natural resources; (ii) provide for sustainable use, stewardship and 

address, through locally-driven solutions, the linkages between
restoration of biodiversity in populated and urban areas; and (iii)
environmental conservation, poverty alleviation and community
resilience.

Climate Change and Marine Biodiversity 

-- Develop and implement priority actions within and among sectors
that enhance the resilience of marine biodiversity to the impacts of
climate change, and maintain and restore the capacity of oceans
and coasts to store carbon, including by using MPAs to protect key
components of the carbon cycle. 

Marine Biodiversity Beyond National Jurisdiction 

-- Facilitate the creation of a sustainable governance framework for
marine areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction that will
comprehensively address conservation and sustainable use of biodi-
versity and resources, as well as equity concerns related to marine
genetic resources, including through application of modern conser-
vation principles and tools such as the ecosystem approach, precau-
tionary approach, MPAs and EIA/SEA.

Improving Global Political Engagement to Achieve Biodiversity
and MPA Goals 

-- Provide further elaboration for the provisions of the UN system-
wide Strategic Plan for Biodiversity (2011-2020) by tailoring its rele-
vant Goals and Aichi Biodiversity Targets to current pressures and
emerging threats related to marine biodiversity and by identifying
and selecting appropriate responses among existing tools and prac-
tices available. 

Public Outreach and Education 

-- Take full stock of the United Nations Decade on Biodiversity (2011-
2020) to develop and support outreach and education programs to
improve public awareness of the importance of, and major threats
to, marine biodiversity and ecosystems; and to raise awareness to re-
direct funding for education towards programs aimed at encourag-
ing society to reflect on sustainable modes of living and to take con-
crete actions that promote the conservation of biodiversity and the
maintenance of related ecosystem services.
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Report Card: Small Island Developing States
Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
The natural capital of SIDS is their ocean. After experiencing a slow start
in implementing the ocean and coastal prescriptions of the UNCED
and the WSSD, in more recent years, SIDS have been investing in the
protection of their natural capital. This has been achieved through the
designation of marine protected areas, in some cases covering very
large areas of the ocean, and through the adoption and implementa-
tion of integrated ecosystem-based approaches to ocean governance at
both the national and regional levels. Climate change, however, threat-
ens the very survival and economic and social well-being of SIDS,
bringing the drastic possibility, in some cases, of loss of country and
widespread population displacement. At the same time, due to their
small size, SIDS could provide effective proving grounds for pilot initia-
tives in the transition towards a “blue” green economy, setting the way
for other nations to follow. 

As called for in UNCED, the Barbados Global Conference on Sustainable
Development of Small Island Developing States was held in 1994, craft-
ing the Barbados Programme of Action, and was followed up, with a
mandate from the WSSD, by the 2005 Mauritius International Meeting, 

crafting the Mauritius International Strategy. Through these global
processes, as well as through the climate negotiations of the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change, a much greater interna-
tional understanding of the special circumstances and issues affecting
SIDS has developed. In addition, the international attention to the spe-
cial needs of SIDS has provided a valuable platform for the cohesive
action among the 44 small island developing States comprising the
Alliance of Small Island States. Implementation of both the BPoA and
the Mauritius Strategy, however, has lagged. Official Development
Assistance for SIDS fell by 50% in the period 1994-2004, but has
increased since that time.

As a result of their relative vulnerability, SIDS have played the role of a
global conscience in articulating the impacts of climate change and
calling for reducing greenhouse emissions to a level of 350 ppm to
ensure the survival of island states and the health of ocean resources on
which they depend. But these efforts have not been translated into
global agreements on cutting greenhouse gas emissions nor into an
appropriate level of financial resources to support the extensive adapta-
tion needs of island states.

MAJOR OBSTACLES:
Despite the fact that SIDS typically have large ocean areas rich in
resources (fisheries, oil and gas, minerals, renewable energy), many
island States are often unable to benefit from the resources within
their EEZs as a result of lack of funding support, externally-based
exploitation, and, in some cases, insufficient technical and manage-
ment capacity. 

Surveillance and enforcement within the EEZs of SIDS present signifi-
cant difficulties due to logistical and financial constraints, as well as
the expansive nature of the areas involved. Fisheries enforcement
within EEZs is of primary concern and difficulty.

Pressures on the governments of SIDS will escalate as the impacts of
climate change manifest on the ground in island nations through 

increased sea level rise, increased frequency and intensity of storms,
and ocean acidification, among other effects. SIDS governments will
need extensive international financing for climate adaptation and
mitigation efforts, and increased knowledge and capacity to address
climate change effects.

There has been insufficient institutional support for systematic follow-up
of the Mauritius Strategy. There is an absence of a formalized integration,
coordination, and monitoring mechanism to assess implementation of
the Mauritius Strategy at national and regional levels.

There is a lack of capacity (human, technical, financial) in some SIDS
countries to address the interrelated issues of oceans/coasts, climate,
and biodiversity.

SOME BRIGHT SPOTS:
SIDS nations have a high level of ratification of major international
conventions, as called for in the BPoA, most prominently, the
Framework Convention on Climate Change, the Convention on
Biological Diversity, and the Law of the Sea Convention.

While initially slow in adopting the ocean and coastal management
prescriptions of UNCED, SIDS have, since 2006, considerably acceler-
ated their national efforts in this area.

SIDS in all regions have mobilized, since 2006, extensive efforts to cre-
ate large-scale MPAs. For example, Kiribati, with partners, created in
2006 the Phoenix Islands Protected Area (PIPA), which represents the
largest protected area in the Pacific Ocean at a size of 408,250 km2.

3 3 3
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
Climate, Oceans, and SIDS 
-  Current adaptation cost estimates for coastal areas and small island
States are woefully inadequate, as are the adaptation resources avail-
able. In 2007, the UNFCCC estimated the cost of adaptation in coastal
zones at about $11 billion/year, using lower sea level rise predictions
and not including potential impacts of increased storm intensity. With
over half of the world’s population living in coastal regions and likely
to experience the most pronounced effects of climate change, at least
half of the funds made available for adaptation should target coastal
and island populations. 

-- Provide financial support for the protection of coastal and ocean
ecosystems in SIDS to secure the important role of these ecosystems in
the global carbon cycle, in addition to the continued provisioning of
valuable ecosystem services, products, and livelihoods.

-- Develop measures to address the social, economic, environmental,
legal, and humanitarian issues related to the displacement of coastal
populations as a result of climate change, identifying, as well, the inter-
national law questions that must be addressed regarding this issue.

-- Enhance governance structures at national and local levels, infrastruc-
ture, and capacity on climate change adaptation and mitigation,
including exchanges of information and access to best practices, and
regional centers to coordinate action on common challenges.

International follow-up to the Mauritius Strategy 
-  Integrate the Mauritius Strategy into the work programs of relevant UN
organizations; UN agencies should designate focal points within their
agencies to be responsible for SIDS issues and for the implementation
of the Mauritius Strategy, and indicators for progress for the strategy
should be established. At the national level, SIDS should establish indi-
cators and monitoring of their specific plans of implementation of the
Mauritius Strategy.

Enhance EEZ and high seas marine resources management 
-- Further develop and implement frameworks for sustainable ocean pol-
icy and law at national and regional levels to ensure sustainable man-
agement of fisheries resources, responsible shipping traffic and move-
ments, precautionary seabed resources exploitation including oil/gas
extraction and mining, networks of representative and resilient pro-
tected areas, environmentally sound aquaculture/mariculture develop-
ment, integrated coastal management, and access and benefit sharing
regimes for bioprospecting. 

--Enhance the ability of SIDS and the international community to
address issues of piracy and maritime security, which severely limit the
ability of small island States to depend on their large ocean resources.

-- Enhance ocean use agreements in the EEZs of SIDS countries by
improving their design and implementation to ensure benefits to the
nation and its public, social equity, resource conservation, and public
transparency.

Marine biodiversity
-- Intensify efforts to protect marine biodiversity including the establish-
ment and use of representative and resilient networks of MPAs, consis-

tent with international law and based on the best available science.
Efforts to protect marine biodiversity should include priority actions
that enhance the resiliency and contributions of marine and coastal
ecosystems to climate change mitigation, adaptation and impacts,
including ocean acidification. 

Capacity development
--Address issues of technology and knowledge transfer enhancing the
ability of SIDS to utilize their large ocean resources for marine renew-
able energy, including through pilot projects. 

-- Enhance capacity development on the interrelated issues of ocean and
coastal management/climate change/biodiversity, especially:  1)
among  high-level leaders, 2) building the next generation of leaders
through investment in university programs, especially through the
SIDS Consortium of Universities, and 3) among leaders and stakehold-
ers in local communities.

UN and International Support of SIDS
The following outcomes of the PrepCom processes identify issues for
enhanced attention in international fora: 

- -For SIDS, a green economy is a blue economy, so oceans and fishery
issues must be given prominence. Rio+20 should provide support for
sustainable ocean development and protection of resources. Measures
could include actions to reduce fishing overcapacity, to establish MPAs,
and to desist from using oceans as a dumping ground.

-- SIDS are dependent on the blue ocean economy, therefore conserva-
tion of ocean resources should be a key challenge taken up at UNCSD.
With respect to the BPoA and the Mauritius Strategy, countries should
fulfill their responsibilities and commitments related to technology
transfer and financing for development. A focused and sober assess-
ment should be taken of where our failures lie and how we can best
address them. There is an urgent need for baselines and benchmarks
for progress. Targets and goals should be focused on key priorities.
Improved data flows are needed in order better to monitor sustainable
development of SIDS.

-- There is a need for enhanced financial and technical support to accel-
erate implementation; the importance of ensuring synergy with the
MDG targets and maintaining focus on poverty alleviation; a need for
a stronger science-policy interface; the value of north-south and south-
south cooperation for building capacity and promoting best practice; a
need to pay attention to concerns of least developed countries and to
the special needs of SIDS; and a need to strengthen partnerships as a
mechanism to advance implementation of the sustainable develop-
ment agenda, through renewed engagement with the private sector
and civil society organizations. 

Strengthening of AOSIS
-- Promote further evolution, institutionalization, and strengthening of
the Alliance of Small Island States, which has championed the cause of
SIDS in all relevant intergovernmental fora to ensure the implementa-
tion of the Mauritius Strategy and of other international commitments
related to SIDS.
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Report Card: Sustainable Fisheries and Aquaculture

Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
There have been some positive efforts undertaken to work towards sus-
tainable fisheries and aquaculture at the national, regional, and global
levels, including the establishment of legal frameworks, identification 

of harmful drivers, UN General Assembly resolutions on sustainable fish-
eries, and widespread ratification and implementation of the UN Fish
Stocks Agreement. Despite these efforts, however, global fish stocks are
still being depleted and face notable threats from overfishing and harm-
ful practices, among other drivers, and unsustainable aquaculture still
persists in many areas of the world. In fact, the proportion of marine fish
stocks that are overexploited, depleted, or recovering from depletion
increased from 24% in 2004 to 32% in 2008. The proportion of fully
exploited marine fish stocks increased from 52% in 2004 to 53% in
2008. Taking these values together, one can conclude that the propor-
tion of marine fish stocks that cannot withstand further fishing pressure
increased from 76% in 2004 to 85% in 2008 (FAO 2004; FAO 2010). This
continued decline in fish stocks is primarily due to the fact that this sec-
tor faces a large number of powerful and synergistic drivers, including
inappropriate behavior that results in overharvesting of fish and envi-
ronmental degradation in aquaculture operations, population growth
and concomitant demand for food products, habitat degradation, and
climate change. The most fundamental factors contributing to the slow
progress towards meeting fisheries-related goals, however, are overcapac-
ity, lack of incentives-based management and unwillingness of policy
makers to take short-term losses for long-term sustainability. While the
groundwork for positive change may be in place, in some respects, much
more needs to be done to both ensure that measures are effectively
implemented and that these harmful drivers are addressed. 

With regards to the major goals and commitments, the following
progress can be reported 

National Legal and Regulatory Framework
-- More than 90% of FAO Member States that responded to a recent
survey* have developed and implemented fishery management
plans (FMPs), reversing a six-year trend in notable absence of FMPs.

UN Fish Stocks Agreement
-- As of 3 June 2011, 78 nations had ratified the UN Fish Stocks 

Agreement. Many of these states have taken notable steps to imple-
ment the provisions of the Agreement.

IUU Fishing
-- 80% of FAO Member States that responded to a recent survey*
have identified IUU fishing as a central obstacle to sustainable fish-
eries and have taken steps to develop and implement a national
plan of action to address IUU fishing (NPOA-IUU). Many states
have also developed improved MCS (monitoring, control, and sur-
veillance) capabilities to prevent IUU fishing.

Fishing Capacity 
-- Some states have taken steps to implement the International Plan of
Action for the Management of Fishing Capacity (IPOA-Capacity),
including developing a national plan of action to address fishing capac-
ity (NPOA-Capacity) or incorporating capacity considerations into day-
to-day management systems. More than 60% of FAO Member States
that responded to a recent survey* have undertaken a preliminary
assessment of fishing capacity.

Fishing Subsidies
-- There has been somewhat less progress at the national level in iden-
tifying and eliminating perverse subsidies, as this is an inherently
complex issue.

Destructive Fishing Practices 
-- Many states have developed national legislation prohibiting destruc-
tive practices, but enforcement is largely inadequate.

-- Education programs have been implemented to encourage small-
scale fishing communities to use environmentally friendly practices.

-- UNGA resolutions aimed at mitigating impacts of bottom-trawl fish-
ing on vulnerable marine ecosystems in the high seas have been
adopted. 

Sustainable Aquaculture
-- Many FAO Member States have developed legal frameworks for sus-
tainable aquaculture, although governance remains an issue in
many areas.

-- Market-driven approach in some areas has led to rapid development,
but environmental degradation as well.

3 3 3

MAJOR OBSTACLES:
-- Population growth, leading to increased food demand and overhar-
vesting of wild fish stocks.

-- Lax enforcement of flag and port state responsibilities, leading to
non-compliance with sustainable fisheries regulations.

-- Harmful subsidies that contribute to overexploitation and the
expansion of fishing capacity and the utilization of unsustainable
aquaculture practices.

-- Uncertainty about the effects and implications of climate change on
fish stocks and fishing communities.

*69 FAO Member States responded to the 2011 questionnaire, representing 36% of all FAO Members.
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-- Incentives to use unsustainable fishing and aquaculture practices,
including the low cost of destructive practices. 

-- Inconsistencies in RFMO effectiveness, leading to poor regulation of
high seas fisheries in some cases.

SOME BRIGHT SPOTS:
There are, however, some encouraging trends that represent posi-
tive efforts toward sustainable fisheries and aquaculture.

-- Development and implementation of national strategies and
action plans, many of which are supported by legal and regulato-
ry frameworks.

-- Increased ratification and implementation of global instruments,
including the UN Fish Stocks Agreement, International Plans of
Action (IPOAs), the FAO Code of Conduct for Fisheries, the FAO

Compliance Agreement, and the FAO Port State Measures
Agreement.  

-- Progress toward the establishment of regional fisheries bodies in the
South Pacific (SPRFMO) and the Southern Indian Ocean (South
Indian Ocean Fisheries Agreement). 

-- The adoption of UN General Assembly resolutions (Resolution
59/25, 61/105, and 64/72) aimed at ensuring sustainable exploita-
tion of deep-sea fish stocks and mitigating impacts of fishing on vul-
nerable marine ecosystems in the high seas.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Data and Reporting
-- Provide timely assessments of the state of fish stocks and take meas-
ures to address underreporting or misreporting of catches.

-- Promote compliance with, and the strengthening of, MCS measures,
including increased information-sharing, vessel monitoring systems
(VMS) and observer programmes, and increase participation in the
International MCS Network.

-- Develop mandatory reporting requirements for bycatch and dis-
cards. 

-- Assess the adverse impacts on ecosystems caused by various types of
fishing gear and techniques.

-- Implement mechanisms to facilitate public disclosure of key fish-
eries sector information, such as fishing rights and public revenues
generated (e.g. licenses and fees collected), as well as vessel/license
registries and corresponding catch and effort. 

-- Register all fishing vessels in each country in a publicly available reg-
ister, as a first step to controlling access.

Climate Change
-- Integrate climate change considerations into fisheries and aquacul-
ture strategies at national and regional levels.

-- Support research that explores the impacts of climate change on
fisheries, including the development of models for impacts on fish
stocks and local fishing communities. 

RFMOs
-- Develop regional partnerships between RFMOs and other regional
and global bodies, such as Regional Fishery Body Secretariats
Network (RSN), Regional Seas Programmes and Large Marine
Ecosystems (LMEs), including through joint meetings and coordi-
nated management approaches. 

-- Review and modernize, where appropriate, the mandates of RFMOs,
undertake RFMO performance review, and implement recommen-
dations of RFMO performance reviews in a transparent manner.

Market-Based and Industry Approaches
-- Phase out subsidies and perverse incentives that enhance fishing
effort, and redirect public support toward strengthening fisheries
management capacity.

-- Support efforts to implement certification schemes, which would 
require fisheries products to bear a certificate verifying that the fish
was caught legally and through the use of sustainable practices.

-- Involve the fishing industry in the development of market-based
measures.

-- Review and improve industry standards for fishing gear and prac-
tices to ensure they reflect sustainable approaches. 

-- Support technological innovation to minimize adverse environmen-
tal and ecological impacts of aquaculture. 

Enhance Ocean Use Agreements in the Exclusive Economic
Zones (EEZs) of Developing Countries
-- Accelerate efforts to enhance ocean use agreements in the EEZs of
developing countries, improving their design and implementation,
to ensure local benefits, social equity, resource conservation, and
public transparency.

Capacity-Building
-- Undertake capacity-building and technology transfer to improve the
capacity of developing states to achieve sustainable fisheries and
aquaculture and to effectively participate in RFMOs.

-- Contribute to the Part VII Trust Fund of the UN Fish Stocks
Agreement to improve capacity in developing countries.

Address Adverse Environmental/Ecological Impacts
-- States and RFMOs should undertake efforts to identify and adopt
management measures for ecologically significant and vulnerable
marine areas, including representative networks of marine protect-
ed areas, and fishery closures for vulnerable marine ecosystems,
especially in areas beyond national jurisdiction.

-- Develop regulatory frameworks that facilitate the internalization of
the costs of environmental impacts by aquaculture
companies/operators.
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Report Card: Addressing Critical Uncertainties for the Management of the 
Marine Environment and Climate Change 
Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
The Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro recognized that the high degree of
uncertainty surrounding the available information on the marine
environment severely jeopardizes our ability to effectively evaluate
ocean health and forecast environmental change and, therefore, to
conserve and manage sustainable use of ocean and coastal areas and
marine resources. Considerable (but incomplete) progress has been
made towards these targets and goals, particularly in the global scien-
tific community, development of legal and policy frameworks,
institutions and cooperation mechanisms. The full implementation of
many of these goals and targets will require further efforts by States,
intergovernmental organizations and the international community.

The scientific community, working together with the lead internation-
al scientific organizations such as ICSU, SCOR, IOC-UNESCO, WMO
and UNEP have done an extraordinary effort to adapt scientific priori-
ties to the pressing environmental changes and address the
uncertainties for management of the marine environment and climate

change. For example, most of the Global Environmental Change
(GEC) programs were initiated in the early 1990s (after UNCED) and
will be ending shortly after Rio+20 (most of them in 2013). These pro-
grams (e.g. IGBP, WCRP, DIVERSITAS, IHDP and ESSP) and projects
together with others such as Census of Marine Life (CoML) have pro-
vided very valuable results for the management of ecosystems and
climate change.

The extent of progress is substantial as we have now better sampling
systems, more complete networks of monitoring sites, a deeper knowl-
edge of some ecosystem processes, etc; however, our knowledge is far
from being intellectually complete or global in coverage, and new
unexpected challenges and threats has emerged since Rio, which
require of urgent attention. 

Despite notable progress and achievements, we must recognize that
we are behind the deadlines and targets. The Global Ocean Observing
System (GOOS) is still only at a 63% level of implementation and the
approval of the regular process took longer than expected. 
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MAJOR OBSTACLES:
Actions to address the impacts of human activities on the marine envi-
ronment, including climate change, present difficulties in applying a
multi-sectoral and multi-dimensional approach to the effective protec-
tion of the marine environment and the sustainable use of its
resources. Other impediments include:

• Conflicting priorities and policies, particularly at a national level.

• Lack of monitoring and coordinated reporting of implementation
actions and outcomes at any level;

�• Lack of systematic environmental data exchange across nations and
the international community;

• Capacity gap between many developed and developing countries
(capacity building, technology transfer);

• Limited educational, training and technical capacity and financial
resources;

• Ineffective enforcement of obligations at the national level; 

Ecosystem based, integrated ocean and coastal management has been
supported by many institutions at global, regional and national levels
since the 1990s. Concepts have been broadly agreed; although imple

mentation is hampered by lacks on incomplete science (in many
regions), institutional capacity (almost at global scale), market implica-
tions (global scale), and lack of financing and ineffective political
enforcement (almost at global scale).

In addition, a number of emerging issues continue to threaten or slow
progress towards the sustainable development of the worlds ocean and
coastal areas, such as:

�•Nutrient over-enrichment and eutrophication has increased, con-
tributing to pollution, hypoxia and habitat degradation;

�•Continuing loss of biodiversity from marine bioinvasions facilitated
by ships’ hull fouling, ballast water, and other vectors;

�• Lack of utilization of renewable energy despite proven technologi-
cal advances, largely due to lack of proper pricing of fossil fuel
energy/carbon;

�•Continuing threats to coral reefs, including from ocean acidifica-
tion, warming, deoxygenation, pollution, habitat loss, and invasive
species;

�•Marine debris (e.g. plastics) and flow on effects to human health,
shipping and biodiversity;
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SOME BRIGHT SPOTS:
Good, and universally agreed, science is vital to implementation of
agreements and achievement of sustainable development outcomes
for ocean and coastal areas. It is noteworthy that the international sci-
entific community has largely addressed the commitments made in
Rio, at least in terms of creating the required programs of work and
reporting on them. 

-- Most of the Global Environmental Change (GEC) programs were
initiated in the early 1990’s (after Rio) and will have their sunset very
soon after Rio+20 (most of them in 2013). The lead international sci-
entific organizations such as ICSU, UNESCO, WMO and UNEP have
initiated processes to move forward on Earth System Research for
Global Sustainability.

-- The implementation of a global sampling programme such as
GOOS, even if the overall level of implementation is 63%, is very
promising and allows the scientific community to offer new servic-
es in terms of climate and knowledge. This is being accelerated by
the development of new information technologies.

-- The implementation of the Ecosystem based management approach
is far to be fully understood and implemented but it is encouraging
that many countries from different regions in the world have adopt-
ed the ICAM and MSP guidelines (IOC-UNESCO) as a standard to
follow. 

-- Both ecosystem based management and climate research rely on
data exchange and availability. The sustaining trend in oceano-
graphic data stored in IODE since 1992 is indicative of the good
response of the oceanographic community to the recommendations
of UNCED and the WSSD. Also the recent incorporation of OBIS
(Ocean Biogeographic Information System) in International Ocean
and Data Information Exchange (IODE) is a good signal of the inter-
est of the scientist in preserve and sharing their data. 

-- Two new reporting processes were recently approved by the United
Nations General Assembly: (i) The UN Regular Process of reviewing
the state of the marine environment, including socio-economic
aspects, and (ii) the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), which will require data
on biodiversity at various geographic scales through a variety of habi-
tats and climatic regions. These, together with the State of the World
Fisheries and the IPCC assessment report, will keep the world’s ocean
and seas under continuous review by integrating existing informa-
tion from various disciplines, and will help to improve the responses
from national governments and the international community to the
unprecedented environmental changes now occurring.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
While some progress has been achieved, the development and imple-
mentation of integrated ocean management and ecosystem approaches,
as well as the understanding of climate change still present challenges - at
a national, regional and international level. Recommendations to address
these issues are as follows

-- Increase institutional capacity and funding for scientific monitoring
and ensure adequate coverage of sampling sites.

-- Support countries (transfer of technology, capacity building) to
enable them to respond and deliver good scientific data to the
reporting processes coordinated by UN agencies and organizations:
State of the World Fisheries, IPCC, Regular Process and IPBES.

-- Promote and support research that explores the impacts of climate
change and ocean acidification on marine ecosystems.

-- Promote and support research on marine biodiversity and ecosystem
functioning to create solid foundations for an ecosystem based man-
agement.

-- Promote and support monitoring networks at different geographic
scales through a variety of habitats and climatic regions.

-- Promote new research on the emerging issues threaten the sustain-
ability of ocean, coastal areas and ecosystems.
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Report Card:  Coordination of UN Activities on Oceans
Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
This WSSD goal was achieved in a timely fashion, in 2005.

The question is to what extent has the effort been effective, transparent,
and regular. 

As is well known, oceans involve prominent economic, environmen-
tal, and social issues, typically cross-cutting among many sectoral
missions of different agencies/ministries. It is useful to reflect on and
draw lesssons from efforts at integrated governance at the national level
and to draw possible parallels to the UN context. Interagency coordina-
tion efforts in the ocean area at national levels have been made in
countries around the world to overcome the fragmentation and con-
flicts typically encountered in having many sectoral agencies (dealing
with one major use or issue) managing interconnected marine ecosys-
tems and human populations. The intent is multipurpose:  to provide a
common vision, enhance the joint capacity to address difficult issues
(such as climate change), enable the making of cross-sectoral and trade-
off decisions among different sectors, develop integrated and
coordinated solutions to interrelated problems,  enable joint action
with appropriate funding support and staff follow-through. 

Comparative studies of the effectiveness of national-level efforts in
interagency coordination on oceans suggest the following effectiveness
factors:  

1) location of the interagency effort—most effective appears to be locating
the effort at the highest level of government (e.g. Prime Minister’s
office) to enable cross-sectoral decisionmaking; alternatively, a major
ocean agency can be named the lead for integrated policy but for this
alternative to be effective there needs to be sufficient vesting of
authority and funding;

2) involvement of high-level officials from the sectoral agencies with the
authority to make decisions, commit resources, and follow-through
on joint actions;

3) a coordination office and staff to manage the interagency effort, to
carry out activities, to anticipate emerging issues and problems,
develop and oversee the implementation of integrated ocean poli-
cies, prepare periodic reports on the state of the oceans and accom-
panying ocean budgets;

4) involvement of stakeholders and the public to insure that the full range
of perspectives on oceans are appropriately considered in the forma-
tion and implementation of national ocean policy.

The situation at the UN level is not dissimilar to the situation at the
national level—existing UN agencies related to oceans have largely sec-
toral mandates, addressing different aspects of sustainable
development of the oceans, such as fisheries and aquaculture, marine
science, marine navigation and safety, marine pollution control,
marine environmental protection and conservation, ecosystem
dynamics, meteorology and climate change, global ocean observing
systems, data and information management, coastal area manage-
ment, disaster management, marine radioactivity, seabed, ocean floor
and subsoil, and marine and coastal biodiversity.

Considering the efforts made so far under UN-Oceans, the intent of the
WSSD mandate was to “establish an effective, transparent and regular
inter-agency coordination mechanism on ocean and coastal issues
within the UN system.

The mechanism was, in fact, created in 2005 and has been operating on
a regular basis, meeting at least once a year, and carrying out work
through task forces--the task forces are “time-bound” and some have
been disbanded. 

Regarding transparency, the UN-Oceans makes its discussions and deci-
sions publicly available through the Internet (although it should be
noted that the UN-Oceans website is difficult to find since it is a subset of
the UN-Atlas website). Regarding participation of NGOs in UN-Oceans
work, this appears to be, from a review of the minutes, very limited.

The first step in every inter-agency collaboration effort is having a regu-
lar forum where the agencies come together on a periodic basis and
share information on their programs and efforts and discuss common
problems. This step has clearly been involved with UN Oceans, since
regular meetings now take place.. 

Generally, UN-Oceans has engaged in limited activity, most promi-
nently in cross-agency task forces with “time-bound” timeframes.
Participation in UN-Oceans has generally involved senior technical
expert staff from the various agencies, not the heads of the agencies
(except for the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of
UNESCO). The interagency secretariat functions are performed on a
volunteer basis without special staff or funding support. 

Concerning the question of effectiveness, it would appear that the UN-
Oceans effort has primarily been effective in providing a forum for
communication among the agencies. Increased communication and
information sharing among the agencies may well set the stage for
enhanced joint action in the future.

3 3 3
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To enhance the interagency effort so that it can truly perform its func-
tion of promoting the coherence of the UN system and integrated
management of the ocean at the international level, it would be useful
to consider:  locating the mechanism at a higher level in the UN sys-

tem, involving the highest level leaders within each agency, designat-
ing staff and budget support for joint activities, involving stakeholders
and the public in this work.

MAJOR OBSTACLES:
Structure of the interagency mechanism

An interagency mechanism with no clearly designated lead authority
or location at a higher bureaucratic level, will generally produce results
mainly in terms of enhanced communications, not joint action and
development and implementation.

Funding issues

There is no specific funding for Secretariat activities to ensure the con-
tinuing interagency cooperation and oversee joint activities. 

There is very limited funding set aside for joint activities within each of
the agencies planning and budgeting cycles.

The UN agencies all have different governing bodies/processes on dif-
ferent timelines and with different budgets, making funding for joint
activities (outside of the regular budgeting process) difficult to achieve.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
In 2011, we are now in a new era in which climate change effects  pose
a situation of higher risk and of possible tipping points. Changes to
oceans, effects on coastal communities, widespread displacement of
coastal communities, all pose prominent opportunities for disaster. At
the same time, as we chart the way to the new low-carbon economy
and society, great opportunities for ambitious innovation are also
prominent on the horizon.

At this key juncture in time, we need enhanced and decisive United
Nations mechanisms for dealing with the new level of risk and to real-
ize the opportunities that lie ahead. We cannot count solely on the
incremental actions of a myriad of specialized agencies, each with dif-
ferent missions and governing bodies.

Just as many countries have done at the national level, we must
embrace the vision of the whole, and institute integrated oceans gover-
nance at the United Nations. 

Integrated oceans governance at the UN

Elevate oceans to the highest levels of the UN system to enable a cross-
cutting approach and appropriate and timely response to major threats
and opportunities. For oceans, focused attention at the highest political
levels—the UN Secretary-General is needed. Coordination and cross-
cutting action at a high political level is essential, not only at the expert
staff level.

Establish a UN Secretary-General or other high-level coordination
mechanism on Oceans.

Develop a UN Secretary-General “Ocean Budget” report that would
address financing needs for oceans and coasts and provide an assess-
ment previous and current expenditures in these areas..

SOME BRIGHT SPOTS:
The first step in inter-agency collaboration has been taken—having a
regular forum where the agencies come together on a periodic basis and
share information on their programs and efforts and discuss 

common problems. As well, some joint action in the form of the task
forces has been taken.

36
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Report Card: A Regular Process for Global Reporting and Assessment of the 
State of the Marine Environment, including Socio-economic Aspects
Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
Extent of Efforts

The establishment of the Regular Process has been a complicated
process that involved the UN General Assembly, UN Member States,
relevant organizations and agencies and programmes of the United
Nations system, especially the United Nations Environment
Programme, the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of
UNESCO, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations, the International Maritime Organization, the World
Meteorological Organization, other competent intergovernmental
organizations and relevant nongovernmental organizations. The
process entailed the creation of ad hoc bodies, including three Groups
of Experts, a Steering Group, and an Ad Hoc Working Group of the
Whole to oversee and undertake the process.

The process also included the conduct of two international Global
Marine Assessment (GMA) workshops, one ICP meeting (ICP 5), an
Assessment of Assessments, which was a major undertaking in order to
develop the framework for the Regular Process, the development of a
marine environment database (GRAMED), four meetings of the Ad Hoc
Working Group of the Whole, and several UNGA deliberations. The
Assessment of Assessments involved the examination of at least 1,000
individual assessments, 21 regional assessments, and seven supra-
regional and global assessments. 

The complex task of establishing the Regular Process was undertaken
within the bounds of time, funding and capacity made available for the
process. The quality of the work that was done leading to the develop-
ment of a framework for the Regular Process depended heavily on the
expertise, time allotted and other resources made available to the vari-
ous experts engaged in the process, particularly in the Assessment of
Assessments. One unfortunate and prevailing problem was that the
participation of experts from developing countries in the international
workshops and meetings of the Ad Hoc Working Group of the Whole
was limited by the level of funding available for these activities, which
could potentially compromise the effectiveness of the Regular Process.

The engagement of expert working groups (although the groups’ range
of expertise and perspectives may not have been fully adequate) and
the review process for each activity in the establishment of the Regular
Process, especially the peer review of the Assessment of Assessments,
provided measures of quality control. Methods were developed and
used to address uncertainty and lack of consensus among experts, data
availability and accessibility, and stakeholder engagement.

Ultimately, the accuracy of the information that came out of the
Assessment of Assessments relied on the adequacy of information pro-
vided by each of the assessments that were examined. The Group of
Experts that carried out the Assessment of Assessments, however,
observed that standards for data quality and analytical methods are
widely accepted by the research community and assumed to be gener-
ally adhered to in the individual assessments included in the
Assessment of Assessments. They also noted that economic and social
assessment is generally quite poor, and that assessment of areas outside
national jurisdiction is weak.

Extent of Progress

The goal of establishing the Regular Process has been accomplished. In
2004, the Regular Process was established under the United Nations as
an intergovernmental process guided by international law, including
the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea and other appli-
cable international instruments, and in 2010, after the start-up phase,
decisions were taken on the longer-term machinery. Accountable to
the General Assembly, the Regular Process will be overseen and guided
by an Ad Hoc Working Group of the Whole of the General Assembly
composed of Member States, with UN DOALOS as its secretariat. The
operationalization of the Regular Process is now in progress, with the
first five-year cycle expected to be completed by 2014, in time for the
CSD review of the oceans.

Timing 

Implementing the Regular Process, which should have started in 2004,
has started in earnest only in 2011.

3 3 3

MAJOR OBSTACLES
• Inadequate funding, which, among other things, limited the assess-
ments that could be covered by the Assessment of Assessments and
the involvement of experts from developing countries and their rep-
resentation in important meetings.

• Opposition by certain States to the inclusion of living marine
resources in the Regular Process.

• The scope and scale of the task constrained the accomplishment of
this goal as planned (by 2004). It took a major effort in the
Assessment of Assessments to review and analyze the large amount
of information available from existing assessments and to develop a
proposed framework for the Regular Process.
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SOME BRIGHT SPOTS 
• The establishment of the Regular Process itself was a significant
accomplishment involving the completion of demanding work led
by UNEP and IOC-UNESCO and the Group of Experts.

• The products of the Assessment of Assessments included recommen-
dations for the objective and scope of the Regular Process, a set of
principles, a set of best practices, design features for an influential
assessment and proposals for the organization of the first cycle of
assessment.

• The establishment of the Regular Process has relied heavily on the
groups of experts, both the Assessment of Assessments Group of
Experts and the current Group of Experts of the Regular Process. with
These experts aim to establish a community of practice with mem-
bership from the global, regional, national and sub-national levels.
As assessment capacity continues to be developed at all levels in the
conduct of the first cycle of the Regular Process through targeted
capacity development programs  and through individual [and insti-

tutional] involvement in the assessment process, it is expected that
communities of practice focusing on different components of the
Regular Process will be established. Each community of practice
could potentially evolve into a shared practice as members engage in
a collective process of learning by being involved in assessments and
contributing to the conduct of the Regular Process, and eventually to
the improvement of ocean governance.

• Although the Assessment of Assessments reported that integrated
assessments were rare, some noteworthy examples of progress toward
integrated marine assessment were provided, including: a) the
ecosystem approach to fisheries assessment adopted by the
Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living
Resources, b) the ecosystem approach to assessment of benefits from
systematic bio-geographic classification of marine areas, e.g., the
Global Open Oceans and Deep Seabed, and c) the transboundary
diagnostic analyses undertaken in the context of GEF International
Waters Large Marine Ecosystem projects and in European regional
seas, e.g., OSPAR and Helsinki commissions.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The first cycle of the Regular Process will focus on establishing a base-
line with subsequent cycles focusing on evaluating trends. By the time
that the first cycle of the Regular Process produces a report, 10 years will
have elapsed since the 2004 deadline (and 12 years since WSSD). In the
meantime, since oceans are deteriorating and coastal populations are
suffering, it is imperative that other assessments or other forms of
reporting on the state of the marine environment be used to inform
decision-making in a more timely way.

It is essential that additional funding resources be found to fully sup-
port the carrying out of the Regular Process.

Because of the scope and scale of the task, it is important that the Ad
Hoc Working Group of the Whole ensure that the working method of
choice for the first cycle be efficient and effective. Agreement on the
issue areas to be addressed, acceptance that some cannot be investigat-
ed in detail in the first cycle, and capacity development are essential
approaches to ensure an efficient and effective first cycle.

The Regular Process should involve and capitalize on the resources of
other key actors in the ocean community, especially the NGOs and the
business sector (they have research departments that could provide
assistance) at all levels; the scope and urgency of oceans issues requires
the involvement of relevant entities from all sectors in the Process.

It is essential that the Regular Process be transparent to all its audiences,
namely: a) the Governments of UN Member States; b) Relevant UN spe-
cialized agencies and programmes, and other relevant global IGOs; c)
Regional IGOs concerned with marine issues; d) NGOs; e) Relevant sci-
entific institutions and major groups; f) Experts in the relevant
environmental, economic and social sciences; and g) Civil society at
national and local levels, and the general public.

Engaging the full involvement of governments is essential in the con-
duct of the Regular Process and the provision of expertise to support
the process. There is a wealth of knowledge and expertise arising from
many years of marine research in various regions which should be
channeled into the Regular Process effectively.

Interactions between the scientific community and governments need
to be reinforced through mechanisms such as the coordination with the
Intergovernmental Platform for Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services
(IPBES), which aims to promote exchange between scientists and policy-
makers, similar to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) for climate change, with appropriate coordination with the
Regular Process. Additionally, interactions among governments, the sci-
entific community, and local communities should be strengthened,
order to incorporate local and traditional knowledge on the marine
environment in the Regular Process and in the decision-making process.

• Under-provision of resources for the Regular Process reduced the
capacity to carry out the start-up phase, and is restricting the work of
full implementation.

• The wish of States to manage the Regular Process has resulted in a
failure to involve and capitalize on the resources of other key actors
in the ocean community, especially the international NGOs.
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Report Card: Capacity Development
Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
Capacity development for ecosystem-based integrated coastal and
ocean management is essential to achieve sustainable development of
oceans and coasts and the development of suitable responses to address
climate change, preserve biodiversity and resources, provide for sus-
tainable ocean and coastal livelihoods, as well as respond to new and
emerging challenges.

Capacity development received great emphasis in Chapter 17 of
Agenda 21 with many detailed prescriptions on improving capacity for
integrated ocean and coastal management, as well as for specific sectors
(such as fisheries, land-based pollution), small island developing States
(SIDS), marine science and monitoring, climate change adaptation.
Emphasis was placed as well on the development of education infra-
structure (such as regional centers of excellence); research facilities for
systematic observation of the marine environment and disaster
response; strengthening of institutions for integrated management,
marine science monitoring and assessment; public participation and
education. The WSSD Johannesburg Plan of Implementation also
emphasized capacity development needs, but in much less detail and
with no timetables, including capacity for integrated coastal area man-
agement, small scale fisheries, land-based sources of pollution,
biodiversity, and SIDS needs regarding biodiversity and climate change,
traditional knowledge. Taken together, the UNCED and WSSD prescrip-
tions put forward a rightly ambitious agenda on capacity development,
highlighting its central role in achieving sustainable development. 

Capacity development remains an issue of central importance to devel-
oping states and SIDS, which have continued to reiterate this priority in
various fora, such as the 2010 meeting of the UN Open-ended Informal

Consultative Process on Oceans and the Law of the Sea (11th
Consultative Process), which focused on capacity development in
ocean affairs and the law of the sea, including marine science. With the
threats of climate change, the importance of capacity development of
country leaders, current and future professionals in the field, local com-
munities, and the public becomes even more important and urgent.
Likewise, the strengthening of national institutions dealing with
oceans and coasts to respond to the challenges of climate change adap-
tation and mitigation, represents an essential imperative. 

Capacity development in oceans and coasts entails fostering country-
based and regional knowledge and skills to respond to problems and
issues. This is in contrast to the practice in previous decades, e.g., “tech-
nical assistance” in the 1960s and 1970s, and “capacity building” as
“transfer of knowledge” in the 1980s and 1990s.

There have been a myriad efforts mobilized, since 1992, to respond to
the capacity development needs expressed at UNCED and at the WSSD
on the part of many entities:  educational institutions, UN agencies,
multilateral and bilateral donors, NGOs. But, unfortunately, no entity
is tracking overall effort and expenditures, aggregate impact, factors of
effectiveness, and the extent to which current and emerging needs are
being met. 

Given the dearth of information on this central issue, “extent of effort”
has been marked both “data unavailable” and “low.” Our observations
are based on available information, which is generally anecdotal and
partial, that the level of effort has been “low,” that the level of progress
has been “low,” and that there are “significant delays” in implementa-
tion. The ambitious agenda on capacity development laid out by the
UNCED and WSSD processes has not yet been realized.

3 3 3 3

MAJOR OBSTACLES:

Factors often cited as obstacles on the basis of anecdotal and incom-
plete information:

• UNCED and WSSD emphasized a range of areas where capacity
needs to be developed, but the absence of strategies or guidance on
addressing the problem combined with a lack of indicators or time-
lines resulted in too little attention to the subject by donors and gov-
ernments

• The total level of funds expended on capacity development has been
very small and UN agencies typically have very low budgets devoted
specifically to capacity development

• Difficulty in tracking the funding for capacity development. The per-
centage of funding for capacity development in large donor pro-

grams in fisheries, ports development or marine parks conservation
is often not captured. 

• Capacity development is done by a wide array of actors—education-
al institutions, UN agencies, multilateral and bilateral donors, NGOs,
but there is little communication/coordination among these efforts

• Much of the training that is carried out, although not all, is focused
on relatively narrow sectoral issues

• There is a lack of long-term funding and commitment to institution-
alize capacity in ocean and coastal management. There is an abun-
dance of short-term courses on EBM/ICM and related subjects in
which individuals from developing nations frequently participate,
but there are very few targeted educational degree programs in
EBM/ICM in developing nations. Consequently, many developing
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nation individuals end up having participated in a string of courses
on or related to ICM, but have no overall education or professional
credentials to work in the field.

• There is no strategic targeting of the diverse needs of various audi-
ences, e.g.:  national ocean leaders, current professionals in the field, 

training of future professionals in the field, local decision makers, the
general public

• The education of the general public in ocean stewardship is given
inadequate attention

• The prevailing problem of ‘brain-drain’ and the need to retain capac-
ity in developing countries

SOME BRIGHT SPOTS:

Notwithstanding the problems noted above, one can also observe a
range of examples of progress in capacity development:

• The new paradigm of ecosystem-based integrated ocean and coastal
governance has been widely adopted and disseminated in education-
al institutions around the world.

• Some global assessments (e.g., in the 11th Consultative Process) and
regional assessments (e.g., by regional entities, Global Ocean Forum)
have been carried out, showing specific needs in marine science,
planning, and management in particular regions.

• Important initiatives have been taken by SIDS countries, such as the
creation of the University Consortium of Small Island States.

• Teaching of integrated ocean governance to mid-level professionals,
carried out by the International Ocean Institute (and its network of
25 teaching centers) has reached 600 professionals from 90 countries.

• UN agencies, although with limited funding, have carried out specif-
ic training in marine science leadership (IOC), law of the sea matters 

(UNDOALOS), ecosystem-based management and land-based
sources of pollution (UNEP), maritime transportation issues (IMO),
fisheries and aquaculture (FAO).

• Private foundations have made significant investments in training in
the field (e.g., The United Nations - The Nippon Foundation of Japan
Fellowship Programme), and in public education efforts (e.g.,
Lighthouse Foundation, Germany).

• A network of practitioners has been trained in practical aspects of
local integrated coastal and ocean management by the Partnerships
in Environmental Management for the Seas of East Asia, with finan-
cial support from UNDP and GEF, and in regional trans-boundary
marine analyses and management has been developed through the
GEF LME programs.

• The world’s museums and aquaria, organized in the World Ocean
Network, have developed extensive public education and outreach
efforts, to teach the general public about ocean stewardship. 

RECOMMENDATIONS:
• There needs to be greater collaboration and coordination among
countries, donors, UN agencies, providers of capacity training and
education, others, to provide an accurate assessment of needed finan-
cial investments, and to develop a strategic approach to capacity
development at the global and regional level.

• Development and/or strengthening mechanisms for sharing of train-
ing materials and curricula, and lessons learned in capacity develop-
ment among organizations involved in capacity development in
ocean and coastal governance, including the development of a clear-
inghouse of information on capacity development activities, courses,
training materials

• A strategic approach, supported by long-term financial support from
a wide range of public and private donors, would encompass train-
ing in both the overall vision related to oceans/climate/biodiversity
(the integrated approach) and training in specific sectors. Different
levels would also need to be addressed, e.g.:

o Enhancing the leadership capacity of national decision makers
charged with managing oceans and coasts and of parliamentari-
ans in developing and enacting ocean and coastal legislation; 

o Enhancing the capacity of professionals in the field;

o Strengthening or creating university programs to educate the
next generation of leaders; 

o Strengthening marine science laboratories in marine science
observations, monitoring, and applications

o Enhancing the capacity of local decision makers

o Educating and empowering the general public for ocean stew-
ardship

• Development of a regional approach to fostering a national enabling
environment, including capacity building, for integrated ocean and
coastal governance through, for example, regional centers of excel-
lence

• Development and/or further implementation of capacity building
efforts in specific areas as identified at the regional, national, and sub-
national levels

• Organizational development of  institutions involved in ocean and
coastal governance, including reinforcement of management struc-
tures, processes and procedures

• Policy development in capacity building in ocean and coastal gover-
nance to enable organizations and institutions at all levels to
enhance their capacities

• Periodic assessment and tracking of the overall efforts and expendi-
tures in capacity development, aggregate impact, the extent to which
current and emerging needs are being met, and efficiency and effec-
tiveness factors. 
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INTRODUCTION

Healthy oceans are the quintessential
sustainable development issue,
essential to advancing all three pil-

lars of sustainable development, including
economic development, social develop-
ment and environmental protection.
Oceans provide vital life-sustaining func-
tions for the planet—they are the primary
driver of climate, generate over half of the
world's atmospheric oxygen, provide criti-
cal processes for the global cycling of
nutrients, and host most of the world’s bio-
logical diversity, including fisheries, that
are essential sources of income and support
the livelihoods of hundreds of millions
around the globe, employing more people
worldwide than traditional agriculture
(FAO 2010). Oceans also provide a large
number of key economic and societal con-
tributions as well. For example, 90% of
global trade is carried by ship, and billions
of people in coastal nations are dependent
on ocean resources for their income (such
as subsistence fishing or marine-based
tourism). Marine biodiversity, forming the
basis of ecosystem services, further provides
food, genetic resources, medicinal prod-
ucts, and cultural value. However, the
impacts of a number of key drivers, includ-
ing overfishing, pollution, population rise,
and climate change, are compromising the
ability of the ocean to continue to provide
essential resources and critically important
services. These drivers are often negatively
synergistic, exacerbating many of the exist-
ing challenges to sustainable oceans
management, limiting the oceans ability to
provide critical services and resources to the
global community, and endangering the

welfare of 183 countries, including 52 small
island developing States, and over 50% of
the global population that lives in coastal
areas. Ultimately, the major threats to the
long-term well being of ocean ecosystems
threaten the very health of the planet.

MAJOR THREATS TO OCEAN
ECOSYSTEMS AND COASTAL
COMMUNITIES

With over half the population living along
the coast on only 10% of the Earth’s land,
pressure on coastal habitats and resources is
intensified. Global population trends show
coastal migration to be on the rise in small
urban centers, mega-cities,1 productive
deltas, and in fishing and industrial ports.
Coastal cities have 10-15% higher densities,
and are growing 20% faster, than inland
cities. The next few decades are likely to see
an unprecedented scale of urban growth in
the developing world. Uncontrolled coastal
development and increasing use of the
ocean and its resources are threatening sen-
sitive, yet vital, marine resources and
ecosystems, while a growing number of
people will be exposed to coastal hazards
that are increasingly exacerbated by climate
variability and change (Mendler de Suarez et
al. 2010).

The exponential population growth in
coastal zones of the world also increases
the impacts of climate change on these
vulnerable populations. At least 15 of the
world’s top 20 megacities lie along the
coast, and have been characterized as “dis-
aster traps” of unprecedented proportion
(UN Habitat 2009). For example, 40% of
the city of Jakarta lies below sea level, and
Jakarta’s coastal urban population of 24

million is projected to surpass 35 million
by 2020. Chronic flooding in the city’s
coastal areas is now being compounded by
the intensive development of upstream
forests, as well as downstream lakes and
reservoirs that have previously absorbed
stormwater flows into the city (World
Bank/UN 2010).

Much of the burgeoning global population
relies on oceans for food, waste disposal,
energy production, marine transportation
that supports an increasingly global econo-
my, and views the coasts as source of
inspiration and a preferred leisure destina-
tion. Indeed, the management of multiple
uses and expectations from increasingly
crowded oceans and coasts is a major chal-
lenge for developed and developing
countries alike.

At the same time, the oceans are feeling
the pressures of increased human activities
through unsustainable fishing, increased
maritime transportation, and pollution
from land-based sources as well as the
impacts of climate change. In many dense-
ly populated coastal regions, excessive
amounts of nutrients are finding their way
into the coastal waters, largely from agri-
cultural sources and wastewater and
stormwater runoff, leading to eutrophica-
tion and harmful algal blooms.
Overfishing and unsustainable fishing
practices, driven by growing food
demands, perverse subsidies and lax
enforcement and compliance, are decimat-
ing global fish stocks and damaging
vulnerable and ecologically important
marine habitats. The impacts of climate
change are exacerbating these negative
trends and are threatening the ability of

*This section builds on Kullenberg et al. (2008), Mendler de Suarez et al. (2010), and the Oceans Day at Cancun Co-Chair’s Statement (2010). 
1Megacity:  a city with over 10 million inhabitants
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sensitive and important ecosystems to
rebound. These problems are made worse
by inadequate coastal and ocean gover-
nance in many areas and poor
coordination between existing governance
institutions.

As a result, marine biodiversity and ecosys-
tem health continues to decline at rapid
levels:

• We have effectively lost 19% of the origi-
nal area of coral reefs; 15% are seriously
threatened with loss within the next 10-
20 years; and an additional 20% are under
threat of loss in 20-40 years (Wilkinson
2008).

• Oyster reefs have declined more than 90%
from their historical levels, and today rep-
resent some of the most threatened
habitat (Beck 2009).

• Wetlands and seagrass communities con-
tinue to decline worldwide, drastically
reducing their ability to provide valuable
services in supporting fisheries, carbon
sequestration and protecting coastal areas
and populations from storms. 

• Fisheries stocks assessed since 1977 have
experienced an 11% decline in total bio-
mass globally, with considerable regional
variation (Worm 2009). 

Of these major driving forces, climate
change poses the most severe long-term
threat to the health and well-being of
ocean and coastal ecosystems and the bil-
lions of people around the world who
depend on it for critical services, products,
food, and livelihood. 

IMPLICATIONS OF CLIMATE
CHANGE IMPACTS ON OCEANS

Oceans are inextricably linked to the
atmosphere, and play an important role in
mitigating climate change. It is estimated
that approximately 93% of the Earth’s CO2
is stored and cycled through the oceans
and that approximately 50% of the carbon
in the atmosphere that becomes bound or
‘sequestered’ in natural systems is cycled
into the seas and oceans (Nellemann et al.
2008). An estimated 55% of all carbon in
living organisms is stored in mangroves,
marshes, sea grasses, coral reefs and macro-
algae (TEEB 2009), making the declines in
many of these ecosystems even more of a

concern. There are a number of implica-
tions to the marine environment due to
climate change impacts. 

Ocean Circulation 

Ocean circulation, in constant interaction
with the earth’s atmosphere, regulates
global climate and temperature—and
through multiple feedback loops related to
ocean warming, is a principal driver of cli-
mate variability and long-term climate
change. Climate change feedbacks, howev-
er, may bring about large changes in ocean
circulation. Thermohaline circulation is
one of the ocean’s global cycling mecha-
nisms that transports carbon and nutrients
to the deep ocean. Sinking occurs in the
North Atlantic Ocean (and not in the
North Pacific) because the Atlantic is much
more saline and hence, denser. Warm,
saline water from the tropical and South
Atlantic is carried by the Gulf Stream to the
North Atlantic, where it cools and sinks,
driving this circulating current. To some
extent, this ‘conveyor belt’ appears to be
self-sustaining, and if some event occurs to
break this self-sustaining chain of process-
es, there is the potential for the circulation
to break down rapidly (i.e., over several
decades) and to remain in a slower, impact-
ed state for several centuries. While there is
evidence of periodic slowing, the majority
of climate scientists believe that such a
change in this global ocean circulation is
unlikely to occur during this century. The
question cannot yet be answered with cer-
tainty, yet due to the potentially serious

impact on our climate of a collapse, it must
be regarded as a low-risk, high-impact
event possibility that cannot be ignored
(Osborn and Kleinen 2008).

Ocean Warming

Global weather patterns are driven by
ocean-atmosphere interactions. A steady
rise in global temperature over the last cen-
tury, assessed as a combination of both
land and sea temperatures, is effectively
injecting more energy into global weather
systems. This time series shows the com-
bined global land and marine surface
temperature record from 1850 to 2009,
which is the sixth warmest year on record,
exceeded by 1998, 2005, 2003, 2002, and
2004. This global temperature record, com-
piled jointly by the Climatic Research Unit
and the UK Met. Office Hadley Centre, is
being continually updated and improved,
including new and more thorough assess-
ment of errors, recognizing that these
differ on annual and decadal timescales.
Trends in ocean warming, and its subse-
quent implications for ecosystem
productivity, are being observed at the
regional level by the Large Marine
Ecosystem (LME) program (see Box 1).
Increased concentrations of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere due to human
activities are the most likely underlying
cause of warming in the 20th century
(Brohan et al 2006). 

Ocean temperature changes are similar to
trends in the atmosphere, but differ

Figure 1. Time series data showing combined global land and marine surface temperature
record from 1850 to 2009. Compiled jointly by the Climatic Research Unit and the UK Met,
Office Hadley Centre.



because of changes in ocean circulation.
The large global jump in the temperature
record that began in the late 1970s can be
explained by increasing heat content in
the oceans (Levitus et al. 2000). According
to the fourth IPCC report, observations
since 1961 show that the average tempera-
ture of the global ocean has increased to
depths of at least 3000 meters and that the
ocean has been taking up over 80% of the
heat added to the climate system by the
greenhouse effect. Water vapor is actually
the most significant atmospheric green-
house gas, absorbing much more heat than
carbon dioxide, and driving a positive
feedback mechanism that amplifies global
warming driven by fossil fuel emissions. As
the earth warms, evaporating sea water
increases tropical humidity and winds,
causing a rise in tropical heat, moisture,
cloud, wind, and energy circulation (Flohn
and Kappala, 1989; Flohn et al. 1990). 

Recent studies indicate primary productivi-
ty of sampled waters are likely to decline as
stratification increases between warming
surface layers and deeper nutrient rich
waters, reducing nutrient enrichment of
upper water layers (Sherman et al. 2009). 
This condition could lead to reduced pro-
duction of capture fisheries in LMEs in the
warmer latitudes of the globe, including in
Africa, Asia, and Latin America where
marine fisheries are important sources of
protein and food security, and contribute
to poverty reduction.

Polar Melting 

Impacts on polar regions, including rising
air temperatures, melting sea ice, warming
of the surface ocean, snow cover decline,
warming permafrost, accelerating glacial
retreat, and in the Arctic, melting of the
Greenland Ice Sheet, will have significant
global consequences. Among others, these
include impacts on Northern Hemisphere
weather and climate, changes to the global
ocean circulation system, global sea level
rise, and changes to the capacity of these
regions to act as a carbon sink—Arctic
marine systems currently provide a sub-
stantial carbon sink, but the continuation
of this service depends critically on Arctic
climate change impacts. Along with a
decreased sink capacity, warming and 

changes in surface hydrology will cause a
greater release of carbon (Martin 2009).
Complicating these issues is the potential
release of carbon to the atmosphere from
Arctic shallow seafloor permafrost, which,
if released, will further exacerbate global
warming.

Conditions are also warming at the south-
ern pole, which has significant
implications for coastal and island popula-
tions around the globe. From 1996 to 2006
there was a 75% increase in ice loss in
Antarctica (NASA 2008). This holds large
implications for coastal and island popula-
tions around the globe. Further, ice
coverage at the poles is crucial not only for
ice-dependant species but for important
global processes as well. For example, win-
ter sea ice acts as a “lid” that prevents CO2
from returning to the atmosphere, and the
formation of sea-ice produces brines that
promote the sinking of CO2-laden surface
water (MCCPI 2009).

Observed polar temperature changes can-
not be solely explained by natural climate
variability or drivers (Gillett et al. 2008).
Major ice sheets and glaciers are melting as
a result of rising temperatures, contribut-
ing significantly to sea level rise. Abrupt
changes such as disintegration of the West
Antarctic Ice Sheet could occur with
atmospheric CO2 concentrations of
between 450 and 550 parts per million
(ppm) and a 2°C temperature increase.
Such an occurrence would cause global sea
levels to rise by between 4-6 meters (IPCC
2001). Ice sheet melt will be the primary
contributor to future sea level rise, and
reduced sea ice will amplify warming,
which in turn will be amplified over land.
Glaciers have been retreating worldwide
for at least the last century, and the rate of
retreat has increased in the past decade
(Lemke 2007). The total volume of glaciers
on Earth is declining sharply, which also
has implications for water supply in cer-
tain areas.

Sea Level Rise

The potential impacts of sea level rise
include increased frequency and severity of
flooding in low-lying areas, erosion of
beaches and other coastal habitats, and
damage to infrastructure and the environ-

ment, with significant impacts on biodi-
versity and ecosystem function.

Increases in global temperature result in
changes in sea-level mainly through ther-
mal expansion of the warming ocean
water, the addition of new water from
melting glaciers and polar ice, and addi-
tional water from land surface runoff. All
three are accelerated by global warming.
Over the past 100 years the world has
warmed by about 0.5°C (Brohan et al.
2006) and the rate of sea level rise has
increased from roughly 1.5mm/year to
about 3.2 after 1990, primarily due to
increased rates of warming in the southern
and tropical oceans (Merrifield 2009). Due
to increasing atmospheric concentrations
of anthropogenic carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gases, the prospect for
the future is an even warmer world. 

Recent studies conclude that a mean sea-
level rise of 0.5m-0.8m over 1990 levels by 
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“The oceans feed us and are 

our main source of protein. 

The oceans are our children’s

playground. The oceans soothe us

when we are worried. It is the

favorite pastime of our people to

gaze over the ocean and look over

the surf. ... However, we are now

beginning to fear our oceans, 

as it seems to be getting angrier;

extreme weather events, abnormal

high tides, salt water is intruding

into our coastal agriculture 

and water tables.” 

--Ambassador Ronald Jumeau,
Seychelles, Oceans Day at Nagoya,
during CBD COP 10, 
October 23, 2010
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2100 is likely and that a rise of more than
one meter in that time is possible
(Rahmstorf 2007, Pfeffer et al. 2008,
Richardson et al. 2009). Addressing the
question, “Sea Level Rise:  Not If but
When, and How Much?”, the 2007 UN
World Population report underscored the
alarming prospects of climate change
impacts on sea level rise in light of poten-
tial consequences for coastal urban areas.
Combined with extreme weather events,
sea level rise threatens to flood large parts
of coastal areas, introduce salt water into
fresh water supplies and aquifers, and
modify coastal ecosystems. These threats
to vital ecological services and natural
resources, upon which coastal populations
depend, will inevitably provoke large-scale
migration (UNFPA 2007). 

Over half of the world’s population living
within 100 kilometers of the coast is also
living less than 100 meters above sea level
(Small et al. 2000). Small island and coastal
developing countries are differentially
impacted by sea level rise, and cannot
afford to wait for emissions reductions to
become more acceptable to the industrial-
ized countries. Aggressive mitigation
targets and timetables are urgently needed,
along with technical and financial adapta-
tion assistance for the most vulnerable
countries and peoples.

Increased Storm Activity 

Scientific research has concluded that
human influences on climate are indeed
increasing the likelihood of certain types of
extreme events (Gutowski 2008). The most
recent report of the IPCC concludes that it
is very likely that an increase in ocean tem-
peratures will result in increased frequency
and intensity of extreme weather events,
such as hurricanes and heat waves (IPCC
2007). Rising volatility in the occurrence
and magnitude of hurricane, cyclone, ero-
sion and storm surge events due to climate
change are putting coastal areas at higher
risk. Sea level rise combined with increasing
frequency and intensity of extreme events
can lead to severe impacts on infrastruc-
ture, such as closure of roads, airports and
bridges, and damage to port facilities.
Flooding can result in increased vector- and
water-borne diseases, infectious diseases

and respiratory illnesses (WHO 2005).

Over the past 50 years, great weather disas-
ters have caused some 800,000 fatalities
and over a trillion dollars in economic loss
– and in the present decade the damage
wreaked by such disasters has reached
record levels (ECA 2009). Warm ocean
waters fuel cyclones (hurricanes). Cyclone
Nargis, which struck Myanmar in 2008,
caused upwards of 150,000 deaths. In the
United States, Hurricane Katrina killed

hundreds and sickened thousands, created
one million displaced persons, and sent
ripples throughout the global economy,
exposing the vulnerabilities of all nations
to climate extremes. While no one event is
conclusive evidence of climate change, the
relentless pace of severe weather – pro-
longed droughts, intense heat waves,
violent windstorms, more wildfires and
more frequent “100-year” floods – is
indicative of a changing climate. Although

Box 1. Productivity at Risk from Climate Warming: Observations
from the Large Marine Ecosystems 
Warming Trends - For the period of 1982 through 2006, sea surface temperatures in 61 of the 64 LMEs
followed an increasing warming trend, while 18 of the 64 warmed two to four times faster than the glob-
al average reported by the IPCC (1). Over this period, temperature increases in the 15 fastest warming
LMEs ranged from 0.71°C in the Mediterranean Sea LME to 1.35°C in the Baltic Sea LME (2). 

Fisheries Biomass Yields Shift - Warming has been correlated with fisheries biomass yields (catches)
in six of the warming LMEs. Yields increased from the mid-1980s to 2006 in the Norwegian Sea,
Faroe Plateau, and Iceland Shelf LMEs and the rise in fisheries yield was most pronounced among
zooplankton-feeding fish species including herring and blue whiting. In contrast, in warming LMEs
further south in the Northeast Atlantic, the North Sea, Celtic Biscay Shelf and Iberian Coastal LMEs,
fisheries biomass yields declined (3). As the sea surface temperatures warmed in the North Sea,
Celtic Biscay, and Iberian Coastal LMEs, the nutrient enrichment of the upper water layers was
reduced from the effects of strong thermocline formation. Less nutrient mixing from subsurface to the
upper surface layers of the water column, reduced overall primary productivity and zooplankton pro-
duction (4). 

Primary Production Changes - Six models extrapolating reductions in nutrient mixing (for years 2040
to 2060) in more densely stratified surface waters of the globe, predict a loss in primary productivity
for the warmer latitudes (5). This may result in the decline of sustainable fishing yields in the LMEs off
the coasts of developing countries in the tropics. At higher latitudes, productivity of the sub-Arctic
waters is expected to increase with enhanced seasonal nutrient mixing, reductions in annual ice
cover, and an extended period of the spring zooplankton bloom. As a result, fishing yields are expect-
ed to increase at these cooler latitudes. 

Sustaining Fisheries Yields - In the warmer waters of LMEs in Africa and Asia, where temperatures
are increasing, fisheries biomass yields are also increasing, and the average length of fish in the
catches is decreasing (6) while the fish stocks are in an overexploited condition (7). In light of the
modeling predictions of declining primary productivity over warmer latitudes of the globe, protection
of fisheries is critical and catch limits should be considered as a precautionary action to sustain fish-
eries in LMEs located in warmer latitudes (3).
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Figure 2. Warming trends observed between 1985 and 2005 in 15 large marine ecosystems.

For the period of 1982 through 2006, sea surface temperatures in 61 of the 64 LMEs followed an increasing warming trend, while 18 of
the 64 warmed two to four times faster than the global average reported by the IPCC (8). Over this period, temperature increases in the 15
fastest warming LMEs ranged from 0.71°C in the Mediterranean Sea LME to 1.35°C in the Baltic Sea LME (Belkin 2009). 

Sherman et al. 2008
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the association among greater weather
volatility, natural cycles and climate
change is debated, the rise in mega-catas-
trophes and prolonged widespread heat
waves are, at the very least, a harbinger of
what can be expected in a changing and
unstable climate (Epstein and Mills 2005).

Sea level rise and an increase in the fre-
quency and intensity of extreme events
can lead to severe impacts on infrastruc-
ture, such as closure of roads, airports and
bridges, and damage to port facilities.
Extreme temperature and flooding caused
by climate change can result in heat stress,
increased vector- and water-borne diseases,
infectious diseases and respiratory illnesses
(WHO 2005).

Katrina was one of the most devastating
hurricanes in the history of the United
States, producing catastrophic damage esti-
mated at $75 billion in the New Orleans
area and along the Mississippi coast – and
is the costliest U. S. hurricane on record
(NOAA 2005). While Hurricane Katrina
and its destructive aftermath in 2005 were
unprecedented, Hurricanes Dennis, Rita,
and Wilma were also powerful hurricanes
affecting the Gulf of Mexico that year. A
USGS study of these storms highlighted
the importance of restoring resilience to
the Gulf of Mexico coast, and the need to
integrate science that supports restoration
of natural landscapes with intelligent
coastal planning (USGS 2005). In light of
the documented protection that man-
groves, swamps, and barrier island have
provided in recent extreme weather
events, the unparalleled protective func-
tion of coastal ecosystems, from coral reefs
and seagrass beds to mangrove forests and
estuaries, is deserving of special attention
and special protection policies.

Shifting Effects on Species

The accelerated increase in global tempera-
tures is also impacting the range and
distribution of species and food-webs
underlying globally significant fisheries. A
variety of future climate change projec-
tions have been proposed in relation to
climate change and fisheries, ranging from
the mildly beneficial to the truly cata-
strophic. At the most benign end of the
spectrum, a few scientists have suggested
that a general global warming of ocean
waters will increase global ocean produc-
tivity. However, this will also be accom-
panied by significant changes in species
distributions and ecosystem biodiversity.
Some have also suggested that the general
warming trend will especially increase the
productivity of new species in high lati-
tude regions. Most mainstream scientists,
however, have offered projections describ-
ing more disruptive changes in
marine-species distribution and ecosystem
biodiversity. Some also add that there will
be outright extinctions at the margins or
edges of various species’ current distribu-
tional ranges, and that the impact of ocean
warming on various marine species will be
most pronounced at the northern and
southern margins of their customary
ranges. Moreover, because these margins or
transitional regions are usually character-
ized by greater degrees of biodiversity,
changes in these margins will impact bio-
diversity to a greater degree than in other
areas. There is a need to understand and
address changes in the global ocean envi-
ronment to ensure its sustainable
production and use into the future.

Climate change may have a potentially
large impact on pelagic systems in the high
seas. Dynamics of pelagic systems depend
largely on sea water temperature and cur-
rent flow patterns, which affect the
magnitude and temporal and spatial distri-
bution of primary productivity. These
factors, in turn, affect the distribution of
zooplankton, pelagic fishes and other
pelagic megafauna. However, the extent to
which climate change may threaten
species in the pelagic systems requires fur-
ther research. For example, there is as yet
insufficient knowledge about impacts of
climate change on regional ocean currents

and about physical-biological linkages to
enable confident predictions of changes in
fisheries productivity.

Ocean Acidification

Major and worrying changes to ocean
chemistry are occurring—our oceans and
seas are becoming more acidic. The
changes are directly caused by increasing
human-induced emissions of CO2 to the
atmosphere and its subsequent uptake
across the surface of oceans (Box 2).
Oceans have already taken up around 25-
30% of the CO2 produced by human
activities and changes to ocean chemistry
are measurable today. Surface ocean acidity
(hydrogen ions, H+) and bicarbonate ion
concentrations are increasing, while car-
bonate ions are decreasing. These changes
will become more pronounced if uncon-
strained carbon emissions continue, with
surface ocean pH (a measure of acidity
through H+ concentration) expected to
decline by a further 0.3 pH units by the
end of the century, corresponding to an
approximately 100% increase in ocean
acidity, on top of the ~0.1 pH  unit decline
(nearly 30%) to date. Such a rapid change
in ocean pH has very likely not happened
for 65 million years (since the extinction of
the dinosaurs) and it is this, the speed of
change as well as the degree of change,
which represents a great challenge to
marine organisms, and in particular to
coral reef ecosystems (Box 3). 

STRENGTHENING RESILIENCE
OF OCEAN AND COASTAL
ECOSYSTEMS AND 
COMMUNITIES

Marine ecosystems have been exposed to
long-term human impacts, in some cases
for centuries, with the impacts of climate
change becoming additional sources of
stress on the ocean. Ocean warming has
resulted in numerous secondary and terti-
ary physical manifestations, such as
melting sea ice and glaciers, sea-level rise,
altered rainfall patterns, increased storm
intensity, and changes in ocean currents.
Long-standing human-caused stressors on
marine ecosystems have been widely
demonstrated to cause numerous undesir-
able changes in living systems
(IUCN-WCPA 2008), including: 



Box 2. Ocean Acidification
Oceans have already taken up around 25-30% of the CO2 produced by human
activities and changes to ocean chemistry are measurable today. Figure 3
shows monthly carbon-system parameters at the Hawaii Ocean Time-series
station and at the nearby Mauna Loa observatory, showing the increases in
atmospheric and surface ocean CO2 (since 1958 and 1990 respectively) and
decrease in surface ocean pH (since 1990). 

These changes to ocean chemistry are collectively known as “ocean acidifica-
tion” and laboratory and field experiments, observations and projections
indicate that, without rapid action to greatly reduce CO2 emission, these chemi-
cal changes may have ecological and biogeochemical implications that last for
tens or hundreds of thousands of years. The shells and skeletons of many
marine organisms are made of calcite and/or aragonite, two different forms of
the mineral calcium carbonate. Both minerals dissolve at low carbonate ion
concentrations (‘undersaturated’ conditions), unless calcifying organisms have
evolved mechanisms to prevent dissolution. Undersaturation in these mineral
and reduced pH or raised CO2 may impact the ability of organisms to sustain
their shells (e.g. some molluscs), skeletons (e.g. corals) and liths (e.g. some
plankton called coccolithophores), their ability to grow, reproduce and develop (e.g. some sea urchins) and it can even affect behaviour and sensory per-
ception (e.g. coral reef fish larvae). Some species seem to be unaffected but some of those that are vulnerable are important in creating marine
ecosystems (e.g. coral reefs) that support high biodiversity and productivity or are important in food webs (e.g. pteropods) and in food security (e.g. some
shelled aquaculture species; see Turley and Boot 2010) and other marine ecosystem services including coastline protection (e.g. coral reefs).

Ocean acidification is a global issue with some regions vulnerable within decades (Figure 4). The only way of reducing ocean acidification globally and
decreasing the risk to vulnerable marine organisms, food webs and ecosystems and the goods and services they provide is to reduce CO2 emission. 

Figure 4: Projected regional changes in ocean
chemistry likely to be experienced by particular-
ly vulnerable ecosystems and compared to
global-scale surface ocean changes. Blue shad-
ed band indicates the annual range in ocean
saturation state with respect to aragonite, while
the green shaded band indicates the range for
calcite saturation. The thickness of the line indi-
cates the seasonal range, with the threshold of
undersaturated environmental conditions
marked as a horizontal dash line. The correspon-
ding regions from which the annual ranges are
calculated are shown shaded. Global ocean sur-
face averages (bottom) are shown, from left to
right: CO2 partial pressure, pH(SWS) and calcite
and aragonite saturation. For details see Turley et
al. (2010).

These consequences of future rapid ocean acidi-
fication are a further strong reason to constrain
atmospheric CO2. A recommendation based on
model projections of undersaturation with
respect to aragonite (< 550 ppm CO2) reflects
the chemistry of the ocean but is likely too high
to avoid detrimental effects to many marine
biota. Based on current knowledge of marine
impacts 500 ppm atmospheric CO2 concentra-
tions should be avoided. Over 100 national
academies concluded that even with stabilization

at 450 ppm, ocean acidification is likely to have profound impacts on many marine ecosystems (http://www.interacademies.net/10878/13951.aspx). To
ensure no large-scale risk to marine organisms and ecosystems, taking the precautionary principle of a threshold of below 450 ppm CO2 is required. 

Dr. Carol Turley, Knowledge Exchange Coordinator of the UK Ocean Acidification Research Programme, Plymouth Marine Laboratory, UK 

Figure 3:  Monthly carbon-system parameters 
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Coral reef ecosystems are the most biologically diverse marine ecosystem
and are a prominent component of the world's oceans. They provide eco-
logical services which support hundreds of millions of people who live
along the world's tropical coastlines. In addition, coral reefs support key
industries such as fisheries and tourism, and play important roles in pro-
tecting coastlines and human infrastructure from ocean waves
(Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007). 

Unfortunately, coral reefs are in decline around the world as a result of
human activities. At local scales, fishing and harvesting activities along
with pollution and coastal run-off have fundamentally tipped the balance
of many coral reef ecosystems towards non-coral dominated reef ecosys-
tems (Burke et al. 2011). Dramatic examples of the changes that have
occurred over the past 50 years include the Caribbean (Hughes 1994) and
large parts of the Asia-Pacific (Bruno and Selig 2007). While climate
change was once thought to be a far-off and distant threat, evidence has
mounted over the past two decades which demonstrates that the warming
and acidification of the world's tropical oceans poses a serious and rela-
tively immediate threat to the sustainability of coral reef ecosystems.

Reef-building corals and their dinoflagellates symbionts use solar energy
to lay down copious quantities of calcium carbonate which builds up over
time to form the carbonate frameworks that typify tropical coral reefs.
These three-dimensional frameworks are critically important to the enor-
mous biological diversity of coral reefs and ultimately a large range of the
important ecological services that coral reefs provide. If reef-building
corals become stressed, the symbiosis may break down causing the
brown dinoflagellates to leave the tissues of the coral turning them white
(bleaching). Stresses that trigger coral bleaching include sudden changes
to temperature, light and salinity, as well as a range of toxins, including
cyanide and herbicides (Hoegh-Guldberg 1999). 

Coral bleaching has been known over 100 years, but only as affecting
colonies or small patches of coral reef. Since 1979, however, entire coral
reefs and regions began to experience increasingly frequency and intense
mass coral bleaching events, driven by short periods of elevated sea tem-
perature. Satellites tracking temperature anomalies of 1°C or more above
the long-term summer maxima are able to predict the spatial and temporal
patterns of mass coral bleaching events (Strong et al. 1996). In addition to
the direct threat posed by increasing sea temperatures, ocean acidification
has also emerged as a major threat to carbonate coral reef systems
(Kleypas et al. 1999; Kleypas and Langdon 2006). As CO2 into the ocean, it
reacts with water to create a dilute acid which leads to a major decline in
the carbonate ion concentration (important to the process of calcification).
Several studies have reported a dramatic decrease in the calcification
rates of key reef-building coral species which is consistent with increases
in ocean temperature and acidity since the beginning of the industrial rev-
olution (e.g. (De'ath et al. 2009). 

The sensitivity of reef-building corals to ocean warming and acidification
allows exploration of the question: ‘What is the prognosis for coral-reef
ecosystems if atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases such as
CO2 continue to increase?’  The answer to this question is that coral domi-
nated reef ecosystems are likely to disappear if CO2 increases above 450
ppm (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007). While many feel that current concen-
trations of CO2 are already too high for coral reefs in the long-term (Veron
et al. 2009), concentrations of 450 ppm will almost certainly lead to sea 

temperatures and ocean chemistries that are not conducive to the sustain-
ability of carbonate coral reef ecosystems. If atmospheric concentrations
reach this level, reef-building corals will no longer be dominant members
of tropical coastal regions, and the carbonate balance of coral reefs will tip
in favour of erosion (Figure 5). Pushing atmospheric CO2 concentrations
even higher, will lead to conditions in which the carbonate framework of
many of today's coral reefs will begin to breakdown and be lost to wave
action and biological erosion. This will jeopardise the ability of coral reefs
to provide the many ecological services that they provide today, and will
expose tens of millions of people to reduced food security, as well as the
loss of already scarce income, and reduced coastal protection from
storms.

Scenario Assumptions
CRS-A Atmospheric CO2 is stabilised close to current levels of 

390 ppm or up to around 420 ppm. Mean global tempera
ture rises above pre-Industrial levels of approximately 
1 – 1.5°C occur.

CRS-B Atmospheric CO2 is stabilised between 450 and 500 ppm. 
Mean global temperature rises above pre-Industrial levels 
of approximately 2°C occur.

CRS-C Atmospheric CO2 is either not stabilised or is stabilised 
above 500 ppm. Mean global temperature rises above 
pre-Industrial levels above 3°C occur.

Figure 5. Extant examples of reefs from the Great Barrier Reef that are
used as analogues for the ecological structures we anticipate for coral
reefs. The basic assumptions Scenarios CRS-A, CRS-B, and CRS-C are
outlined in the accompany table. The [CO2]atm and temperature increases
shown are those for the scenarios and do not refer to the locations pho-
tographed. (A) Reef slope communities at Heron Island. (B) Mixed algal and
coral communities associated with inshore reefs around St. Bees Island
near Mackay. (C) Inshore reef slope near the Low Isles, North Queensland.
After Hoegh-Guldberg et al. (2007). Used with permission of Science
Magazine.

Dr. Ove Hoegh-Guldberg, Professor and Director, Global Change
Institute, University of Queensland, Australia
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Box 3. The Special Case of Climate Change and Coral Reefs



• loss of biodiversity,

• decreased abundance of key species,

• structural damage to living and nonliving
habitats, and

• loss of ecological functions, resulting in
reduced resilience to additional stresses.

Ecosystem resilience can be thought of as
an ecosystems' ability to withstand stress,
absorb shocks and maintain or rebound to
its natural state, particularly in the face of
large-scale and long-term changes (such as
climate change). Reduced ecosystem
resilience is of particular concern because of
the anticipated impacts of climate change,
which, as showcased above are predicted to
be potentially catastrophic for particular
ocean ecosystems, habitats and species. The
resilience of ecosystems is believed to be
crucial to their functioning, persistence and
viability (Walker and Salt 2006). Degraded
ecosystems (i.e., those that have lost biodi-
versity, ecological functions or structural
integrity) are expected to be less resilient,
and, therefore, to have less capacity to
withstand the additional stresses of climate
change (Hughes et al. 2005). 

Those ecosystems most likely to withstand
and recover from the stresses of climate
change are those that have been least
degraded or have been restored. Thus, reduc-
ing the stressors acting on an area can help
maintain ecosystem integrity, population
viability, and the health of organisms, and
foster recovery from adverse impacts. While
recognizing that all ecosystems and species
are important, some marine ecosystems are
critical and the designation of protected
areas and reserves are an important element
in a comprehensive approach to increasing
ecosystem resilience, through protecting key
elements of ecosystem function. MPAs have
demonstrated significant effects in increas-
ing biomass and biodiversity, improving
ecosystem dynamics, and increasing
resilience within their borders. MPAs and
networks of MPAs have an important role in
addressing the increased uncertainty regard-
ing the responses of organisms and changes
to ecosystems resulting from the effects of
climate change in the marine environment
(Smith et al. 2009). 

Maintaining and enhancing resilience is
critical to maintaining the ecological serv-

ices we want and need (Levin and
Lubchenco 2008). While an ecosystem
that has undergone a regime shift will con-
tinue to deliver some ecosystem services,
those services will most likely not be the
ones we need or desire (e.g., the availability
of reef fish to consume). In light of climate
change, MPAs can help to maintain and
restore ecological resilience and capacity to
provide ecological goods and services
(Lafferty 2003, Mumby et al. 2010,
Babcock et al. 2010), thus supporting
coastal communities that depend upon the
functioning of critical marine ecosystems. 

CENTRAL ROLE OF OCEANS AND
COASTS IN CLIMATE CHANGE
MITIGATION

As noted, oceans and coastal areas are a
major sink for carbon and a valuable tool
for climate change mitigation. Marine
areas store and cycle over 90% of the
earth’s CO2, while removing about 30% of
atmospheric CO2—current estimates con-
clude that the oceans have an annual net
atmospheric uptake in the order of 2 giga-
tons of CO2 (GtCO2). This is of particular
importance when compared to the annual
net terrestrial uptake, estimated between
0.5–2.5 GtCO2. However, the oceans are
quickly becoming oversaturated with CO2,
which is negatively impacting biodiversity
and ecosystems. This emphasizes the need
for stringent emissions reductions. The
ability of oceans and coasts to store carbon

is also being compromised by the rapid
destruction and degradation of coastal and
marine ecosystems. Stored carbon dioxide
is released when coastal ecosystems are
destroyed, which can become a significant
source of greenhouse gas emissions. For
example, 13.5 GtCO2 will be released with-
in the next 50 years as a result of mangrove
clearance of 35,000 km2, equivalent to all
transport-related emissions in 27 EU coun-
tries from 1997 to 2005. These key habitats
need further protection to secure and
enhance their ability to mitigate climate
change. 

Increasingly, the oceans are also being
looked to as alternative renewable suppli-
ers of energy. There are, however, a
number of technical and technological
obstacles, including lack of adequate and
resilient technology, high implementation
or operational costs, or unknown environ-
mental and ecological consequences of
different technologies. Nevertheless, an
increasingly important renewable energy
resource originates from the ocean in the
form of tides, the wind, the waves and cur-
rents, and the temperature differences
between the surface layer and the deeper
waters in tropical-subtropical zones. The
alternative energy sources are only very
gradually becoming commercially attrac-
tive. Despite this, considerable research
and technological development as regards
these sources of energy has been going on
over the last several decades. Subsidies pro-
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vided to the oil and gas industry could
instead be used for research on alternative
energy sources, so as to help decrease our
overall dependence on the fossil energy
sources (Kullenberg et al. 2008).

Carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS)
has also been identified as a potential
method to reduce anthropogenic CO2
emissions to the atmosphere. Carbon diox-
ide capture and storage could help to lower
atmospheric concentrations by gathering
carbon dioxide at industrial point sources,
compressing it, and injecting it into geolog-
ical formations and the ocean. Arguably the
most controversial component of carbon
dioxide capture and storage, the oceans
have been looked to as a reservoir due to
their enormous capacity. The large amount
of carbon in the ocean, approximately
38,000 Gt stored in the deep layers of the
ocean and 1000 Gt stored in the surface lay-
ers of the ocean, is 50 times the amount of
carbon stored in the atmosphere (~750 Gt)
and 20 times the amount in plants and
soils (~2,200 Gt). 

From a ship or a fixed pipeline, carbon
dioxide could be injected into the ocean at
any depth. At depths in excess of 3000
meters, carbon dioxide is denser than sea-
water and would sink as plumes or form
lakes in closed basins. The controversy sur-
rounding the ocean storage option stems
from two significant drawbacks: 1) even
slight increases in acidity associated with a
carbonated ocean can have disastrous
impacts on the marine ecosystem, and 2)
on millennial timescales, a carbonated
ocean would ensure high CO2 concentra-
tions in the atmosphere. To date,
large-scale injection of carbon dioxide into
the ocean has not been done, and there
have been few studies that address the
effects of such an introduction on the
marine ecosystem or studies regarding
rates the diffusion of a large amount of car-
bon dioxide into the surrounding water
masses and ultimately to the atmosphere.
Though the UNFCCC encourages using
the ocean as a CO2 reservoir, application of
UNCLOS is ambiguous, as marine carbon
dioxide falls under the definition of a pol-
lutant. The environmental consequences
of this activity are unknown, and the car-
bon dioxide dumped in the oceans will

eventually percolate to the surface and
back into the atmosphere. 

Before CCS can be implemented on a large
scale as an anthropogenic supplement to
the Earth's natural methods of removing
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, poli-
cy makers must be confident that the new
strategies are both effective in actually
reducing carbon dioxide emissions over
the long-term and facilitate safe, practical,
and sustainable solutions to our growing
energy needs (Kullenberg et al. 2008).

OCEANS IN THE UN FRAME-
WORK CONVENTION ON 
CLIMATE CHANGE (UNFCCC)
PROCESS

Over half of the world’s population living
within 100 kilometers of the coast is living
less than 100 meters above sea level.
Coastal populations, and especially SIDS,
are highly vulnerable to the impacts of sea-
level rise, glacial retreat, extreme weather
events, and coastal inundation. Ecosystem-
based adaptation approaches promoting
the preservation and restoration of coastal
ecosystems as natural buffers are already
being implemented to a varying extent as

-- Sea-level rise and increased sea water
temperatures will accelerate beach ero-
sion, cause degradation of natural coastal
defences, and result in the loss of cultural
heritage on coasts affected by inundation
and flooding (IPCC 2007).

-- In Grenada, a 50 cm in sea level could
lead to 60% of beaches being lost in
some areas (UNFCCC 2005).

-- With a 50 centimetre increase in sea lev-
els, over one-third of the Caribbean’s
beaches would be lost (UNDP 2007).

-- Many vector-borne diseases are sensitive
to ambient temperature and precipitation.
An outbreak of dengue fever in Fiji coin-
cided with the 1997/1998 El Niño; out of a
population of approximately 856,000 peo-
ple, 24,000 were affected, with 13 deaths.
The epidemic cost US$ 3–6 million (WHO
2005).

-- The value of reef-related shoreline protec-
tive services in the Caribbean region has
been estimated to range from $2,000 to
$1,000,000 per kilometer of coastline
depending upon the degree of develop-
ment (Center for Health 2005).

-- Fiji’s costs for ignoring the potential
impacts of climate change (loss of public
safety, increased vector- and water-borne
diseases, increased malnutrition from food
shortages) would be US$ 5–19 million by
2050 (WHO 2005).

-- Events such as hurricanes and floods
cause damage in excess of 20% of GDP in
many SIDS (Payet 2008).

-- In early 2004, a typhoon hit Chuuk and
Yap States of the Federated States of
Micronesia, destroying crops, homes and
public buildings, leaving damage estimat-
ed at US$7 million (UNEP et al. 2005).

-- In 2004, Grenada experienced near-total
devastation due to Hurricane Ivan. The
country’s socioeconomic development
was set back at least a decade by this
single event that lasted for only a few
hours (IPCC 2007).

-- In the Maldives, sea-level rise would so
seriously damage the fishing and tourism
industries that GDP would be reduced by
more than 40% (Majeed and Abdulla
2004). 

-- Newtok, a Native Alaskan village is being
forced to relocate due to eroding shore-
lines caused by thawing permafrost,
declining sea ice protection, warming tem-
perature, and increased storm surge
exposure. In 2003, it negotiated a land
exchange agreement with the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service and is now in the
process of moving forward with plans to
relocate their entire population to a new
site; a process that will cost an estimated
$80-130 million, about $2 million per
household (Fiefel and Gregg 2010).

Kateryna Wowk, Global Ocean Forum 

Box 4. Examples of Climate Change Impacts on Oceans and
Coastal Communities 



The IPCC Fourth Assessment Report and the Stern Review on the
Economic Impacts of Climate Change identified linkages between
future climate change and coastal tourism, in particular impacts on
water supply, threats to urban settlements vulnerable to sea level rise
and damage to fragile ecosystems. Case studies from Africa, Asia,
Antarctica and Europe show these issues are currently problematic
and recommendations to address them are necessary within the cli-
mate change context. 

• Coral reefs are severely threatened worldwide and could be the first
major ecosystem to become ecologically extinct (Hoegh-Guldberg et
al., 2007). Over exploitation often takes place as a result of chronic
poverty with demands of today overwhelming the needs of tomorrow.
At the same time, tropical coastal areas in general, and reefs in par-
ticular, have become a main focus for a growing tourism industry.

• Great increases in water demand is linked to 3 million tourists that
visit Morocco each year, and use 30% more water than a local, pro-
ducing circa 180 litres of wastewater per person (EEA, 2000).
Furthermore, a significant increase in golf course construction
(Nachite, 2009) is another tourism industry water resource pressure. 

• Antarctic tourism is characterised by being the largest regional com-
mercial activity, and mainly a ship-borne experience. Increased
tourism is predicted to break down barriers that have prevented
Antarctica being invaded by non-native species (Hughes and Convey,
2010). There is now concern as the receiving environment has previ-
ously been relatively isolated from transport and infrastructure. 

• The Azores has already exceeded most stated EU objectives and
achievements of other developed EU territories regarding green
energy generation. While tourism is becoming an increasingly
important economic source, it also depends on expensive air fares
which are aggravated by ETS aviation taxes. The most probable
outcome of this will be a significant disproportional impact on the
Azores compared with mainland member states. High costs will
deter tourists from visiting the islands, thereby diminishing the
Azores tourism economy.

The complexity of the tourism industry has led to a fragmented
approach to policies in tackling contributions to climate change and
a number of issues remain largely untouched by policy. Issues such
as the dynamics of international travel, the local demands of the
tourism industry, and carbon footprint of the tourism sector are all
areas requiring further exploration. The cost of not taking action were
detailed by Payet (2010) for the Seychelles where predicted marine
ecosystem losses caused by coral bleaching are estimated at $640M
over 30 years. However, with adaptation measures costing $109M
the expected benefits would be $210M, if action was taken now.
International carbon reduction policies and instruments can have dis-
proportionate impacts on long-haul tourism destinations and the
principle of equity needs to be further strengthened in elaboration of
international climate mitigation policies. Perhaps the three US airlines
(American, Continental, and United) and the Air Transport Association
of America (ATA) who are taking legal action against EU ETS legisla-
tion, claiming it is against international law (Bridges Trade BioRes,
2011), will indirectly help small islands and outermost regions.

Recommendations include:

• Making use of incentive-based conservation to raise investments
and aid livelihoods;

• Adopting effective and
pragmatic systems to
protect threatened
ecosystems from tourism
impacts; 

• More investment on cli-
mate change adaptation
and mitigation, especially
where water scarcity and
sea level rise pose signifi-
cant threats; 

• Modifying climate change policies to produce an applicable work-
ing system at the local/regional scale;

• More engagement between policymakers and the tourism indus-
try to foster an enabling environment to sustainably develop
tourism.

Sadly, Dupuis and Knoepfel’s (2011) Swiss work found adaptation
was mainly considered an issue for developing countries and that
right wing parties considered it a secondary issue, being more likely
than those to the left to object to the formulation or implementation
of public measures. As argued by Curry (2011), “improved under-
standing and characterisation of uncertainty is critical information
for the development of robust policy options”. Tourism development
must therefore be considered holistically because of the complexity
of unplanned effects.

Professor M. R. Phillips, Swansea Metropolitan University

Box 5. Impacts of Climate Change on Coastal Tourism
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part of integrated coastal management
efforts in many coastal nations. Ecosystem-
based adaptive management must be
strengthened and promoted to increase the
resilience of coastal ecosystems and com-
munities to the impacts of climate change.
However, many areas lack the necessary
capacity to implement adequate adapta-
tion measures. Hence, there is an urgent
need for technical and financial adapta-
tion assistance for the world’s most
vulnerable coastal populations.

Current adaptation cost estimates for
coastal areas and small island states are
woefully inadequate, as are the adaptation
resources currently available. In 2007, the
UNFCCC estimated the cost of adaptation
in coastal zones at about $11 billion/year,
using lower sea level rise predictions and
not including potential impacts of
increased storm intensity. With over half of
the world’s population living in coastal
regions and likely to experience the most
pronounced effects of climate change, at
least half of the funds made available for
adaptation should target coastal and island
populations. While progress is being made
in the assessment of adaptation costs for
developing countries, existing sectoral esti-
mates remain fragmented and incomplete.
For example, most cost estimates for sea
level rise focus on infrastructure damage,
but do not address saltwater intrusion in
coastal aquifers and the destruction of habi-
tats that support fisheries and mariculture.
In addition, the significant monetary non-

market value associated with coastal and
ocean services are largely unaccounted for.
For example, current valuations of wetland
services do not incorporate the values asso-
ciated with coastal storm protection, water
filtration, and spawning grounds for com-
mercially important fish species. Further,
costs of impacts on coastal and marine
ecosystems and the critical economic and
climate-regulating functions they provide
have not been addressed at all. Adaptation
financing support for developing countries
has been hailed since the inception of the
UNFCCC process in 1992, yet little has
actually materialized. There is, therefore, an
obvious need to incorporate adequate
financing for coastal adaptation.

Climate change impacts are not only pro-
jected into the future but constitute a
present and immediate threat. In the
Seychelles, for example, desalinization
plants can no longer meet demand for
freshwater because rainfall has reduced dra-
matically, leading to difficult tradeoffs
between water and food provision and pre-
senting challenges in balancing sustainable
development with sustaining the tourism
industry. The Seychelles is not alone in
addressing the negative implications of cli-
mate change for tourism industry, which
will exacerbate the adverse environmental
impacts of coastal and ocean tourism (see
Box 5). The Seychelles, and other small
island nations, face serious threats to their
survival if bold action is not taken. There is
abundant scientific evidence that marine
ecosystems are undergoing substantial
changes—physically, chemically and bio-
logically—due to the direct and indirect
effects of changes in climate and atmos-
pheric composition. These impacts will
have local, national, regional and global
implications (Box 4). If left unaddressed,
climate change will severely impact marine
ecosystems resulting in lasting change
which may be difficult, and in some cases
impossible, to adapt to both. It is impera-
tive that climate change impacts on oceans
and coasts be considered both within and
outside the UNFCCC both for our plane-
tary survival and human well-being.

In light of the various interconnected ele-
ments associated with oceans and climate,
members of the global oceans communi-

ty—governments, international agencies,
NGOs, science groups, and the private sec-
tor—are mobilizing to call attention to the
oceans and climate issue, underscoring the
need to develop an integrated strategy for
oceans and coasts within and beyond the
UNFCCC. Such a program should include
provisions for: 

• Mitigation, emphasizing the need for
stringent reductions in emissions within a
short time frame, and recognizing the
positive contribution that oceans play in
the global carbon cycle, as well as using
the oceans for a variety of mitigation
activities.

• Adaptation through integrated coastal
and ocean management institutions at
local and regional scales, contributing to
the improved preparedness, resilience,
and adaptive capacities of coastal commu-
nities;

• Programs focusing on capacity develop-
ment, public education and awareness to
prepare national and local officials, and
the public to address climate change; and 

• Measures to address the issues associated
with the displacement of coastal popula-
tions as a result of climate change.

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS AND
MARINE BIODIVERSITY LOSS

Monitoring, data and observations of the
ocean over the last several decades provide
clear evidence that surface waters are warm-
ing, ice shelves are disintegrating, and sea
ice and glaciers are retreating. Data and
observations also demonstrate the exis-
tence of continuous changes in freshwater
discharges to the ocean, which are lowering
salinities and altering ocean circulation and
marine food webs. Ocean chemistry is also
being affected. Ocean ecosystems are
threatened and in many cases have already
been degraded by changes in sea level,
coastal erosion, water temperature and
chemistry, pollution, and ocean circula-
tion. These changes are altering the growth,
reproduction and distribution of marine
species, destabilizing the structure of ocean
communities, disrupting food chains,
diminishing the production of harvestable
living resources, and reducing biodiversity,
which plays a fundamental role in main-
taining a healthy ocean. 



The linkages between climate and biodiver-
sity were underscored at the Tenth Meeting
of the Conference of the Parties to the
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD
COP 10) in Nagoya, Japan, October 18-29,
2010. Parties in Nagoya highlighted that
climate change impacts, which are predict-
ed to increase in the future, have significant
implications for biodiversity and will serve
to exacerbate the negative impacts of other
harmful human activities. The Nagoya
Oceans Statement emphasized that many
life-sustaining ecosystems, such as coral
reefs, are highly sensitive to climate
change, and that climate change adds an
additional stressor to biodiversity and
ecosystems already facing significant pres-
sures. Climate change will likely result in
species migrations, the spread of invasive
species, and will have adverse impacts on
fisheries and food security. Further, a 20-
25% loss of marine biodiversity leads to a
50-80% loss of ecosystem function, which
may well threaten the life support function
of the oceans and their role in the global
carbon cycle. These impacts will have con-
sequences for fisheries and aquaculture, the
primary source of protein for 520 million
people in the poorest parts of the world.

Further Points on Ocean
Resources and SIDS for
Consideration at Rio+20

The more than 50% of the human popula-
tion that lives in 183 coastal countries,
including 44 small island nations, are
already experiencing the earliest and most
pronounced effects of climate change, and

will suffer disproportionate impacts from
ocean warming--e.g., sea level rise, extreme
weather events, glacial retreat, and from
ocean acidification if bold action is not
taken. In its most recent report in 2007,
the IPCC estimated that sea level would
rise by between 18 and 59 cm this century,
but this estimate is very conservative. The
IPCC looked at individual contributions to
sea level rise from thermal expansion of
the oceans and glacier melt. There are,
however, other factors that contribute to
sea level rise. A recent paper published in
Geophysical Research Letters used a statis-
tical model using 300 years of global sea
level data to look at the cumulative effects
of both natural and manmade changes on
sea level rise. Because the model faithfully
reproduces past sea level, the researchers
are confident in estimates of future sea
level rise between 0.6 and 1.6 m by the end
of this century. During the 20th century
sea level rose by 18 cm, and 25% of this rise
is attributable to natural factors. However,
sea level rise in the 21st century will be
95% driven by anthropogenic greenhouse
gases, with natural factors responsible for
only five percent of the rise. (Jevrejeva et.
al 2010).

Recent scientific evidence indicates that
impacts of the changing global climate on
oceans and coasts far exceed the findings
of the 2007 report of the IPCC. 

Sea-Level Rise
• There is now compelling evidence that
sea level rise will be at least 1 meter by
2100, with the possibility of even higher
levels of sea level rise likely. 

Glacial Retreat
• Polar ice is continuing to melt at a rapid
rate, contributing to global sea level rise
and the potential alteration of ocean cur-
rents and ecological processes. 

Ocean Acidification
• The oceans have increased in acidity by
30% since the industrial revolution and
are predicted to become even more acidic,
undergoing a change in ocean chemistry
not seen for 65 million years. Ocean acidi-
fication significantly hinders the ability of
shell-forming organisms (such as corals
and shellfish) to construct their shells,
and can impact marine species distribu-
tion, notably fisheries, with negative
implications for food security. Fish,
including shellfish, provide one billion
people with their primary source of ani-
mal protein, and another three billion
people with 15% of their protein.

Sea level rise can lead to the disappearance
of beaches and low-lying islands (IPCC
2007). Many SIDS would be unable to
adapt effectively to climate change impacts
associated with a global 2–3°C mean tem-
perature increase, given the potential
impacts on their economies, infrastructure
and overall human well-being (IPCC
2007). In Kiribati, a 50cm rise in sea level
and a reduction in rainfall of 25% would
reduce the freshwater lens (floating fresh-
water store) by 65% (World Bank 2000).
With a 50 cm increase in sea level, over
one-third of the beaches in the Caribbean
would be lost (UNDP 2007). Water
resources are likely to be increasingly 
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stressed in the future. In 2080, flood risk is
expected to be in the order of 200 times
greater than at present for Pacific atoll
countries (Nicholls et al. 1999). 

For many SIDS, life-sustaining ecosystems
such as coral reefs are highly climate sensi-
tive and can suffer severe damage from
exposure to sea temperatures as low as 1°C
above the seasonal maximum (Nurse and
Moore 2007). Extreme events such as hur-
ricanes and floods cause damage in excess
of 20% of GDP in many SIDS (Payet 2008).
In 1993, 30% of the forested area on the
Santa Cruz Islands was lost during one
cyclone event (Nurse et al. 2001).
Hurricane Ivan’s impact on Grenada in
2004 caused losses in the agricultural sec-
tor equivalent to 10% of GDP (OECS
2004). In Maldives, a 1m rise in sea level
amounts to the complete disappearance of
the nation. The President has said that he
intended to create a "sovereign wealth
fund" to purchase a new land in case global
warming causes the country to disappear
into the sea (Telegraph 2008). President
Anote Tong of Kiribati says his country’s
decision in 2009 to establish the world’s
largest marine protected area in the
Phoenix Islands was a gift to humanity.
Meanwhile rising sea levels caused by cli-
mate change claim more of the island
nation’s land and threaten the I-Kiribati
way of life. Kiribati’s elevation is no more
than 2 m above sea level. Its fresh water
comes from aquifers. Saltwater intrusion
into the aquifers is expected to make the
islands uninhabitable before rising water
overtakes settlements. “We will lose our

homes. The islands will lose their ability to
sustain life,” said Kiribati President Tong,
who is working with other countries to
plan for the gradual evacuation of his
nation of 110,360 people and has struck
deals with Australia and New Zealand to
train a small number of I-Kiribati to per-
form jobs those countries have trouble
filling. He is also trying to find other
options for Kiribati’s citizens as he pursues
his goal of relocating 1,000 I-Kiribati a year
for the next 20 years. “We want to move
our people with as much dignity as possi-
ble. For us it is not a matter of economics,
it is a matter of survival" (Tong 2004).

The global community must act to adopt
the most stringent reductions in green-
house gas emissions, within a short time
frame, to avoid disastrous consequences
on oceans and coastal communities
around the world. Compelling scientific
evidence indicates that if we are to safe-
guard the essential role of oceans in
regulating climate and the productive
function of marine ecosystems, emission
targets need to be incorporated into policy
which target atmospheric carbon dioxide
at levels no higher than 450 ppm, and
which eventually bring atmospheric car-
bon dioxide to below 350 ppm in the
longer term.

CRAFTING AN INTEGRATED
STRATEGY FOR OCEANS AND
CLIMATE

Despite the clear interlinkages between
oceans and climate, these issues have not
yet factored heavily into the global climate

negotiations, and have been largely regard-
ed as a sectoral issue. Recognizing this
problem, members of the global oceans
community have mobilized concerted
efforts to call attention to critical oceans
and climate issues and to emphasize the
need to centrally address ocean issues in
the development and implementation of
climate change policy, and vice versa. The
Global Ocean Forum, in collaboration with
a wide range of organizations and individ-
uals from all sectors in the global oceans
community—governments, international
agencies, UN agencies, NGOs, science
groups, and the private sector—has been
centrally involved in these efforts, hosting
a number of multi-stakeholder discussions
and conducting policy analyses on oceans
and climate. 

The World Ocean Conference, which took
place in Manado, Indonesia in May 2009,
was one of the first global dialogues to raise
awareness on the importance of addressing
ocean and coastal issues in the context of
the UN climate negotiations and produced
the Manado Oceans Declaration, which
was signed by representatives of 76 partici-
pating countries. The Global Forum
organized the Global Ocean Policy Day
during the World Ocean Conference and
produced a volume of policy briefs on the
major climate/oceans issues for the confer-
ence The 4th and 5th Global Ocean
Conferences (held in Hanoi, Vietnam in
2008, and Paris, France in 2010, respective-
ly) hosted discussions with a wide range of
ocean and coastal stakeholders, emphasiz-
ing the need to place climate change on



the priority agenda of ocean and coastal
leaders around the world and mobilize
international and national responses to
these issues. The Global Ocean Forum also
co-organized, with a wide range of part-
ners, “Oceans Days” at the UNFCCC COP
15 and 16 (held in Copenhagen, Denmark,
and Cancun, Mexico, respectively) to high-
light the direct link between climate
change, ocean health, and human well-
being and especially note that that the
close to 50% of the world’s population liv-
ing in coastal areas will suffer
disproportionately from ocean warming,
sea level rise, extreme weather events, and
ocean acidification. 

Through these discussions and dialogues,
the global ocean community has articulat-
ed the need for an integrated strategy for
oceans and coasts within and beyond the
UNFCCC to address the various intercon-
nected elements associated with oceans
and climate. Such a program should
include provisions for:

Mitigation:  

1) Adopt stringent reductions in greenhouse
gas emissions, within a short timeframe, to
avoid disastrous consequences on oceans
and coastal communities around the world
and to ensure the continuing functioning of
the oceans in sustaining life on Earth; 

2) Support additional research on quantify-
ing the amounts of carbon stored and
released by various marine and coastal
ecosystems and taking measures to protect
and restore marine ecosystems as major car-
bon sinks. Examine the potential for the

trading of “Blue Carbon” in a way similar to
green carbon (such as rainforests) and how
this could be incorporated into emissions
reductions and climate mitigation protocols; 

3) Sustainably develop ocean-based renew-
able energy (such as offshore wind power,
wave energy, tidal power, etc.) and acceler-
ate efforts to implement these approaches
through marine spatial planning. 

4) Accelerate efforts to reduce CO2 emis-
sions from ships;

5) Consider and, if appropriate, develop reg-
ulatory systems for possible carbon capture
and storage via injection in deep seabed
geological formations; 

6) Strongly discourage application of other
geo-engineering approaches, such as iron
fertilization, CO2 injection in the water col-
umn. 

Adaptation: 

1) Implement ecosystem-based adaptation
strategies, including marine protected areas,
through integrated coastal and ocean man-
agement institutions at national, regional,
and local levels to build the preparedness,
resilience, and adaptive capacities of coastal
communities; 

2) Provide sufficient funding, supported by
improved estimates of adaptation costs in
coastal areas and small island States, to sup-
port adaptation for coastal and island com-
munities that are at the frontline of climate
change, including the possible creation of a
special Coastal Adaptation Fund; and 

3) Develop and support measures to address
the issues associated with the displacement
of coastal populations as a result of climate
change. 

Capacity development, scientific monitoring,
public education: 

1) Provide technical assistance to SIDS and
developing countries to build institutional
capacity to implement adaptation meas-
ures, early warning systems, and disaster risk
reduction; 

2) improve awareness and understanding
among policymakers of the importance of
oceans and climate issues and the need to
take bold policy measures to avoid disas-
trous impacts on the world’s coastal and
island communities; 

3) Establish the scientific capacity in all
countries for marine environment assess-
ment, monitoring, and prediction; 

4) Expand public outreach and education
efforts to improve awareness of the risks
posed to coastal communities and to cat-
alyze support for mitigation and adapta-
tion responses.
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on the Major Ocean and Coastal

Commitments from the 1992 UNCED 
and the 2002 WSSD?
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1. Ecosystem-based 
Integrated Coastal and 
Ocean Governance* 

INTRODUCTION

Over half of the world’s population
lives along the coast on only 10%
of the Earth’s land, creating intense

pressure on coastal habitats and resources.
Much of the booming global population
relies on oceans for food, waste disposal,
energy production, marine transportation
supporting an increasingly global econo-
my, and views the coasts as source of
inspiration and a preferred leisure destina-
tion. Indeed the management of multiple
uses and expectations from ever more
crowded oceans and coasts is a major chal-
lenge for developed and developing
countries alike. At the same time the
oceans are feeling the pressures of
increased human activities – through
unsustainable fishing, increased maritime
transportation, and pollution from land
based sources. In addition the oceans face
increasing threats from climate change:
warming of ocean temperatures impacts
the productivity of ecosystems and has
resulted in migration of fish stocks, sea
level rise poses real challenges to coastal
and island systems –threatening the very
survival of some small island states. And
rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations are
already causing alarming increases in
ocean acidity which threatens the shell for-
mation capacity of corals and molluscs and
maybe even the skeletons of plankton.

The 1992 UN Conference on Environment
and Development (UNCED) and the 2002
World Summit on Sustainable
Development WSSD have recognised the
importance of integrated ocean and
coastal management. Chapter 17 (the
oceans chapter) of Agenda 21 presented a
comprehensive blueprint for the manage-
ment of the world’s oceans, emphasizing

Agenda 21 (1992):   
u Provide for a cross-sectoral integrated
policy and decision-making process,
including national ICM guidelines,
based in the precautionary approach,
and systematic observation of the
marine environment. 

u Establish, or where necessary strength-
en, appropriate coordinating mecha-
nisms and legal and regulatory frame-
works for integrated management 

u Support the role of international coop-
eration and coordination on a bilater-
al, regional, or global basis in support-
ing and supplementing national efforts
to promote integrated management
and sustainable development of
coastal and marine areas. 

Johannesburg Plan of
Implementation (2002):
u Encourage the application of the
ecosystem approach by 2010 for the
development of the oceans, particularly
the management of fisheries and con-
servation of biodiversity.

u Promote integrated coastal and ocean
management at the national level and
encourage and assist countries in devel-
oping ocean policies and mechanisms
on integrated coastal management.

u Assist developing countries in coordi-
nating policies and programmes at the
regional and sub-regional levels aimed
at conservation and sustainable man-
agement of fishery resources and imple-
ment integrated coastal area manage-
ment plans, including through the
development of infrastructure.

2 This section builds on Cicin-Sain et al (2006), Murawski et al (2008), 
and Freestone et al (2010).

Relevant Goals and Commitments Emanating from 
UNCED and the WSSD
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that the oceans can no longer be managed
as they had been traditionally, through a
sector-by-sector, use-by-use approach.
Instead, as Chapter 17 put it, approaches
that are “integrated in content and antici-
patory in ambit” must be adopted. The
2002 Johannesburg Plan of Implemen-
tation (JPOI) of the World Summit on
Sustainable Development (WSSD) fol-
lowed with more specific targets and
timetables, calling for “the application by
2010 of the ecosystem approach,”2 and

“promotion of integrated coastal and
ocean management at the national level
and encouragement and assistance to
countries in developing ocean policies and
mechanisms on integrated coastal man-
agement.” 

The significance of these key management
approaches should be apparent. The man-
agement of multiple uses and expectations 

from ever more crowded oceans and coasts
is a major challenge for developed and
developing countries alike. Faced with
increasing resource and user conflicts over
sectoral and political boundaries, national
governments and even the general public
are recognizing the need to take a more
comprehensive, or ecosystem approach to
natural resource management policies. At
the same time, coastal managers are recog-
nizing the challenges inherent in managing
coastal resources based on small scale, politi-
cal boundaries and are also embracing a
more holistic, integrated approach to man-
agement. Consequently, some national
resource managers are now augmenting
existing single species, and resource specific
management plans to incorporate ecosys-
tem-based management (EBM) approaches
to natural resource management and inte-
grated coastal management. 

Integrated coastal management (ICM) is
closely related to EBM. ICM is a well-docu-
mented approach with a history of
implementation in countries worldwide,
ICM shares a number of basic principles
with EBM, and the two concepts are gener-
ally regarded as complementary, yet with
differing areas of emphasis. The driving
force of ICM is typically accommodating
multiple uses to achieve sustainable devel-
opment of coastal and ocean areas. EBM
offers a more explicit focus on maintaining
ecosystem service functions. Although
ICM is articulated and embraced in a num-
ber of international and national policies
and agreements, and EBM is a more recent
paradigm with conceptual work still
underway, the two practices will both be
needed in concert to address the huge
challenges facing the world’s coastal and
ocean areas. The most pressing of these are
now arguably the various challenges posed
by climate change.

It is clear that the overall WSSD goal on the
implementation of ICM and EBM by 2010
has not been met. It is also clear that cur-
rent predictions of climate change by the
IPCC and others (e.g., sea level predictions)
pose major problems to coastal managers
and also to those concerned with ocean
management issues. This section assesses
the progress that has been made in
addressing the UNCED and WSSD goals by
assessing progress in the operationaliza-

tion of ecosystem management and inte-
grated coastal and ocean management; by
identifying gaps in implementation and
needs for further investment. In a decade
when climate change has become a domi-
nant issue this section will also assess the
potential ICM/EBM has for meeting some
of these challenges and suggest some prior-
ity areas for improvement recommending
tangible priority next steps to decision
makers. 

ASSESSMENT OF PROGRESS:
PROGRESS MADE BUT EFFORTS
AND INVESTMENT MUST BE
SCALED UP

EBM and ICM and their
Interrelationship

There has been significant conceptual
development in defining the elements of
ICM and of EBM and applying these in
practice (especially so in the case of ICM).
The concepts are complementary and
mutually supportive and reinforce one
another. As well, the concept of marine
spatial planning is one that has attracted
considerable attention in recent years and
represents a useful approach to imple-
menting EBM/ICM.

Although there is not a single set of agreed
principles or operational objectives for EBM,
there is substantial overlap among the efforts.

Table 1.1 below shows a common set of
EBM principles taken from multiple
sources. 

Common EBM Principles  

• EBM is geographically specified, with
ecosystem units corresponding to the
temporal and spatial scales of manage-
ment challenges that takes into account
ecosystem knowledge and uncertainties
and applies a precautionary approach in
cases where predictive ability is limited.

• EBM recognizes that ecosystem change is
inevitable. Hence, priority targets of EBM
should include the conservation of
ecosystem structure and function.

• In EBM, management should be decen-
tralized to the lowest appropriate level
and should encourage participation from
all relevant stakeholders and scientific dis-
ciplines.

“Moving to an ecosystem approach
should be considered an evolutionary
step in integrated management and
action, not a break with the past. 

Application of the ecosystem
approach involves a focus on the
functional relationships and 
processes within ecosystems, 
attention to the distribution of 
benefits that flow from ecosystem
services, the use of adaptive manage-
ment practices, the need to carry out
management actions at multiple
scales, and inter-sectoral 
cooperation.”

--Charles Ehler, The World Conservation
Union – World Commission on
Protected Areas and Chua Thia-Eng,
Partnerships in Environmental
Management for the Seas of East Asia
(PEMSEA), 3rd Global Ocean
Conference, UNESCO, Paris, 
January 2006



• EBM should strive to balance diverse soci-
etal objectives that result from resource
decision making and allocation.

• Recognizing that ecosystem processes are
characterized by varying temporal scales
and lag-effects, objectives for EBM should be
set for the long term, and EBM should be
implemented incrementally and adaptively.

ICM: An Established Framework

With several decades of application, much
has been written about ICM and numerous
case studies of ICM implementation and
associated lessons learned have been docu-
mented (Clark 1996; Cicin-Sain and
Knecht 1998; Chua 2006). A number of
international agreements and organiza-
tions, such as the Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD), the United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP),
and the Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) have articulated frameworks, goals,
and principles of ICM, and despite minor
variations, there is generally a great degree
of consensus on what distinguishes ICM
from other management approaches. The
World Bank (1998) offers the following dis-
tinguishing characteristics of ICM:

• ICM moves beyond traditional approach-
es, which tend to be sectorally oriented
and fragmented in character and seeks to
manage the coastal zone as a whole using
an ecosystem approach where possible.

• ICM is an analytical process that advises
governments on priorities, trade-offs,
problems, and solutions.

• ICM is a dynamic and continuous process
of administering the use, development,
and protection of the coastal zone and its
resources towards transparently-agreed
objectives.

• ICM employs a multidisciplinary, holistic
systems perspective, which recognized
the interconnections between coastal sys-
tems and uses.

• ICM maintains a balance between pro-
tection of valuable ecosystems and
development of coast-dependent econ-
omies. It sets priorities for uses, taking
account of the need to minimize the
impact on the environment, to mitigate
and restore if necessary, and to seek the
most appropriate siting of facilities.
These are the activities contained in
Environmental Impact Assessments.

• ICM operates within established geograph-
ic limits that usually include all coastal
resources, as defined by governing bodies.

• ICM seeks the input of all important
stakeholders to establish policies for the
equitable allocation of space and
resources in the coastal zone. An appro-
priate governance structure is essential for
such decision making and oversight.

• ICM is an evolutionary process, often
requiring iterative solutions to complex
economic, social, environmental, legal,
and regulatory issues.

• ICM integrates sectoral and environmen-
tal needs. ICM should be implemented
through specific legal and institutional
arrangements at appropriate levels of the
government and the community.

• ICM provides a mechanism to reduce or
resolve conflicts that may occur, involv-
ing resource allocation or use of specific
sites as well as the approval of permits
and licenses.

• ICM promotes awareness at all levels of
government and community about the
concepts of sustainable development and
the significance of environmental protec-
tion. It is proactive (incorporating a
development planning element) rather
than reactive (waiting for development
proposals before taking action).

EBM and ICM: Similarities and
Differences

There are broad similarities between EBM
and ICM, especially regarding the shared
goals of maintaining functioning ecosys-
tems and the sustainable use of coastal and
marine resources. A further examination of
the operation of EBM and ICM also high-
lights important similarities, particularly
the guiding principle of integration (inter-
sectoral and intergovernmental) and the
emphasis on management of human activ-
ities (de Mooy 2007). In both approaches a
managed area is defined for the purposes
of governance, though, ecosystems
processes influence coastal and marine
environments at many scales. Thus, the
influences to the coastal area that should
be considered will range further out to sea
as well as further inland. The issue of prior-
ity rests on whether EBM assumes an
implicit primacy of the ecosystem.

EBM AND ICM IN THE CONTEXT
OF DEVELOPMENT ISSUES 

As previously noted, these approaches are
recognized and applied worldwide. This
section assesses how these approaches may
be used to address some current and
emerging issues, particularly in the devel-
oping world, particularly the following: 

• persistent poverty and inequality in large 

• the growing threat of insecurity, which is
more prominent in certain parts of the
world; 

• global climate change, which exacerbates
ecosystem vulnerability and poverty in
both developed and developing nations; 
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• impacts of the global financial recession; 

• global trade in ocean products, and the
lack of a sound framework for benefit
sharing;

• governance issues, which plague many
developing nations and certainly some
developed nations, posing major obsta-
cles to the ocean and coastal agenda.

Persistent Poverty and
Inequality in Large Parts of the
Developing World

Reducing poverty and inequality in many
parts of the world appears to be a greater
challenge than most development partners
envisaged. While specific nations particu-
larly in East Asia and Latin America have
emerged as middle developing countries
with significantly higher GDP during the
last couple of decades, poverty is still
prominent in these nations. Poverty also
exists in developed nations, such as the
United States, which has risen due to rising
unemployment from the global recession.
Inequality is prominent concern in many
parts of Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia,
where a growing percentage of the popula-
tion is as wealthy as their counterparts in
the developed world while the rest of the
population lives in abject poverty. The
middle class, particularly in Sub-Saharan
Africa, is far too small to make an impact
or graduate into the wealthy segment. This
growing inequality contributes to the
increase in crime, violence and corruption,
particularly among the disenchanted and
unemployed youth. Corruption is often a
result of frustration in the insufficient pay
for civil service jobs and is also sometimes
systemic when no amount of donor assis-
tance will make a real impact on poverty
reduction. 

How can EBM and ICM address this multi-
dimensional issue? Many of the poor in the
semi- or less industrialized nations are
dependent on natural resources for their
livelihood. If the management of these
resources is governed by approaches such
as EBM and ICM, there is a chance to level
the playing field level and a sustainable liv-
ing possible. These approaches can enable
the poor to have a voice in the manage-
ment of natural resources, so that they will
no longer be marginalized. It will be possi-

ble to prevent a monopoly of resource use
and the exclusion of the poor by the spread
of one industry, for example tourism,
shrimp trawling or large scale fishing,
which could displace small-scale fisheries.
Sometimes donors also encourage activi-
ties, such as seaweed farming or oyster
farming, without adequate consultation
with other sectors that may be carried out
in the same area. At other times, the local
authorities are not adequately consulted
which could lead to conflict, frustration
and ultimate poverty through the loss of
livelihoods. EBM and ICM have the tools to
minimize conflict over resource use.
However, it must also be noted that these
approaches may not be a panacea for all 
situations, particularly when they take a
long time to be fully internalized into the
governance system. Additionally, poor pop-
ulations often have a short-term vision
where they focus on day-to-day pressures to
survive. It is, therefore, important to intro-
duce initiatives that will generate some
short-term benefits while engaging the
population on the longer-term approaches
of EBM and ICM.

Growing Threat of Insecurity

The easy access of arms and their move-
ment across borders, combined with the
poverty issues and inequities discussed
above, has led to growing insecurity in
many parts of the world. Oceans and coastal
areas are generally more impacted due to
the ease of movement. A well-known exam-
ple is the crime, violence, kidnapping in the
Niger Delta, which is largely due to the
inequities, lack of development and the lack
of a sound revenue-sharing framework for
energy resources exploited from the delta.
Another well-known example is the piracy
by Somali youth, holding large tankers and
cruise ships to ransom and exploiting the
fisheries within the jurisdiction of neighbor-
ing nations such as Kenya and Tanzania.
Another issue is the radicalization of
Muslim youth, who are marginalized and
isolated by poverty, by international terror-
ist groups such as Al Qaeda. 

Perhaps this global challenge is an issue
that is too complex for complete resolu-
tion by EBM and ICM. However, if one
reflects, both approaches engage local
stakeholders; both aim to give a voice and

a stake in the approach and the opportuni-
ty to be involved in the design of the
program to follow. The approaches can
help engage disaffected poor and particu-
larly the youth, giving them a voice, a role,
and a chance to help escape from poverty.
They can play a leadership role in their
community, help mobilize community
members, and promote sustainable liveli-
hoods. It is quite possible that if the youth
are occupied and see the potential for
income and livelihood, they will be less
likely to engage in criminal activity. 

Global Climate Change and
Increased Vulnerability of
Ecosystems and the Poor  

This subject is dealt with in another section,
so the focus here is on the threat to the sur-
vival and livelihood of millions of people in
the developing world and in particular, in
Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia. Millions
of people in these regions are highly depend-
ent on marine resources as well as rain-fed
agriculture along the coastal margin. They
face increased poverty, food insecurity, loss
of livelihood and living space due to climate
variations. The opportunities and con-
straints to promoting mitigation and
adaptation are still being developed. The
policy and institutional options to overcome
barriers are becoming available. The donor
community has established funds for the
poorer countries, some which are managed
by the World Bank and others to help in pro-
moting mitigation and adaptation. The
resources available, however, are still at a
very low level in comparison to the needs of
developing nations to adapt to the serious
threats linked to climate variability. 

EBM and ICM can help address the issue
by taking proactive steps to help coastal
communities adapt to climate change.
Tools such as spatial planning can be used
in association with the ICM approach to
identify vulnerable areas. This information
can be used by decision makers to demar-
cate set-back lines for construction and
settlements; promote mangrove afforesta-
tion as natural barriers; promote drought
resistant crops; and invest in monitoring
sea surface temperatures, earthquakes,
wave and tidal action, monsoons, hurri-
canes and tsunamis. Coral reef monitoring,
sedimentation, pollution, and water quali-



ty are all associated with EBM. The infor-
mation gathered can help with developing
appropriate policy and regulations and in
the establishment of institutions to pro-
mote adaptation. EBM and ICM can also
integrate current climate mitigation and
adaptation mechanisms such as the
Reduced Deforestation and Forest
Degradation (REDD) and advocate for new
mechanisms for the oceans.

Impacts of the Global Financial
Recession 

The global financial recession has had far-
reaching impacts on the broader
development agenda. Among the multilat-
eral and bilateral donors, national
priorities, capacities and governance sys-
tems are much more strictly monitored
prior to decision-making on investments.
This invariably means that investments in
marine and coastal management will need
to compete with other priorities such as
agriculture, infrastructure, energy, health
and education. Unless a compelling case
can be made, combining conservation
with poverty reduction, growth and infra-
structure, it will be difficult to move such a
program to the top of that list of priorities.
The NGO community has also suffered
with global financial recession, being
dependent on donors. They have had to
cut back on many of their programs and
personnel. While they will recover, the
impact is felt by the recipients. At the
national and local levels some countries
have suffered more than others due to the
disappearance of markets, lack or reduc-
tion of available credit, reduced tourism,
and reduced revenues all leading to
reduced funds for infrastructure, water,
energy and social programs.

In the case of donor support, if a frame-
work such as EBM and ICM exists, there is
greater potential for making a credible
argument for resources to implement this
framework. If there is political will and
commitment towards such a program, the
donor community is more likely to assist
both in the development of the framework
and in its implementation. Similarly, these
frameworks can assist in promoting sus-
tainable tourism, in branding certain areas
and products to attract new markets and

niche markets. The activities within EBM
and ICM will also be able to attract credit
facilities to the area being planned and
managed. The promotion of special areas
under sound planning and management
and the identification of alternative and
sustainable businesses will make credit
more accessible and affordable. 

Global Trade in Ocean Products,
Inequities, Lack of Capacity and
Lack of a Sound Framework for
Benefit Sharing  

For poor countries, which are starved for
capital, trade is the answer. It does not mat-
ter whether the trade comes as a package
tied to aid, or whether the trade agreement
is skewed in favor of another country or
private party. Some in government see the
entry into such agreements as fodder for
political advancement and potential
opportunities for corruption. Trade in the
developing world, which can provide
much needed revenue to reduce national
debt and dependence on donors, often
helps a few to the detriment of many. The
few might be a distant water fishing nation
(DWFN) entering into an inequitable
agreement to exploit valuable tunas, an
ocean energy development company,
incorporating inequitable terms in its
agreement, or the head of a government
department in charge of the particular
trade. The issues for the failure of grasping
the real benefits from trade can range
from: (a) the lack of sound policy and insti-
tutions; (b) the lack of capacity to
negotiate equitable agreements; (c) the
lack of capacity, information, skills or
equipment for monitoring; (d) corruption
among government officials; and (e) the
lack of a sound framework for benefit-shar-
ing. The losers may range from the
national treasury, the civil society, the
uninformed, and the poor. 

EBM and ICM can help by developing
capacity for sound management of the
ecosystem and its resources and by establish-
ing a transparent framework for resource
exploitation and for sharing of the benefits.
EBM can build capacity to develop a sound
policy and legislative framework for resource
management, e.g. for fisheries, oil and gas,
tourism, and infrastructure development.

EBM planners can work closely with those in
charge of the particular sectors to identify
and put in place a framework that is accept-
able to all parties. Such a framework will be
accessible to all stakeholders and thus be
more transparent. It will minimize potential
for corruption and at the same time opti-
mize potential for equitable trade
agreements. Other potential benefits include
increased revenue for national treasuries,
improved incomes for local communities
through diversified employment opportuni-
ties and improved management of the
ecosystem and valuable species.

Governance Issues

Here we are mainly concerned about how
governance affects sound management of
marine and coastal areas and people.
Governance issues are not particular to the
developing world, although the impacts
can be more devastating given the absence
of safety mechanisms. The issues can
include fishing, shrimp or forest licenses
issued unofficially where government indi-
viduals benefit at the expense of the
nation. The issue of concessions to
favorites to put up tourist hotels, displac-
ing local fishermen is a common problem.
A few people in government and perhaps
some in the community may benefit at the
expense of the poor and the uninformed.
The problems don’t always stem from cor-
ruption. Natural resource management
agencies and local governments are not
strong in coastal districts in poor countries
and are chronically underfunded and
understaffed. Addressing issues in the 200
nautical mile zone as well as in the
nearshore requires capacity, equipment,
vessels and negotiation skills. Support for
Monitoring, Control and Surveillance
(MCS) is an important need in developing
nations if ecosystems and valuable marine
species are to be protected and sustainably
managed. Monitoring and supervision by
more than one government agency and by
civil society can promote transparency and
efficiency. 

How can EBM and ICM help address the
above situations? As in the old adage,
“information is power”, access to informa-
tion will enable the poor to demand and
negotiate their rights. EBM and ICM can
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help put in place a fair and transparent
framework for concessioning. These
approaches can also augment capacity in
government departments to carry out
monitoring, control and surveillance.
Resource management activities under
these approaches will be determined
through a participatory process, which can
minimize corruption. Participation and
information sharing are powerful tools to
minimize corruption. The media can play
a significant role in these processes as can
parliamentarians who can demand clarity
in the decisions pertaining to resource
extraction. 

Marine Spatial Planning (MSP) is also a
cross-cutting management tool aimed at
optimizing the use of marine space to bene-
fit economic development and the marine
environment. MSP is a tool for improved
decision-making with the objective to bal-
ance sectoral interests and achieve
sustainable use of marine resources, gener-
ating a favorable climate for investment
which, in turn, helps create growth and job
creation in maritime activities. Cross-bor-
der cooperation and consultation in MSP is
promoted in order to ensure coherence of
plans across ecosystems. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF EBM AND
ICM AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL

Coastal/Near shore Management 

ICM initiatives have been undertaken in
about 100 countries around the world (as of
2000). However, many of these initiatives
have been focused on estuaries and small
areas of coasts instead of national programs.
Successful ICM pilot projects should contin-
ue to be scaled up to national efforts and to
the regional and Large Marine Ecosystem
(LME) level. Informal efforts have nonethe-
less been made. A study by Sorensen in 2002
showed that there were more than 700 ICM
initiatives (including at the local level) in
more than 90 nations around the world
(Sorensen 2002). Data collected by Cicin-
Sain et al in 2000 showed significant
increase in ICM efforts around the world
from 1993 to 2000 (Table 1.2), although
there were substantial differences in the
extent of ICM activity in various regions

Some data on the incidence of ICM is also
available from the Convention on Biologi-
cal Diversity (CBD). Aggregate data from
the CBD Third National Reports shows
that as of January 2007, 83 coastal or island
nations and the European Community
had submitted Third National Reports to
the Secretariat of the CBD (an additional
28 reports were submitted by non-coastal

States for a total of 112 reports). Of the par-
ties to the Convention who had not yet
submitted their Third National Reports, 65
were coastal or island nations. Only 12 of
the 37 small island developing States iden-
tified by CBD had submitted reports as of
January 2007. Tables 1.3a, b, and c show
some of the results of these reports.

Table 1.2. Coastal Countries with ICM Efforts, 1993 and 2000 Comparison

Continent Coastal countries 1993 2000

North America 3 3 100% 3 100%

Central America 7 4 57% 7 100%

Europe 33 11 31% 30 91%

Asia 17 13 62% 14 82%

South America 11 5 45% 8 73%

Caribbean 13 5 45% 8 62%

Near East 15 6 40% 7 47%

Oceania 17 7 33% 8 47%

Africa 37 5 13% 13 35%

Total 59 98

Source: Cicin-Sain et al 2000.

Table 1.3(a). Has your country established and/or strengthened institutional, administrative
and legislative arrangements for the development of integrated management of marine and
coastal ecosystems?

No.of Percent of Percent of 
Countries reporting reporting

Countries coastal Countries

No 5 4.46% 5.95%

Early stages of development 35 31.25% 41.67%

Advanced stages of development 17 15.18% 20.24%

Arrangements in place 24 21.43% 28.57%

Not applicable 0 0.00% 0.00%

Source: CBD 2007

Table 1.3(b). Has your country implemented ecosystem-based management of marine and
coastal resources, for example through integration of coastal management and watershed
management, or through integrated multidisciplinary coastal and ocean management?

No.of Percent of Percent of 
Countries reporting reporting

Countries coastal Countries

No 12 10.71% 14.29%

Early stages of development 45 40.18% 53.57%

Advanced stages of development 15 13.39% 17.86%

Arrangements in place 8 7.14% 9.52%

Not applicable 0 0.00% 0.00%

Source: CBD 2007
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The majority of reporting countries are in
the early stages of addressing needed insti-
tutional, administrative and legislative
arrangements for integrated management.
More than a quarter of countries report
that the necessary arrangements are
already in place.

Although there is widespread acceptance
and general consensus on the need to
implement EBM and ICM, including
through the use of strengthened institu-
tional, administrative and legislative
arrangements, integrated and multidiscipli-
nary coastal and watershed management,
there has been limited progress in imple-
menting these approaches, with only 27%
of reporting coastal countries having devel-
oped, or being in the advanced stage of the
development, of ecosystem-based manage-
ment of marine and coastal resources.
While these numbers may have improved
since the 3rd national reporting round, it is
clear that more concerted efforts, supported
by technical and financial assistance to
developing countries, are needed to
improve EBM and ICM.

It is difficult to track further evolution of
ICM in subsequent CBD reports, because
in 2009, the CBD Secretariat changed the
format of the national reports adopting a
less standardized and more open-ended
format to encourage a higher rate of coun-
try submissions. Making comparisons
between different time periods to discern
trends is thus very difficult. 

ICM Lessons learned in East Asia 

East Asia faces the same type of coastal
issues encountered in many parts of the
world. Four decades of ICM experience,
two of which were significantly influenced
by the Partnerships in Environmental
Management for the Seas of East Asia
(PEMSEA), have produced  a wealth of les-
sons learned that could be useful for local
implementation of ICM in other parts of
the world (see Box 1.1).

MPAs in the Context of EBM/ICM

A key aspect of near shore spatial planning
for ICM/EBM is the establishment of
marine protected areas. Approximately
6.3% of territorial waters are now protect-
ed, demonstrating considerable action at
the national level towards the conserva-
tion of the marine environment. Almost
all countries now have one or more marine
protected areas, and many have estab-
lished national networks of MPAs.
Recently, the establishment of spatially
expansive marine protected areas, such as
the Phoenix Islands Protected Area in
Kiribati, the Papahānaumokuākea Marine
National Monument in the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands (US), and the Chagos
Islands MPA by the United Kingdom has
greatly increased the area of ocean protect-
ed. Ambitious regional initiatives, such as
the Micronesia Challenge, the Caribbean
Challenge and the Coral Triangle Initiative
are also set to protect important marine
biodiversity and demonstrate a positive

trend in the use of MPAs to protect marine
biodiversity and sensitive ecosystems (see
Vierros et al 2010).

Exclusive Economic Zone
Management

There is also increasing evidence that a
growing number of coastal states have
begun to incorporate principles of integrat-
ed oceans management into the
management of their 200-mile Exclusive
Economic Zones (EEZ). This has been
reflected in national efforts to articulate
and implement an integrated vision for the
governance of their EEZ areas—to harmo-
nize existing uses and laws, to foster
sustainable development, to protect biodi-
versity and vulnerable resources and
ecosystems, and to coordinate the actions
of the many government agencies that are
typically involved in ocean affairs. 

At the 2005 Ocean Policy Summit, held in
Lisbon, Portugal, October 10-14, 2005, 
countries and regions reported on their
efforts to develop integrated ocean policies
to deal with multiple use conflicts among
uses, users, and management agencies,
degradation of marine resources, and missed
opportunities for economic development.
These different national policies are remark-
ably congruent in terms of overall principles
and most recognize the need for transparen-
cy, public and stakeholder involvement,
incentives for cooperative action, and a
national ocean office with clearly articulated
responsibilities. Countries which have
adopted such principles in their national
ocean policies include Australia, Brazil,
Canada, China, Germany, United Kingdom,
Russian Federation, Jamaica, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, United
States, India, Japan, Mexico, Philippines, and
Vietnam. 

It is estimated that about 40 countries have
taken concrete steps toward cross-cutting
and integrated national ocean policy
(Cicin-Sain, Balgos, and VanderZwaag
2011). Principles which have been incor-
porated into national ocean policies
include sustainable development/sustain-
ability, integrated management,
ecosystem-based management, good gov-
ernance, adaptive management/best
available science, precautionary approach,

Table 1.3(c). Has your country identified components of your marine and coastal ecosys-
tems, which are critical for their functioning, as well as key threats?

No.of Percent of Percent of 
Countries reporting reporting

Countries coastal Countries

No 11 9.82% 13.10%

Plans for a comprehensive assessment of 17 15.18% 20.24%
marine and coastal ecosystems are in place

A comprehensive assessment is currently 21 18.75% 25.00%
in progress

Critical ecosystem components have been 27 24.11% 32.14%
identified, and management plans for them 
are being developed

Management plans for important components of  17 15.18% 20.24%
marine and coastal ecosystems are in place

Not applicable 0 0.00% 0.00%

Source: CBD 2007



preservation of marine biodiversity, stew-
ardship, multiple use management, and
economic/social development and poverty
alleviation. There has, in general, been
widespread acceptance and application of
the majority of these principles as indicat-
ed in Table 1.4. There is, however, a need
for tools and approaches to operationalize
these principles and approaches. How
countries adopt these principles, as well as
the success of the on-the-ground imple-
mentation depends on a number of
different factors, including the political cli-
mate at the national and local levels, the
unique physical and biological characteris-
tics of the marine and coastal areas in
question, and the economic and develop-

ment issues that are most prominent in
these areas, in addition to other factors. 

The importance of an institutional mecha-
nism or instrument to support ICM
implementation has been emphasized by
many and has emerged as an important les-
son from experiences in implementing EBM
and ICM in the EEZ. In light of the tradition-
ally sectoral focus of ocean and coastal
management, an institutional coordinating
mechanism to harmonize activities and poli-
cies between different agencies and sectors
can be essential to achieving effective inte-
grated ecosystem-based management (see
lesson 21 from the East Asian experience in
Box 1.1). Table 1.5 gives some examples of
institutional aspects of national and regional

ocean policies, including interagency coordi-
nating mechanisms and administrative
arrangements, in various countries. 

Some of the important lessons that have
been learned about the operation of insti-
tutional coordinating mechanisms is that
they are likely to be most effective if they
are: 1) rooted in law rather than solely
executive action, 2) are housed at the high-
est political levels (e.g. Prime Minister’s
Office) enabling opportunities for truly
cross-sectoral action and the capacity to
make trade-off decisions among sectors
and policy options, and 3) have adequate
funding and staff resources (Cicin-Sain,
Balgos, and VanderZwaag 2011). See, as
well, Box 1.2 which provides a set of les-
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1. ICM programs aim to balance conservation and economic develop-
ment.

2. ICM can be skillfully employed for the resolution of multiple-use con-
flicts, environmental improvements and ecosystem protection.

3. Adaptive learning runs deep in the processes of ICM application, from
planning to implementation.

4. ICM strengthens local governance.

5. A smart ICM practitioner always looks for local leaders who can
serve as champions.

6. ICM practitioners should learn how to work within the local govern-
ment system.

7. To ensure its sustainability, ICM should build confidence, strengthen
capacity and engender a stronger sense of ownership among stake-
holders.

8. Capacity development is embedded throughout the process of ICM
program development and implementation.

9. Building a critical mass of mid-level professionals can facilitate ICM
development, implementation and scaling up.

10.ICM promotes the gathering of reliable scientific information, which is
needed at various stages of the ICM cycle for policy and manage-
ment decisions.

11.The top-down approach can result in faster decision-making, but it
should be balanced with strong partnerships to secure enhanced
public participation and collaboration.

12.Partnerships not only help to reduce resistance to change, but also
complement and strengthen efforts to promote cooperation among
stakeholders toward common goals.

13.ICM does not compete with line agencies for power or resources, but
rather adds value to their efforts.

14.The “gestation” period of ICM might be too long, resulting in waning of
interest and commitment among local authorities and stakeholders.

15.An informed public helps strengthen management interventions.

16.As the third major sector of society, the main role of non-governmen-
tal organizations (NGOs) in ICM is to champion the cause of coastal
communities, ensuring that they gain maximum social benefits from
the program.

17.The effectiveness and sustainability of community-based manage-
ment or co-management is increased when implemented with an
ICM framework.

18.The operational modalities of ecosystem-based management (EBM)
and ICM are essentially the same, although the primary focus of EBM
is largely on preserving the functional integrity of ecosystems, while
ICM deals primarily with the management of people’s behavior vis-à-
vis sustainable coastal development.

19.Efforts to secure national government support should be initiated as
early as possible.

20.It is always advisable, before launching an ICM program, to first
determine program size based on the available human and financial
resources, local support, time frame and expected outcomes.

21.While a coordinating mechanism is the ideal institutional mechanism
for addressing multiple-use and inter-agency conflicts, its effective-
ness depends on its composition and on the sharing of benefits.

22.The process of adopting, implementing and sustaining ICM practices
should be an important part of the communication plan.

23.ICM programs should respond and adapt to the dynamics of frequent
change in political and project leadership.

24.Successful ICM programs facilitate the development of national
coastal and ocean policy, and of appropriate legislation to support the
replication and scaling up of the ICM program.

25.Integrating the ICM program into the economic development plans of
the local government is a key challenge.

* These lessons were the author’s reflections based on a variety of ICM 
initiatives in East Asia, including those supported by the GEF and UNDP 
through PEMSEA.

Box 1.1. A Selection of Lessons Learned from ICM Implementation in East Asia 
(see Chua 2006 for full list of lessons learned)*
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Table 1.4. Principles Adopted in National Ocean Policies

Principles adopted 
Country National Sustainable Integrated Ecosystem- Good Adaptive Precautionary Preservation Stewardship Multiple Use Economic/

Ocean Development/ Management based Governance Management/ Approach of Marine Management Social 
Policy/Date Sustainability Management Best Available Biodiversity Develop./
E/L(Executive/ Science Poverty 
Legislative) Alleviation

Australia Oceans  X X X X X X X X X
Policy (1998)(E)

Brazil National Marine X X X X X X X
Resources
Policy1980/
2005 (L)

Canada Oceans Act X X X X X X X X
1997 (L)

China Ocean X X X X X X
Agenda 21 1996 (E)

India Ocean Policy X X X X X
Statement 1982 (E)

Jamaica Natural Resource X X X X X X
Conservation 
Authority Act 1991 (L)

Japan Ocean policy X X X X X X X
proposal presented 
January 2006 (E)

Mexico Oceans Agenda ) X X X X X X
2001 (E)

New National Oceans  X X X X X X X X
Zealand Policy – 2000  

(initiated process) (L)

Norway Ocean Resource X X X X
Act – Draft, 2005 (L) 

Philippines Sustainable X X X X X
Archipelagic Devt 
Framework (Proposed, 
2004) (E)

Portugal Strategic Oceans  X X X X X X X X
Commission Report
2004 (E)

Russian Marine Doctrine X X X X X X X
Federation 2001 (E)

United Marine Stewardship X X X X X X X X X X
Kingdom Report 2002 (E)

United National Policy for the X X X X X X X X X
States Stewardship of Oceans,

Coasts and Great Lakes 
(adopted by Executive  Order 13547, 2010)

Vietnam Strategy of Marine X X X X X X
Economy Develop-
ment Toward Year 2020 (E)

Source: Cicin-Sain, Balgos, and VanderZwaag 2011



sons learned in the establishment of inte-
grated national ocean policies.

Japan has taken rapid, concrete steps to
establish a comprehensive ocean policy for
integrated management and sustainable
development of ocean space through the
Basic Act on Ocean Policy, which was
adopted by the Diet in April 2007 and
came into force in July 2007. A Secretariat
on Ocean Policy at the highest level in
Japan has been created to support the
implementation of the Ocean Policy with
about 30 staff involved and corresponding
funding commitments (see Box 1.3).

IMPLEMENTATION OF EBM AND
ICM AT REGIONAL (TRANS-
BOUNDARY) LEVEL 

Over the last twenty years significant
efforts have been focused on managing
regional ocean areas, in recognition of the
interconnectivity and interdependencies
of marine resources and ecosystems.
Largely still unclear, however, are the ‘on
the ground’ effects of these efforts on
ocean ecosystems and coastal communi-
ties. Most regional programs have
incorporated principles of ICM and EBM,
and many have agreed upon indicators
inherent in each concept, but as yet there

is not much available information on the
extent to which nations have operational-
ized the concepts in ocean and coastal
management, and even less information
on the effects these management provi-
sions are having in regional ocean areas.
Further research and analysis is needed to
determine the direct effects ICM and EBM
provisions incorporated within regional
programs are having on ecosystems and
coastal populations.

The European Case

In 2007, the European Union set out its
model for oceans and coastal manage-

The Ocean Policy Summit 2005 that took place
October 10-14, 2005 in Lisbon, Portugal having
as its theme, Integrated Ocean Policy: National
and Regional Experiences, Prospects and
Emerging Practices brought together more than
200 participants from 53 countries. With a
strong maritime tradition, Portugal warmly wel-
comed this meeting as an opportunity to share
experiences and exchange information on
emerging best practices when defining or
implementing ocean policies.

With governments, regional organizations, UN
agencies, academia, nongovernmental organiza-
tions and industry represented, the event strongly
focused on the institutional aspects of ocean gov-
ernance. The eight discussion panels addressed
various aspects of ocean policy, including: the
growing interest in the integrated national and
regional ocean policies; learning lessons from
countries that have made the most progress to
date; achieving cross-sectoral harmonization of
ocean use and agencies; identifying principles for
governance; and implementing an integrated poli-
cy taking into account operational and financial
considerations.

National ocean policy principles being adopted by
different countries present a remarkable congru-
ence: they highlight (not only) the need for
engaging public opinion, the media, civil society
and the scientific and research communities, but
also the need to set up some kind of national
oceans offices or agencies with clearly defined
responsibilities for coordination and articulation.

In fact, although most of the experiences report-
ed or presented at the meeting underscored the
requirement for executive and legislative meas-
ures, they all seek to harmonize rather than
replace sectoral policies.

Successful ocean policy should take into consid-
eration the following premises:

• Takes several years to implement;

• Requires support in political circles, and
strengthened cooperation at the interna-
tional, 
regional and national levels;

• Requires clear legislation to ensure its
effectiveness;

• Needs financial support and specific funds
for implementation;

• Needs persistence and stubbornness;

• Should be:

- Ambitious but realistic;

- Inclusive, that means, engaging all stake-
holders and having public sparticipation;
and

- Prudent in terms of the competencies of
each authority;

• Requires the preservation of a clean and
safe marine environment and an efficient
utilization of marine resources;

• Needs a national integrated coastal man-
agement strategy providing a framework
linking sectors and local governments and
creating partnerships among them to
ensure sustainable use of ocean
resources;

• Needs to be leveraged by relevant inter-
national treaties and regional and bilateral
activities;

• Needs full engagement of sector-specific
departments and agencies;

• Starts by a “learning by doing phase” and
grows through small successes;

• Needs to be supported by a broad con-
sensus on the importance of an ecosys-
tems approach, best-available science,
and public awareness and understanding.

A further conclusion of the Lisbon Summit
reveals that most countries are experiencing
similar problems when developing ocean poli-
cies. These include:

• how to make cross-sectoral collaboration
and harmonization work on a continuing
basis;

• how to structure a true national ocean
policy;

• how to achieve the multipurpose objective
of sustainable development, conservation,
social promotion and maritime security;

• and, finally, how to achieve spatial inte-
gration of freshwater, coastal and oceans
issues.

Portugal strongly assumes its maritime dimen-
sion and I can assure you that my government is
fully committed to international ocean policy for-
mulation and implementation. 

-- Hon. Dr. Manuel Lobo Antunes
Secretary of State for National Defense   
and Maritime Affairs, Portugal

Box 1.2. Lessons Learned on Integrated National Ocean Policy
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Table 1.5. Institutional Aspects of National and Regional Ocean Policies

Source: Cicin-Sain, Balgos, and VanderZwaag 2011

Countries in the policy implementation stage. 

Country Interagency Mechanism Administrative Arrangement
AUSTRALIA - National Oceans Ministerial Board (1999) Lead Agency: National Oceans Office (1999-2006), Department of 

- Sustainable Environment Committee (2004) the Environment and Heritage

- Oceans Board of Management Marine and Biodiversity Division, Department of the Environment 
- National Oceans Advisory Group and Water Resources (2007)

- Oceans Policy Science Advisory Group Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts 
(since 2007)

BRAZIL Interministerial Commission for the Sea Resources (CIRM) Lead Agency: Navy

CANADA Canadian Council of Fisheries and Aquaculture Ministers Lead: Department of Fisheries and Oceans

CHINA - Coordinated network of agencies Lead: State Oceanic Administration

INDIA Ocean Commission (proposed, Vision Perspective 2015) Lead: Ministry of Earth Sciences  

JAMAICA National Council on Ocean and Coastal Management Leads: Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Policy-making), and National 
Environment and Planning Agency, and Maritime Authority 
(Administrative)

JAPAN Advisory Council Headquarters for Ocean Policy

MEXICO Intergovernmental Commission for Oceans and Coastal Affairs Lead: Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources 
(SEMARNAT) (Policy-making)

NEW ZEALAND - Ad Hoc Ministerial Group of 6 Cabinet Ministers tasked Lead: Oceans Policy Secretariat, Ministry of Environment
to manage the development of national ocean policy.

- Ministerial Advisory Committee on Oceans Policy

NORWAY 2008 Oceans Resources Act provided for another layer of decision-making, rather Lead: Ministry of the Environment
than replacing existing structures Advisory Group on Monitoring, a Forum on 
Environmental Risk Management, and a Management Forum report to a high-level 
inter-ministerial group

PHILIPPINES Commission on Maritime and Ocean Affairs Leads: Department of Foreign Affairs (Policy-making); Department 
of Environment and Natural Resources, Department of Agriculture, 
and Department of Transportation and  Communications 
(Administrative)

PORTUGAL Portuguese Task Group for Maritime Affairs and Consultative Council Interministerial Lead: Secretary of State for National Defense and Sea 
Commission for Maritime Affairs (CIAM), Ministry of National Defense Affairs/Ministry of National Defense  

RUSSIAN FEDERATION Interagency Сommission on FTP "World Ocean" and its Scientific-Expert Council Coordinator: Ministry of Economic Development and Trade

UNITED KINGDOM - Inter-departmental Group on Coastal Policy - Lead: Marine Management Organization
- Marine Consents and Environment Unit (cross-departmental unit of Department for 
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) and Department of Transport) 
- Marine Management Organization (Non-Departmental Public Body independent of 
ministers to whom it is accountable)

UNITED STATES - White House/CEQ Committee on Ocean Policy  Lead: Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
- White House/CEQ Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force

VIETNAM None. National maritime policy under development. Lead: Vietnam Administration for Seas and Islands, Ministry of 
Natural Resources and Environment

Regions 
Africa (NEPAD) New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) Lead: Coastal and Marine Secretariat (COSMAR), NEPAD

East Asian Seas (PEMSEA) Sustainable Development Strategy for the Seas of East Asia Lead: Partnerships in Environmental Management for the Seas 
of East Asia (PEMSEA)

European Union - Steering Group of Commissioners Lead: Directorate General for Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, 
- Interservice group of some 40 officials representing the different Directorates European Commission
General in the European Commission
- Member States Expert Group

PACIFIC ISLANDS Marine Sector Working Group of the Council of Regional Organizations Leads: Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat, Pacific Islands Applied 
in the Pacific (CROP) Geoscience Commission, Secretariat of the Pacific Regional 

Environment
Program, Forum Fisheries Agency, and University of the 
South Pacific
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ment, in the form of the Integrated
Maritime Policy (CBD 2007). The main
environmental pillar of this policy is the
Marine Strategy Framework Directive
(adopted in 2008), which endorses an
ecosystem approach to the management of
human activities (European Commission,
2008) and aims at achieving and maintain-
ing good environmental status in all EU

waters by 2020, and to protect the resource
base upon which marine-related economic
and social activities depend. The Strategy
was to be incorporated into the national
laws of the EU Members states by July 15,
2010, and a new policy further holds that
in cases where Member States have failed
to transpose EU legislation into national
law within the required deadline, the

Commission may ask for financial sanc-
tions to be imposed at the first referral to
Court (adopted November 2010 and in-
force 15 January 2011). Decision making
may no longer be organized exclusively
along traditional sectoral lines but needs to
reflect the large transfrontier marine
ecosystem which must be preserved to
maintain the resource base of all maritime
activities. The Directive emphasizes the
need to think in terms of marine basins
and marine regions and sub-regions based
on geographical and environmental crite-
ria, and requires each Member State to
develop strategies for their marine waters
by 2012. By 2015, Member States are to
have coherent and coordinated programs
of measures. Guidelines suggest that
national governments create internal co-
ordinating structures for maritime affairs
and that the input of local and regional
stakeholders be actively sought in the
development of maritime policies.

Marine Spatial Planning (MSP) also is an
instrument which by definition works as
an integrator of the maritime management
functions and is one of the main driving
forces behind the development of an inte-
grated maritime policy in the EU. It
highlights the need for horizontal policy
tools that cut across sectoral sea-related
policies to support joined up policy mak-
ing (CBD 2007). 

The rationale behind MSP is that increased
activities on Europe's seas and oceans have
led to growing competition for limited
marine space for uses such as shipping and
maritime transport, offshore energy, ports
development, fisheries and aquaculture, as
well as an increased need to deal with their
environmental impacts and preserve the
health of eco-systems.

The European Commission adopted a
Roadmap for maritime spatial planning:
“Achieving Common Principles in the EU”
in November 2008. The Roadmap identi-
fies 10 key principles for MSP, firmly based
on the ecosystem approach. Through the
publication of this document, the
European Commission encourages imple-
mentation of MSP at national and
European level and fuels a debate on a
common approach to MSP in the EU. In
December 2010 the Commission adopted

Box 1.3. Japanese Initiative on Ocean Policy

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) states in its preamble that “…the
problems of ocean space are closely interrelated and need to be considered as a whole.” As the UNC-
LOS regime parceled up vast and naturally unified ocean spaces of up to 200nm from shorelines and
entrusted the management of these spaces to individual coastal states, concerted efforts by the
states concerned to implement ocean policy under the UNCLOS/Agenda 21 regime are necessary
and important for Ocean Governance. 

Although Japan is surrounded by the ocean, has strong fishing and maritime industries, a long tra-
dition of ocean research and development, and is entrusted with a large EEZ/CS by UNCLOS, its
response to ocean governance under UNCLOS and Agenda 21 was lacking until recent years.
Recently, though, Japan has taken rapid, concrete steps to form its own comprehensive ocean poli-
cy for integrated management and sustainable development of ocean space, with a Basic Act on
Ocean Policy proposal being adopted by the Diet in April 2007. The Basic Act on Ocean Policy came
into force in July 2007.

The Basic Act on Ocean policy consists of four chapters. Chapter 1 stipulates General Provisions,
which include provisions on six basic principles for the Ocean Policy of Japan, including
Harmonization of Development and Use of the Oceans with Conservation of the Marine Environment,
Integrated Management of the Oceans, International Coordination and Cooperation on Ocean Issues,
among others. Chapter 2 stipulates the formulation and decision of the Basic Plan on Ocean Policy
by the Cabinet. Chapter 3 stipulates 12 Basic Measures to be taken in a comprehensive and system-
atic manner. Those are Conservation of the Marine Environment, Promotion of Development, Use and
Conservation in the EEZ and on the Continental Shelves, Integrated Management of the Coastal
zones, and so on. Chapter 4 stipulates the establishment of Headquarters for Ocean Policy in the
Cabinet in order to promote measures with regard to the oceans intensively and comprehensively.

The first Basic Plan on Ocean Policy was decided by the Cabinet on March 2008. A Secretariat on
Ocean Policy at the highest level in Japan has been created to support the implementation of the
Ocean Policy with about 30 staff involved and requisite funding commitment. The ocean measures
that the government is prepared to comprehensively and systematically implement were listed in the
Ocean Policy for the first time ever in Japan, marking the country’s entrance into a new phase in
regard to its ocean policy. Four years have passed since the Basic Act on Ocean Policy was enacted
in 2007. Progress in implementing the Ocean Policy in Japan in recent years includes: submission of
data to the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf in November 2008; enactment of the
Act for the Amendment of the Maritime Transportation Act and Seafarers Act in June 2008; establish-
ment of the Plan for the Development of Marine Energy and Mineral Resources in March 2009; enact-
ment of the Act for Punishment of and Response to Piracy in May 2009; establishment of a Basic
Guideline for Conservation and Management of Islands for Ocean Management in December 2009;
enactment of the Act for Conservation of Low Tide Lines and Construction of Facilities in May 2010;
and adoption of the Strategy for Conservation of Marine Biodiversity in 2011. 

Hiroshi Terashima, Executive Director, Ocean Policy Research Foundation, Japan



the communication 'Maritime Spatial
Planning in the EU--Achievements and
Future Development', which takes stock of
the debate the Commission launched in
2008 and reports the results of the stake-
holder workshops and consultations, and
reviews developments at both national
and EU levels. It concludes that a common
planning framework can prevent conflicts,
maximize synergies, and ensure the effi-
cient and sustainable use of limited ocean
space, and that action is now needed at the
EU level to ensure that MSP is deployed in
the most coherent and effective way possi-
ble. In moving forward, the Commission
has launched an impact assessment
process to explore a range of options to
promote and develop MSP and ICZM. 

The maritime surveillance and the compre-
hensive marine knowledge and data
(EMODNET) are other important cross cut-
ting tools developed at the European level
for the effective implementation of an
integrated approach to maritime gover-
nance. The integration of maritime
surveillance strives to bring together con-
trol efforts for fisheries, merchant shipping
or environmental purposes under a coordi-
nated mechanism. While the EMODnet
project fosters the exchange of ocean data
among the different communities, so that
all reach a better understanding of ocean.

Large Marine Ecosystems and the
Global Environment Facility

The Global Environment Facility has
played a major role in financing the prepa-

ration and execution of some 20 Large
Marine Ecosystem (LME) projects to
address issues of overfishing, fishing down
food webs, habitat loss, and coastal pollu-
tion in more than 100 countries. All the
LME projects have incorporated principles
of ICM and EBM, and those in operation
have adopted ICM and EBM indicators.
The GEF/LME programs represent the
largest scale applications of the ecosystem
approach (Sherman, 2010; Sherman,
Aquarone and Adams, 2007).

In 2007 Wowk summarized the applica-
tion of EBM and ICM in LME Projects and
in Regional Seas Programmes (Wowk
2007). 

The global GEF ‘Community of Practice’
that has been established in these projects
can serve as a means of advancing the sci-
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Box 1.4. Rio + 20 Enhancing Ecosystem-based Management:  
The LME Approach 

Since 1995 one of the tangible results of UNCED was the establishment of the Global Environment
Facility (GEF) as a financial mechanism to assist economically-developing countries through the
introduction of ecosystem-based management of coastal and marine goods and services. It is esti-
mated that marine coastal resources contribute $12.6 trillion to the global economy annually. The
LME approach applies a standardized series of indicators of changing ocean conditions, including
in the areas of (i) productivity, (ii) fish and fisheries, (iii) pollution and ecosystem health, (iv) socioe-
conomics, and (v) governance. From the resulting information, adaptive management methodolo-
gies are being applied by countries participating in the GEF-supported LME projects presently
underway in Asia and the Pacific, Africa, Latin America, the Caribbean, and Eastern Europe in its
International Waters focal area. At present, GEF has supported grant funding for 20 LME projects
globally with 110 GEF recipient countries working together with 20 non-recipient countries on their
shared LMEs. UNDP, UNEP, and FAO have led these regional efforts with GEF financing. In addition,
GEF has partnered with the World Bank to foster investments in sustainable fisheries and reduction
of land-based pollution for these LMEs in the International Waters focal area. GEF has provided
$247 million in grants that accompanied $3.25 billion in investments from countries, partners, and
the World Bank to add to the impact of the regional GEF LME projects.

Results have been far reaching, as the following examples illustrate. The People‘s Republic of China
and the Republic of Korea are jointly engaged in operationalizing a UNDP-GEF Yellow Sea LME
(YSLME) project. Information on the carrying capacity of the YSLME has led to agreements by both
countries to reduce the fishing effort by 30% by 2020; improve water quality through integrated
multi-trophic aquaculture (IMTA) that will ramp up productivity and profitability; and construct and
operate water treatment facilities.

The three countries (Angola, Namibia, South Africa) participating in the UNDP-GEF Benguela Current
LME (BCLME) project in southwest Africa have established a Commission to recover and sustain
the goods and services of the BCLME. Marine spatial planning has been introduced to ensure the
advancement of multi-sectoral activity including diamond mining, fishing, gas and oil production
and tourism, which will allow for maximizing socioeconomic benefits within each of the sectors.

Kenneth Sherman, US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2011

“Recognizing the negative changes
in ecosystem health, our countries,
in a regional effort, have resolved
to work together to address the
common concerns. Through vari-
ous assessments carried out, our
countries have realized that the
traditional sectoral approach to
management had failed in bring-
ing about the needed changes in
environmental and living resources
uses. We have therefore resolved to
adopt a holistic and multi-sectoral
approach embodied in the large
marine ecosystem concept.”

--Honorable Ms. Christine Churcher,
MP, Minister of Environment and
Science, Ghana, 3rd Global Ocean
Conference, UNESCO, Paris, 
January 2006
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ence of EBM and its practical application to
management issues. A target is to increase
the current number of 2,500 LME practi-
tioners to 10,000 by 2012 (Sherman,
2010). Similarly continued GEF support for
the LME projects is essential to allow them
to become financially self-sustaining in the
longer term

The Regional Seas Programme

Under the UNEP Regional Seas Programme
18 regions are mobilizing to address issues
of sustainable management of ecosystems
and biodiversity, land- and sea-based pollu-
tion, and coastal development and
integrated coastal zone management.
Twelve Regional Seas Programmes (RSPs)
have adopted legally binding conventions,
most with associated protocols on specific
issues, and 15 of the RSPs have adopted
Action Plans (Wowk 2007). The majority of
RSPs have incorporated principles of ICM,
and have agreed upon ICM indicators to
measure success. 

• Six UNEP/RSPs administered by the
UNEP/RSP: Caribbean Region, East Asian
Seas; Eastern Africa Region; Mediterranean
Region; North-West Pacific Region; and
Western Africa Region.

• Five RSPs administered by independent
programs: Arctic Region; Antarctic
Region; Baltic Sea; Caspian Sea; and
North-East Atlantic Region.

There is growing interest in the consistent
application of the ecosystem management
approach to the management of regional
seas. The Regional Seas Programme has
begun to link its work with the LME con-
cept, recognizing that the LME projects
provide countries with a framework toward
the adoption of ecosystem-based manage-
ment. To this end, some Regional Seas have
begun to adopt the LME approach, focus-
ing on the assessment and management of
LMEs located in Regional Seas. 

Independent Regional Seas Programmes
such as HELCOM and OSPAR, among oth-
ers, work on the basis of the ecosystem
base approach. HELCOM (Helsinki
Commission, which works to protect the
marine environment of the Baltic Sea) is
developing the use of Ecological Quality
Objectives (EcoQOs), which is a concept
that attempts to better link human activi-

Table 1.6(a): Application of ICM/EBM to GEF LME approved projects*

Framework Application

Baseline information 11 of the 17 approved GEF LME projects have prepared or are preparing a 
TDA; all approved projects have commitments and funding to complete a
TDA/SAP

Guiding principles of 9 of the 17 projects have incorporated ICM/EBM principles in a SAP
ICM/EBM

ICM/EBM indicators 11 of the 17 projects have agreed to ICM/EBM indicators in a TDA

Operative monitoring/ All 17 of the 17 projects have operative monitoring and evaluation 
evaluation functions functions

Legally binding instrument No legally binding instruments at this time (though the first LME 
Convention is anticipated for the Benguela Current LME in Fall 2011)

Domestic legislation 9 of the 17 projects have agreed upon a SAP in which the countries com
mitted to making institutional arrangements and taking policy actions, 
based on sound science, to address the issues identified in the TDA

Meeting of member states All the member states for a given GEF LME project meet at least once a 
year through national interministry Project Steering Committees; 3 projects 
(Benguela Current, Guinea Current, Yellow Sea) have committed to or 
have already established permanent LME Commissions

Goal achievement 11 of the 17 projects have achieved the goal of problem identification 
(TDA) and 9 have achieved agreement on required governance reforms 
and investments (SAP); 7 of the 17 have commenced implementing stress 
reduction measures

Source: Wowk 2007, updated 2011 with a total of 17 GEF LME projects including:  Agulhas and Somali Current; Baltic Sea;
Bay of Bengal; Benguela Current; Black Sea; Canary Current; Caribbean Sea; Guinea Current; Gulf of Mexico; Humboldt
Current; Mediterranean Sea; Red Sea; South China Sea; Sulu-Celebes Sea; Timor Arafura Sea; Western/Central Pacific
Warm Pool; Yellow Sea. 

*A number of additional GEF LME projects are more recent but are making progress (e.g., West Bering Sea LME); however,
as these projects are in the initial stages, they were not included in this analysis. 

Table 1.6(b): Application of ICM/EBM to UNEP/RSP administered programs

Framework Application

Baseline information All 6 UNEP/RSPs administered programs have baseline information
incorporated in their respective Action Plans; information typically 
includes: levels and effects of marine pollutants; ecosystem studies; 
studies of coastal and marine activities; and assessments of social and 
economic factors.

Guiding principles of All 6 programs have incorporated ICM principles; incorporation of 
ICM/EBM principles specific to EBM is unclear at this time

ICM/EBM indicators All 6 programs have identified ICM indicators; identification of indicators
specific to EBM is unclear at this time

Operative monitoring 4 of the 6 programs have operative monitoring and evaluation functions
/evaluation functions

Legally binding instrument 4 of the 6 programs have a legally binding instrument

Domestic legislation The status of domestic legislation of member states is unclear at this time

Meeting of member states All member states to conventions meet annually to discuss progress and
provide recommendations for enhanced governance

Goal achievement Unclear at this time

Source: Wowk 2007



ties and impacts on biodiversity in a more
holistic manner and with comprehensive
coverage. These indicators and associated
target levels are central tools in identifying
progress made toward achieving a healthy
ecosystem, and are viewed as tools in
implementing  the ecosystem approach to
which HELCOM committed itself by the
Bremen Ministerial Declaration of 2003. 

OSPAR (OSPAR Convention for the
Protection of the North-East Atlantic) also
committed to an ecosystem approach
through the Bremen Declaration, and has
adopted an ecosystem approach in a num-
ber of ways (see Box 1.5), including through
a similar system of EcoQOs that has been
developed between OSPAR and the
International Council for the Exploration of
the Sea (ICES) for the North Sea. This effort
has been an important development toward
the identification of objectives for specific
indicators by which progress can be meas-
ured, and for the link between the desired
status for components of the marine envi-
ronment and related human pressures. This
work has been instrumental in conveying a
comprehensive picture of ecosystem status
and pressures (Wowk 2011). 

ICM in the Mediterranean Sea 

In 2008 the parties to the Barcelona
Convention negotiated a Protocol on
Integrated Coastal Zone Management. The
ICZM Protocol to the Mediterranean
Barcelona Convention was signed in
Madrid on January 21, 2008, although it
has yet to enter into force – with ratifica-
tions as of January 2010 by France and
Slovenia. The ICZM Protocol mandates the
establishment of a common framework for
the integrated management of the
Mediterranean coastal zone and provides
for the implementation of necessary meas-
ures to strengthen regional co-operation
for this purpose. The implementation of
this new legal instrument for international
cooperation is acknowledged as an oppor-
tunity to provide a model for the
management of other regional seas. Two
GEF/UNEP International Waters projects
are underway to assist GEF recipient coun-
tries with convention implementation and
in adapting application of the ICZM
Protocol to climate change issues. In

February 2010 the Indian Ocean
Commission completed a Feasibility
Assessment of an ICZM Protocol to the
Nairobi Convention which recommends
further exploration of a similar protocol for
East Africa – suggesting that the negotia-
tion process itself would be a major
capacity building exercise for the region.

Other Ecosystem Approaches 

From a wider global perspective, in May
2008, the CBD Ninth Conference of the
Parties (COP9) adopted criteria for identify-

ing ecologically or biologically significant
areas in the open ocean and deep sea in
need of protection (CBD EBSA criteria), as
well as guidance for designing representa-
tive networks of marine protected areas.
COP9 further urged Parties and invited
other Governments and relevant organiza-
tions to apply the criteria and guidance as
well as to implement appropriate conserva-
tion and management measures, including
networks of MPAs (CBD, 2008). 

To assist governments to implement the cri-
teria and guidance, in 2009 the CBD
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Table 1.6(c): Application of ICM/EBM to regionally administered regional seas programs

Framework Application

Baseline information All 7 UNEP/RSPs administered by a regional organization have baseline 
information incorporated in their respective Action Plans; information 
typically includes: levels and effects of marine pollutants; ecosystem 
studies; studies of coastal and marine activities; and assessments of social 
and economic factors.

Guiding principles of All 7 programs have incorporated ICM principles; incorporation 
ICM/EBM of principles specific to EBM is unclear at this time

ICM/EBM indicators All 7 programs have identified ICM indicators; identification of indicators
specific to EBM is unclear at this time

Operative monitoring 6 of the 7 programs have operative monitoring and evaluation functions
/evaluation functions

Legally binding instrument 6 of the 7 programs have a legally binding instrument

Domestic legislation The status of domestic legislation of member states is unclear at this time

Meeting of member All member states to conventions meet annually to discuss progress and
states provide recommendations for enhanced governance

Goal achievement Unclear at this time

Source: Wowk 2007

Table 1.6(d): Application of ICM/EBM to independent regional seas programs

Framework Application

Baseline information 3 of the 5 independent programs have baseline information

Guiding principles of 3 of the 5 programs have incorporated principles of ICM and EBM
ICM/EBM

ICM/EBM indicators 3 of the 5 programs have agreed upon ICM and EBM indicators

Operative monitoring 3 of the 5 programs have operative monitoring and evaluation functions
/evaluation functions

Legally binding instrument 3 of the 5 programs have a legally binding document

Domestic legislation The status of domestic legislation of member states is unclear at this time

Meeting of member All member states to conventions meet annually to discuss progress and
states provide recommendations for enhanced governance

Goal achievement Unclear at this time

Source: Wowk 2007
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convened an Expert Workshop on Scientific
and Technical Guidance on the Use of
Biogeographic Classification Systems and
Identification of Marine Areas beyond
National Jurisdiction in Need of Protection
(CBD, 2009). The resulting scientific and
technical guidance was submitted to the UN
Ad Hoc Informal Working Group in
February 2010, and for review by the CBD
Subsidiary Body on Scientific, Technical and
Technological Advice in May 2010 and was
presented to the CBD COP10 in October
2010. In addition to the draft guidance, the
Ottawa Workshop report also describes
work underway within governments,
regional seas conventions, regional fisheries
management organizations and non-gov-

ernmental organizations in applying the
CBD EBSA criteria or similar criteria to areas
within and beyond national jurisdiction.

The 1995 UN Fish Stocks Agreement
(UNFSA) commits its parties to the sustain-
able use of such stocks. Article 5 mandates
an ecosystem approach and Article 6 a pre-
cautionary approach to the conservation
of these stocks. These, and other provisions
of the UNFSA, are reflected in the Code of
Conduct for Responsible Fisheries conclud-
ed by FAO in 1995 immediately after the
finalisation of the UNFSA text. A number
of countries, such as the US are incorporat-
ing EBM into their fisheries management
regimes and in relation to the manage-

ment of straddling stocks and highly
migratory fish stocks.

The FAO has also put forth an ecosystem-
based approach to the identification and
protection of vulnerable marine ecosys-
tems (VME), articulated through various
instruments and guidelines, including the
Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries
and the Technical Guidelines for the
ecosystem-approach to fisheries (EAF). The
FAO has also articulated guidance on
implementing an ecosystem-based
approach in the high seas through the
International Guidelines for the
Management of Deep-sea Fisheries in the
High Seas, which was adopted by FAO
members in 2008. These guidelines are
designed to provide guidance on manage-
ment factors ranging from an appropriate
regulatory framework to the components
of a good data collection program, and
include the identification of management
considerations and measures necessary to
ensure the conservation of target and non-
target species, and the protection of
vulnerable marine ecosystems (FAO 2009).

The most recently established Regional
Fisheries Management Organisations
(RFMOs)–notably the Western and Central
Pacific Commissions, the South-East
Atlantic Fisheries Organization (SEAFO)
and the new South Pacific Regional
Fisheries Management Organisation--
incorporate ecosystem maintenance and
conservation of biological diversity con-
cerns introduced by UNCED and UNFSA.
In fact, according to a recent FAO study,
many of the existing RFMOs have taken, or
plan to take, steps to integrate a more
ecosystem-based and precautionary man-
agement approach (Lugten 2010). 

Advancing ICM and EBM
Through a Regional Approach

An integrated and ecosystem approach to
ocean and coastal management must
account for regional strategies that address
issues transcending national boundaries. At
the regional level, single-species manage-
ment in isolation, bilateral access
agreements, illegal, unregulated and unre-
ported fishing, discarded by-catch, trawl
damage, perverse government subsidies,
ineffective fisheries governance, biodiversi-

Box 1.5. OSPAR Commission and the Ecosystem Approach in the 
North-East Atlantic 

The OSPAR Convention defines the ecosystem approach as “the comprehensive integrated man-
agement of human activities based on the best available scientific knowledge about the ecosys-
tem and its dynamics, in order to identify and take action on influences which are critical to the
health of marine ecosystems, thereby achieving sustainable use of ecosystem goods and servic-
es and maintenance of ecosystem integrity.” At the 2003 Joint Ministerial Meeting of the HEL-
COM and OSPAR Commissions, the Commissions adopted the “Statement towards an Ecosystem
Approach to the Management of Human Activities”, by which, among other things, the OSPAR
Commission committed to establishing, by 2010, a full set of management measures that are
consistent with an ecosystem approach. The OSPAR Commission has supported this goal
through a number of measures, including in its Biological Diversity and Ecosystems Strategy:

• Establishment of ecological quality issues identified including:  commercial fish species; threat-
ened and declining species; seabirds; fish communities; benthic communities; plankton com-
munities; habitats; nutrient budgets and production; and oxygen consumption. 

• Establishment of a list of human activities to be considered under the strategy including:  sand
and gravel extraction; dredging for navigational purposes, other than within harbors; the explo-
ration for oil, gas and solid minerals; the placement of structures for the exploitation of oil and
gas; the construction or placement of artificial islands, artificial reefs, installations and struc-
tures (including offshore wind); the placement of cables and pipelines; the introduction of alien
or genetically modified species; and land reclamation. 

• Adoption of criteria for the selection of threatened and declining species and habitats; OSPAR
List of Threatened and Declining Species and Habitats; OSPAR Guidelines for the identification
and selection of MPAs in the area; OSPAR Guidelines for the Management of MPAs in the area;
and implementation of the OSPAR Recommendation 2003/3 on a Network of MPAs, including
evaluation of the OSPAR Network of MPAs as to their ecological coherence.

• A system of EcoQOs has already been developed between OSPAR and ICES for the North Sea,
which will be further developed to provide for even better comprehensive coverage of ecosys-
tem components and pressures, and with the objectives to be applied, and altered, if neces-
sary, to other OSPAR Regions. 

Kateryna M. Wowk, Global Ocean Forum, 2011



ty loss, habitat loss, excessive nitrogen load-
ing, coastal pollution, and  climate forcing
continue to degrade coastal ecosystems
(Duda and Sherman 2002). Institutional
fragmentation, ecosystem assessment gaps,
lack of cooperation, and weak coastal poli-
cies are also issues in regional ocean
governance that require further attention.
Most of these issues are exacerbated by
increased and rapid levels of develop-
ment—critical ecological functions are
continually undermined by habitat loss
and environmental degradation associated
with unregulated development, including
those provided by mangrove swamps, coral
reefs, and rivers and estuaries.

Integrated coastal management and an
ecosystem-based approach can provide for
integrated marine resource management,
stronger interstate cooperation, and can
aid in the establishment of linkages with
other regional programs. Large Marine
Ecosystem Projects have established their
ability to provide for an ecosystem
approach across environmental, social and
governance concerns. Yet in many regional
ocean areas institutional strengthening,
capacity-building and provisions for
enhanced collaboration among various
marine sectors in the longer term are also
needed. Regional Seas Programmes provide
for well-established governance structures
that can serve to promote sustainable
ocean management, but often lack
resources for ecosystem and socioeconom-
ic monitoring and assessment. By
leveraging their strengths, Regional Seas
Programmes and Large Marine Ecosystem
Projects, together with RFMOs and other
appropriate organizations, should contin-
ue to seek a complementary approach
toward providing comprehensive and sus-
tained management of regional ocean
areas. In this way, regions will be better

enabled not only to address the continued
issues the marine environment is facing
today, but will also be positioned to antici-
pate and address, or even prevent,
obstacles to sustainability in the future.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
INTEGRATED AND ECOSYSTEM-
BASED APPROACHES IN AREAS
BEYOND NATIONAL JURISDIC-
TION

The question of governance of the 64% of
the oceans that lies beyond national juris-
diction looms as a major issue that
countries will need to address in the next
decade. This is an area where many ocean
industries operate producing important
benefits to the global and regional
economies. While there has been substan-
tial progress in recent years in achieving
integrated oceans governance in areas
within national jurisdiction and in region-
al seas areas, governance of areas beyond
national jurisdiction at present remains
largely sectorally-based and fragmented.
This means that it is difficult to address
interconnected issues (such as fishing
issues; extraction of genetic resources; mar-
itime transportation; pollution; offshore
oil and gas development; marine scientific
research; climate change; carbon sequestra-
tion and storage). There are, moreover,
significant differences of opinion among
developed and developing countries,
industries, and environmental interests, on
what needs to be done to improve gover-
nance of these important ocean areas. 

In the case of deep seabed habitats, such as
hydrothermal vents, information is need-
ed on how specific human uses affect
biodiversity and ecosystem structure and
function. It is important to emphasize that
ecosystem-based management aims to

maintain the integrity of the ecosystem
not only for its value in providing for
human needs and wants, but also for its
intrinsic value. It is also important to gain
an improved understanding of the poten-
tial impacts of new and emerging
activities, such as seabed mining and alter-
native energy sources, as well as the
impacts of global climate change.

Applying marine spatial planning in
marine regions is still at an experimental
stage of development. Recently, however,
there has been growing attention on the
need to establish high seas marine protect-
ed areas (MPAs), which would be an
important component of an ecosystem-
based management system in ABNJ. In the
North Atlantic, for example, the OSPAR
Commission has made great strides
towards developing a network of high seas
MPAs through the establishment of six
marine protected areas in the high seas
covering a total area of 285,000 km2, pro-
tecting a series of seamounts and sections
of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and has
improved collaboration with other region-
al and global mechanisms, such as the
NEAFC RFMO and the IMO to improve
cross-sectoral area-based management.
Also, in October 2009 the world’s first
entirely high seas MPA was established by
CCAMLR, south of the South Orkney
Islands. The Bermuda Government has
mobilized to create an international initia-
tive to protect the Sargasso Sea, an
important and threatened high seas
ecosystem that straddles the Bermuda EEZ. 

There have also been advances in the
development of scientific and technical
guidance on the use and further develop-
ment of biogeographic classification
systems, and guidance on the identification
of areas beyond national jurisdiction which
meet the scientific criteria. For example, the
work of the CBD in biogeographic classifi-
cation and criteria for the identification of
ecologically and biologically sensitive areas
(European Biosafety Association, EBSA)
(CBD Decision IX/20, Annex1) outlines an
important step toward improvements in
marine protection capability in areas
beyond national jurisdiction. The efforts
should be further pursued through the
development of a coherent global list of
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marine areas in need of special protection,
beyond the limits of national jurisdiction,
which will serve to provide scientific valida-
tion, and ultimately facilitate the creation
of MPA networks at the national, regional
and global levels, in the context of the law
of the sea, and under appropriate legal
instruments (Vierros et al. 2011). 

In addition to area-based approaches, envi-
ronmental impact assessments (EIA) are a
potentially important tool for assessing and
controlling human impacts on marine biodi-
versity in ABNJ. Strategic environmental
assessment (SEA) could also define a proce-
dure for determining the extent of
(cumulative) impacts on marine biodiversity
in ABNJ as a result of a human activity, and
by establishing criteria according to which
such activities are allowed to proceed.

Under Articles 204-206 of the 1982 Law of
the Sea Convention, States are to assess the
potential effects of activities under their
jurisdiction or control which may cause
substantial pollution of, and/or significant
or harmful changes to, the marine envi-
ronment. Such results are to be
communicated through reports to compe-
tent international organizations and made
available to all States.

Similarly, under the 1992 Convention on
Biological Diversity, Article 4 in combina-
tion with Article 14(1), requires Parties to
assess the consequences of their actions
and to conduct EIA of proposed projects
under their jurisdiction or control when
these are likely to have significant adverse
effects on biodiversity, with a view to avoid-
ing or minimizing such effects and, where
appropriate, allow for public participation
in such procedure. This obligation appears
to apply to activities in ABNJ. The CBD also
encourages the conclusion of bilateral,
regional and multilateral arrangements as
appropriate. The CBD Conference of the

Parties (COP) has further elaborated on Art
14 by adopting several decisions concern-
ing impact assessment, including decision
VIII/28, which endorsed the voluntary
guidelines on biodiversity-inclusive impact
assessment for both project and strategic
level impact assessment. Nevertheless, fur-
ther elaboration and specificity is needed.

In this regard, in November 2009 the CBD
convened an Expert Workshop on Scientific
and Technical Aspects relevant to
Environmental Impact Assessment in Marine
Areas beyond National Jurisdiction. The
workshop did not develop draft guidelines
for EIAs or SEAs, but rather focused on identi-
fying the ecological, practical and
governance complications that arise when
applying guidance and experience in EIA
processes used in terrestrial, freshwater and
coastal areas to marine areas beyond national
jurisdiction. It also identified special consid-
erations in the application of the CBD
Voluntary Guidelines on Biodiversity-inclu-
sive Environmental Impact Assessment and
CBD Draft Guidance on Biodiversity-inclu-
sive Strategic Environmental Assessment. 

There are a number of other sectoral exam-
ples of regimes that call for EIA for
activities in ABNJ. These include bottom-
fishing activities under UNGA Res 61/105
on sustainable fisheries. The resolution
calls for (§83) the prior assessment of indi-
vidual bottom fishing activities to
determine whether they would have sig-
nificant adverse impacts on vulnerable
marine ecosystems. If such impacts would
occur, they must be prevented or the activ-
ities are not allowed to proceed. The
resolution calls for the implementation of
these measures by RFMOs and Flag States.
International guidelines for the manage-
ment of deep-sea fisheries in the high seas
have been developed by FAO that provide
guidance to RFMOs and Flag States for pre-

venting significant adverse impacts on vul-
nerable marine ecosystems.

Other examples include provisions of the
London Convention of 1972 and its
Protocol of 1996 to address the impacts of
dumping. No permits for dumping of
wastes and other matter are to be issued
absent a comprehensive evaluation of
potential impacts and means to avoid, pre-
vent or minimize them. The Madrid
Protocol on Environmental Protection to
the Antarctic Treaty mechanism requires
advance notification and prior and cumu-
lative impact assessment of human
activities in a given area. The Madrid
Protocol differentiates the assessment pro-
cedure for different expected levels of
impacts, and requires remedies in case of
environmental damage. And the OSPAR
Convention for the Northeast Atlantic pro-
duces, every ten years, a Quality Status
Report, which takes into account the
cumulative effects of human activities. In
light of these cumulative effects, OSPAR
suggests management actions and meas-
ures be taken. This is in many ways similar
to an SEA process.

From these examples it should be clear that
there is a complex web of global and
regional legal instruments addressing the
conservation and management of ABNJ,
relating to fisheries management, marine
dumping and also mining of the deep
seabed. Some treaty regimes – such as the
London Convention - are within the aus-
pices of the International Maritime
Organization, others within FAO, and a
number, such as the tuna fishery conven-
tions, are autonomous. Recent research has
systematized some of the major gover-
nance gaps and overlaps that exist in ABNJ
and reinforces the point that there is no
comprehensive governance framework that
can be automatically extended to the
impact assessment and, if necessary, regula-
tion of new activities in ABNJ that might
pose threats to marine ecosystems (Gjerde
et. al. 2008).

IUCN members adopted a resolution on
this topic at the IUCN World Conservation
Congress in Barcelona, Spain on 14
October 2008. In particular, IUCN mem-
bers urged that the UN General Assembly



adopt a resolution calling on States to  (a)
develop assessment processes, including
the assessment of cumulative impacts, of
human activities with a potential for sig-
nificant adverse impacts on marine
biodiversity in areas beyond national juris-
diction; and  (b) ensure that assessed
activities with the potential for such signif-
icant adverse impacts are subject to prior
authorization by states responsible for
nationals and vessels engaged in those
activities, consistent with international
law, and that such activities are managed
to prevent such significant adverse
impacts, or not authorized to proceed.

There are ongoing formal and informal
policy development initiatives underway,
with the intent to contribute to clarifying
the issues, laying out various perspectives,
developing options, and identifying possi-
ble avenues for consensus-building among
disparate interests. Under the auspices of
the Global Ocean Forum, a series of infor-
mal workshops have been held in Nice
(Cicin-Sain and Freestone 2008), Singapore
(Balgos et al. 2008) and Hanoi (needs ref),
which have identified of options to
improve governance in ABNJ including by
the use of ecosystem-based approaches. 

The options identified include:

- Enhanced implementation of existing
international instruments and their scope
of application

- Voluntary codes of conduct  

- More effective implementation, strength-
ening of, or extending, mandates of
existing institutions such as Regional
Fisheries Management  Organizations
(RFMOs) and Regional Seas Programmes
(RSPs)

- Forming new regional institutions as
required

- A new Global Programme of Action on
biodiversity in areas beyond national
jurisdiction

- An amendment to UNCLOS2

- A new implementing agreement to the
United Nations Convention on the Law
of the Sea (UNCLOS) in relation to activi-
ties in marine areas beyond national
jurisdiction

- A Protocol to the Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD)

There are ongoing intergovernmental dis-
cussions at the global level on issues
related to marine areas beyond national
jurisdiction taking in place within multiple
fora, including the UN General Assembly,
the UN Open-ended Informal Consultative
Process on Oceans and the Law of the Sea
(UNICPOLOS), the Conference of the
Parties to the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD COP), and the FAO
Committee on Fisheries (COFI), among
others.” Of the intergovernmental that dis-
cusses these issues, the Forum that most
directly addresses biodiversity-related
issues is the UN Ad Hoc Open-ended
Informal Working Group to study issues
relating to the conservation and sustain-
able use of marine biodiversity beyond
areas of national jurisdiction (UN BBNJ
Working Group), which was established by
the UNGA to examine and discuss the vari-
ous complex scientific, technical, and legal
issues related to this controversial topic
and recommend potential avenues for-
ward for improved governance and
management of these areas.3 While the
first three meetings of the UN BBNJ
Working Group were largely stalled on
some key contentious issues, important
progress was been made at the recent 4th
meeting of the Ad Hoc Open-ended
Informal Working Group to study issues
relating to the conservation and sustain-
able use of marine biodiversity beyond
areas of national jurisdiction (UN BBNJ
Working Group) in May 2011. At this
meeting, countries recognized principles of
commonality and the general consensus
on the need to move forward in the imple-
mentation of modern management tools,
and also exhibited significant signs of com-
promise on some of the key contentious
issues, including marine genetic resources
and the potential need for a new multilat-
eral agreement for biodiversity in ABNJ. At
this meeting, countries agreed to recom-
mend the establishment of an
intersessional process of workshops to clar-
ify key issues, and to consider the
establishment of a formal negotiation
process for a new multilateral agreement

for marine biodiversity beyond national
jurisdiction (Appiott 2011). 

OBSTACLES TO PROGRESS

There are a number of obstacles to progress
in the implementation of both ICM and
EBM. Some of these are more significant in
the management of national waters, both
near-shore or in the EEZ, and others are of
particular relevance to regional ABNJ.
Some apply to all areas. It is worth consid-
ering these general obstacles first and then
considering national and regional interna-
tional issues;

General Obstacles include:

• Insufficient data and information on
marine ecosystem structure, function,
and processes as well as lack of national
capacity to develop a more comprehen-
sive and technical EBM and ICM. 

• Institutional and sectoral resistance and
inertia and lack of appropriate decision
frameworks to manage the complexity,
uncertainty, and trade-offs inherent in an
EBM/ICM; sectoral institutions still domi-
nate in national governments and in the
UN system.

• The economic and social values of coastal
areas and oceans are often not sufficiently
documented and disseminated. The result
of this is often a lack of political will at the
national level as the benefits that would
accrue to marine industries need to be
demonstrated

• Limited funding for ecosystem science
and management institutions is often the
greatest challenge and appears to be a uni-
versal issue, particularly in the light of the
existing world economic situation.

• Lack of widespread adoption of integrated
ecosystem assessments as a framework for
implementing EBM/ICM. It is widely rec-
ognized that an integrated approach to
the integrated governance, ecosystem sci-
ence and decision making is required to
undertake complex management require-
ments of EBM/ICM. 

At the National level, institutional inertia
and competing bureaucratic competences
are often the key obstacles as well as lack of
resources within developing countries in
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3The Ad Hoc Open-ended Informal Working Group to Study Issues Relating to the Conservation and Sustainable Use of Marine Biological Diversity 
Beyond Areas of National Jurisdiction has met in 2006, 2008, 2010, and 2011.
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particular. Support from the multilateral
development agencies has been a key driv-
er in many developing countries. 

At the Regional level, there are also prob-
lems relating to allocation of political and
legal competence to relevant institutions.
Even among the Regional Seas organisa-
tions, ICM/EBM has been slow to develop,
although progress is being made. 

At the international level, current contro-
versies among the governments over
appropriate responses to challenges to
ABNJ are also an obstacle to the develop-
ment of a comprehensive global
response.”

KEY ELEMENTS OF A RENEWED
STRATEGY TO ADVANCE
ICM/EBM OVER THE NEXT
DECADE

Strategic Requirements at
National Level

- Scaling up national programs to include
larger portions of the coastal zone and of
the ocean under national jurisdiction.

- Further development and implementa-
tion (with funding) of integrated coastal
and ocean laws. Ocean Parliamentarians
can play a key role here and networks
among them should be promoted.

- Mitigation and adaptation to climate
change in coastal areas needs to be
brought under the aegis of existing
ICM/EBM institutions. Extensive capacity
development of national and
local/regional officials needs to take place

to develop and apply climate mitigation
and adaptation strategies. 

- Sharing of best practices and experience
on ICM/EBM. Network of National Ocean
officials should be promoted. 

- Certification of good practice in
ICM/EBM (following the  PEMSEA model)

- Long-term capacity development in
ICM/EBM including climate change
issues and biodiversity issues. Capacity
development should be geared to three
main targets:  

• high-level national officials,  

• subnational (provincial and local
officials), 

• local communities.

- These actions above will require a signifi-
cant level of new investmen.

Strategic Requirements at
Regional Level

- Encourage and assist the key role played
by LMEs and the Regional Seas
Programmes in harmonizing actions of
governments. In particular:

• Increase the current number of 2500
LME practitioners

- Using the Mediterranean model, encour-
age the development and implementation
of ICZM protocols in regional seas pro-
grammes and their implementation at the
national level.

- Encourage the further uptake andapplica-
tion of EBM/ICM approaches by the full
range of bodies responsible for manage-
ment of resources at the regional level,

such as bilateral fisheries commissions,
RFMOs and other regional resource man-
agement arrangements.

Strategic Requirements in ABNJ

An informal Experts Workshop in Singapore
in November 2008, convened by the Global
Ocean Forum and the Government of
Singapore, identified a number of key ele-
ments of a global strategy:

- Enunciation and application of governing
principles for both ICM and EBM

- Development of capacity for area-based
assessment, planning, and ultimately
decision-making

- Development of institutional capacity for
addressing interactions among uses and
their effects on biodiversity and the envi-
ronment

- Development of capacity for monitoring
and enforcement

- Funding to support the management
interventions. 

There has been significant conceptual
development in terms of possible
approaches and methodologies (such as
area-based management, including use of
MPAs) for the implementation of EBM
within ABNJ. Major disagreements and
widely varying perspectives exist within
the international community concerning
how these ideas might be implemented
and by which bodies. There is a pressing
need for agreement on a number of key
issues:

- International mechanisms for the desig-
nation of marine protected areas in ABNJ
– either through existing institutions and
treaty bodies or through new ones;

- International Standards and Procedures
for Environmental Impact Assessment for
new activities or enhanced levels of exist-
ing activity in ABNJ;

- Principles applicable to management of
international ocean resources in ABNJ –
including the vital principle of Ecosystem
Based management.

- Designation of an international body or
agency to provide a coordinating role
among the various agencies involved in
management of resources in ABNJ
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Report Card: Ecosystem-Based Integrated Ocean and Coastal Management (EBM/ICM)
Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
The genius of Chapter 17 of Agenda 21 was the realization that the
oceans can no longer be managed as they have been traditionally, sec-
tor-by-sector, use-by-use. Instead, as Agenda 21 put it, approaches that
are “integrated in content, and precautionary and anticipatory in
ambit” must be adopted. Since 1992, the paradigm of ecosystem-based
integrated coastal and ocean management including through the Large
Marine Ecosystem Approach,has been widely accepted and put into
place in a growing number of countries. 

In fact, since 1992, the infrastructure for integrated ecosystem-based gov-
ernance has been built. Like a house, we have built the foundations and
the frame, and now we have to fill it in further, expanding the scope. 

Although there is data available on the LME approach, in general, the
information in this area is unfortunately more anecdotal than system-
atic and empirical partly because no UN agency has clear responsibility
for monitoring this important cross cutting area.

Nevertheless:

-- Ecosystem-Based Management/Integrated Ocean and Coastal
Management (EBM/ICM) are well known, and they are closely inter-
related.

-- There have been many new applications of EBM/ICM in the last
decade, expanding efforts initially focused on coastal zones to the 200-
mile Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs), and to adjoining regional areas.

-- A major challenge in the next phase is to further enhance the imple-
mentation of integrated oceans policy, including its institutional
aspects, at both national and regional levels, consider appropriate
applications in areas beyond national jurisdiction, and consider how
integrated governance could, as well, be applied to the United
Nations system to achieve greater effectiveness and coherence.

-- In meeting the governance challenge, the LME approach has devel-
oped LME Commissions for the recovery, assessment, management
and sustainability of LME goods and services, e.g. the Benguela
Current Commission, the Interim Guinea Current LME Commission,
and the planned YSLME Commission.

MAJOR OBSTACLES:
General Obstacles include:

• Insufficient data and information on marine ecosystem structure,
function, and processes as well as lack of national capacity to develop
a more comprehensive and technical EBM and ICM. 

• Institutional and sectoral resistance and inertia and lack of appropri-
ate decision frameworks to manage the complexity, uncertainty, and
trade-offs inherent in  EBM/ICM; sectoral institutions still dominate
in national governments and in the UN system.

• The economic and social values of coastal areas and oceans are often
not sufficiently documented and disseminated. The result of this is
often a lack of political will at the national level as the benefits that
would accrue to marine industries need to be demonstrated

• Limited funding for ecosystem science and management institutions
is often the greatest challenge and appears to be a universal issue, par-
ticularly in light of the existing world economic situation.

• Lack of widespread adoption of integrated ecosystem assessments as a
framework for implementing EBM/ICM. It is widely recognized that 

an integrated approach to the governance, ecosystem science and
decision making is required to undertake complex management
requirements of EBM/ICM. 

At the National level, institutional inertia and competing bureaucratic
competences are often the key obstacles as well as lack of resources with-
in developing countries in particular. Support from the multilateral
development agencies has been a key driver in many developing coun-
tries. 

At the Regional level, there are also problems relating to allocation of
political and legal competence to relevant institutions. Among the
Regional Seas organisations, ICM/EBM has been slow to develop,
although progress is being made. 

At the international level, current controversies among the govern-
ments over appropriate responses to challenges to ABNJ are also an
obstacle to the development of a comprehensive global response.”

3 3 3

SOME BRIGHT SPOTS:
• Over 100 countries have established ICM programs (some of these
need to be scaled up to encompass a nation’s entire coastal zone)

• About 40 countries are developing or are implementing integrated
national ocean policies covering their 200-mile EEZs; prominent
examples include Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, India,
Jamaica, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, the Philippines,
Portugal, Russian Federation, UK, US, and Vietnam;

• EBM/ICM has been applied in regional areas as well—especially in:
the 20 Large Marine Ecosystem Programmes supported by the Global
Environment Facility and implemented by 110 countries around the
world, in the 18 Regional Seas Programmes, and in various regional
groupings: The European Union, with its pioneering work on the
European Integrated Maritime Policy; the East Asian Seas region
through the work of PEMSEA (Partnerships in Environmental
Management for the Seas of East Asia), the South Pacific Islands
region through the Pacific Islands Regional Ocean Policy.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
I. Enhance Integrated, Ecosystem-based Ocean and Coastal  
Governance at National and Regional Levels

Scale up the practice of integrated oceans governance to all countries
and regions around the world. Given the nature of the added chal-
lenges that will need to be faced in ocean and coastal areas and in
Small Island States as a result of climate change, it is imperative that
EBM/ICM efforts be scaled up collective investments significantly
increased.

National Level

Scale up national programs to include larger portions of the coastal
zone and ocean under national jurisdiction.

Further develop and implement (with funding) integrated coastal and
ocean laws, e.g., through Ocean Parliamentarians.

Further strengthen integrated institutions and decision processes for
the coast and ocean 

Incorporate and apply Marine Spatial Planning, aiming to achieve, 
in national waters and regional areas, the Convention on Biological
Diversity’s Aichi target of protecting at least 10 per cent of marine 
and coastal areas.

Address persistent poverty and inequality in large parts of the coastal
areas of the developing world.

Bring mitigation and adaptation to climate change in coastal areas
under the framework of existing ICM/EBM institutions. Extensive
capacity development of national and local/regional officials will need
to take place to develop and apply climate mitigation and adaptation
strategies.

Mitigate climate change and sustain coastal resources through protec-
tion and restoration of coastal carbon sinks (“Blue Carbon”). 

Facilitate the development of renewable sources of energy (e.g. offshore
wind, wave, and tidal energy). 

Promote sustainable ocean and coastal livelihoods, “blue” green job
creation, public private partnerships, and local level and community-
based management.

Address the issues (legal, humanitarian, economic, ecological) of 
possible displacement of millions of coastal and island peoples.

Regional Level

Encourage and assist the key role played by the Large Marine Ecosystem
Programs (LMEs) and the Regional Seas Programmes in harmonizing
actions of governments in transboundary contexts.

Encourage the development and implementation of ICM/EBM proto-
cols in regional seas programmes and their implementation at the
national level, following the Mediterranean example.

Encourage application of EBM/ICM approaches by the full range of
bodies responsible for management of resources at the regional level,
such as Regional Fishery Management Organizations, and other region-
al resource management arrangements.

Financing

Provide sufficient financing for developing countries and SIDS to cope
with the effects of climate change. Current financing estimates for
coastal adaptation are woefully inadequate and need to be revised. A
minimum of half of the adaptation funds should be devoted to coastal
and island communities, home to ½ of the world population.

Provide adequate financing to support the capacity development and
public education that is so much needed for integrated oceans gover-
nance and associated climate change and biodiversity issues. 

Capacity Development

Build capacity for ocean and coastal management in a transformative
era, toward the Blue Economy and Blue Society

Provide long-term capacity development in ICM/EBM including 
climate change issues and biodiversity issues, incorporating leadership
training:

-- Enhance capacity for exercising leadership for high-level national
decision makers and Ocean Parliamentarians

-- Strengthen or create university programs to educate the next 
generation of leaders

-- Enhance the capacity of local decision makers

Share best practices and experience on ICM/EBM, networking and
other measures. A network of National Ocean Officials should be 
promoted.

Certify good practice in ICM/EBM, following the PEMSEA
(Partnerships for Environmental Management of East Asian Seas)
model.

II. Improve the International Regime for Integrated Ocean 
Governance

Extend EBM/Principles and Approaches to Marine 
Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction

Established EBM/ICM principles and approaches must be applied to the
64% of the ocean that lies beyond national jurisdiction (ABNJ) to
address multiple use conflicts, manage new uses, and protect vulnera-
ble ecosystems and marine biodiversity. While there has been growing
consensus on the use of useful approaches such as Environmental
Impact Assessments and establishment of networks of marine protect-
ed areas, more attention needs to be focused on institutional
aspects—who will implement EIAs, manage marine protected areas,
address conflicts, etc.?  As in EBM/ICM decision processes under
national jurisdiction, authority needs to be vested in existing or new
institutions and a process for multiple use decisionmaking needs to be
established.

Integrated Oceans Governance at the UN

Elevate oceans to the highest levels of the UN system to enable a cross-
cutting approach and appropriate and timely response to major threats
and opportunities. For oceans, focused attention at the highest political
levels—the UN Secretary-General is needed. Coordination and cross-
cutting action at a high political level is essential, not only at the
technical staff level. 

• Powerful lessons have also been learned about the importance of cre-
ating and strengthening institutional arrangements for ICM/EBM,
involving inter-agency coordination and oversight, preferably from

the highest levels of government such as a Prime Minister’s office, in
making ICM/EBM a reality.
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UNCED:
• Consider updating, strengthening and extending the
Montreal Guidelines for the Protection of the Marine
Environment from Land-Based Sources

• Assess the effectiveness of existing regional agreements
and action plans to prevent, reduce and control marine
degradation caused by land-based activities, and consid-
er strengthening or developing new mechanisms, where
appropriate.

• Convene an intergovernmental meeting on protection of
the marine environment from land-based activities 

• Establish or improve regulatory and monitoring pro-
grammes to control effluent discharges and emissions,
including from non-point sources of pollution.

• Assess the need for additional measures to address 
degradation of the marine environment from impacts
from shipping, dumping, offshore oil and gas, and ports.*

• Intensify international cooperation to strengthen or
establish, where necessary, regional oil/chemical-spill
response centers.*

(*These goals are not included in this assessment)

Johannesburg Plan of Implementation:
• Advance implementation of the Global Programme 
of Action for the Protection of the Marine Environment
from Land-based Activities and the Montreal Declaration
on the Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-
based Activities, with particular emphasis on the period
2002-2006 on municipal wastewater, the physical 
alteration and destruction of habitats, and nutrients, 
by actions at all levels to:

- Facilitate partnerships, scientific research and diffusion of technical
knowledge; mobilize domestic, regional and international resources;
and promote human and institutional capacity-building, paying
particular attention to the needs of developing countries;

- Strengthen the capacity of developing countries in the development
of their national and regional programmes and mechanisms to
mainstream the objectives of the Global Programme of Action and
to manage the risks and impacts of ocean pollution;

- Elaborate regional programmes of action and improve the links
with strategic plans for the sustainable development of coastal and
marine resources, noting in particular areas which are subject to
accelerated environmental changes and development pressures; 

- Make every effort to achieve substantial progress by the next Global
Programme of Action conference in 2006 to protect the marine 
environment from land-based activities.

In this section, two interrelated goals are treated together: 1)the goals on the protection of the marine environment from
land-based activities; and 2) the goals on integrated water

resources management (IWRM). From a watershed perspective,
freshwater and coasts together constitute one continuous
ecosystem where activities in the river basin impact the coast,
and where coastal activities affect the river basin. The manage-

ment of freshwater systems and coasts must therefore be closely
interlinked and adequately articulated in IWRM plans and in
integrated coastal management (ICM) plans, with ICM being the
framework specified by the Global Programme of Action for the
Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-based
Activities (GPA) in establishing priorities for action.

I. Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-Based Activities

2. Protection of the  
Marine Environment 
from Land-Based Activities         
and Integrated Water 
Resources Management
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BACKGROUND

Land-based sources of pollution are esti-
mated to be the source of about eighty
percent of all marine pollution (UNEP
2007b). Major contaminants include plas-
tic litter, nutrients, heavy metals,
sediments, oil and radioactive wastes
(Hassan 2006). According to a 2000 Joint
Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects
of Marine Environmental Protection
(GESAMP) report, the most serious prob-
lems associated with land-based activities
at the global level are sewage, physical
alteration and destruction of habitat,
excessive nutrient inputs, and sedimenta-
tion mobilization, and are considered of
global priority over persistent organic pol-
lutants, litter, heavy metals, hydrocarbons
and radionuclides. The report also attrib-
uted marine environmental damage due to
land-based activities to poverty, poorly
managed social and economic develop-
ment, and unsustainable consumption
patterns (GESAMP 2000). 

States have customary obligations to pro-
tect the environment of other States, avoid
abuse of rights, and limit land-based pollu-
tion or dumping which interfere with
fishing or other uses of the seas (1958 High
Seas Convention; 1982 UNCLOS; Birnie
and Boyle 2002). Article 207 of UNCLOS
requires states to take measures, including
the adoption of laws and regulations, to
prevent, reduce, and control pollution
from land-based sources, including rivers
estuaries, pipelines and outfall structures,
taking account of “internationally agreed
rules, standards, and recommended prac-
tices and procedures” (1982 UNCLOS;
Birnie and Boyle 2002). Furthermore, there
are many guiding principles relevant to the
control of land-based marine pollution
emanating from UNCLOS and other inter-
national environmental law, which
include: precautionary principle, pollution
prevention, public participation, environ-
mental impact assessment, integration, and
polluter pays (Birnie and Boyle 2002). 

The United Nations Environment Program
(UNEP) first addressed the issues related to
the impacts on the marine environment
from land-based activities in 1982 and has
since encouraged addressing land-based
marine pollution at the regional level

(VanderZwaag and Powers 2008). UNEP’s
regional seas conventions all require States
to undertake land-based pollution control,
providing a framework for the process
(Birnie and Boyle 2002). A Working Group
of Experts, established by UNEP in 1983,
resulted in the 1985 Montreal Guidelines
for the Protection of the Marine
Environment against Pollution from Land-
Based Sources, adopted by UNEP's
Governing Council in decision 13/18 (24
May 1985) (Vidal and Rast 1996). The
Montreal Guidelines call for the negotia-
tion of internationally agreed rules and
standards for the control of land-based pol-
lution. Its annexes contain guidance on
control strategies and the classification of
substances (Birnie and Boyle 2002).

The 1992 United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED)
and Agenda 21 called attention to the pro-
tection of the marine environment, and
noted in particular, the problems of land-
based sources of pollution. Although
sewage was a prominent concern, other
sources of pollution were recognized, as
was the need to control the larger water-
sheds. Under Chapter 17 of Agenda 21,
States were called on to consider updating,
strengthening, and extending the
Montreal Guidelines. It was also under
Chapter 17 of Agenda 21 that UNEP was
directed to convene an intergovernmental
conference to discuss issues pertaining to
land-based sources of pollution. 

UNEP organized an intergovernmental
conference in Washington D.C. from 23
October to 3 November 1995, as called for
by UNCED, during which the Global
Programme of Action for the Protection of
the Marine Environment from Land-based

Activities (GPA) was adopted by 108 coun-
tries and the European Commission. The
GPA, a non-binding document adopted in
1995  became the main international ini-
tiative developed to address pollution of
the marine environment from land-based
activities. The Washington Declaration,
the outcome of the Conference, represent-
ed a political commitment to stronger
action and established agreed upon priori-
ties for the control of land-based sources of
marine pollution. In the Declaration, par-
ticipating States reaffirmed the importance
of ICM and catchment area management
and committed to: periodic intergovern-
mental review of the GPA; providing
funding for implementation; promoting
access to clean technology; and prioritizing
wastewater treatment (Birnie, Boyle and
Redgwell 2009). The UNEP serves as the
Secretariat of the GPA and the UNEP-GPA
Coordination Office promotes and facili-
tates national implementation and
catalyzes action at the international level.

The World Summit on Sustainable
Development (WSSD), held in
Johannesburg, South Africa on 26 August-4
September 2002, urged coordinated inter-
national action and called on legislators
and governments to commit to the full
implementation of the GPA and related
mechanisms by mainstreaming the aims,
objectives and guidance of the GPA into
new or existing activities, programs, strate-
gies and plans (WSSD 2002; Hassan 2006). 

The milestones marking progress in
addressing the control of land-based
marine pollution are shown in Table 2.1.
This assessment focuses on the progress
achieved in the implementation of WSSD
targets related to the control of land-based
marine pollution. 

THE GLOBAL PROGRAMME OF
ACTION FOR THE PROTECTION
OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT
FROM LAND-BASED ACTIVITIES
(GPA)

Coming shortly after UNCED, the GPA is
considered a critical tool in addressing the
many difficult challenges posed by land-
based sources and activities at the national
and regional levels. The GPA is intended to
facilitate national action and regional



cooperation in the identification of prob-
lem areas and issues, the setting of
priorities, and the development of meas-
ures to prevent, reduce and control the
degradation of the marine environment.
The GPA addresses the following pollutant
source categories: sewage, persistent organ-
ic pollutants (POPs), radioactive
substances, heavy metals, oils (hydrocar-
bons), nutrients, sediment mobilization,

Calitter, and physical alteration and
destruction of habitat. The GPA empha-
sizes action at the national level,
cooperation at sub-regional and regional
levels, and the strengthening of existing
conventions and the negotiation of new
regional conventions and programmes as
appropriate (UNEP-GPA no date (a)). The
GPA is designed to be a source of conceptu-
al and practical guidance to States,

individually or jointly, in taking concrete
actions that yield tangible results within
their respective policies, priorities and
resources. Implementing the GPA is prima-
rily the task of national governments, in
close partnership with all stakeholders
including local communities, public
organizations, non-governmental organi-
zations and the private sector, supported in
their efforts by regional and international
organizations, with the coordination effort
led by UNEP through the UNEP-GPA
Coordination Office and regional seas pro-
grammes. National programmes of action
(NPA’s) under the GPA were intended to be
used by environmental managers and
national policy makers to implement the
GPA at the national level by adapting work
to meet local conditions while cooperative
efforts at the regional level aimed to lever-
age resources, establish guidelines and
protocols, and pool data and other infor-
mation such as best practices and lessons
learned. 

The GPA is implemented through a
Programme of Work delivered through a
flexible modular framework to allow part-
ners to support specific components
within the context of the approved work
programme. This structure allows partners
the flexibility to select components to 
support and to negotiate the scope of
delivery. While the scope of the
Programme of Work is global, it is focused
on targeted delivery in prioritized pro-
grammatic areas in selected geographic
regions. The core components of the
Programme of Work are: National
Programmes of Action (NPAs); Strategic
Action Plans on Municipal Wastewater
(SAP Wastewater); Physical Alteration and
Destruction of Habitats (PADH); Integrated
Coastal Area and River Basin Management
(ICARM); Innovative Financing Arrange-
ments (IFA); Legislation; and Outreach,
Awareness and Clearing-House Mechan-
ism. Normative guidance and pilot projects
are also main elements of the GPA compo-
nents relating to SAP, PADH and ICARM
(UNEP-GPA no date (a)).

At the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable
Development, governments and NGOs
committed to the full implementation of
the GPA. The Johannesburg Plan of
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Table 2.1. Major international milestones in the protection of the marine environment from

land-based activities (1958-present)

Year Milestone

1958 Convention on the High Seas required States to regulate oil pollution and dumping of 
radioactive materials and other harmful agents; prohibited abuse of rights; and provided 
some basis for limiting land-based pollution or dumping which interfered with 
fishing/other sea uses.

1974 Regional seas conventions and related protocols (e.g. North Sea, 1974; Mediterranean, 
1976; Kuwait region, 1978; South-East Pacific, 1981; Wider Caribbean, 1983)

1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS); UNEP started addressing 
issues related to impacts on the marine environment from land-based activities

1985 A Working Group of Experts was established in 1983, resulting in the 1985 Montreal 
Guidelines for the Protection of the Marine Environment against Pollution from Land-Based 
Sources. UNEP's Governing Council adopted the guidelines in its decision 13/18 
(24 May 1985) 

1990 Following an initial UNEP review in 1985, the Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of 
Marine Pollution (GESAMP) completed a second review of the state of the marine environ-
ment in 1990, concluding that the global causes of immediate concern to the marine 
environment included coastal development and attendant destruction of habitats, 
eutrophication and microbial contamination of seafood and beaches.

1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) and Agenda 21, 
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)

1995 UNEP Governing Council decisions 18/31 and 18/32 pertaining to the Washington 
Conference and persistent organic pollutants (POP's); Adoption of the Global Programme 
of Action for the Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-based Activities and 
adoption of the Washington Declaration; Jakarta Mandate on the Programme of Action for 
Marine and Coastal Biodiversity within the CBD

1996 GPA Implementation Plan presented to the Commission on Sustainable Development 
(CSD- 4); United Nations General Assembly resolution 51/189 on the institutional arrange
ments for the implementation of the GPA

1997 - 1998 UNEP Governing Council decision 19/14 on global and regional GPA implementation

2001 First Intergovernmental Review of the GPA (IGR-1), 26-30 November 2001, Montreal, 
Canada

2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development, 26 August-4 September 2002, Johannesburg, 
South Africa

2006 Second Intergovernmental Review of the GPA (IGR-2), October 16-20, 2006 Beijing, 
China

2012 Third Intergovernmental Review of the GPA (IGR-3), to be held January 27-, 2012 
Manila, Philippines

Sources: UNEP-GPA (no date (a)); Vidal and Rast (1996); Birnie and Boyle (2002)
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Implementation provides for advancing the
implementation of the GPA and the
Montreal Guidelines on the Protection of
the Marine Environment from Land-based
Activities stressing especially the need to
strengthen municipal wastewater treat-
ment, reduce nutrient pollution and curb
physical alterations and destruction of habi-
tat. Each country has to select a suitable
implementation approach following guide-
lines provided by the GPA Coordination
Office in the development of national pro-
grammes of action (United Nations 2002). 

The transboundary nature of land-based
marine pollution dictates that protection
of the marine environment from this type
of pollution requires international cooper-
ation. The regulation of land-based marine
pollution at the global level, however,
remains largely in the form of non-binding
documents (“soft law”), and is regulated
primarily through regional agreements,
e.g., the 1992 OSPAR Convention, the
1992 Helsinki Convention, the 1996
Syracuse Protocol (Hassan 2006; Tanaka
2006; VanderZwaag and Powers 2008). In
the absence of regionally coordinated regu-
latory standards, States protect the marine
environment in regional seas through two
procedural obligations: prior environmen-
tal impact assessment, and monitoring of
the environmental effects of discharges
(Birnie and Boyle 2002).

NATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION

National Programmes of Action are itera-
tive processes that call for the phased
implementation of priorities for action,
identified through a cross-sectoral, partici-
patory approach. They provide a
framework for countries to fulfill their duty
to preserve and protect the marine envi-
ronment from the major GPA pollution
categories by tailoring responses based on
national context and building on existing
national priorities, policies, and develop-
ment plans. The development of NPAs
represents a direct step towards the estab-
lishment of a national enabling
environment for the GPA by strengthening
institutional capacities and identifying
national priorities and key activities.
However, changes at the national policy
level, such as those resulting from a change

in administration following elections, may
delay the implementation or completion
of NPA processes that have been initiated. 

The GPA seeks to guide States on how to
address land-based sources and activities
(LBS) affecting the marine environment at
the national, regional, and global levels.
Guidance on GPA implementation was
developed, and includes: 

1) The guide for national action, which
describes key management approaches
and principles, steps and tasks to be fol-
lowed in national planning processes,
and background references and docu-
ments (UNEP-GPA no date (b)); 

2) The 2007 guidance on implementation
of the GPA for 2007-2011 (UNEP 2007a),
which suggests:

a) various approaches that governments
may wish to follow, including the ecosys-
tem approach, integrated waters
resources management, internalization
of the environmental and economic
value of goods and services provided by
oceans, coasts and associated watersheds,
and the reduce, reuse, recycle approach; 

b) prioritizing objectives and targets in
national programmes of action, revising
relevant financing and legislative instru-
ments for water, coastal and marine
management, and implementing MEAs
relevant to the GPA more effectively; 

c) inviting GEF and other donors to provide
increased financial support for LBS, and
increasing collaboration and coordina-
tion among the Coordination Office,
regional seas conventions and action
plans, and MEAs; and 

3) The 2006 Beijing Declaration on
Furthering the Implementation of the
Global Programme of Action, which pro-
vides: 

a) strategic direction for national and local-
level action through sustainable financial
mechanisms, economic valuation of
goods and services provided by oceans,
coasts and watersheds, local participation
and integrated approaches in particular
linking freshwater and coastal manage-
ment; 

b) a clear statement on the interlinkages
between GPA implementation and
poverty reduction development strate-
gies, as well as the Johannesburg Plan of
Implementation targets for implement-
ing the ecosystem approach and
integrated water resource management
activities; and c) specific actions and
commitments of governments at the
national, regional and global level
(UNEP-GPA no date (a)).

Over 70 countries are engaged in the
implementation of GPA (UNEP 2008)
either through national programmes of
action or related initiatives, including

Box 2.1. GPA Implementation through Regional Seas Conventions
and Action Plans 
The 18 Regional Seas Conventions and Action Plans (RSCAPs) are key to the implementation
of the GPA. The respective governments of some of the Regional Seas have negotiated legal-
ly-binding conventions/protocols or negotiated Action Plans that contribute to the achieve-
ment of GPA objectives. In some regions, projects funded by the Global Environment Facility
(GEF) have resulted in Strategic Action Plans for specific ecosystems, which contribute posi-
tively to the GPA and are examples of the regional collaboration envisaged by the drafters of
the GPA.

Several regions have LBS (land-based activities and sources of pollution) protocols, others are
in the process of developing this protocol, and some do not have such a protocol but address
the issue of wastewater and implementation of GPA through different mechanisms within
their programmes. Currently there are 7 LBS protocols (Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea, ROPME
Sea Area, South-East Pacific, Wider Caribbean, Red Sea and Gulf of Aden, East and South
Africa), and an additional two are under development in the Caspian, and West and Central
Africa regions. To date, three of the UNEP administered regional seas have an LBS protocol
and implement a number of activities addressing the GPA source category pollutants. 
Source: UNEP-GPA (no date (a))



national development policies and frame-
works and integrated coastal management
programs. 

The GPA and the international community
have been assisting States in: identifying
priority issues and problems; increasing
awareness on the value of marine and
coastal environments to economic growth
and poverty reduction; mobilizing
resources and partners to address sources of
land-based marine and coastal pollution;
and enhancing environmental, financial,
institutional, legislative and regulatory
frameworks to better protect the marine
and coastal environment from land-based
activities. Governments commonly lack
the requisite personnel and financial
resources needed to implement activities
on the ground. Nevertheless, the number
of countries working on NPAs for GPA
implementation indicates that countries
recognize the need for, and are embarking
on, national level planning with respect to
the GPA, and eventually embedding LBS
issues in their MDG-based Poverty
Reduction Strategy Plans (PRSPs) (UNEP-
GPA no date (a)). 

REGIONAL IMPLEMENTATION

States benefit from the adoption of com-
mon standards of pollution prevention in
that: 1) they ensure a coordinated
approach in areas of common interest such
as enclosed or semi-enclosed seas; 2) in the
case of industrial pollution, there is eco-
nomic advantage derived from the
reduction in unfair competition. However,
strict regulations of this form of pollution
has substantial economic, social and politi-
cal implications for developed and
developing States alike as they strive to
protect their freedom to decide for them-
selves how to develop and exercise their
national sovereignty in balancing environ-
mental protection measures against
economic needs. Additionally, geographi-
cal and ecological considerations result in
substantial differences in the absorptive
capacity of different seas. Although land-
based pollution affects most coastal areas,
shallow, enclosed or semi-enclosed seas
such as the Caribbean, Baltic, North Sea, or
the Mediterranean are especially sensitive
and need greater protection than open

ocean areas. Regional cooperation was thus
the preferred solution as the primary level
at which international action should pro-
ceed, providing States with the platform to
harmonize their policies and to establish
global and regional rules. In the North Sea,
for example, decisions and recommenda-
tions calling for stricter regulation and
substantial reductions in pollution have
been adopted by the Paris Commission
since 1984. (Birnie and Boyle 2002) 

In the Washington Declaration, govern-
ments declared their intention to cooperate
on a regional basis to coordinate imple-
mentation of the GPA. The UNEP Regional
Seas Programme and the other regional seas
programmes and organizations provide an
integrated framework for national action
programmes. In this context, and within
the framework of the UNEP Regional Seas
Programme, seven technical workshops of
government-designated experts were con-
vened by UNEP, during the period 1996 -
1998, to identify regional priorities and to
develop regional programmes of action.
(UNEP-GPA no date (a))

GPA implementation at the regional level
includes GPA regional meetings, regional
meetings on Municipal Wastewater
Management, Physical Alterations and
Destruction of Habitats (PADH) consulta-
tion meetings, regional meetings on
implementation of LBS protocols, and
small island developing States regional
meetings. The UNEP Regional Seas
Programme also provides an important
platform for coordinated implementation
of the GPA. Regional Seas Conventions
and action plans bring together regional
actors involved in the management and
sustainable development of marine and
coastal environments and facilitate links
between the national governments rele-
vant to each instrument. The GPA has
been able to capitalize on these networks
in several ways through integrated regional
actions, e.g., legislative reviews, capacity
building workshops and pilot projects (see
Box 2.1 and Table 2.2 for an update on
GPA implementation through Regional
Seas Conventions and Action Plans).

PARTNERSHIPS, SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH, INTERNATIONAL
SUPPORT, AND CAPACITY
DEVELOPMENT

Partnerships among intergovernmental
organizations, government agencies and
NGOs from various countries were formed
specifically to implement GPA. However,
since many stakeholders are to be involved
in the partnerships, in the development of
NPAs, as well as in the development and
implementation of cross-cutting themes
and programmatic components, sufficient
time and support should be allowed for
participatory processes to be established
and to be carried out (Cicin-Sain et al.
2006). 

Partnerships are critical tools to further the
implementation of the GPA, as they facili-
tate flexible financing arrangements, they
support replication and upscaling of suc-
cessful practices, they are instrumental to
increase awareness on coastal and marine
issues, and they can promote new para-
digms such as on the natural linkages
between freshwater and coastal and
marine management. Partnerships also
provide a mechanism to enhance the effi-
cient use of the available, sometimes
underutilized, capacity for addressing land-
based sources of pollution and activities
that impact the coastal and marine envi-
ronment.

Partnerships and international support to
facilitate the implementation of the GPA
have provided added momentum towards
achieving the WSSD goal on the GPA. For
example: 

• The UN-HABITAT/WHO/WSSCC partner-
ship, UN-Oceans, UN-Water,
UNESCO/IHE and others, have strength-
ened global cooperation on this issue.

• The ‘FreshCo’ Partnership, and other sim-
ilar efforts through which the GPA works
to link freshwater and coastal issues. The
GPA also works to bring attention to the
interlinkages between Integrated Water
Resources Management, Integrated River-
basin Management and Integrated
Coastal Area Management. In addition,
Guiding Principles for Integrated Coastal
Area and River Basin Management
(ICARM), which strives to incorporate
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these concepts, have been developed by
UNEP.

• Twelve Regional Action Plans for Marine
Litter have been developed through part-
nership with the Regional Seas
Conventions and Action Plans. The 2009
Marine Litter: A Global Challenge report
was the first attempt ever to take a world-
wide stock of marine litter levels across 12
different regions. Other marine litter pub-
lications focus on market-based
instruments, survey and monitoring
guidelines and abandoned, lost or other-
wise discarded fishing gear (UNEP 2011a).

• The Global Partnership on Nutrient
Management (GPNM) is a global platform
developed to steer dialogues and actions
to promote effective nutrient manage-
ment. The GPNM provides a platform for
governments, UN agencies, scientists and
the private sector to build a common
agenda, mainstreaming best practices and
integrated assessments, towards ‘nutrient
proofed’ policy making and investments
(UNEP 2011a).

• Through a partnership approach forged
between the Coordination Office and
UNEP Regional Seas Programme secretari-
ats, the development of NPAs has been

advanced in the South-East Pacific, the
Wider Caribbean, the Caspian, the South
Pacific and South Asia. The US NOAA
International Program Office has entered
into a partnership with the GPA and have
established a GPA node to support GPA
implementation in Central American and
Caribbean countries. The GEF has also
supported the development of national
programmes of action through various
projects in the Caribbean Western Indian
Ocean and in the Guinea Current LME.
(UNEP-GPA no date (a))

Table 2.2 Regional Protocols, Annexes and Specific Convention Provisions Addressing Land-based Sources of Marine Pollution

Region Protocol/Annex Year 
Adopted

Year Entered 
into Force

Black Sea Revised Protocol on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Black Sea from Land-
Based Sources and Activities 

2009
(signed)
1980

Not yet in force–
Not ratified by
any Contracting

Party yet
1983

Mediterranean Sea Protocol on the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea against Pollution from Land-Based
Sources (LBS Protocol) 

2005 Not yet 
in force

Red Sea and Gulf of
Aden

Protocol Concerning the Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-Based Activities in
the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden

1990 1993

ROPME Sea Area
(covers the sea area of
Bahrain, I.R. Iran, Iraq,
Kuwait, Oman, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates) 

Protocol for the Protection of the Marine Environment against Pollution from Land-Based
Sources

1983 1986

South-East Pacific Protocol for the Protection of the South East Pacific Against Pollution from Land- Based
Sources

1999 Not yet 
in force

The Wider Caribbean The Protocol Concerning Pollution from Land-Based Sources and Activities (LBS) 2010 2010

Eastern Africa Protocol for the Protection of the Marine and Coastal Environment of the Western Indian
Ocean from Land-Based Sources and Activities

1974

Baltic Sea Annex III: Criteria and measures concerning the prevention of pollution from land-based
sources of the Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea
Area (HELSINKI Convention) 

1992 1980

Northeast Atlantic Annex I: Prevention and elimination of pollution from land-based sources of the  Convention
for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic OSPAR Convention)

2003 
(signed)

1998

Caspian Sea Contracting Parties of the Framework Convention for the Protection of the Marine
Environment of the Caspian Sea shall co-operate in the development of protocols to this
Convention prescribing additional measures for prevention, reduction and control of pollu-
tion of the Caspian Sea from land-based sources (Article 7 of the Framework Convention
for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Caspian Sea)

1981 Not yet 
in force

West and Central
Africa

Article 7: Pollution from Land-Based Sources of the Convention for Co-operation in the
Protection and Development of the Marine and Coastal environment of the West and Central
African Region (Abidjan Convention)

1984

Source: UNEP Regional Seas Programme website; prepared by G. Hamon



Since 2003, over 1,350 municipal waste-
water managers from 67 countries have
been trained on “Improving Municipal
Wastewater Management for Coastal
Cities” through a Train-Sea-Coast training
course developed by UNEP-GPA, the
UNESCO-IHE Institute for Water
Education, and UN DOALOS, and support-
ed by the UNEP Regional Seas Programme
and other partners around the world. The
training course provided participants with
analytical tools, substantive information
and skills on how to select, plan and
finance appropriate and environmentally
sound municipal wastewater management
systems (UNEP/GPA - UNESCO-IHE -
UN/DOALOS 2004; UNEP-GPA 2011a),
which have led to individual projects,
research projects, the initiation of country-
driven follow-up training courses, and
changes in policy guidelines and regula-
tions (UNEP 2011a). insert  Information on
developments in national and regional
implementation of the GPA is disseminat-
ed through the newsletter Blue Diamonds—
Oceans and Coasts, which aims to raise
awareness among stakeholders of issues
and activities relating to the GPA (UNEP-
GPA 2011a).

INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVIEW

Intergovernmental Review Meetings (IGR)
have been conducted at which govern-
ments and other stakeholders met to review
the status of the implementation of the GPA
and to decide on action to be taken to
strengthen the implementation of the GPA
as well as provide strategic guidance on new
and emerging issues. 

First Intergovernmental Review Meeting
of the GPA:  November 2001, Montreal.
IGR-1 reviewed the implementation of the
GPA since its adoption in November 1995
to chart the way forward. The meeting
focused substantively on the issues of
municipal wastewater, integrated coastal
and ocean governance, building partner-
ships and financing the implementation of
the GPA. Delegates noted that the imple-
mentation of the GPA at global, regional
and national levels was slow but steady.
However, delegates also recognized that:
the present models of coastal development
needed to change; new and innovative
sources of funding were required; the

objectives of the GPA needed to be main-
streamed into national development plans
and financial arrangements; and people
and their governments must be mobilized
in new partnerships (as discussed in the
previous section). The meeting endorsed
the GPA Coordination Office 2002-2006
Programme of Work with indicative costs.
The key outcomes of the meeting included
the Montreal Declaration; conclusions of
the Co-Chairs; a declaration by the Global
Legislators Organization for a Balanced
Environment; a statement by the Inter-
national Council for Local Environmental
Initiatives; and a statement by non-gov-
ernmental organizations (UNEP-GPA no
date (a)).

Second Intergovernmental Review of the
GPA:  October 16-20, 2006, Beijing.During
IGR-2, progress achieved to date was
reviewed and the programme of work for
the period 2007-2011 developed. The
review presented a key opportunity to
advance the application of ecosystem-
based management by recognizing the
inextricable link between freshwater,
coastal, and ocean ecosystems. At the IGR-
2, governments decided that the period
2007 – 2011 would “focus on mainstream-
ing the implementation of the GPA in
national development planning and budg-
etary mechanisms.” Governments indi-
cated that “mainstreaming will require
integration of the GPA across sectors and
ministries and also integration into domes-
tic and international aid budgets,
development plans, strategies and actions”
(see the 2007 UNEP-GPA and Stockholm
Environment Institute Making Main-
streaming Work: An Analytical Framework,
Guidelines and Checklist for the
Mainstreaming of Marine and Coastal
Issues into National Planning and
Budgetary Processes). IGR-2 also aimed to:
strengthen the implementation of the GPA
at national, regional and global levels; con-
tribute to the achievement of specific
targets of the Johannesburg Plan of
Implementation as they relate to the GPA,
the ecosystem approach, and sanitation;
and provide guidance on the programme of
work for the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP)/GPA Coordination
Office for the period 2007-2011. The meet-
ing unanimously adopted the Beijing

Declaration, and invited UNEP to 
strengthen its support to the further 
implementation of the GPA through: 1)
increased contributions from its Environ-
ment Fund; 2) enhanced cooperation and
coordination with multilateral environ-
mental agreements; and 3) improved
cooperation with all stakeholders and rele-
vant organizations, including multilateral
development banks, at the global and
regional levels, in addition to various
national, regional, and international
actions (UNEP-GPA no date (a)).
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“Integrated Water Resource

Management (IWRM) is an

approach to land and water

management that seeks to bal-

ance human, industrial, agricul-

tural and environmental needs.

IWRM is therefore a systematic

process for the sustainable devel-

opment, allocation and monitor-

ing of water resource use in the

context of social, economic and

environmental objectives. To do

this successfully, all users of

water — government depart-

ments, academics, community

groups, NGOs, the private sector

and other interest groups — need

to get together to share informa-

tion, understand data and work

together to solve their problems.”

- Emilio Gabrielli, Executive
Secretary of the Global Water
Partnership, November 2003,
Second Global Conference on
Oceans, Coasts, and Islands, Paris
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At IGR-2, ministers, officials and other par-
ticipants agreed that the GPA is a valuable
tool for sustainable management of the
oceans, coasts and associated watersheds,
and were pleased that a range of projects,
activities and partnerships had been
undertaken. They recognized, however,
that although a number of States had com-
pleted, or at least commenced, national
plans, much remained to be done. Even
within States where advancement of the
plans had occurred, it was indicated that
plans had frequently not led to implemen-
tation, and had not been integrated into
broader development efforts. Participants
in the review also noted the lack of eco-
nomic valuations of the ecosystem services
provided by oceans and coasts, which
should be factored into development deci-
sion-making processes. The clear messages
from IGR-2 were: 1) there was lack of
implementation and mainstreaming of
NPAs; 2) additional work on valuation and
on market incentives was essential; 3) link-
ing freshwater and coastal management
and the criticality of integrated coastal
management implementation were impor-
tant. The key questions were the extent to
which these challenges have been
addressed, and the commitments that
must be made for the future. (UNEP 2006a)

Based on a report prepared for the IGR-2,
The State of the Marine Environment:
Trends and Processes, good progress was
reported for three categories of land-based
pollutants, namely POPs, radioactive sub-
stances and hydrocarbons. There were
mixed results regarding the control of
heavy metals and sediment transport. The
GPA has not been able to substantially
curb four of the most serious sources of
marine degradation. Worsening conditions
have been reported for sewage, nutrients,
marine litter and physical alteration and
destruction of habitats. Consequently, the
GPA has focused its efforts for 2007-2011
on those pollutant source categories.
(UNEP 2006b)

• The overall situation has improved con-
siderably since international controls on
production and use of a small number of
POPs were put in place over 20 years ago.
Atmospheric concentrations of controlled
substances have decreased in remote areas

of the northern hemisphere. The situa-
tion in the Arctic is expected to improve
now that regulation is in place. The
Global Programme of Action on
International Chemicals Management,
adopted during the UNEP Governing
Council (GCSS/GMEF IX 2006) may con-
tribute to limiting chemical releases;

• The situation concerning radioactive sub-
stances in the marine environment is
stable and controls on routine discharges
are generally stringent;

• The general situation concerning anthro-
pogenic inputs of oil into the marine
environment has improved significantly
since 1985. The greatest success has been
achieved in curbing inputs from marine
transportation of oil, the associated dis-
charge from tankers and oil spills.
Improvements in technology (design and

operation of tankers) and legislation and
regulation, particularly at the internation-
al level, are the main factors in
improvement. (UNEP 2006b)

Third Intergovernmental Review of the
GPA:  January 2012, Manila. IGR-3 aims
to: 1) review the implementation to date of
the GPA Coordination Office Work
Programme 2007-2011; 2) define the
future programme of work for the GPA
Coordination Office for the period 2012-
2016; 3) identify and discuss emerging
issues in relation to the protection of the
marine environment from land-based
activities; and 4) prepare input from the
governments to the Rio +20 process con-
cerning: (a) a green economy in the
context of sustainable development and
poverty eradication (marine and coastal
environments and resources); (b) the insti-

Box 2.2. Recommendations from Global Oceans Conferences on
reinforcing the linkages between freshwater and oceans and
coasts
Third Global Oceans Conference, January 23-28, 2006, UNESCO, Paris, France:

• Incorporate the following themes into the Ministerial Declaration at the 4th World Water
Forum:

1. The goals of sustainable development cannot be met without linking freshwater to coasts
and oceans. This is particularly true in small island developing States.

2. Because impacts collect and are concentrated in coastal zones, a key goal of integrated
water resource management is to address coastal and oceans impacts.

3. Actions are needed at the local level throughout the watershed.

Fourth Global Oceans Conference, April 7-11, 2008, Hanoi, Vietnam:

1. Identify and recognize the costs and implications of failure to link integrated water
resources management (IWRM) and integrated ocean and coastal management (ICM)

2. Take the lead in making marine issues more visible at the World Water Forum

3. Challenge participants to identify ways to better link IWRM and ICM that can be suitable
for governments, donors, planners, and key stakeholders

4. Invite freshwater experts to the 2010 Global Oceans Conferences and organize freshwa-
ter-oceans event for both communities

5. Co-host joint freshwater-coastal event at the 2009 World Ocean Conference (May 11-15,
2009, Manado, Indonesia)

6. Provide input to the Global Ocean Forum related to recommendations and next steps on
fresh water and oceans

7. Draw lessons learned from specific case studies for dissemination among decision-mak-
ers, management practitioners in both freshwater and ocean areas and for public 
outreach 

Source: Gonzalo Cid, Clement Lewsey and Torkil Jonch-Clausen (2008)



tutional framework for sustainable devel-
opment of marine and coastal resources;
and c) emerging marine and coastal issues.
(UNEP-GPA 2011b)

THE BOTTOM LINE AND 
OUTSTANDING ISSUES

Although there has been considerable
effort expended at all levels to advance
implementation of the GPA and the
Montreal Declaration, the goal of achiev-
ing substantial progress in protecting the
marine environment, particularly from
municipal wastewater, the physical alter-
ation and destruction of habitats, and
nutrients by 2006, has not been achieved.

The major obstacles to the achievement of
this goal include:

• Challenges constraining effective protec-
tion of the marine environment from
land-based pollution and activities
include: lack of public education and
awareness, limited individual and 
political will to address the situation ade-
quately, societal factors such as poverty
and over-consumption, limited financial
and human resources, fragmented policy,
legal and institutional arrangements, and
lack of effective compliance and enforce-
ment. The lack of clear targets related to
this goal also poses a problem. 

• Key stumbling blocks to GPA implemen-
tation at national and international levels
include: limited national participation
and implementation, limited national
reporting, limited coverage of pollutant
source categories, limited financing and
human resources, lack of political priority
and will to effectively address land-based
sources of pollution, and the inherent
limits of a non-legally binding approach
and of international environmental gov-
ernance, e.g., limited development and
ratification of regional LBS protocols.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Although seven regions have developed
LBS protocols and two more are under
development, the soft-law basis of the GPA
and the resulting weak implementation
suggest that forging and adopting a global
legally-binding instrument on land-based
marine pollution needs to be considered
(VanderZwaag and Powers 2008). 

Land-based sources of marine pollution
could be more effectively addressed with
additional initiatives, including: managing
chemical pollution through a comprehen-
sive convention; adopting global/regional
agreements on heavy metals; and adopting
a global agreement on greenhouse gas
emission controls and reductions
(VanderZwaag and Powers 2008).

The recommendations emanating from
IGR-2 for the further implementation of
the GPA at the global, regional and nation-
al levels are still relevant at this time,
including:

• Continue the development and imple-
mentation of NPAs as a tool for the sustain-
able management of oceans, coasts and
islands and their associated watersheds;

• Prioritize mainstreaming the GPA into
national development planning and
budgets;

• Promote economic valuation of the goods
and services that coasts and oceans pro-
vide in order to mobilize action at the
global, regional and national level;

• Develop innovative financing mecha-
nisms to further promote the imple-
mentation of the GPA

• Establish linkages between freshwater
and coastal management and develop
local level partnerships including with
the private sector to assist in the further
implementation of the GPA (UNEP-GPA
2006).

II. Integrated Water Resources
Management

Update provided by Alan Hall, Senior
Adviser, Global Water Partnership 

UNCED:

• Put in place strategies for the environ-
mentally sound management of
freshwaters and related coastal ecosys-
tems.

• Establish biological, physical and chemi-
cal water-quality criteria for agricultural
water-users and for marine and riverine
ecosystems and minimize soil run-off and
sedimentation. 

• Apply necessary measures to mitigate
saline intrusion into coastal aquifers as a

consequence of sea-level rise or overex-
ploitation of water resources.

Johannesburg Plan of
Implementation:

• Development of integrated water resource
management (IWRM) plans by 2005

INTRODUCTION

Agenda 21, Chapter 18 of the UN Confer-
ence on Environment and Development
(UNCED) in 1992 called for the application
of integrated approaches to the develop-
ment, management and use of water
resources - often shortened to ‘integrated
water resources management’ (IWRM).
Further, the World Summit on Sustainable
Development in 2002, the Johannesburg
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“During the 1995 Intergovern-

mental Conference, held in

Washington DC, when the Global

Programme of Action (GPA) was

adopted, governments expressed

their commitment to protect and 

preserve the marine environment

from impacts of land-based activi-

ties, and their intention to cooperate

on a regional basis to coordinate

efforts for maximum efficiency and

to facilitate action at the national

level. This is one of the deliverables

we are proudly demonstrating and

reflecting the efforts towards imple-

menting the Johannesburg Plan of

Implemen-tation and the WSSD 

resolutions.”

--Hon. Rejoice Mabudafhasi, 
Deputy Minister of Environmental
Affairs and Tourism, South Africa
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Plan of Implementation (JPoI), called for
all countries to “Develop integrated water
resources management and water efficiency
plans by 2005, with support to developing
countries, through actions at all levels”. 

The rationale for the integrated approach
has now been accepted internationally as
the way forward for efficient, equitable and
sustainable development and manage-
ment of the world’s water resources. This
approach addresses the conflicting
demands on limited water resources and
challenges such as pollution prevention,
managing flooding and the effects of
drought and ensuring safe water for
domestic purposes. The IWRM target high-
lighted the importance of better
management of water and recognized that
water management is complex as it cuts
across multiple uses and users. The need
for an integrated water management
approach was recognized in the late 1980s
and early 1990s at international confer-
ences on water-related environmental
issues, including the 1992 International
Conference on Water and Environment in
Dublin and the 1992 UNCED in Rio de
Janeiro. UNCED had set a specific target
related to water resources and is the start-
ing point for the adoption and
implementation of sustainable water
resources development and management
actions (UNEP-DHI Collaborating Centre
on Water and Environment 2010). While
some progress has been made since
UNCED in improving water resources
management, the pressures on this vital
natural resource are mounting. 

IWRM supports the sustainable develop-
ment process towards economic
development, social equity and environ-
mental sustainability: it is thus a key
element of the green economy and for
inclusive growth. One of the key concepts
embodied in the integrated approach is
coordination across the different water
users – water for energy, industry, domestic
supply, navigation, tourism etc, as well as
to cope with threats from environmental
degradation, pollution, floods and
droughts. The target for the development
of IWRM plans and strategies highlighted
the difficulties of tackling the myriad of
water related challenges. These include

among others, the lack of national water
policies and legislation; lack of IWRM
capacities, weak institutions, a lack of
understanding of the interface with coastal
run-off and saltwater intrusion, vulnerabil-
ity to climate change. Despite considerable
advocacy, water resources management
receives less government attention com-
pared to water development and use in
most countries. The importance of IWRM
is now being recognized in programmes
being developed to combat desertification
under the UNCCD (IISD 2005).

While there has been increased internation-
al attention on the impacts of climate
change, the critical impacts of climate
change on water resources are not yet
prominent in the climate change debate.
The importance of water resources manage-
ment in adapting to climate change and
building climate resilience remains to be
better understood before it can be translated
into policy and action at national level. A
flagship programme of the GWP on water,
climate and development seeks to address
this knowledge gap by supporting the inte-
gration of water security and climate change
adaptation into development planning
processes and the design of financing and
investment strategies (GWP 2010).

Coastal ecosystems are strongly influenced
by land-based activities and pollution from
all activities upstream. Freshwater may
impact all aspects of ocean and coastal bio-
logical and physical characteristics,
including productivity, trophic balances,
salinity, turbidity, and streams. At the same
time, the dynamics of the coastal ecosys-
tem may impact the sources of freshwater
by influencing the water cycle, tidal move-
ment, and intrusion of salt water into
coastal aquifers. The interface between
freshwater and marine systems generates

some of the most productive ecosystems
on earth, including estuaries, deltas, and
mangroves, which depend on the balance
between the two systems. The threat of cli-
mate change could eventually disturb this
balance, which would affect both the
marine and freshwater systems, hence the
urgent challenge of addressing this linkage
through integrated management. The
potential impact of delayed action in
addressing this issue may have catastroph-
ic effects on the global economy and on
human and environmental health (Cid,
Lewsey and Jonch-Clausen 2008).

Management of freshwater and marine
coastal ecosystems must be closely inter-
linked. Upstream and downstream
communities’ depend on the health of
these ecosystems, which are normally
managed independently of each other
under the traditional water/coastal plan-
ning sectors of most coastal countries.
Practitioners of both freshwater and
coastal planning have also increased this
fragmentation; therefore these two com-
munities rarely work together in
coordination within a national or regional
framework (Cid, Lewsey and Jonch-
Clausen 2008).

At present, the link between freshwater
and coasts is poorly articulated within the
IWRM approach and more work is needed
to better understand these linkages particu-
larly in the light of climate change
adaptation. This will require improved
coordination between the institutions
responsible for the different issues such as
basin management organizations and
coastal management and protection agen-
cies. This illustrates the value of an
integrated approach. Although many
international environmental fora have
alerted scientists and decision makers to

Table 2.3 Status of development of IWRM plans as reported by the Global Water Partnership.

Status* 2003 Survey 2005 Survey

Plans/strategies in place, or process 13% (14 countries) 21% (20 countries)
well underway

In the process of preparing national 47% (51 countries) 53% (50 countries)
strategies/plans

Initial steps towards preparing national 40% (43 countries) 26% (25 countries)
strategies/plans

*Note: The 2003 and 2005 surveys are not directly comparable as different countries provided data and a different ques-
tionnaire was used. 



the importance of developing integrated
tools to address the linkage of freshwater
and ocean and coastal management, these
two worlds remain fragmented, addressing
their own problems, speaking different
languages, having separate budgets, dupli-
cating many national-regional efforts, and
disregarding each system’s issues and
potential joint solutions (Cid, Lewsey and
Jonch-Clausen 2008).

GLOBAL SURVEYS OF WATER
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

The first attempt at a survey of IWRM was
carried out in 2003 by the Global Water
Partnership. This was an informal stake-
holder baseline survey on the status of
water sector reform processes with a focus
on developing countries. The survey
showed that of the 108 countries surveyed
13% had made good progress towards
more integrated approaches, 47% have
taken some steps in this direction but need
to increase efforts, while the remaining
40% were only at the initial stages of the
process (Global Water Partnership 2004).
The GWP conducted a second informal
survey in December 2005 in order to assess
additional progress towards meeting the
2005 JPoI goal (see Table 2.3) (GWP 2006). 

Of the 95 countries surveyed in the GWP
survey, 21% had plans in place or had made
good progress, whilst 53% were in the
process of preparing national strategies or
plans but require further work, and the
remaining 26% had only taken initial steps
or not yet embraced the requirements of an
IWRM approach. The GWP reported these
findings at the World Water Forum in
Mexico in March 2006. The responses indi-
cated an increase in the countries taking
steps towards IWRM plans but showed that
there was still work to be done before many
countries could meet the target. Several
regional organizations also reported at the
Forum on the status of water resources in
their region (see Table 2.4) (Cicin-Sain et al.
2006) but at that time there was no coordi-
nated official process for monitoring water
resources management. SIDS countries in
the Pacific and Caribbean have taken a
more holistic approach in developing
IWRM plans by including coastal manage-
ment and sanitation issues with support

from GEF projects. Furthermore, in the
Caribbean, there was an effort to link water
efficiency plans to water safety plans facili-
tated by the Pan American Health
Organization and the World Health
Organization. 

UN RESPONSE

In 2006 UN-Water established a Task Force
on IWRM monitoring and reporting. The
Task Force, comprising UNEP, UNDP and
WWAP in partnership with GWP, decided
to carry out an official UN survey and cre-
ated a questionnaire that was circulated in
2007. The survey also incorporated infor-
mation from the GWP 2006 survey and
the survey conducted by the African
Development Bank as well as from
‘roadmaps’ prepared by the UNEP
Collaborating Centre at DHI. The Task
force produced a report on IWRM and
water efficiency plans (UN Water 2008),
which was presented to the 16th session of
the UN Commission on Sustainable
Development (CSD) in May 2008. This was
the first official UN report on the status of
water resources in the world.

The report indicated that developed coun-
tries had advanced on almost all major
issues although there was still much room
for further improvement. For developing
countries, there was some improvement in
the IWRM planning process at national
level but much more needs to be done to
improve the plans. A comparison of the 53
developing countries covered by all sur-
veys showed some modest but significant
improvements over the period of 2004 to
2007 (Tables 2.5 and 2.6). In 22 countries,
the 2008 survey indicated a higher level of
progress whilst in 7 countries there seemed
to be a lower level of progress, mainly in
Asia. In 24 countries there was little meas-
urable change. The results were indicative
as the surveys were not directly compara-
ble because the questionnaire evolved over
this period. The report also included case
studies used to illustrate the tangible bene-
fits of adopting an integrated approach.
There was an assumption in most coun-
tries that IWRM plans automatically
address water efficiency (a key element of
the JPoI target). However, there was con-
siderable ambiguity in the results and

much more effort is needed to incorporate
specific water efficiency measures. 

The 2008 UN Water report made recom-
mendations that indicate the need for
more emphasis in the following areas:

• Countries, particularly those that are lag-
ging behind, need to prioritize the
development of IWRM and water efficien-
cy measures, with the help of supporting
agencies;

• Countries need to prioritize the imple-
mentation of policies and plans once they
have been developed;

• Countries should establish roadmaps and
financing strategies for the implementa-
tion of their plans with External Support
Agencies (including the UN, donors and
NGOs) providing support to countries,
based on demand;

• Experiences in implementing IWRM
should be evaluated, monitored and
shared through global coordination
mechanisms. This will require more work
on indicators and follow-up processes
that do not add an undue reporting 
burden on countries.

• The UN World Water Assessment
Programme and its associated World
Water Development Reports should con-
tinue to provide an up-to-date global
overview of progress on implementing
the IWRM approach.

FUTURE MONITORING AND
REPORTING

The 2008 UN Water report and the impe-
tus provided by the early surveys carried
out by GWP has highlighted the critical
importance of managing our water
resources more judiciously. The surveys
have also prompted interest in taking a
more concerted approach to monitoring
and reporting. The CSD meeting in 2008
reacted by calling on UN Water to develop
a status report on water resources for pres-
entation at the CSD20 meeting in 2012.
The UN Water Task Force was reconvened
to carry out this assignment. A Working
Group was set up in late 2010 led by UNEP
and includes members from UNDP and
GWP as well as inputs from other UN
agencies. The working group reports to the
UN Water Task Force on Water Resources.
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Earlier surveys focused on measuring the
progress on meeting the Johannesburg tar-
get on preparing IWRM plans. This led to a
narrow focus for the earlier surveys and did
not address implementation. It was decid-
ed that the next survey would have a
broader focus to go beyond plans and pre-
pare a status report on the Application of
Integrated Approaches to the Development,
Management and Use of Water Resources. This
will address the call made in Agenda 21
Chapter 18. A more extensive question-
naire has been designed and circulated to
all countries during summer 2011. This
covers the development of water resources
(including financing and infrastructure),
the threats and uses and the perceived pri-
orities in different countries. It also, for the
first time, includes questions on the
coastal-freshwater interface. Recognizing
the diversity of water resources issues
across the world and to add ‘color’ to the
questionnaire based survey, a series of 30

country case studies have also been carried
out by the GWP regional water partner-
ships. An in-depth analysis of the survey
results is presently underway and UN
Water will submit their report to the CSD
in 2012. The report to CSD in 2012 is also
envisaged as a step towards designing and
establishing a regular monitoring and
reporting framework for water resources.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• The 2008 UN-Water report recommended
moving forward in the following areas:

o Countries, particularly those that are
lagging behind, need to prioritize the
development of IWRM and water effi-
ciency measures, with the help of
supporting agencies;

o Countries need to prioritize the imple-
mentation of policies and plans once
they have been developed;

o Countries should establish roadmaps
and financing strategies for the imple-
mentation of their plans with External
Support Agencies (including the UN,
donors and NGOs) providing support
to countries, based on demand;

o Experiences in implementing IWRM
should be evaluated, monitored and
shared through global coordination
mechanisms. This will require more
work on indicators and follow-up
processes that do not add an undue
reporting burden on countries.

o The UN World Water Assessment
Programme and its associated World
Water Development Reports should
continue to provide an up-to-date 
global overview of progress on imple-
menting the IWRM approach.

“Continental waters stored in surface waters (rivers, lakes, wetlands), represent less than one percent of the

Earth’s water resources. Ninety-seven percent is stored in the oceans and the remaining 2% is sea ice, snow,

glaciers, and permafrost. However, this small percentage of the Earth’s total water resources that is 

freshwater is disproportionately important to people. The watersheds that integrate the surface water run-off

of entire drainage basins play a critical role as sources of water, food, energy, recreation, and transportation.

Watersheds provide habitat and a host of other ecological services from water purification to flood control

and nutrient recycling—all important to people. Watersheds also provide a critical link between the 

land and the sea... 

While institutional arrangements have been designed and implemented to address either freshwater or salt-

water issues, rarely have institutions worked on the linkages between fresh and saltwater…

Today, it is essential to link freshwater to coasts and oceans with a new collaborative perspective that 

provides incentives for linking decisionmaking and institutional arrangements between “upstream” and

“downstream” stakeholders…”

--Dr. Antonio Díaz de León Corral, Director General for Environmental Policy
Regional and Sectoral Integration, Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources
(SEMARNAT), International Workshop on Freshwater, Coastal, and Marine
Management Interlinkages, January 10-11, 2006, Mexico City (preparatory meeting
to global oceans conference)
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Geographic 
coverage Global Global Five Sub-regions Arab region West Africa Western Asia

Institution responsible Global Water
Partnership

Japan Water Forum UNEP in cooperation
with regional institu-
tions

Arab Water Council,
UNDP and CEDARE

ECOWAS – Water
Resources Coordination
Unit

ESCWA

Target of survey Monitor progress
towards IWRM plans

Contribute to enact-
ment of IWRM plans
and promotion of
implementation of
IWRM

Surveys are part of 
the development of
sub-regional networks,
national networks,
national roadmaps and
building capacity to
implement IWRM

Assessment of status
of developing IWRM
plans as a first step in
developing a regional
support programme

Assessment of the
progress towards the
IWRM 2005 target

Identify status and
progress of IWRM
planning

Scope of survey Policies, laws,
plans/strategies,
progress of imple-
mentation, stakehold-
er participation

Organizations, laws,
government spending,
management, stake-
holder participation,
education and train-
ing, availability of
basic data, MDG indi-
cator score

Policies, legislative
framework, institu-
tional capacity and
constraints, environ-
mental aspects,
human resources,
awareness, mile-
stones and progress
towards IWRM

Policies, strategies,
master plans leading
to IWRM

Policies, legislation,
IWRM principles in
legislation, institution-
al capacities, IWRM
process, constraints
to institutional per-
formance

Policies, legislation,
strategies and plans,
institutional structures
and management
tools

Monitoring of progress
towards IWRM 2005
target?

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Monitoring of progress
towards IWRM 2005
framework?

Yes Yes Yes No No Yes

Monitoring of
progress towards
implementation of
institutional reform?

No Partly Yes No Partly No

Prime survey data
provided by?

GWP network of
stakeholders

Government officials
through  an update  of
Portfolio of Water
Actions

Government Officials Desk study of existing
documents

Government officials Government officials

Previous surveys Survey from 2003 No No No Survey from 2003 Survey from 2001

Number of countries
covered by survey

95 73 37 22 16 13

Regional and sub-
regional distribution of
countries covered by
surveys

38  in Africa, 23 in
Asia and Oceania,  10
in Europe, 16 in Latin
America, 8 Small
Island States

19 in CEE/CIS, 18 in
East Asia and Pacific,
4 in East and
Southern  Africa, 19
industrialized coun-
tries, 7 in Middle East
and North Africa2 in
South  Asia, 4 in West
and Central Africa

9 in Southern  Africa,
16 in Western  Africa,
3 in North Africa, 6 in
South East Asia, 3 in
Central Asia

22 in the Arab Region 16 in West Africa 13 in Western Asian
Region

Methodology used for
assessment of survey
results

Countries clustered
into three groups
according to degree
of progress within
IWRM plans/strategies

Allocation of scores
for MDG Indicator
Evaluation and State
of Water Resources
Management maxi-
mum of 200 points

Countries clustered
into three groups for
enabling environment,
institutional reform
process and IWRM
plan progress

Countries clustered
into three groups
according to progress
within IWRM planning

Countries clustered
into three groups
according to progress
within IWRM planning

Countries clustered
into three groups
according to progress
within IWRM
plans/strategies and
programs 

Table 2.4 Summary of IWRM Surveys carried out in 2005 (UCC-Water 2006) 
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Geographic 
coverage Global Global Five Sub-regions Arab region West Africa Western Asia

Summary result of sur-
veys 

IWRM plans are in
place in 20 countries,
good progress but
more do in 50 coun-
tries and 25 countries
have only taken initial
steps

0 countries received
less than 60 points-4
between 60 and 80, 7
between 80 and 100,
17 between 100 and
120, 22 between 120
and 140, 13 between
140 and 160, 10
between 160 and 180,
and no country
received more than
180 points

Enabling Environment:
5 in good/very good
progress, 24 some
progress, 8 limited
Institutional reform
process: 2 in good/very
good progress, 19
some progress, 16 lim-
ited progress.
IWRM Roadmap/plan: 5
good/very good
progress, 19 some lim-
ited progress 

5 countries are in
advanced stage, 11 
in progress towards
IWRM plans, the
progress of 6 countries
is unknown, however 3
are assessed to have
taken some initial steps
and 3 not

IWRM plans are adopt-
ed and being imple-
mented in 2 countries,
the process has started
in 6 and 8 countries
have not yet started (2
out of these 8 have
taken some initial
steps)

4 countries have IWRM
strategies and invest-
ment plans, 5 are at an
advanced stage of for-
mulating strategies, 4
have applied IWRM
programmes at local
level and at basin level.

Survey GWP “Setting the
Stage for Change,”
Feb. 2006 http://gwp-
forum.org

Japan Water Forum
“Report on the Survey
of Progress towards
IWRM,” Jan. 2006.
www.pwaweb.org

The results are avail-
able in regional
progress reports on the
programme “UNEP
Support for Achieving
the 2005 Target.”
www.UCC-Water.org

UNDP, AWC and
CEDARE, “Status of
Integrated Water
Plans in the Arab
Region.”

Results are summa-
rized in a Brochure
from ECOWAS to be
distributed at WWF4
in Mexico

Results are presented
at the Regional
Seminar on the Status
of National IWRM
Planning in North
Africa Countries,
Rabat, Morocco, Jan.
2006

Table 2.4 Summary of IWRM Surveys carried out in 2005 (UCC-Water 2006)  continued

Main National Instruments and other
National/Federal Strategies that may 
contribute to promoting IWRM

• Developed countries significantly more advanced on main national instruments
• Asia and the Americas more advanced on national development plans and national environmental action plans with

IWRM components
• Of developing countries Africa least advanced with poverty reduction strategies with WRM components

Water Resources Development • Developed countries more advanced on most issues, but, as expected,  not for rain-water harvesting
• Asia more advanced than other developing regions for WR assessment

Water Resources Management • Developed countries significantly more advanced except in the less relevant areas of combating
• desertification and irrigated agriculture
• Developing regions very similar except the Americas more advanced in programs and policies
• for watershed management, groundwater management and drainage and irrigation; Asia more
• advanced in legislative mechanisms to control pollution

Water Use • Developed countries significantly more advanced
• Africa consistently less advanced than other regions

Monitoring, Information Management 
and Dissemination

• Developed countries significantly more advanced
• Asia more advanced than the Americas which in turn are more advanced than Africa on all issues
• except monitoring and reporting the impacts of IWRM reforms where Africa is more advanced

Capacity Building and Enabling
Environment

• Developed regions significantly more advanced on all issues except Pro-poor policies which are
• designated not relevant by many developed countries
• Similar responses from developing regions with some interesting contrasts – e.g., Asia more advanced
• on institutional reforms yet behind on institutional coordination mechanisms

Stakeholder Participation • Developed countries more advanced except on programs for gender mainstreaming and on public awareness cam-
paigns

• Africa more advanced than other developing regions on all issues except lower than Asia on mechanisms to resolve
transboundary water issues

Financing • Developed regions slightly more advanced
• Of the developing regions Asia behind on strategies for mobilizing financial resources and on norms and procedures for

financial sustainability; Africa significantly more advanced on subsidies and micro-credit programs

Table 2.5 Comparison of developed countries with Africa, the Americas and Asia (Source: UN-Water 2008)
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Africa Americas Asia

Main National Instruments and other
federal strategies that may con-
tribute to promoting IWRM

Countries of N Africa score signifi-
cantly higher on main national
instruments while countries of S
Africa score higher on plans with
IWRM components and on sustain-
able development strategies

Major differences between
Caribbean countries and
countries of S America -
Caribbean much higher on main
national instruments; S America
much higher on other plans con-
tributing to IWRM

W Asia: generally low scores all
round.
SE Asia high on national/federal
IWRM and water efficiency plans in
contrast to Central Asia

Water resources development Note: several issues (e.g., desalina-
tion and coastal fog harvesting) not
relevant to many countries - other-
wise very similar responses

Similar responses except for
Caribbean countries which rank
high for assessment, regulatory
norms and basin studies but low on
recycling

Here a definite consistent
hierarchy of responses from
China with highest scores
through SE Asia, W Asia to
Central Asia

Water resources management Very similar responses overall
except for N Africa which, as would
be expected in arid environments,
has higher scores on groundwater,
desertification
and irrigation issues

A consistent hierarchy of scores
- Caribbean being consistently
highest (except, as expected,
in shared management of
resources); Central Americas
being consistently lowest

A consistent hierarchy of
responses with E and SE Asia
having high scores and Central Asia
having low scores

Water use Northern Africa consistently higher
scores than other African regions
which display similar responses

Caribbean countries have
significantly higher scores than
other regions of the Americas

E and SE Asia consistently
higher than Central and W Asia

Monitoring, information manage-
ment and dissemination

N Africa consistently higher scores
than other African regions which
display similar responses

Caribbean highest on most
measures

Central Asia generally has
lowest scores

Capacity building and enabling 
environment

Similar responses - N Africa highest
on some responses

Caribbean generally highest E and SE Asia generally with
highest scores

Stakeholder participation N Africa generally highest, E Africa
lowest

Central America generally with low
scores

E and SE Asia generally high;
Central Asia lower

Financing N Africa generally higher scores;
not many differences for other
African regions

S America generally with highest
scores except for Caribbean with
gradual cost-recovery mechanisms
and strategies

SE Asia generally with the
highest scores

Table 2.6. Sub-regional comparisons (Source: UN-Water 2008)
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Report Card: Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-Based Activities
Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
Extent of Efforts

• The main international initiative to address pollution of the marine
environment from land-based activities is the Global Programme of
Action for the Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-
based Activities (GPA), a non-binding soft-law approach, which was
adopted in 1995 by 108 countries and the European Commission
through the Washington Declaration. The Washington Declaration
was the outcome of the Conference on the Protection of the Marine
Environment from Land-based Sources of Marine Pollution convened
by UNEP on 23 October -3 November 1995 in Washington, DC in
response to recommendations made in Chapter 17 of Agenda 21
regarding the protection of the marine environment from land-based
activities. UNEP serves as the Secretariat of the GPA; the UNEP-GPA
Coordination Office promotes and facilitates national implementa-
tion and catalyzes action at the international level.

• The GPA seeks to guide States on how to address land-based activities
affecting the marine environment (LBS) at the national, regional, and
global levels. Guidance on GPA implementation was developed, and
includes: 1) a guide for national action, which describes key manage-
ment approaches and principles, steps and tasks to be followed in
national planning processes, and background references and docu-
ments; 2) guidance on implementation of the GPA for 2007-2011,
which suggests, among other advice, various approaches that govern-
ments may wish to follow, including the ecosystem approach and
integrated waters resources management; and 3) the 2006 Beijing
Declaration, which provides strategic direction for national and local-
level action through sustainable financial mechanisms, economic val-
uation of goods and services provided by oceans, coasts and water-
sheds, local participation and integrated approaches in particular link-
ing freshwater and coastal management.

• National Programmes of Action for the Protection of the Marine
Environment from Land-based Activities (NPAs), which are iterative
processes that call for the phased implementation of priorities identi-
fied through a cross-sectoral, participatory approach, provide a frame-
work for countries in fulfilling their duty to preserve and protect the
marine environment from the major GPA pollution categories. Over
70 countries are implementing the GPA either through national pro-
grammes of action or related initiatives, including national develop-
ment policies and frameworks and integrated coastal management
programs. Through a partnership approach forged between the
Coordination Office and UNEP regional seas programme secretariats,
development of national programmes of action has been advanced in

the South-East Pacific, the Wider Caribbean, the Caspian, the South 

Pacific and South Asia. A partnership with the U.S. NOAA’s
International Program Office has established a GPA node to support
GPA implementation in Central American and Caribbean countries.
The GEF has also supported the development of national pro-
grammes of action through various projects in the Western Indian
Ocean and in the Guinea Current LME.

• Within the framework the UNEP Regional Seas Programme, the fol-
lowing are examples of regional activities undertaken to implement
the GPA: 

o Seven technical workshops of government-designated experts
were convened by UNEP, during the period 1996 - 1998, to identi-
fy regional priorities and to develop regional programmes of
action to address LBS.

o Seven regions have developed protocols to specifically address LBS
(Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea, Red Sea and Gulf of Aden, ROPME
Sea Area, South-East Pacific, the Wider Caribbean, and Eastern
Africa), of which four have entered into force; two regions have
annexes dealing with LBS (Baltic and Northeast Atlantic); and two
regions are developing LBS protocols (Caspian Sea and West and
Central Africa).

o A recently established Caribbean Regional Fund for Wastewater
Management (CReW) funded by the GEF will pilot revolving
financing mechanisms and their related wastewater management
reforms in the context of the Wider Caribbean LBS protocol. The
GEF Integrating Watershed and Coastal Areas Management in
Caribbean SIDS (GEF-IWCAM) Project has recently published a
Toolkit for use in amending and/or drafting appropriate legislation
in support of the core objectives of the Wider Caribbean LBS
Protocol.

o In other regions: a Northwest Pacific Action Plan guidelines for
harmful algal blooms has been released; in the APC countries,
especially at the local level, capacity has been built to manage
wastewater; and in East Africa there is now increased capacity to
manage solid wastes. 

• Various efforts to better address nutrient over-enrichment of coastal
and marine waters have been initiated: 1) the Global Partnership on
Nutrient Management (GPA Coordination Office, Government of
the Netherlands, and UNEP); 2) the GEF International Waters focal
area has included reduction of nutrients as one of its strategic pro-
gramme areas for 2007-2010 through LME projects.

3 3 3
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MAJOR OBSTACLES
• Challenges constraining effective protection of the marine environ-
ment from land-based pollution and activities include: lack of pub-
lic education and awareness, limited individual and political will to
address the situation adequately, societal factors such as poverty and
over-consumption, limited financial and human resources, frag-
mented legal and institutional arrangements, and lack of effective
compliance and enforcement.

• Key stumbling blocks to GPA implementation at national and inter-
national levels include: limited national participation and imple-
mentation, limited national reporting, limited coverage of pollutant
source categories, limited financing and human resources, lack of
political priority and will to effectively address land-based sources of
pollution, and the inherent limits of a non-legally binding approach
and of international environmental governance, e.g., limited devel-
opment and ratification of LBS protocols.

• Intergovernmental Review Meetings (IGR) have been conducted at
which governments and other stakeholders met to review the status
of the implementation of the GPA and decided on action to be
taken to strengthen the implementation of the GPA: 1. First
Intergovernmental Review Meeting (IGR-1), 26-30 November 2001,
Montreal, Canada; 2. Second Intergovernmental Review Meeting
(IGR-2), 16-20 October 2006, Beijing, China. The Third
Intergovernmental Review Meeting (IGR-3) is scheduled for 23-27
January 2012, Manila, Philippines. 

• At IGR-2, governments decided that the period 2007 – 2011 would
focus on mainstreaming implementation of the GPA in national
development planning and budgetary mechanisms through inte-
gration of the GPA across sectors and ministries and also integration
into domestic and international aid budgets, development plans,
strategies and actions (see Guidelines and Checklist for the
Mainstreaming of Marine and Coastal Issues into National Planning
and Budgetary Processes); organized a series of regional workshops
to promote this approach; and provides support in the development
of NPAs focused specifically on promoting mainstreaming.

Extent of Progress 

The GPA addresses the following pollutant source categories: sewage,
persistent organic pollutants (POPs), radioactive substances, heavy

metals, oils (hydrocarbons), nutrients, sediment mobilization, litter,
and physical alteration and destruction of habitat. Based on a report
prepared for the IGR-2, The State of the Marine Environment: Trends
and Processes, good progress was reported for three categories of land-
based pollutants, namely POPs, radioactive substances and
hydrocarbons. There were mixed results regarding the control of
heavy metals and sediment transport. 

The GPA has not been able to substantially curb four of the most seri-
ous sources of marine degradation. Worsening conditions have been
reported for sewage, nutrients, marine litter and physical alteration
and destruction of habitats. Consequently, the GPA has focused its
efforts for 2007-2011 on those pollutant source categories.

Timing 

Although there has been considerable effort expended at all levels to
advance implementation of the GPA and the Montreal Declaration,
the goal of achieving substantial progress in protecting the marine
environment, particularly from municipal wastewater, the physical
alteration and destruction of habitats, and nutrients by 2006, has not
been achieved.

SOME BRIGHT SPOTS 
• Good progress was reported for three categories of marine pollu-
tants: POPs, radioactive substances and hydrocarbons 

o The overall situation has improved considerably since international
controls on production and use of a small number of POPs were put
in place over 20 years ago. Atmospheric concentrations of con-
trolled substances have decreased in remote areas of the northern
hemisphere. The situation in the Arctic is expected to improve now
that regulation is in place. The Global Programme of Action on
International Chemicals Management, adopted during the UNEP
Governing Council (GCSS/GMEF IX 2006) may contribute to limit-
ing chemical releases.

o The situation concerning radioactive substances in the marine envi-
ronment is stable and controls on routine discharges are generally
stringent. 

o The general situation concerning anthropogenic inputs of oil into
the marine environment has improved significantly since 1985. The
greatest success has been achieved in curbing inputs from marine
transportation of oil, the associated discharge from tankers and oil
spills. Improvements in technology (design and operation of
tankers) and legislation and regulation, particularly at the interna-
tional level, are the main factors in improvement. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS
• The ratification of LBS-related protocols and their implementation
should be encouraged since ratification provides to donors an indi-
cation of political commitment at the regional level.

• Although seven regions have developed LBS protocols and two
more are under development, the soft-law basis of GPA and the
resulting weak implementation suggest that forging and adopting a
global legally-binding instrument on land-based marine pollution
needs to be considered.

• Land-based sources of marine pollution could be more effectively
addressed with additional initiatives, including: managing chemical
pollution through a comprehensive convention; adopting
global/regional agreements on heavy metals; and adopting a global
agreement on greenhouse gas emission controls and reductions.

• The recommendations emanating from IGR-2 for the further imple-
mentation of the GPA at the global, regional and national levels are
still relevant at this time, including:

o Continue the development and implementation of NPAs as a tool
for the sustainable management of oceans, coasts and islands and
their associated watersheds;

o Prioritize mainstreaming the GPA into national development plan-
ning and budgets;

o Promote economic valuation of the goods and services that coasts
and oceans provide in order to mobilize action at the global, region-
al and national level;

o Develop innovative financing mechanisms to further promote the
implementation of the GPA

o Establish linkages between freshwater and coastal management and
develop local level partnerships including with the private sector to
assist in the further implementation of the GPA.

• Based on regional and national experiences in GPA implementation,
there is a need to:

o Take a more integrated approach to pollution prevention activities
through more effective engagement of industry and private sector;

o Link pollution prevention projects with biodiversity protection as
part of a broader ecosystem management approach;

o Exert greater effort to changing behavior, attitudes and practices
through targeted awareness efforts since pollution is for the most
part preventable; and

o Encourage dealing with LBS through implementation of pilot or
demo projects in Hot Spot Areas – areas either at high risk from pol-
lution; highly polluted; or important from a socio-economic stand-
point – which are often defined within the framework of NPAs.
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Report Card: Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM)
Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

3 3 3

EXPLANATION
Extent of Efforts

A 2008 UN-Water Status Report on Integrated Water Resources
Management and Water Efficiency Plans, which was based on a survey
covering 104 countries of which 77 are developing or countries in
transition and 27 are developed, provided information on the progress
achieved on meeting the 2002 WSSD target to “Develop integrated
water resources management and water efficiency plans by 2005, with
support to developing countries, through actions at all levels.” This
report card is mainly based on that report.

Developed countries had advanced on almost all major issues
although there was still much room for improvement. 

• Of the 27 countries that responded to the UN-Water Survey, only 6
claim to have fully implemented national IWRM plans; 10 of those
countries claim to have plans in place and partially implemented. 

• The report indicates that developed countries need to improve on
public awareness campaigns and on gender mainstreaming.

For developing countries, there was recent improvement in the IWRM
planning process at national level but much more needs to be done to
implement the plans. 

• Of the 53 countries for which comparison was made between the
Global Water Partnership (GWP) in 2006 and UN-Water in 2007
conducted approximately 18 months apart), the percentage of
countries having plans completed or under implementation has
risen from 21% to 38%, with the Americas showing the most
improvement - from 7% to 43%; similar changes for Africa were
from 25% to 38% and for Asia from 27% to 33%. This, however,
may be attributed to differences in the questionnaires.

• Africa lags behind Asia and the Americas on most issues, but is more
advanced on stakeholder participation and on subsidies and micro-
credit programs.

• Asia is more advanced on institutional reform but lags behind in
institutional coordination.

• SIDS countries in the Pacific and Caribbean have taken a more holis-
tic approach in developing IWRM plans by including coastal man-
agement and sanitation issues with support from GEF projects.

The 2008 UNCSD meeting called on UN-Water to develop a status
report, which the Task Force is currently preparing for presentation at
Rio+20 Conference. The status report will focus on implementation. 

In the Caribbean, there was an effort to link water efficiency plans to
water safety plans facilitated by the Pan American Health
Organization and the World Health Organization. 

Regarding water efficiency plans, the report indicated that much more
effort needs to be made to explicitly incorporate water efficiency meas-
ures within the framework of IWRM.

Much effort was made in the development of a set of SMART (specific,
measurable, attainable, relevant, realistic and timely) indicators but
more work is required. A UN-Water and GWP initiative, Roadmapping
for Advancing Integrated Water Resources Management Processes, aims to
help countries prepare roadmaps, which identify specific milestones
to be taken towards better water management within a timeframe. At
the regional and global levels, the roadmaps could serve as benchmark
for monitoring progress in improving water resources management. It
is expected that better assessment of the needs to advance the imple-
mentation of IWRM can be achieved through the use of indicators
and monitoring.

Extent of Progress

Many countries have developed integrated water resources manage-
ment and water efficiency plans. However, many countries still have a
long way to go in achieving the target, and most countries face consid-
erable challenges in implementation, including ensuring that
improved water management through IWRM successfully contribute
to the achievement of the MDGs.

Timing 

The development of IWRM and water efficiency plans, which should
have been completed by 2005, has not been fully attained although
there has been substantial progress.

MAJOR OBSTACLES
• Problems encountered by developing countries in both planning
and implementation of IWRM approaches include: lack of political
will to seriously engage in water policy change, financing and
national resource allocation for water-related development, failure 

to mainstream IWRM plans into national development plans, lack
of awareness of water issues, weaknesses related to human and insti-
tutional capacity, and discontinued support programs.
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SOME BRIGHT SPOTS 
• Developed countries have advanced on nearly all the major issues. 

• Developing countries have made strides in the IWRM planning
process on the national level, although implementation remains an
issue. 

• There is greater attention being paid to water through efforts at
addressing land degradation under the UNCCD as well as efforts
addressing climate change and variability.

• There are many case studies that illustrate the tangible benefits of
implementing IWRM plans at the national and international levels.
Examples at the community and provincial levels were noted for
their demonstration of many societal gains that can be made
through such plans.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• The 2008 UN-Water report made recommendation emphasizing the
following areas:

o Countries, particularly those that are lagging behind, need to pri-
oritize the development of IWRM and water efficiency measures,
with the help of supporting agencies;

o Countries need to prioritize the implementation of policies and
plans once they have been developed;

o Countries should establish roadmaps and financing strategies for
the implementation of their plans with External Support Agencies 

(including the UN, donors and NGOs) providing support to coun-
tries, based on demand;

o Experiences in implementing IWRM should be evaluated, moni-
tored and shared through global coordination mechanisms. This
will require more work on indicators and follow-up processes that
do not add an undue reporting burden on countries.

o The UN World Water Assessment Programme and its associated
World Water Development Reports should continue to provide an
up-to-date global overview of progress on implementing the
IWRM approach.
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Background

Biological diversity, as defined in the
Convention on Biological Diversity
(CBD) is “the variability among liv-

ing organisms from all sources including,
inter alia, terrestrial, marine and other
aquatic ecosystems and the ecological
complexes of which they are part; this
includes diversity within species, between
species and of ecosystems” (Article 2: 1992
UN Convention on Biological Diversity).
The CBD, through the Jakarta Mandate, is

the main international agreement focusing
on the conservation and sustainable use of
marine and coastal biodiversity. While
national governments are tasked with
implementing the provisions of the con-
vention, implementing the CBD and
working towards the conservation and sus-
tainable use of marine biodiversity and
ecosystems involves a wide range of stake-
holders, including international agencies,
non-governmental organizations, local
governments, coastal communities, and
the private sector, among others.The 2005

3. Biodiversity and 
Marine Protected Areas

Agenda 21 (1992)   
u Undertake measures to maintain biological diversity and productivity of marine
species and habitats under national jurisdiction, including through surveys of
marine biodiversity, inventories of endangered species and critical coastal and
marine habitats; establishment and management of protected areas; and support
of scientific research. 

u Identify marine ecosystems exhibiting high levels of biodiversity and productivity
and other critical habitat areas and designate these ecosystems as protected areas,
where appropriate

u Complete or update marine biodiversity, marine living resource and critical habitat
profiles of exclusive economic zones and other areas under national 
jurisdiction.

Johannesburg Plan of Implementation (2002)
u Achieve by 2010 a significant reduction of the current rate of biodiversity loss at
the global, regional and national level as a contribution to poverty alleviation and
to the benefit of all life on earth 

u Develop and facilitate the use of diverse approaches and tools, including the
ecosystem approach, the elimination of destructive fishing practices, the establish-
ment of marine protected areas consistent with international law and based on
scientific information, including representative networks by 2012

Relevant Goals and Commitments Emanating 
from UNCED and the WSSD

“2010 is the International Year 

of Biodiversity. It is also the 

50th Anniversary of the

Intergovernmental Oceanographic

Commission, it is also the

International Year for the

Rapprochement of Cultures, and

the International Year of Youth. ... 

I think that there is an intimate

link between these issues. Youth 

is future and this future is 

threatened.

Biodiversity is life and this life 

is threatened. And when we talk

about biodiversity, we talk about

culture, because there is an inti-

mate, embryonic relation between

culture and nature and, 

of course, oceans.” 

--Dr. Ahmed Djoghlaf, Executive
Secretary, Convention on Biological
Diversity, 5th Global Ocean
Conference, UNESCO, Paris, 
May 2010

* This section builds on Cicin-Sain et al. (2006), Wells (2008), and Vierros et al. (2011)



Millennium Ecosystem Assess-ment high-
lighted significant declines in biodiversity,
including marine and coastal biodiversity;
for example:

The goals and commitments emanating
from UNCED and the WSSD emphasize
the importance of reducing biodiversity
loss, identifying and protecting critical
ecosystems, and establishing representa-
tive networks of marine protected areas.
Comparatively, the goals of Agenda 21
focus more on building profiles of marine
ecosystems and biodiversity, and identify-
ing vulnerable habitats and ecosystems,
whereas the JPOI outlines major targets
(with deadlines) on the need to reduce bio-
diversity loss and establish representative
networks of marine protected areas. At its
sixth Conference of the Parties (COP 6) in
2002, the Parties to the CBD committed to
achieve by 2010 a significant reduction of
the current rate of biodiversity loss at the
global, regional and national level as a con-
tribution to poverty alleviation and to the
benefit of all life on Earth. This target was
subsequently endorsed by the WSSD and
the UN General Assembly and was incor-
porated under the Millennium
Development Goals. The WSSD also set the
target of establishing representative net-
works of marine protected areas by 2012,
which was later endorsed at the seventh
meeting of the Conference of the Parties to
the CBD in 2004.

Despite the improved understanding of
the critical importance of marine biodiver-
sity and ecosystems, it is evident from the
best available scientific information that
the 2010 biodiversity target was not
reached for oceans and coasts globally and
the global decline in marine biodiversity
has been well documented. Available indi-
cators, such as the Marine Living Planet
Index (which tracks population trends of
representative marine species), show a con-
tinued decline overall in the abundance,
diversity and distribution of marine
species. Despite increases in the number of
protected areas, according to available
information, biodiversity in the oceans is
declining in ecosystems ranging from
coastal estuaries and shellfish reefs to deep-
sea seamounts and pelagic fisheries. The
continued loss of these ecosystems is illus-

trated by the statistics below (Vierros et al
2011):

• According to the Global Coral Reef
Monitoring Network (GCRMN), we have
effectively lost 19 per cent of the original
area of coral reefs; 15 per cent are seriously
threatened with loss within the next
10–20 years; and an additional 20 per cent
are under threat of loss in 20–40 years
(Wilkinson, 2008).

• Oyster reefs have declined more than 90
per cent from their historical levels, mak-
ing them one of the most imperiled
marine habitats on Earth 

• Wetlands and seagrass communities con-
tinue to decline worldwide, drastically
reducing their ability to provide valuable
services in supporting fish stocks, carbon
sequestration and protecting coastal areas
from storms. The rate of seagrass disap-
pearance has been estimated to be
110km2/yr since 1980, with 29 per cent of
the known areal extent now lost since
1879. The rate of loss is accelerating
(Waycott et al. 2009).

• Many cold-water coral reefs have been
damaged by bottom-fishing activities. In
addition, these reefs are especially threat-
ened by ocean acidification, estimates
predict that 70 per cent of the 410 known
locations with deep-sea corals may be in
aragonite-under saturated waters by 2099
(CBD Secretariat 2008).

• Fish stocks assessed since 1977 have expe-
rienced an 11 per cent decline in total
biomass globally, with considerable
regional variation (Worm et al 2009).

• Globally, dead zones (oxygen deficient
zones) are increasing due to nutrient
overenrichment from marine pollutants,
as is the spread of invasive alien species
(Nellemann et al 2008).

Biodiversity concerns are especially preva-
lent in island ecosystems. The Earth is
home to more than 130,000 islands, which
host more than 500 million people. Islands
contain half of the world’s tropical marine
biodiversity; especially notable is the fact
that 12 of the 18 centers of marine
endemism as well as seven of the ten coral
reef hotspots occur in island ecosystems.
Island species are in many cases highly 
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“It is my hope that through every-

one’s active input and contribu-

tions, the problem of marine biodi-

versity will be brought to the fore-

front and begin the process towards

adoption of new targets for conser-

vation of marine biodiversity by the

international community at the

United Nations Conference on

Sustainable Development 2012

(Rio+20)” 

--Mr. Hiroshi Terashima, Executive
Director, Ocean Policy Research
Foundation, Japan, Oceans Day at
Nagoya, during CBD COP 10, 
October 23, 2010
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threatened and islands are also the sites of
the greatest number of species extinctions.
Biodiversity and habitats in island ecosys-
tems are also among the most vulnerable
to the impacts of climate change. The
highly diverse cultures found in the Small
Island Developing States (SIDS) rely heavi-
ly on marine biodiversity for their
livelihoods. In many cases these islands
face unique challenges in the conservation
and sustainable use of island biodiversity,
but have also provided good examples of
traditional ecosystem-based management
approaches with effective stakeholder
engagement and stewardship (Miles 2006).

As noted in the WSSD goals, one method
to halt the loss of marine and coastal biodi-
versity is through the use of marine
protected areas. The main responsibility to
conserve biodiversity through the estab-
lishment of marine protected areas (MPAs)
lies with national governments. In addi-
tion, there are a number of regional efforts
underway to establish networks of MPAs.
International organizations, regional insti-
tutions, and non-governmental organ-
izations provide assistance to meet these
commitments through project develop-
ment, funding, guidance on best practices,
and indicator development. For example,
the World Conservation Union (IUCN) has
provided guidance for managers on 
linking MPAs into broader policies focused
on Integrated Coastal and Ocean
Management (Belfiore et al 2004).

I. PROGRESS IN EFFORTS TO 
HALT BIODIVERSITY LOSS 
AND IMPLEMENT NETWORKS 
OF MARINE PROTECTED AREAS

Biodiversity loss has continued relatively
unabated since 2002 and the major targets
for biodiversity and MPAs were not
reached in 2010 and are not expected to be
reached by 2012. There have, however,
been some notable developments and
bright spots at different levels that can be
looked to for potential outlining the path
toward conservation and sustainable use
The vast majority of coastal countries have
established, or plan to establish, marine
protected areas (CBD Secretariat 2010a).
There are also efforts underway to integrate
MPAs and MPA networks into integrated
coastal management and ecosystem based
management plans that may provide path-
ways towards balancing conservation and
sustainable use. 

Reducing the loss of marine and coastal
biodiversity, however, calls for developing
and facilitating the use of diverse
approaches and tools in addition to MPAs,
such as impact assessment, the elimination
of destructive fishing practices, proper
coastal land use and watershed planning
and the integration of marine and coastal
areas management into key sectors.

This section reviews progress at the nation-
al level in working towards the conserva-
tion and sustainable use of biodiversity,
including through the establishment of
marine protected area, based on available

Table 3.1. Respondents to the 3rd CBD national reports for the identification and 
management of critical components of marine and coastal ecosystems.

Percent of 
Percent of reporting

No. of reporting coastal 
Countries Countries Countries

No 11 9.82% 13.10%

Plans for a comprehensive assessment of marine and 17 15.18% 20.24%
coastal ecosystems are in place

A comprehensive assessment is currently in progress 21 18.75% 25.00%

Critical ecosystem components have been identified, and 27 24.11% 32.14%
management plans for them are being developed

Management plans for important components of marine and 17 15.18% 20.24%
coastal ecosystems are in place

Not applicable 0 0.00% 0.00%

(Murawski et al. 2008)

“Being as one of the highest

seafood-consuming countries

ever, Japan considers it important

to hand down marine biodiversi-

ty to the next generation. 

In this context, we will commit

to cooperating with other coun-

tries to find the best way for the

conservation of marine biodiver-

sity and its sustainable and wise

use on a global scale.” 

--Mr. Shoichi Kondo, Senior Vice-
Minister of the Environment of
Japan, Oceans Day at Nagoya, 
during CBD COP 10, 
October 23, 2010
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data and illustrative case studies. It also
highlights notable developments at the
regional and global levels.

National-Level Progress

Based on available data, there are notable
efforts towards ensuring the protection
and sustainable use of marine biodiversity
and ecosystems although progress as a
whole is inconsistent and marine biodiver-
sity still faces critical threats

The most recent systematic data on nation-
al level implementation for efforts to
sustainably manage marine and coastal
biodiversity comes from the 3rd CBD
national report, which as of January 2007,
83 coastal or island nations and the
European Community have submitted (an
additional 28 reports were submitted by
non-coastal States for a total of 112
reports). Of the parties to the Convention
who had not yet submitted their Third
National Reports, 65 were coastal or island
nations. Only 12 of the 37 small island
developing States identified by CBD had
submitted reports as of January 2007. Table
3.1 characterizes national-level efforts to
develop assessment and management
plans for critical components of marine
and coastal ecosystems, as of January 2007
(Murawski et al. 2008). It is noteworthy
that the majority of reporting countries
had taken some action on identifying and
managing critical components of marine
and coastal ecosystems and only a small
portion had taken no action.

While up-to-date standardized data on
national level efforts to sustainably man-
agement biodiversity is lacking, we can
look to case studies demonstrating efforts
towards establishing MPAs and integrating
area-based approaches into national man-
agement programs to draw lessons learned
and best practices. Some of these case stud-
ies, as reported in the 4th National Reports
to the CBD, are provided below (CBD
Secretariat 2010b). 

To facilitate the creation and management
of MPAs, France has created a National
MPA Agency, which has been successful in
improving MPA coverage and stimulating
the support of the public and policy-mak-
ers for MPAs and marine biodiversity (see
Box 3.1). Since the creation of the French
National MPA Agency, MPA coverage in
France has increased from 0.01% in 2002
to what is expected to reach 2% in
2012.The Philippines and New Zealand
have notably increased protected areas. In
the Philippines, the number of MPAs
increased from 439 in 1997 to 1169 in
2007. Management effectiveness of these
sites has reportedly increased from 10-15%
in 2000 to 20-30% in 2007. In New
Zealand, 33 marine reserves have been

established within the territorial sea. In
addition, New Zealand has created Benthic
Protection Areas that protect 30% of the
EEZ from bottom trawling and dredging
(CBD Secretariat 2010b).

In Fiji, efforts have been underway since
2000 to establish a network of locally-man-
aged marine areas across 410 traditional
fishing grounds. Fiji has also aimed to pro-
tect 30% of its marine area as a network of
ecologically representative and effectively
managed areas within fishing grounds.
These efforts have been effective in not
only conserving Fiji’s valuable natural
resources but also empowering local com-
munities (CBD Secretariat 2010b).

Tonga has also embraced a local communi-
ty-based approach to area-based
management, utilizing Special Manage-
ment Areas (SMA) for fisheries. Six SMAs
have been establishing throughout Tonga,
which take a community-based approach
where all management responsibilities are
carried by the communities. This initiative
has led to an overall improvement in conser-
vation and the sustainable management of
natural resources (CBD Secretariat 2010b).

In Australia, significant efforts have been
focused on addressing major threat to the
Great Barrier Reef. In 2008, the Australian
Government committed $200 million over
five years to the Great Barrier Reef Rescue
Programme, which will be used to address
the impacts of declining water quality on
reef health by helping farmers to further
reduce nutrients, chemicals and sediments
leaving their land. More than 180,000
hectares of the land across the Great Barrier
Reef Catchments have been protected as a
means of improving the water quality
reaching the reef. By reducing the amount
of land-based pollutants entering the Great
Barrier Reef ecosystem, the reef will be
given a chance to regain its inbuilt natural
resilience and ability to cope with the
impacts of climate change (CBD Secretariat
2010b).

Though the establishment of MPAs is wide-
spread, at present, there are regional
disparities in levels of protection. While
North America, Southeast Asia, Australasia,
and the Pacific are relatively well-protect-
ed, there are gaps in the Indian Ocean

“To achieve sustainable 

management of the Croatian 

coast, islands, and the Adriatic 

sea, we are currently in the process 

of establishing a unique network of

marine protected areas along the

coast, linking existing protected areas

with planned future marine protected

areas, using an integrated approach

to conserve and manage the 

cultural and natural heritage 

of this region”. 

--Mr. Zoran Sikic, Assistant Minister of
Culture, Government of Croatia, 3rd
Global Ocean Conference, UNESCO,
Paris, January 2006
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Basin, central and west Africa, and western
and southern South America. In some of
these areas, efforts to establish networks of
MPAs are underway (Toropova et al 2010).
As there are a large number of complex
and interrelated factors affecting the desig-
nation and management of MPAs, there
are a number of potential explanations for
these regional disparities. These factors
include differences in capacity and techni-
cal expertise, lack of scientific data in
certain regions to inform MPA designation
and management, different social and
political climates, and differences in exist-
ing institutional frameworks to support
area-based management approaches.

Some notable efforts have also been taken
at the national level in developing and
implementing protection measures for spe-
cific types of critically important marine
and coastal ecosystems, such as coral reefs
as noted in Table 3.2. 

Regional Progress

In recent years, the significant potential of
the regional approach to ocean gover-
nance and biodiversity protection has
gained increasing attention, spurred by
some successful efforts and developments
at the regional level. Regional approaches
align effectively with ecosystem-based
approaches and can directly address trans-
boundary ocean issues. The regional
approach, which is emphasized in a num-
ber of multilateral agreements and
strategies, can often prove to be the most
appropriate scale to encourage cross-sec-
toral cooperation (Vierros et al 2011).

A number of encouraging developments in
biodiversity conservation and sustainable
use through regional ecosystem based
management strategies and MPA designa-
tion have been undertaken at the regional
level. Regions with a strong co-ordinating
framework and supporting treaty or agree-
ment, such as those participating in
UNEP’s Regional Seas Programme have
made significant progress in this respect.
Six of the UNEP-RSP regions have
Protocols that assist in the establishment
of MPAs (Wells 2008).

In the North Atlantic, for example, the
OSPAR Commission has made great strides 

Table 3.2. Number of Parties reporting progress in coral reef protection according to the 3rd
national reports to the CBD, as of January 2008 

Integrated coastal management and protect-
ed areas

43% (34) Brazil: atlas of coral reefs; initiatives taken
to establish a Coral Reef 
St Lucia: 26 marine reserves established
and being managed by Soufriere Marine
Management Authority. Protection
Network. 
Viet Nam efforts on coral reef protection
closely linked to integrated coastal man-
agement projects. 
Philippines: Focus on Tubbataha Reef
National Marine Park and World Heritage
Site.

Ecological assessment and 
monitoring of reefs

54% (43) Brazil: baseline for national monitoring
program linked to the GCRMN estab-
lished;  
Japan:  International coral reef research
and monitoring centre set up in 2000,
responsible for long-term national coral
monitoring program, and 5-yearly survey
of coral coverage. 

Socio-economic assessments and monitor-
ing of communities and stakeholders

41% (33) Australia: undertaken as part of the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
(GBRMPA)’s Climate Change Response
Program. 
Indonesia: undertaken in 10 provinces
through COREMAP (Coral Reef
Rehabilitation and Management Program).

Stakeholder partnerships, community partici-
pation programmes and public education
campaigns in place

50% (40)

Initiatives to identify and implement addi-
tional and alternative livelihoods for people
who directly depend on coral reef services

28% (22) India: underway through the “Techno-
socio-economic program” with CORDIO
(Coral Reef  Degradation in the Indian
Ocean Programme) 
Indonesia: inter-ministerial collaborative
efforts underway.

Efforts on restoration and rehabilitation of
degraded coral reef habitats

34% (27) Malaysia: State Committee for inland and
coastal water assessed the need for coral
rehabilitation including artificial reef devel-
opment 
Japan: launched a coral reef rehabilitation
project in 2005; published a manual for
reef restoration and remediation.

Development of an early warning system for
coral bleaching as well as a rapid response
capability to document coral bleaching and
mortality 

15% (12) Australia:  the GBRMPA has established a
coral bleaching response that includes an
early warning system and rapid response
capability, and involves building partner-
ships with various stakeholders; the
GBRMPA Climate Change Response
Program includes identification and imple-
mentation of adaptation strategies. 
Brazil: project on global climate change
and coral bleaching 
St Lucia: monitoring of coral bleaching
underway

Source:  Wells 2008
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towards developing an ecologically coher-
ent network of MPAs. OSPAR has pursued
cross-sectoral coordination in advancing
the regional conservation and sustainable
use of biodiversity, namely through
improved coordination with other region-
al mechanisms and global bodies. In the
high seas, the North-East Atlantic Fisheries
Commission (NEAFC) and OSPAR have
undertaken regional collaboration in area-
based protection in the high seas,
protecting a series of seamounts and sec-
tions of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. 

The Large Marine Ecosystem (LME)
approach has also proved valuable in the
conservation and sustainable use of marine
biodiversity, encouraging notable involve-
ment of coastal countries throughout the
world. There are also encouraging signs of
cooperation between LME programs, as
evidenced by the recent formalization of
an institutional mechanism for coopera-
tion between LME programs in Africa.

Notable regional cooperation has also been
undertaken in the Pacific region, which is
home to much of world’s marine biodiver-
sity. The Coral Triangle region, sometimes
referred to as the “Amazon of the Seas,” is
the epicen¬ter of marine life abundance
and biodiver¬sity on the planet, holding
more than 75% of the known coral species
and over 3,000 species of reef fish. In
recognition of the critical importance of
the marine resources of this area, the lead-
ers of Indonesia, Malaysia, Papua New
Guinea, Philippines, Solomon Islands, and
Timor Leste met at the  summit in
Manado, Indonesia in May 2009 to launch
the Coral Triangle Initiative and endorsed
the Regional Plan of Action (RPoA) for the
Coral Triangle Initiative on Coral Reefs,
Fisheries and Food Security (CTI-CFF). The
CTI’s plan of action is intended to serve as
a rallying point for collective and parallel
action at regional, national, and sub-
national levels and is focused on five
overall goals:  (i) priority seascapes; (ii)
ecosystem approach to managing fisheries

and other marine resources; (iii) marine
protected areas; (iv) climate change adapta-
tion; and (v) threatened species (CTI 2009).

Another important regional development
in this area is the Pacific Oceanscape initia-
tive. On August 8, 2010 at the Pacific
Islands Leadership Forum, heads of state
from Australia, the Cook Islands, the
Federated States of Micronesia, the
Republic of Kiribati, Nauru, New Zealand,
Niue, Palau, Papua New Guinea, the
Republic of Marshall Islands, Samoa,
Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, and
Vanuatu endorsed a draft framework for
the long-term, sustainable, and coopera-
tive management of 38.5 million km2 of
marine areas surrounding their collective
islands. Introduced by President Anote
Tong of Kiribati and designed with techni-
cal and scientific support from
Conservation International (CI), the
Pacific Oceanscape framework aims to
comprehensively address all ocean issues
in the region as well as craft policies and
implement practices that will improve
ocean health, the provisioning of marine
resources and management expertise, and
encourage governments to factor ocean
issues into decisions about economic and
sustainable development. The Pacific
Oceanscape framework will address ocean
issues both within the EEZs of the coun-
tries participating in the framework as well
as in the high seas connecting them
(Conservation International 2010).

Global Progress 

Spurred by a high level of international
political attention on startling trends in
biodiversity loss and the failure to achieve
the major targets for biodiversity and the
establishment of networks of MPAs, there
have been some important and promising
developments at the global level to address
marine biodiversity issues in 2010.

Failure to achieve the 2010 biodiversity tar-
get and the 2012 MPA target took center
stage at the tenth Meeting of the
Conference of the Parties to the
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD
COP 10), where Parties recognized the
need to take urgent and bold action to
address the continued rate of global biodi-
versity loss. The CBD Parties adopted an

Box 3.1. The Potential Role of National MPA Agencies
One of the reasons of the low rate of creation of MPAs since UNCED is the lack of creation of
national organizations in charge of strategy and policy application for MPAs. There are cur-
rently very few MPAs agencies around the world, which could facilitate the achievement of
Aïchi target 11 of the CBD COP 10 (which calls for the protection of 10% of coastal and marine
areas by 2020). MPA Agencies have the capacity to impulse national strategies for the cre-
ation of MPAs, to develop networks of MPA practitioners, and can improve the efficiency of
MPA management. 

In France, for example, there was only 0.01% MPA coverage of waters within the EEZ in 2002.
In 2006, the French government created the Marine Protected Areas Agency (Agence des aires
marines protégées), a public entity under the control of an administrative board composed of
national representatives of State, local authorities and stakeholders. It aims to support public
policies in the field of marine protected areas, both concerning their creation and their man-
agement, to manage the human and financial resources dedicated to marine nature parks,
and to give technical and administrative support to managers of marine protected areas. The
creation of the French MPA Agency in 2006 has had a drastic impact. MPA coverage rose from
0.01 % in 2002 and will be expected to reach 2% in 2012; already more than 11% of the ter-
ritorial sea. The current goal, declared by the Grenelle de la mer (blue book of the national
marine strategy), is to create 10 new marine nature Parks by 2012 and to reach 20% of MPAs
within 2020, representing 2 millions square kilometers. Beyond its practical missions, the
French MPA Agency also works to foster attention on marine biodiversity issues and maintain
momentum on the ambitious objective of establishing a large MPA network by 2020. It is also
expected that the Agency will help to strengthen the participation of France in international
arrangements addressing the protection of the oceans, and in particular, for the designation
of MPAs in the high seas. 

Christophe Lefebvre, French Marine Protected Areas Agency



extensive decision on marine and coastal
biodiversity (decision X/29), which includ-
ed important provisions for the
identification of ecologically and biologi-
cally significant areas (EBSAs); scientific
and technical aspects relevant to environ-
mental impact assessment in marine areas;
impacts of ocean acidification; and
impacts of unsustainable fishing, and ille-
gal, unreported and unregulated (IUU)
fishing, ocean fertilization, underwater
noise, and other human activities. The
adopted decision provides for an ambitious
programme of future work, addressing
issues ranging from scientific and technical
aspects of EBSAs in marine areas beyond
national jurisdiction to the role of biodi-
versity in climate change mitigation and
adaptation. The vital role of tools and
approaches such as marine and coastal
protected areas and environmental impact
assessment continues to be recognized and
enhanced.

At this meeting Parties to the CBD adopted
a new Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011-

2020 and the Aichi Biodiversity Targets
(decision X/2), which include the follow-
ing oceans-related components:

Target 6: “By 2020 all fish and inverte-
brate stocks and aquatic plants are
managed and harvested sustainably, legal-
ly and applying ecosystem based
approaches, so that overfishing is avoid-
ed, recovery plans and measures are in
place for all depleted species, fisheries
have no significant adverse impacts on
threatened species and vulnerable ecosys-
tems and the impacts of fisheries on
stocks, species and ecosystems are within
safe ecological limits.”

Target 10: “By 2015, the multiple anthro-
pogenic pressures on coral reefs, and other
vulnerable ecosystems impacted by cli-
mate change or ocean acidification are
minimized, so as to maintain their integri-
ty and functioning.”

Target 11: “By 2020, at least 17 per cent
of terrestrial and inland water areas, and
10 per cent of coastal and marine areas,
especially areas of particular importance

for biodiversity and ecosystem services,
are conserved through effectively and
equitably managed, ecologically repre-
sentative and well connected systems of
protected areas and other effective area-
based conservation measures, and
integrated into the wider landscapes and
seascapes.”

CBD COP 10 also signaled a landmark
achievement in sustainable and equitable
use of biodiversity, with the negotiation of
the Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic
Resources and the Fair and 

Equitable Sharing of Benefits arising from
their Utilization, which address some key
issues and complexities associated with regu-
lating access to genetic resources, and the
sharing of benefits derives from their utiliza-
tion, and outlines modalities and processes
for ensuring the equitable sharing of benefits. 

Marine biodiversity issues will also be a cen-
tral area of focus at the 11th Meeting of the
Conference of the Parties to the Convention
on Biological Diversity (CBD COP 11), to
take place in India in 2012. The 2012
International Day for Biological Diversity
will also be focused on marine biodiversity,
indicating future opportunities to capitalize
on the sustained global political attention
on marine biodiversity issues.

There have also been important develop-
ments at the global level for addressing
marine biodiversity issues in the high seas,
namely at the recent fourth meeting of the
Ad Hoc Open-ended Informal Working
Group tostudy issues relating to the con-
servation and sustainable use of marine
biodiversity beyond areas of national juris-
diction (UN BBNJ Working Group) in
2011. At this meeting, which has tradition-
ally been stalled by disagreements on key

Table 3.3. Status of MPAs as reported in the CBD Third National Reports

Status of MPAs* Percentage of Reporting Countries 
(no. of countries)

Designated some MPAs 71% (51)

Management plans developed with involvement of all stakeholders 63% (45)

Have effective management with enforcement and monitoring 46% (33)

Had plans to develop new MPAs 74% (53)

Plans to improve management of existing MPAs 71% (51)

MPA system or network under development 51% (37)

MPA system or network in place 29% (21)
*As reported in Convention on Biological Diversity Third National Reports received and analyzed prior to July 6, 2006.
Source:  Cicin-Sain et al 2006.

Table 3.4. Summary of recent growth in number and areal extent of MPAs globally. 

2003 2006 2008 2010

Number of MPAs 4116 4435 5045 5850

MPA area coverage statistics Million km2 % Million km2 % Million km2 % Million km2 %

Global total 1.64 0.45 2.35 0.65 2.59 0.72 4.21 1.17

Within EEZs 1.64 1.14 2.35 1.63 2.59 1.80 4.12 2.96

On Continental Shelf 1.20 4.09 1.27 4.32

Off shelf 1.39 0.42 3.01 0.91
Source:  Toropova et. al. 2010
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contentious issues, countries recognized
principles of commonality and the general
consensus on the need to move forward in
the implementation of modern manage-
ment tools, and also exhibited significant
signs of compromise on some of the key
contentious issues, including marine
genetic resources and the potential need
for a new multilateral agreement for biodi-
versity in ABNJ. At this meeting, countries
agreed to recommend the establishment of
an intersessional process of workshops to
clarify key issues, and to consider the estab-
lishment of a formal negotiation process
for a new multilateral agreement for
marine biodiversity beyond national juris-
diction

Progress Toward the Meeting 
the Global Goal on Establishing
Representative Networks of MPAs

At the Second Conference of the Parties to
the CBD (CBD COP 2) in 1995, the Jakarta
Mandate (Operational objective 3.2) called
for the development of “criteria for the
establishment of, and for management
aspects of, marine and coastal protected
areas” and sought to share technology and
research, identify critical habitat, and
“improve in management effectiveness
across the global network of marine protect-
ed areas.”  (CBD Secretariat 1998)  At COP 8
in 2006, the CBD called for “at least 10% of
each of the world’s marine and coastal eco-
logical regions effectively conserved.”  This
global target were reinforced by the WSSD,
that called for “the establishment of marine
protected areas consistent with internation-
al law and based on scientific information,
including representative networks by
2012”, which was later endorsed at the sev-

enth meeting of the Conference of the
Parties to the CBD in 2004.

The rate of establishment of MPAs has gen-
erally been increasing, especially since
WSSD. In 2006, it is encouraging to note
that of the countries that had submitted
their CBD Third National Reports by
January 2006 (approximately 60), the
majority have taken action to designate
protected areas (Table 3.1), and 94.12% of 
all Parties stated that their future plans
included the development of new MPAs.
In some cases, these efforts have included
integration into national networks. (CBD
Secretariat).

However, as of 2010, only 12 coastal coun-
tries had met the CBD’s 10% target, while
143 countries had less than 1% of their EEZ
protected. The countries that have reached
the target include the Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, Estonia, Germany,
Guam, Heard and McDonald Islands,
Jordan, Kiribati, New Zealand, Northern
Mariana Islands, South Africa, and the
United States Minor Outlying Islands
(Toropova et al 2010).

Progress towards the international goals is
reported according to the 2010 IUCN
report, “Global Ocean Protection: Present
Status and Future Possibilities.”   The area
and location of MPAs was analyzed using
Geographical Information Systems with
the dataset provided by the World Database
on Protected Areas, which was reviewed to
verify their location and area in the marine
realm, as well as limited to sites that fall
within the IUCN definition of a protected
area. These sites were analyzed against
boundary information provided by the
World Vector Shoreline, as well as the 

VLIZ Maritime Boundary Database, which
approximates boundaries that can be
claimed under UNCLOS. Analysis of 
biogeographic regions was based on infor-
mation provided by Marine Ecosystems of
the World, Pelagic provinces, and Benthis
provinces. 

Recent studies indicate that, although the
10% target was not achieved by most
counties, the total ocean area protected by
MPAs has increased over 150% since 2003.
Table 3.3 shows the trends in MPA cover-
age from 2003 to 2010, as reported in 2010
by the IUCN. As of 2010, approximately
5,800 MPAs had been established globally,
covering over 4.7 million km2 or 1.13% of
the total marine area. Coverage varies
across the jurisdictional areas and geologic
regions. Approximately 2.88% areas within
200nm of the coast are protected. Most of
these protected areas lie on the continental
shelf, of which 4.32% is protected. In con-
trast, only 0.91% of ocean areas beyond
the continental shelf are protected, most of
which is due to the establishment of 11
large MPAs, which together comprise 60%
of the global marine area covered
(Toropova et al 2010). 

Recently, the establishment of spatially
extensive MPAs, such as the Phoenix
Islands Protected Area, in Kiribati; the
Papahānaumokuākea Marine National
Monument in the Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands (US); and the Chagos Islands MPA
(set up by the UK government) have great-
ly increased the areal extent of protected
areas in the ocean. Ambitious regional ini-
tiatives, such as the Micronesia Challenge,
the Caribbean Challenge and the Coral
Triangle Initiative are also set to protect

*Note: Most "fisheries management areas" are not included in the WCMC database, and therefore  
many areas closed to fishing to protect spawning aggregations are not listed. 
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important marine biodiversity and demon-
strate a positive trend in the use of MPAs to
protect marine biodiversity and sensitive
ecosystems (Vierros et al. 2011).

Despite the progress in MPA establishment
at the global level, not all ecosystems are
equally protected by MPAs. Globally, the
10 % goal of protection for coral reefs,
mangroves, and seagrasses has been met
whereas seamounts and shellfish reefs are
poorly protected (CBD Secretariat 2010a).
In addition, few spawning aggregation
sites are represented (UNEP-WCMC
2008)*. Protection is also disproportionate
across latitudes and the continental shelf.
MPA coverage in the tropics is relatively
high. Approximately 43% of all MPAs
(65% of the global area covered) lie in the
tropics (between 30oN and 30oS).
Intermediate latitudes (20oN–50oN) and
the southern temperate and polar latitudes
are the least represented (UNEP-WCMC
2008, CBD Secretariat 2010a). Temperate
southern Africa and temperate Australasia
have shown rapid increases in protection
since 2008 (Toropova et al 2010).

Deep-sea and open ocean habitats are
afforded relatively little protection, partic-
ularly in marine areas beyond the limits of
national jurisdiction. Regional initiatives
such as the OSPAR network of MPAs have
begun to identify and, in some cases,
declare areas for protection. Within
national jurisdiction, some countries are
now actively seeking to protect deeper
water habitats within their EEZs. Deep-sea
pelagic habitats are presently afforded
almost no protection.

ACHIEVING BIODIVERSITY 
TARGETS, INCLUDING THE USE
OF MPAs IN THE BROADER CON-
TEXT OF ECOSYSTEM-BASED
MANAGEMENT

Developing Viable Biodiversity
and MPA Targets for the Next
Phase

One of the central points of discussion at
the tenth meeting of the Conference of the
Parties to the CBD (CBD COP 10) in
October 2010, was the need to re-evaluate
how biodiversity targets were set, when
considering how to develop new targets. In
this sense, some experts critiqued the pre-
vious targets noting that, while useful in
focusing political attention to the biodiver-
sity issue and providing a good
benchmark, the previous targets gave rela-
tively less guidance to countries on how to
achieve ambitious goals for biodiversity
and MPAs. Recent evidence has also indi-
cated that the targets may have spurred
countries to focus too much on establish-
ing large numbers of MPAs, rather than
focusing efforts on establishing effective
MPAs with tangible on-the-ground impacts
that are embedded in an ecosystem-based
management framework and comple-
mented by other valuable tools, such as
provisions for impact assessment.

Improving the Information Base 

There are some key information needs and
data gaps that would improve and facili-
tate future efforts towards reducing
biodiversity loss. Many have highlighted
the need to strengthen marine biodiversity
monitoring and include ecological process-
es, including for specific types of
ecosystems and species (Wells 2008).

For some ecosystems and species, specific
needs have been identified (Wells 2008):

Coral reefs: Further support is needed from
appropriate UN organizations and the GEF
for establishing and maintaining national
coral reef monitoring and management
programs in each of the 101 coral reef
countries. Without a strategy and regular
tracking of coral reef condition, it is impos-
sible to determine whether management
actions including the establishment of
MPAs have been successful in protecting a
significant percentage of reefs and biodi-
versity. 

Mangroves: Both FAO and UNEP-WCMC
are monitoring trends. UNEP-WCMC has
reviewed the status and distribution of
mangroves in 7 countries in east Africa and
19 in West and Central Africa, and is plan-
ning the production of a global mangrove
atlas, based on an earlier one produced in
1997. Support for co-ordination and estab-
lishment of a single global monitoring
programme is needed. 

Seagrasses: Key actions needed include the
development of a coherent worldwide
monitoring network, the development of
quantitative models predicting the
responses of seagrasses to disturbance, and
the education of the public on the func-
tions of seagrass meadows and the impacts
of human activity (Duarte 2002).

Marine areas beyond the limits of national
jurisdiction:CBD is currently working with
international and regional organizations to
collate data that will facilitate the identifi-
cation of ecologically and biologically
significant areas (EBSAs) in deep and open
ocean using scientific criteria adopted by
COP-9. Several regional workshops will
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take place during the next two years to
compile data and information, and to
identify areas that meet the scientific crite-
ria. The sites proposed as EBSAs regionally
will be included in an on-line repository
and will undergo further review by the
CBD COP in the future.

Some have also emphasized the need for
improved indicators for marine biodiversi-
ty. The CBD is identifying a set of
indicators in relation to diversity and pro-
tected areas in general. Specific indicators
for marine diversity have not been identi-
fied at either global or national levels and
little guidance has been given on how the
general indicators might be applied to the
marine situation. The UNEP-WCMC proj-
ect on ‘Biodiversity Indicators for National
Use’ identified some of the challenges in
determining effective indicators through a
series of pilot initiatives. The development
of indicators should be undertaken with
reference to the work underway to develop
process indicators for ecosystem-based
management (Wells 2008).

The FAO has also continued to work to
advance the protection and sustainable use
of living resources in areas beyond nation-
al jurisdiction, including through its work
in facilitating the identification of vulnera-
ble marine ecosystems (VMEs) in ABNJ.
The FAO has also articulated guidance 
on implementing an ecosystem-based
approach to biodiversity protection and
sustainable use of living resources in the
high seas through the International
Guidelines for the Management of Deep-
sea Fisheries in the High Seas, which was 

adopted by FAO members in 2008. These
guidelines are designed to provide guid-
ance on management factors ranging from
an appropriate regulatory framework to
the components of a good data collection
program, and include the identification of
management considerations and measures
necessary to ensure the conservation of
target and non-target species, and the pro-
tection of vulnerable marine ecosystems
(FAO 2009).

There are also key information gaps in
tracking progress of implementation
efforts at the national level. A central need
that emerges when attempting to track
progress on biodiversity and MPA goals is
the need for comprehensive and standard-
ized reporting of efforts undertaken at the
national level.

Understanding the Socio-
Economic Value of Biodiversity
and Ecosystem Services

Marine and coastal biodiversity provides
numerous benefits to people, including:
food resources; regulation of the Earth’s cli-
mate; and cancer-curing medicines.
According to calculations made by The
Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity
(TEEB) project, the value of coral reefs to
humankind is between US$130,000 and
US$1.2 million per hectare, per year
(Science Daily 2009). Mangroves provide
an estimated benefit of US$584/ha for local
communities due to collected wood and
non-wood forest products, US$987/ha for
providing nursery for off-shore fisheries
and US$10,821/ha for coastal protection
against storms, totaling US$12,392/ha. 

This figure, however, does not take into
consideration other services, such as car-
bon sequestration, provided by mangroves.
Regardless, the figure is an order of magni-
tude larger than the benefits of converting
the mangroves to shrimp farms (Hanley
and Barbier 2009). The nutrient cycling
services provided by seagrasses are valued
at an estimated US$1.9 trillion per year,
while their support for commercial fisheries
is estimated to be worth as much as
US$3500/ha per year (Waycott et al, 2009).
The UN Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) estimates that fish provide more
than 4.2 billion people with over 15 per-
cent of their animal protein intake. This
figure includes protein from a total of more
than 1000 species that are harvested from
the world’s capture fisheries (FAO 2007).

Methodologies to assess and understand
the many different types of services pro-
vided by marine biodiversity and
ecosystems are continually improving, as
evidenced by The Economics of Ecosystem
and Biodiversity Services (TEEB) study,
which aims to put monetary values on the
many services provided by these ecosys-
tems. As these methods improve, there are
also emerging various opportunities to
translate this new value of biodiversity and
ecosystem services into policy, including
through the creation through the
Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiver-
sity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) and
the UN regular process for global reporting
and assessment of the state of the marine
environment, including socio-economic
aspects (also called “The Regular Process”). 
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Improving MPA Effectiveness in
the Broader Context of
Ecosystem-Based Management

Although reaching the coverage targets
established by the WSSD and CBD is
important, it is also crucial to assess the
effectiveness of MPAs. Though global
data are lacking to provide a comprehen-
sive picture on the management of
effectiveness of MPAs, there is a wide-
spread recognition that most of them
suffer from lack of management
(Toropova et al 2010). In some cases,
national studies of effectiveness have
been undertaken. According to anecdotal
evidence, effective management of MPAs
is still generally lacking (Christie 2004).

Though biodiversity protection is a key
driver for the designation of MPAs, effec-
tively designed MPA networks should
consider not only biological and ecologi-
cal criteria but also integrate the social and
economic considerations (Toropova et al
2010). While some MPAs have been effec-
tive in reaching their ecological goals, they
may have failed to meet social goals
(Christie 2004 in Preserving Life).
Sustained political will, increased human
and financial capacity and improved 
governance and engagement with stake-
holders are central factors of successfully
managed MPAs (Toroporva et al 2010).

Increasing research demonstrates that
MPAs alone will not be effective in halt-
ing the rate of biodiversity loss (Mora and
Sale 2011) and that they must be embed-
ded within a broader ecosystem-based
approach and completed by other impor-
tant tools and approaches, such as EIAs
and SEAs. For MPAs to be effective, they

need to be a part of a broader framework
that addresses effective management
across all sectors (Toroporva et al 2010).
Increasing examples of cross-sectoral col-
laboration, as evidenced by collaborative
area-based approaches undertaken by the
OSPAR Commission and NEAFC, repre-
sent important signs of progress that
should be looked to for drawing best
practices.

It is important to embed the creation of
MPAs within broader governance systems
of integrated ocean and coastal manage-
ment. These considerations are essential
because the effectiveness of MPAs is not
only influenced by the management of
activities within the designated areas, but
also human activities that are sometimes
far removed from the protected area.
Without consideration of the broader
governance and management context,
protected areas can be fated to become
“islands of protection in a sea of use”
(Cicin-Sain and Belfiore 2005). 

Policies, planning, and management need
to be expanded to look beyond MPAs, to
consider biodiversity conservation and
management needs across large ocean
areas both within and beyond national
jurisdiction. At the national level, marine
spatial planning provides a concrete step
towards the development of ecosystem-
based management because it focuses on
developing area-based management plans
to jointly meet multiple objectives such as
conservation, fishery production, trans-
portation, and energy extraction, and
allows for addressing multiple human
uses and their cumulative impacts on the
ecosystem.

The Value of Small-Scale Marine
Managed Areas and
Community-Based Approaches 

Although the recent establishment of a
number of large MPAs has greatly
increased the area of MPA coverage, there
are also a number of very small sites, with
more than 2700 sites of less than 1 km2
(Toropova et al 2010). Some of these sites
are managed by local communities and
can provide valuable lessons in effective-
ness. In addition, many small, locally
managed marine areas are not included in
global MPA databases, and are not thus
counted towards global MPA targets
(Vierros et al 2010).

Traditional marine management in the
Pacific Islands region predates Western
models for marine protection and offers a
culturally appropriate, community-driven
approach to sustainable resource use. It is
important that national governments and
the international community recognize,
support and build upon the successes of
traditional marine management in the
Pacific Islands

The approaches being developed at
national levels are built on a unique fea-
ture of the region, customary tenure and
resource access, and make use of, in most
cases, existing community strengths in
traditional knowledge and governance,
combined with a local awareness of the
need for action. The main driver in most
cases, is a community desire to maintain
or improve livelihoods, often related to
perceived threats to food security or local
economic revenue (Govan 2009).
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There is much we can learn from how
communities in Pacific Islands have tradi-
tionally used and protected their marine
resources, as well as similar approaches
elsewhere in the world, and this knowl-
edge may help the rest of the world find
appropriate solutions for reaching out-
comes that benefit both the cultural and
biological diversity that ensure the
resilience and richness of our lives. 

Major Challenges

Marine and coastal biodiversity loss is
caused by multiple drivers that are intensi-
fying. These drivers include development
and land-use patterns, pollution, unsus-
tainable fishing, and other impacts. Rising
global population is putting increased
demands on the services provided by
marine ecosystems, and unsustainable
development practices are adversely dam-
aging critical marine habitats. Coastal
populations are predicted to increase, with
50% of the world’s population expected to
live along the coasts by 2015. Projections
from UNEP estimate that as much as
91%of all temperate and tropical coasts
will be heavily impacted by development
by 2050 (Nellemann et al 2008). Of these
drivers, however, climate change presents
the most pressing threat that will be diffi-
cult and highly complex to address. Ocean
acidification caused by rising levels of car-
bon dioxide in the oceans is happening
now–at a rate and to a level not experi-
enced by marine organisms for about 20
million years (Turley et al. 2006). Even if
atmospheric CO2 is stabilized at 450 parts
per million (ppm), it is estimated that only
about eight percent of existing tropical and
subtropical coral reefs will be surrounded

by waters favorable to shell construction.
Life-sustaining ecosystems such as coral
reefs can suffer severe damage from rising
ocean temperatures; already 20 percent of
the world’s coral reefs are estimated to be
damaged due to ocean warming (Nurse
and Moore 2007). If current trends in
greenhouse gas emissions continue, many
of the remaining reefs will be lost to coral
bleaching over the next 20 to 40 years
(Wilkinson 2008). Global warming will
also likely result in species migrations, with
significant implications for marine food
webs and global fish stocks. In fact,
changes in fish stocks due to climate
change have already become evident in
some areas. These drivers not only impact
biodiversity and ecosystems, but will also
have significant socio-economic impacts,
as much of the world’s population is
dependent on biodiversity resources and
services for food, livelihood, and medicinal
products.

The drivers of biodiversity loss cannot be
controlled by environmental agencies
alone, and mainstreaming of biodiversity
concerns into the activities of other sectors
is often lacking. Halting biodiversity loss
requires the involvement of all sectors,
including fisheries, forestry, agriculture,
coastal development and shipping.
Biodiversity decline will continue unless all
ocean users incorporate biodiversity-rele-
vant priorities into their activities  (Vierros
et al. 2011).

It can prove difficult to maintain political
commitment and support for measures to
ensure the protection and sustainable use
of biodiversity and ecosystems. In many
cases, this can be due to the lack of under-
standing of the economic and social

benefits and values of marine and coastal
biodiversity, resulting in limited political
will to undertake action towards biodiver-
sity protection. This is particularly true if
the required action is likely to be unpopu-
lar in the short term, such as limiting
development and extractive or other rev-
enue-generating activities. The benefits of
protection will only be apparent long after
national election cycles have passed. The
lack of appreciation regarding the goods
and services provided by marine biodiver-
sity may also explain the limited
application of the precautionary approach
in management (Vierros et al. 2011).
Similarly, limited public awareness of the
importance of marine biodiversity and
healthy marine ecosystems can undermine
the effectiveness of management measures
and drive unsustainable consumption and
development behavior. 

Available data and information relating to
the marine environment is not always easi-
ly accessible or well-organized and new
research and monitoring efforts are not
comprehensive or responsive to manage-
ment needs. There is currently no
comprehensive global assessment/moni-
toring of the status of biodiversity in the
oceans, robust indicators are often lacking
and existing efforts are not well-coordinat-
ed. Therefore, we still have very little
understanding of what we have and what
we stand to lose (Vierros et al. 2011).

Often economic frameworks do not pro-
vide for the conservation and sustainable
use of marine biodiversity and ecosystems,
and can encourage unsustainable exploita-
tion and lack of protection. Increased
efforts should be taken to improve
accounting and understanding of the



value of the services provided by biodiver-
sity and ecosystems, and integration of
these considerations into management
and development frameworks (Wells
2008). Although there has been some
progress in developing frameworks for
access and benefit-sharing at different lev-
els, including with the negotiation of the
Nagoya Protocol for ABS, there is still a crit-
ical need for adequate mechanisms and
frameworks to ensure the equitable sharing
of benefits arising from the use of biodiver-
sity resources and technology transfer.

BOTTOM LINE

Considering progress on the achievement
of the WSSD biodiversity and marine pro-
tected area goals, it seems that in this
area tangible progress has been made
since 2002. Important initiatives are
underway at both national and regional
levels, and, a large proportion of nations
reporting note that they have designated
MPAs and also have plans to create MPA
networks and to improve existing MPAs.
Implementation of the WSSD biodiversi-
ty and MPA goals benefits from the
connection to an international conven-
tion—the Convention on Biological
Diversity—and its Secretariat, which pro-
vide a well-organized structure and
process for advancing biodiversity
around the world. In this area, too, there
is good monitoring and regular reporting
of progress on biodiversity conservation
through such means as the national
reports, the conference of the parties, and
the scientific meetings. This is not the
case with regard to many of the other
WSSD goals.

However, failure to achieve the global tar-
gets for biodiversity loss and establishment
of MPAs indicate that existing efforts have
not been effective enough, and that both
greater efforts need to be taken by all stake-
holders and that new and innovative
approaches must be considered. The
inability to halt the rate of marine biodi-
versity loss are failures of the global
community, but has also served to focus
global attention on critical issues facing
biodiversity and raise awareness of the
need for urgent action. CBD COP 10 capi-
talized on this renewed attention and was
able to put forth bold new targets and
action items. Important initiatives are
underway at the national, regional, and
global levels which may help in reaching
these targets. 

It is also important to embed the creation
of MPAs within broader governance sys-
tems of integrated ocean and coastal
management. These considerations are
essential because the effectiveness of MPAs
is not only influenced by the management
of activities within the designated areas,
but also human activities that are some-
times far removed from the protected area.
Without consideration of the broader gov-
ernance and management context,
protected areas can be fated to become
“islands of protection in a sea of use”
(Cicin-Sain and Belfiore 2005). Similarly, it
is important to underline that the achieve-
ment of the biodiversity conservation goals
is directly tied to the efforts to meet the
goals related to fisheries as well as the goals
on integrated ocean and coastal manage-
ment and on ecosystem management. 

These goals should be considered mutually
supporting and, to the extent possible, they
should be considered as parts of a whole.

The Parties to the Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD) adopted the
Jakarta Mandate on Marine and Coastal
Biodiversity, articulating a global consen-
sus on the need to address recognition
pressing threats facing marine biodiversity
and the need to ensure the long-term
health and well-being of critical marine
ecosystems. Further bold steps were taken
in 2002, when the world’s governments
took bold steps in agreeing to a target to
significantly reduce the rate of biodiversity
loss by 2010 and to develop representative
networks of marine protected areas (MPAs)
by 2012. However, more than fifteen years
have passed since the adoption of the
Jakarta Mandate, and, in light of the failure
to achieve the 2010 and 2012 targets and
the presence of new drivers of biodiversity
loss and as well as new approaches to con-
servation and sustainable use, it is time to
consider the development of a new politi-
cal mandate for marine biodiversity for the
next phase. While it is not immediately
what the content or form such a mandate
should take, the global community should
make use of the valuable opportunities pre-
sented by the Rio+20 Conference and the
upcoming CBD COP 11 in India in 2012 to
renew global political support for the con-
servation and sustainable use of marine
biodiversity. 
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Report Card: Biodiversity and Marine Protected Areas

Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
When assessing progress made in the reduction in the rate of marine
biodiversity loss and the establishment of representative networks of
MPAs, the immediate observation is that the world’s governments
failed to achieve the 2010 biodiversity target and will likely not
achieve the 2012 MPA target. The Marine Living Planet Index, which
tracks population trends of representative marine species, shows a
continued decline overall in the abundance, diversity and distribution
of marine species and existing MPA networks are not truly representa-
tive of marine ecosystems and offer inconsistent protection. While
this is a failure of the global community, the time frame to achieve the
2010 and 2012 targets may have been too short, given the many pow-
erful drivers of biodiversity loss and complex factors underlying
processes to create such MPA networks. And, in fact, the failure to
achieve the targets may have served to renew political attention on
the importance of this issue.

In spite of the inability to achieve these targets, there are a number of
important developments and positive trends that paint a hopeful pic-
ture for the future. There is a growing recognition of the value and
importance of conserving marine biodiversity by both the public and
policymakers, evidenced perhaps by the number of initiatives in
recent years on MPAs. This growing understanding and appreciation is
greatly facilitated by new approaches and methodologies to improve
our understanding of the socio-economic value of marine ecosystems,
including the ability to quantify this value in economic 

terms. There are notable developments at the national level to estab-
lish MPA networks and to begin to mainstream biodiversity
considerations into other areas. Regional frameworks and initiatives,
including through the Regional Seas Programme and the Large Marine
Ecosystem (LME) programs, are making valuable progress in facilitat-
ing multilateral cooperation through a broader ecosystem-based
approach to ocean governance. Developments at the global level,
including through the CBD (e.g. 2010 Aichi Targets, Nagoya Protocol
on Access and Benefit-Sharing) and the global negotiations on marine
biodiversity beyond national jurisdiction, are laying the groundwork
for progress in the next phase. 

At the same time, when faced with powerful drivers of biodiversity loss
compromising the critical services provided by marine ecosystems to
billions of people around the world, it is clear than much more effort
is needed. In addition to more concerted efforts to establish MPA net-
works, efforts should be taken to improve the effectiveness of MPAs,
ensuring that protected areas have tangible on-the-ground impacts,
and that area-based approaches are embedded within a broader frame-
work of ecosystem-based management, complemented by other tools
and measures. While political attention is improving, the significant
efforts needed to reverse the negative trends of biodiversity loss
require much more concerted engagement, outlining the need for a
new global political mandate to focus future efforts to conserve and
sustainably use marine biodiversity.

MAJOR OBSTACLES:
-- Population growth, leading to growing demands on the resources
and services provided by marine ecosystems and increasing impacts
from unsustainable development 

-- Climate change, leading to potentially severe impacts on ecosys-
tem dynamics, species distribution, and the biology and physiolo-
gy of marine species

-- New and emerging uses of the oceans carrying a number of
unknown and potentially adverse impacts on marine biodiversity 
and ecosystems 

-- General lack of standardized data on the status of marine ecosys-
tems and on measures taken at the national level to ensure the pro-
tection and sustainable use of marine biodiversity

-- Relative lack of understanding of biodiversity and ecosystem servic-
es by policy-makers and the general public, although there are
notable efforts and approaches beginning to address this issue 

SOME BRIGHT SPOTS:
While the picture remains grim, there are also some bright spots and
notable examples of progress:

-- Net loss of mangroves, while still very high, may have slowed down,
possibly due to massive replanting campaigns following the 2004
tsunami.

-- Coral reefs in the Indian Ocean and Western Pacific have shown sig-
nificant recovery since the devastating 1998 bleaching events.

-- Almost all coastal countries now have one or more MPA and many
have established networks of MPAs.

3 3 3
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-- Establishment of large MPAs, such as the Phoenix Islands Protected
Area in Kiribati and the Papahānaumokuākea Marine National
Monument in Hawaii, have greatly increased protected area coverage.

-- Regional progress through Regional Seas Programmes and Large
Marine Ecosystems (LME), including the efforts of the OSPAR
Commission to develop a regional MPA network, and creation of
regional initiatives, such as the Micronesia Challenge, the Coral
Triangle Initiative, and the Pacific Oceanscape initiative, demon-
strate a positive trend in regional approaches.

-- Increasing use of marine spatial planning and large-scale bioregion-
al classification, as well as the integration of MPA networks and area-
based approaches as part of comprehensive management regimes in
a broader ecosystem approach context. 

-- Development and refinement of methodologies for improving the
understanding of the value, including the economic value, of biodi-
versity and ecosystem services.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Establishing Marine Protected Areas

-- Accelerate the creation of representative, resilient and well-managed
networks of MPAs in the context of the ecosystem approach, based
on scientific information and/or traditional knowledge, including
through national agencies dedicated to the creation and manage-
ment of MPAs and through culturally-appropriate community-
based initiatives.

-- Promote the application of customary law and other complementa-
ry approaches to formal law for the sustainable management of
marine biodiversity in the context of MPA networks.

-- Further develop the application of innovative tools to planning
such as marine spatial planning. 

-- Promote and undertake the establishment of MPAs in the broader
context of integrated marine and coastal area management
(IMCAM) at various levels.

Mainstreaming Biodiversity Concerns into Economic and
Development Frameworks 

-- At the sub-regional, regional and global levels: Ensure that marine
biodiversity is reflected in the outline of the first assessment report
of the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity
and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), with specific reference to the
Platform’s work on economic and non-economic valuation of
marine biodiversity and ecosystem services.

-- At the national level: Incorporate the ecological and socio-econom-
ic value of marine biodiversity and ecosystem services, including
through the application of available harmonized economic and
non-economic valuation methodologies, into development plan-
ning and sectoral management frameworks.

-- Address cumulative impacts of human activities on the marine envi-
ronment through the application of environmental impact assess-
ment (EIA) and strategic environmental assessment (SEA) in the
context of socio-economic scenarios in support of National
Biodiversity Strategies and Action Plans. 

-- Develop and implement innovative solutions to biodiversity loss
that (i) address the expanding human footprint and demand for
natural resources; (ii) provide for sustainable use, stewardship and 

address, through locally-driven solutions, the linkages between
restoration of biodiversity in populated and urban areas; and (iii)
environmental conservation, poverty alleviation and community
resilience.

Climate Change and Marine Biodiversity 

-- Develop and implement priority actions within and among sectors
that enhance the resilience of marine biodiversity to the impacts of
climate change, and maintain and restore the capacity of oceans
and coasts to store carbon, including by using MPAs to protect key
components of the carbon cycle. 

Marine Biodiversity Beyond National Jurisdiction 

-- Facilitate the creation of a sustainable governance framework for
marine areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction that will
comprehensively address conservation and sustainable use of biodi-
versity and resources, as well as equity concerns related to marine
genetic resources, including through application of modern conser-
vation principles and tools such as the ecosystem approach, precau-
tionary approach, MPAs and EIA/SEA.

Improving Global Political Engagement to Achieve Biodiversity
and MPA Goals 

-- Provide further elaboration for the provisions of the UN system-
wide Strategic Plan for Biodiversity (2011-2020) by tailoring its rele-
vant Goals and Aichi Biodiversity Targets to current pressures and
emerging threats related to marine biodiversity and by identifying
and selecting appropriate responses among existing tools and prac-
tices available. 

Public Outreach and Education 

-- Take full stock of the United Nations Decade on Biodiversity (2011-
2020) to develop and support outreach and education programs to
improve public awareness of the importance of, and major threats
to, marine biodiversity and ecosystems; and to raise awareness to re-
direct funding for education towards programs aimed at encourag-
ing society to reflect on sustainable modes of living and to take con-
crete actions that promote the conservation of biodiversity and the
maintenance of related ecosystem services.
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4. Small Island Developing 
States and Oceans*

Agenda 21 (1992)

u Adopt and implement programmes in SIDS to support 
the sustainable utilization of marine and coastal
resources to maintain biodiversity and improve quality 
of life, including plans that emphasize multiple use of
resources, integrate environmental considerations into 
economic and sectoral planning and policies, define 
measures for maintaining cultural and biological 
diversity and conserve endangered species and 
critical marine habitats. 

u Adopt measures to enable SIDS to cope effectively 
and sustainably with environmental change, including
through the design of response strategies to address the
environmental, social and economic impacts of climate
change and sea-level rise. 

u Adapt coastal area management techniques, such as 
planning, siting and environmental impact assessments,
using Geographical Information Systems (GIS), suitable to
the special characteristics of small islands, taking into
account the traditional and cultural knowledge. 

Johannesburg Plan of Implementation (2002)

u Assist small-island developing States in delimiting and
managing in a sustainable manner their coastal areas 
and exclusive economic zones and the continental shelf. 

u Support and strengthen relevant regional fisheries 
management organizations to achieve sustainable 
fisheries management and improved financial returns. 

u Provide support, including for capacity-building, for the
development and further implementation of SIDS-specific
components within programmes of work on marine and
coastal biological diversity. 

u Develop community-based initiatives on sustainable
tourism by 2004 and build the capacities necessary to 
diversify tourism products, while protecting culture and 
traditions and effectively conserving and managing
natural resources. 

u Assist SIDS in mobilizing adequate resources and partner-
ships for their adaptation needs relating to the adverse
effects of climate change, sea level rise and climate 
variability. 

u Develop and promote efficient use of sources of energy in
SIDS, including indigenous sources and renewable energy,
and building the capacities of small island developing
States for training, technical know-how and strengthening
national institutions in the area of energy management. 

u Undertake a comprehensive review of the implementation
of the Barbados Programme of Action for the Sustainable
Development of Small Island Developing States in 2004. 

*This section builds on Loper et al (2005), Cicin-Sain et al (2006), and Payet (2008). The term ‘oceans’ is to include 
seas, territorial waters and near-shore coastal and marine environments.
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Relevant Goals and Commitments Emanating from UNCED and the WSSD
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INTRODUCTION

Currently, there are fifty-two1 small
island developing States (SIDS) and
territories included in the list used

by the United Nations Department of
Economic and Social Affairs in monitoring
the sustainable development of SIDS.
Spread across the Atlantic, Pacific and
Indian Oceans, and the Caribbean and
Mediterranean Seas, SIDS form a distinctive
group, each with their own unique charac-
teristics but nevertheless sharing many
features in common. SIDS are recognized
by virtue of their small size, small popula-
tions, lack of substantial natural resources,
remoteness, vulnerability to natural disas-
ters, excessive dependence upon imports or
few economic sectors, high costs of trans-
portation and communication,
inaccessibility to economies of scale and
disproportionately higher costs of conduct-
ing business (Payet 2008). Many SIDS have
sought to overcome such challenges by
expanding development in tourism, fish-
eries, sugarcane, offshore financial centers,
gambling havens and trading hubs.
However, through years of exploitation, the
ability of natural ecosystems to provide
uses and services in many SIDS has been
reduced, causing erosion to socioeconomic
growth. Despite progress in the majority of
these states, at least 20% of SIDS are still cat-
egorized as Least Developed Countries
(LDCs). As these states grow in real GDP
terms, many face ‘graduation’ which leads
to a loss of access to low interest loans and
attractive development concessions. 

On the global scale, SIDS are stewards of
vast ocean resources and play a key role in
efforts to sustainably manage ocean and
coastal resources. SIDS also are often the
first to feel the effects of global environ-
mental problems, due to their often small
size, isolated locations, and vulnerability to
climate change. It is clear that most SIDS
countries are keenly aware of the impor-
tance of the marine environment and its
resources to their sustainable development
and economic stability. However, SIDS
countries are sometimes constrained by
weak institutions and administrative
processes and need enhanced human, tech-

nical, and financial resources to develop
and implement cross-cutting approaches to
ocean and coastal planning and manage-
ment.

Ultimately, it must be emphasized that
social and economic development for most
SIDS is inextricably linked to the sustainable
management and use of coastal and marine
resources and space—development sectors
in SIDS (e.g., fishing, tourism, energy, etc.)
cannot grow and be strengthened without
healthy oceans and coasts (Singh 2008).
While much of the information in this
report focuses on the marine environment,
one must keep in mind the interactions
between SIDS and the marine environment
from a development standpoint. Through
that lens, the picture of sustainable ocean
resources becomes more clearly a very mat-
ter of survival for many SIDS. 

GLOBAL ATTENTION TO SIDS

The attention of the global community on
the vulnerability of SIDS largely began in
1989 when the United Nations General
Assembly (UNGA) approved resolution GA
44/206 on the possible adverse effects of
sea-level rise on islands and coastal areas,
and in particular low-lying coastal areas.
This was further developed at the 1992
United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED)

and the development of Agenda 21, which
recognized the unique challenges of SIDS in
the context of sustainable development
including that: Small island developing
States, and islands supporting small communi-
ties are a special case both for environment and
development. They are ecologically fragile and
vulnerable. Their small size, limited resources,
geographic dispersion and isolation from mar-
kets, place them at a disadvantage
economically and prevent economies of scale
(Agenda 21: 17.124).

As called for in UNCED, in April 1994 the
Global Conference on Sustainable
Development of Small Island Developing
States was convened in Barbados. The
resulting Barbados Programme of Action on
the Sustainable Development of Small
Island Developing States (BPoA) was the
first effort that translated Agenda 21 into a
program of action for a group of countries.
The 2002 World Summit on Sustainable
Development (WSSD) subsequently recog-
nized the need to “undertake a full and
comprehensive review of the implementa-
tion of the Barbados Programme of Action
for the Sustainable Development of Small
Island Developing States in 2004, in accor-
dance with the provisions set forth in
General Assembly resolution S-22/2…”
This ten-year review of the BPoA was held
in Port Louis, Mauritius in January 2005.

1 http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/sids/sidslist.htm
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National Regional International

Policy Creation and
Implementation

Establish and/or strengthen, where
appropriate, institutional, administra-
tive and legislative arrangements for
developing and implementing inte-
grated coastal zone management
plans and strategies for coastal
watersheds and EEZs, including inte-
grating them within national develop-
ment plans.
Ratify and/or adhere to regional and
international conventions concerning
the protection of coastal and marine
resources and combat unsustainable
fishing and related practices

Harmonize policies and strategies for the
coordination of the sustainable manage-
ment and utilization of coastal and marine
resources. Develop a methodology for inte-
grated coastal zone management appro-
priate to SIDS, particularly very small, low
elevation and coral islands.

Cooperate in facilitating mutually advanta-
geous fishing agreements between SIDS
and foreign fishing groups; take account of
the concerns and characteristics of those
States within the United Nations
Conference on Straddling Fish Stocks and
Highly Migratory Fish Stocks; and encour-
age and facilitate the full participation of
small island developing States in the
Conference and in the implementation of
the Conference outcomes.

Analyses Develop and/or strengthen regional clear-
inghouses for coastal and marine environ-
mental information to facilitate the collec-
tion, synthesis and sharing of relevant
information, knowledge and experience
among SIDS in a structured and systematic
way.

Use the relevant results of the World Coast
Conference, held at Noordwijk, the
Netherlands, from 1 to 5 November 1993
as well as the ongoing work within the
UNEP Regional Seas Programme to assist
SIDS with the development and implemen-
tation of integrated coastal zone manage-
ment plans, to improve international coor-
dination in that field and to develop strate-
gies to prevent further marine and coastal
degradation.
Monitor the results of the Meeting of
Government-designated Experts Focusing
on the 1985 Montreal Guidelines for the
Protection of the Marine Environment
Against Pollution from Land-Based
Sources, held in Montreal from 6 to 10
June 1994.

Monitoring Plans Design comprehensive monitoring
programmes for coastal and marine
resources, including wetlands, in
order to determine shoreline and
ecosystem stability,  and also docu-
ment and apply, as a basis for inte-
grated coastal zone planning and
decision-making,  traditional knowl-
edge and management practices 
that are ecologically sound and
include the participation of local 
communities.

Develop and/or strengthen regional capa-
bilities for the effective surveillance and
monitoring of activities in the EEZs of SIDS.

Develop mechanisms for the gathering and
sharing of information and expertise, par-
ticularly interregionally among SIDS, includ-
ing geographic information systems (GIS)
techniques and facilities for the assess-
ment of coastal and marine resources,
including the regional nodes of the UNEP
Global Resource Information Database.
Support SIDS in establishing national and
regional capabilities for the effective sur-
veillance and monitoring of activities within
their EEZs, setting up regional and other
joint-venture fishing enterprises, developing
inventories of marine resources and
regional approaches to the sustainable
management of their EEZs, and strength-
ening regional marine research centres.

Table 4.1: Components of the Barbados Programme of Action Specifically Related to Oceans and Coasts
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The Mauritius International Meeting result-
ed in the Mauritius Strategy for the Further
Implementation of the Programme of
Action for the Sustainable Development of
Small Island Developing States.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
BARBADOS PROGRAMME OF
ACTION AND THE MAURITIUS
STRATEGY IN RELATION TO
OCEANS  

The Barbados Programme of
Action (BPoA) 1994

The BPoA set forth a fourteen point pro-
gram identifying priority actions and
measures to be taken at the national,
regional and international levels in support
of the sustainable development of SIDS.
The Barbados Programme of Action
addresses different aspects of policy devel-
opment and implementation related to
oceans and coasts—particularly on:  the
development of institutional mechanisms
for policy implementation of integrated
coastal and ocean management; marine
resources management, with emphasis on
fisheries management; biodiversity; and
capacity building issues (see Table 4.1). The

management of oceans and coasts is inti-
mately affected by land-based activities,
especially for SIDS where land resources are
very limited, resulting in a more intensive
dependence on coastal resources. Thus, a
number of other components of the BPoA
are relevant to the BPoA goals for manage-
ment of ocean and coastal areas. These
include climate change and sea level rise,
biodiversity resources, management of
wastes, transport and communications,
land resources, freshwater resources, energy
resources, tourism resources, natural and
environmental disasters, science and tech-
nology, national institutions and
administrative capacity, regional institu-
tions and regional cooperation, and human
resource development (Loper et al. 2005).

Mauritius Strategy for the Further
Implementation of the
Programme of Action for the
Sustainable Development of Small
Island Developing States
(Mauritius Strategy) 2005

The Mauritius Strategy noted the actions
needed in order to achieve implementation
of the BPoA. Section IV of the Mauritius
Strategy relates to coastal and marine

resources and includes seven items (26-32),
including issues associated with the delimi-
tation of maritime boundaries, assessment
of living and non-living marine resources,
financial and technical assistance, capacity
building, ascension to the UN Fish Stocks
Agreement, enforcement, and the imple-
mentation of the UNEP Global Programme
of Action for the Protection of the Marine
Environment from Land-based Activities,
among other issues (see Box 4.1). Another
outcome of the Mauritius International
Meeting was the creation of the University
Consortium of Small Island States to fur-
ther SIDS cooperation on sustainable
development education and to strengthen
the national capacity of small island states
to implement the Barbados Programme of
Action and the Mauritius Strategy. The five
founding member institutions include the
universities of Malta, Mauritius, South
Pacific, Virgin Islands, and West Indies. 

In September 2010, a 5-year review of the
Mauritius Strategy took place during the
65th Session of the UNGA. In preparation
for this high-level event, SIDS member
states were requested to submit national
assessment reports based upon specific
guidelines. These reports, complemented

National Regional International

Capacity Building Develop and/or strengthen national
capabilities for the sustainable har-
vesting and processing of fishery
resources and provide training and
awareness programmes for the man-
agers (government and local commu-
nities) of coastal and marine
resources.

Develop and/or strengthen the capacity of
regional organizations to undertake activi-
ties in coastal and marine areas, including
research into commercial and non-com-
mercial fisheries with a view to sustainable
harvesting and utilization, as well as sur-
veys on reef, estuary, wetland and lagoon
resources. Also monitor and promote inno-
vative ways to sustainably develop territori-
al waters and EEZs, including providing
support for aquaculture, mariculture, coral
reef and mangrove programmes.
Develop programmes to enhance negotiat-
ing and related skills for the management
and exploitation of coastal and marine
resources, including the negotiation of fish-
eries agreements.

Improve means of building capacity for inte-
grated coastal zone management planning
and implementation, strengtheningregional
and international networks, including South-
South relationships; increasing public
awareness and participation; enhancing rel-
evant education and increasing training
activities; ensuring the involvement and par-
ticipation of non-governmental organiza-
tions and other major groups; supporting
the development of concepts, methodolo-
gies and tools; and supporting and strength-
ening international research and improve-
ments in monitoring, the results of which
should be integrated into policy develop-
ment, planning and decisionmaking.

Assistance Assist with the establishment and/or
strengthening, where necessary, of new
institutional and administrative arrange-
ments for the development of integrated
coastal zone management plans and their
implementation.(Source: Loper et al. 2005)
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Box 4.1: Actions needed in order to achieve
implementation of the BPoA on coastal and
marine resources, as provided for in the
Mauritius Strategy.
IV. Coastal and marine resources
26. Small island developing States are defined by their historic, cultural
and economic links to the oceans and seas. They continue to be heavily
dependent on their marine resources, particularly for the sustainable
livelihoods of coastal communities. The management of coastal and
marine resources have become integrated into broader ocean manage-
ment strategies since the entry into force of the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea.11 However, for small island develop-
ing States that are States parties to the Convention, implementation
continues to be impeded by financial constraints and a lack of capacity.

27. To overcome these constraints, it is important to give appropriate pri-
ority at all levels, including in national and regional sustainable
development agendas, to ocean issues, including fisheries. Further
action is required by small island developing States, with the necessary
support of the international community, to enable small island developing
States to, among other things:

(a) Complete the delimitation of their maritime boundaries;

(b) Submit any claims to the Continental Shelf Commission by 13 May
2009 or such later date as may be applicable in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Convention on the Law of the Sea;

(c) Further the work on the assessment of living and non-living seabed
resources within their national jurisdiction.

28. Further action is required by small island developing States, with the
necessary support of the international community, to build technical and
financial capacities to:

(a) Establish effective monitoring, reporting and enforcement, and control
of fishing vessels, including by small island developing States as flag
States, to further implement international plans of action to prevent,
deter and eliminate illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing and to
manage fishing capacity;

(b) Strengthen or develop, where necessary, national and regional sus-
tainable and responsible fisheries management mechanisms consistent
with the 1995 Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries;

(c) Fully implement surveillance and monitoring systems;

(d) Analyse and assess the status of fish stocks;

(e) If they have not yet done so, consider becoming parties to the 1995
Agreement for the Implementation of the Provisions of the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 relating to the
Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly
Migratory Fish Stocks13 and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations 1993 Agreement to Promote Compliance with
International Conservation and Management Measures by Fishing
Vessels on the High Seas,14 as well as relevant regional agreements for
the conservation and management of fisheries;

(f) Establish or enhance the necessary infrastructure and legislative and
enforcement capabilities to ensure effective compliance with, and imple-

mentation and enforcement of, their responsibilities under international
law. In this regard, until such action is undertaken small island develop-
ing States flag States are encouraged to consider declining the granting
of the right to fly their flag to new vessels, suspending their registry or
not opening a registry.

29. Distant-water fishing nations are encouraged to provide small island
developing States with adequate technical and financial support to
enhance the effective and sustainable management of their fisheries
resources.

30. In collaboration with other States and making use of regional mecha-
nisms, small island developing States will work to put in place integrated
policies and sound management approaches, such as marine protected
areas, consistent with relevant international agreements, and develop
national capacity to monitor, conserve and sustainably manage coral
reefs and associated ecosystems, taking into account the programme of
work on marine and coastal biological diversity adopted by the
Conference of Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity at its sev-
enth session. Small island developing States should address as a priority
the impacts of coastal development, coastal tourism, intensive and
destructive fishing practices and pollution, as well as the unreported and
illegal trade in corals, on the future health of coral reefs. To facilitate
these initiatives, the international community should provide technical
and financial support for:

(a) Regional monitoring efforts and Global Ocean Observing System;

(b) Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission marine science pro-
grammes that are of particular relevance to small island developing
States;

(c) The strengthening, where appropriate, of representative networks of
marine protected areas, consistent with decision VII/2816 of the
Conference of Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity;

(d) Activities to address the impact of coral bleaching, including enhanc-
ing resistance and recovery.

31. Small island developing States and relevant regional and internation-
al development partners should work together to develop and implement
regional initiatives to promote the sustainable conservation and manage-
ment of coastal and marine resources, drawing upon best practices from
other regions, including the Pacific Islands Regional Ocean Policy, the
designation of the Caribbean Sea as a special area in the context of sus-
tainable development, the ocean governance project involving all
regions, and the establishment of related initiatives in other small island
developing States regions.

32. Small island developing States and the international development
partners should fully implement the Global Programme of Action for the
Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-based Activities, partic-
ularly with the support of the United Nations 

36. The international community is requested to provide assistance to
small island developing States for capacity-building for the development
and further implementation of freshwater and sanitation programmes,
and the promotion of integrated water resources management, including
through the Global Environment Facility focal areas, where appropriate,
the World Water Assessment Programme, and through support to the
Global Programme of Action Coordination Office and the EU “Water for
Life Initiative”.
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by inputs received from UN agencies,
regional organizations, NGOs and donor
States formed the basis for three regional
review meetings held in the Caribbean Sea,
Pacific Ocean and the Atlantic, Indian
Ocean, Mediterranean and South China
Sea (AIMS) regions in early 2010 (Caribbean
Regional Meeting 16 and 18 March, 2010,
Grenada; Pacific Regional Meeting 8-9
February, 2010, Vanuatu; AIMS Regional
Meeting 9-10 March, 2010,   Maldives).
These meetings addressed progress made
and continuing challenges in the imple-
mentation of the Mauritius Strategy, with
special focus on the vulnerabilities of SIDS,
and provided an opportunity for both
national and regional assessment of actions
taken in support of the Mauritius Strategy.

Implementation of Oceans and
Coasts Components of the BPoA at
the National-Level

To contribute to the review of progress
achieved on the Barbados Programme of
Action at the Mauritius International
Meeting, the Global Ocean Forum (with
support from UNEP/GPA) carried out sever-
al studies to ascertain progress achieved,
from 1994 to 2004, on the ratification of
international environmental agreements,
on oceans and coasts, and on related areas
of climate change and sea level rise, waste
management and sustainable tourism.

These analyses were reported in the Global
Ocean Forum reports Small Islands, Large
Ocean States: A Review of Ocean and Coastal
Management in Small Island Developing States
since the 1994 Barbados Programme of Action
for the Sustainable Development of Small
Island Developing States (SIDS) (Loper et al.
2005), Global Multilateral Environmental
Agreements and Small Island Developing States
(Loper et al. 2004) and Toward Mauritius
2005: Island Bellwether: Climate Change and
Energy Policy Strategy for Small Island
Developing States (Byrne et al. 2005).

In 2006, the Global Ocean Forum prepared

a volume on Meeting the Commitments on
Oceans, Coasts, and Small Island Developing
States Made at the 2002 World Summit on
Sustainable Development: How Well Are We
Doing?, presenting a summary of available
information on progress made (or lack
thereof) and obstacles faced in the imple-
mentation of the oceans, coasts and SIDS
targets of the WSSD, the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs), and other
related agreements. The report noted that
in many cases the available information is
incomplete and in some instances unreli-
able, reflecting a lack of global attention to
gathering the requisite assessment data, in
the form of international and national
reports, on the WSSD targets and MDGs. 

Implementation Trends: 
2006—2010

In this section, we compare 2006 and 2010
data on implementation of the BPoA relat-

ed to oceans and coasts. For the 2006 data,
analysis of the implementation of ocean
and coastal policies from the Barbados
Programme of Action was carried out based
on National Assessment Reports prepared
for BPoA+10 and on the Country Profiles
developed for the 2002 Johannesburg
Summit. Both the National Assessment
Reports and the 2002 Country Profiles
address oceans and coastal issues within a
specific chapter. The results were reported
in the Global Ocean Forum report, Small
Islands, Large Ocean States: A Review of
Ocean and Coastal Management in Small
Island Developing States since the 1994
Barbados Programme of Action for the
Sustainable Development of Small Island
Developing States (SIDS). Whenever possi-
ble, additional sources were used to fill data
gaps. The analysis reports on the percent-
age of SIDS countries (from a total of 412
SIDS countries) implementing a particular

Table 4.2. Trends in National Level Implementation of Oceans and Coasts Components of the
Barbados Programme of Action:  Ocean and Coastal Management

Status Percentage of Percentage of 
SIDS in 2006 SIDS in 2010 
(no. countries) (no. countries)

Developed specific institutions or interagency mechanisms for 20% (8) 27% (11)
the coordination of integrated coastal and ocean management

Entrusted the coordination of marine and coastal issues to 44% (18) 46% (19)
national environmental institutions

Delimited EEZ and deposited EEZ coordinates with the 0% (0) 33% (13)4

UN Division of Ocean Affairs and Law of the Sea (DOALOS)

Enacted National Environmental Acts 63% (26) 68% (28)

Enacted laws that provide for Environmental Impact Assessment 32% (13) 43% (18)

Developed National Sustainable Development Plans, and 44% (18) 63% (26)
Biological Diversity National Strategies

Enacted National Coastal Zone Acts 7% (3) 7% (3)

Developed National initiatives for integrated coastal management 46% (19) 49% (20)

Enacted legislation on watershed planning, which includes 27% (11) 29% (12)
coastal watershed management

Established Marine Protected Areas 61% (25) 83% (35)

Source: 2006 data: Loper et al, 2005; 2010 data: prepared by Hamon, 2011. 

2Cook Islands, Federate States of Micronesia, Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Nauru, Niue, Palau Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu,
Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Cuba, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Grenada, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, St. Kitts & Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the
Grenadines, Suriname, Trinidad & Tobago, Bahrain, Cape Verde, Comoros, Cyprus, Guinea Bissau, Maldives, Malta, Mauritius, Sao Tome & Principe, Seychelles, Singapore
3Cape Verde , Maldives, Seychelles, Comoros, Mauritius, Singapore, Guinea-Bissau, Sao Tome and Principe, Antigua and Barbuda, Dominican Republic, St. Lucia,
Bahamas, Grenada, St. Vincent & the Grenadines, Barbados, Guyana, Suriname, Belize, Haiti, Trinidad & Tobago, Cuba, Jamaica, Dominica, St. Kitts & Nevis, Cook Islands,
Nauru, Solomon Islands, Fiji, Niue, Timor-Leste, Kiribati, Palau, Tonga, Marshall Islands, Papua New Guinea, Tuvalu, Federated States of Micronesia, Samoa, Vanuatu
4Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf Website: http://www.un.org/Depts/los/clcs_new/commission_submissions.htm. 



provision of the BPoA on oceans and
coasts.

For the 2010 data, a similar assessment
(from a total of 393 SIDS countries) was car-
ried out based on the National Assessment
Reports prepared for the Mauritius
Strategy+5 Review in September 2010.
Using data from the 2010 national reports,
information provided in the 2006 report
regarding trends in national level imple-
mentation of the ocean and coastal
components of the Barbados Programme of
Action (Table 4.2) was updated, as were cli-
mate change and sea level rise components
(Table 4.3). For countries that submitted
2006 national reports but did not submit
2010 national reports the 2006 data was
used in the assessment.

It should be emphasized, however, that
these assessments measure success in terms
of SIDS initiating or enacting policies, plans
and legislation, as well as signing MEAs,
and not on the successful implementation
of such measures and/or improvements in
policy. Similarly, the assessments do not
measure the successes of SIDS in securing
the institution and legal frameworks neces-
sary for oceans governance at both national
and regional levels. Additional indicators
and analyses are needed to assess the effec-
tiveness of MEA implementation, as well as
the extent to which these agreements are
improving oceans management and bene-
fiting marine environments. 

The following provides a brief analysis of
progress made in national level implemen-
tation of ocean and coastal management
provisions for SIDS during the period 2006-
2010:  

• 20% of SIDS in 2006 compared to 27% in
2010 developed specific institutions or
interagency mechanisms for the coordi-
nation of integrated coastal and ocean
management.

• 44% of SIDS in 2006 to 46% in 2010
entrusted the coordination of marine and
coastal issues to national environmental
institutions. Some of these mechanisms
and environmental institutions are part
of the National Sustainable Development
Plan coordination.

• The majority of SIDS ratified UNCLOS,
and 13 SIDS have delimited their EEZ and

deposited EEZ coordinates with the UN
Division of Ocean Affairs and Law of the
Sea (DOALOS).

• Several SIDS have enacted relevant legis-
lation regarding marine management.
Most enactments are under jurisdiction
or coordination of national environmen-
tal institutions, most notably, National
Environmental Acts (63% of SIDS in 2006
to 68% in 2010) and laws that provide for
Environmental Impact Assessment (32%
of SIDS in 2006 to 43% in 2010).
Environmental Acts often encompass
waste and watershed or pollution-related
issues, and to a lesser extent legislation
on marine protected areas (MPAs) and
fisheries management.

• 44% of SIDS in 2006 to 63% in 2010
developed National Sustainable Devel-
opment Plans and Biological Diversity
National Strategies. The Cook Islands,
Marshal Islands and Samoa have devel-
oped Marine Resources Plans.

• 7% of all SIDS (or 3 countries from the
Caribbean) have enacted National
Coastal Zone Acts (Barbados, Belize, and
Cuba).

• 46% of SIDS in 2006 to 49% in 2010
developed national initiatives for inte-
grated coastal management in the form
of national plans.

• 27% of SIDS in 2006 to 29% in 2010
enacted legislation on watershed plan-
ning, which includes coastal watershed
management. 

• Other initiatives closely related with inte-
grated coastal management are the
establishment of MPAs, including 61% of
SIDS in 2006 to 83% in 2010 establishing
MPAs, and with at least seven more hav-
ing recommended or proposed MPA
development. 

Based on the analyses of available reports, it
is evident that most SIDS recognize the
importance of the marine environment
and its resources to their sustainable devel-
opment and economic stability, and that
SIDS have made noticeable progress since
2006 on the implementation of ocean and
coastal components of the BPoA.

Multilateral Environmental
Agreement Ratification

The BPoA called for a number of actions at
the global level, including ratification of
multilateral environmental agreements and
increased international funding to support
its provisions. The full implementation of
multilateral environmental agreements
(MEAs) is one of the major goals of the BPoA
(BPoA, Paragraph 26 A.IV), and develop-
ment of strategies and implementation

Table 4.3. Status of Multilateral Environmental Agreement Ratification by 
Small Island Developing States as of 2004 and 2010

Convention Percent of SIDS Percent of SIDS 
(no. countries) (no. countries) 
2004 2010

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 100% (41) 100% (39)5

Convention on Biological Diversity 100% (41) 100% (39)6

Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) 93% (38) 100% (39)7

Kyoto Protocol 68% (28) 100% (39)8

Agreement on UNCLOS Part XI 59% (24) 74% (29)9

London Dumping Convention 46% (19) 44% (17)6

1995 U.N. Fish Stocks Agreement 41% (17) 54% (21)10

Source: 2004 data: Loper et al, 2004; 2011 data: prepared by Hamon, 2011. 

5http://unfccc.int/essential_background/convention/status_of_ratification/items/2631txt.php
6http://www.cbd.int/information/parties.shtml
7http://www.un.org/Depts/los/reference_files/chronological_lists_of_ratifications.htm
8http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/status_of_ratification/items/2613.php
9http://www.un.org/Depts/los/reference_files/chronological_lists_of_ratifications.htm
6http://www5.imo.org/SharePoint/blastDataHelper.asp/data_id%3D30637/2.pdf
10http://www.un.org/Depts/los/reference_files/chronological_lists_of_ratifications.htm
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plans for MEAs are also encouraged. Table
4.3 shows a high level of ratification among
SIDS (as of 2004 and 2011) on major inter-
national conventions, as called for in the
BPoA, most prominently the Framework
Convention on Climate Change, the
Convention on Biological Diversity, and the
Law of the Sea Convention. This is signifi-
cant, as the nature of some of the problems
faced by SIDS (e.g., climate change, marine
pollution, depletion of fish stocks) dictates
that they are best resolved through regional
or international cooperation. 

There are important regional MEAs that are
likewise being implemented. For example,
in the Caribbean a notable example con-
cerns the Protocol Concerning Pollution
from Land-Based Sources and Activities
(LBS Protocol) to the Cartagena
Convention—a 2010 signature by the
Bahamas brought the LBS Protocol into
Force, which is a major achievement since
it was negotiated back in the 1990s. LBS
Protocol ratification will assist countries to
address the Global Programme of Action
for the Protection of the Marine
Environment from Land-based Activities as
well, and is legally binding. 

Although SIDS show high levels of partici-
pation in some agreements, however, most
face serious financial, technical, and capaci-
ty constraints in implementing these
conventions (Loper et al 2004). 

Obstacles Faced in the
Implementation of the BPoA

Despite the fact that many SIDS have large
ocean areas rich in resources (fisheries, oil
and gas, minerals, renewable energy),
many island States are often unable to ben-
efit from the existence of these resources
within their EEZs as a result of lack of fund-
ing support and  insufficient technical and
management capacity. In other SIDS, EEZs
have already been overfished and there are
areas where significant damage has taken
place to marine ecosystems, emphasizing
an even greater need for protection.
Further, there are many potential
exploitable ocean resources in SIDS that
remain unevaluated and/or unexploited,
though some SIDS have begun efforts in
this area, e.g., in oil and gas exploration
when such resources exist.

A major reason for problems in the imple-
mentation of the BPoA was the decline in
international support and resources in the
initial period of implementation.
According to the UN Economic and Social
Council, official development assistance
(ODA) from Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD)
countries to SIDS dropped from US
$2,688.29 million in 1994 to US $1,652.34
million in 2001, dropping some 50% (as
reported in Benn 2003). The decline in
ODA is reflected in challenges in securing
the capacity to implement environmental
agreements ratified by SIDS as well as in the
lack of implementation of national plans
and legislation developed for ocean and
coastal management, climate change and
sea level rise, tourism, and waste manage-
ment. However, this trend seems to be
reversing. By 2005 ODA reached US
$2,472.10 million, and by 2009 ODA near-
ly doubled that amount, reaching US
$4,161.99 million. The total amount of
ODA received in SIDS 2005-2009 was US
$16,239.56 million, which, while far from
funding needed to address full implemen-
tation of the BPoA, has likely facilitated
progress made in reaching its goals (UNDE-
SA 2011). A major contribution to SIDS
financing in recent years has been the
Global Environment Facility (GEF)--SIDS
have received among the highest levels of
GEF funding on a per capita or areal basis.
Examples include GEF investment in SIDS
capacity building through the Pacific
Alliance for Sustainability ($257 million
total cost, including $65 million in GEF
grants) with other initiatives in the GEF
International Waters area developing in the
Caribbean and Afro-Indian SIDS.

Despite this increase in financing, another
obstacle is the need for enhanced technical
capacity, especially regarding EEZ and
coastal management—there is consensus
that enhancing capacity development in
ocean and coastal management is a priority
need among SIDS. A further major obstacle
concerns insufficient institutional support
for systematic follow-up to the Mauritius
Strategy. There is an absence of formalized
integration, coordination, and monitoring
mechanisms to assess implementation of
the Mauritius Strategy at the national and

regional levels; there is a need to integrate
the Mauritius Strategy into the work pro-
grams of relevant UN organizations; UN
agencies should designate a focal point
within their agencies to be responsible for
SIDS issues and for Mauritius Strategy
implementation; indicators for progress on
the implementation of the strategy should
be established; and SIDS themselves, too,
should establish their own monitoring and
evaluation methodologies at the national
level to assess their implementation of the
Mauritius Strategy. There is also a need for
the establishment of a formal institutional
structure for the Alliance of Small Island
States (AOSIS), which has championed the
cause of SIDS in all relevant intergovern-
mental fora, to ensure the implementation
of the Mauritius Strategy. 

ENHANCED ACTION BY SIDS ON
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
AND OCEANS SINCE THE MAURI-
TIUS STRATEGY  

Since the adoption of the Mauritius
Strategy there has been a marked increase
in specific actions on sustainable develop-
ment and ocean issues by SIDS. A number
of SIDS have lodged submissions to the UN
Commission on the Limits of the
Continental Shelf to extend their continen-
tal shelf beyond 200 nautical miles (nm), as
required within ten years of entry into force
of UNCLOS in their country. Even more
SIDS have procured and initiated national
laws in support of sustainable development
and ocean and coastal management.
Further, regional activities have been
undertaken to catalyze greater progress.
Finally, a number of SIDS are acting to pro-
vide protection to their critical marine

11Available at: http://www.sidsnet.org/msi_5/docs/
hlr/A-65-115- English.pdf 
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resources through MPAs or other types of
conservation efforts. These activities are
described in brief. 

Delimitation of Exclusive
Economic Zone

Thirteen SIDS delimited their EEZ by 2010.
SIDS underline the difficulty of surveillance
and enforcement within their EEZs, due to
logistical and financial constraints, as well
as the expansive nature of the areas under
their jurisdiction. Fisheries enforcement
within EEZs is a primary concern and diffi-
culty. Most SIDS have not developed EEZ
management plans. Rather, they have cre-
ated localized plans to manage fisheries and
pollution issues. The Pacific islands present
several cases where the entire EEZ is classi-
fied as a protected area or marine sanctuary.
This strategy presents a unique method of
EEZ management. Another interesting
development recently arose between
Seychelles and Mauritius—the two coun-
tries were the first to establish a SIDS-SIDS
extended continental shelf joint zone.

Tourism

The following section addresses the
progress made by SIDS in using their
tourism resources, relying on data from the
Report of the Secretary-General of the Five-
Year Review of the Mauritius Strategy for the
Further Implementation of the Programme of
Action for the Sustainable Development of
Small Island Developing States (MSI+5).11

As noted in the Report of the Secretary-
General of the MSI+5 in 2010, “tourism has
contributed significantly to the develop-
ment of many small island developing
States and will continue to be very impor-
tant to their future growth.” However, SIDS
are dependent on tourism and this is a sig-
nificant source of economic vulnerability.
To increase resilience, add value and
address the inequitable distribution of the
benefits of tourism, SIDS have been imple-
menting sustainable tourism plans and
policies, such as Barbados,

Kiribati, Mauritius, Maldives, the Marshall
Islands, Palau, Sao Tome and Principe,
Seychelles and Tuvalu, which have devel-
oped national tourism policies, strategies,
plans or targets. SIDS have also made

progress in tourism marketing and invest-
ment promotion, such as Fiji and
Mauritius, which have developed national
branding strategies and campaigns.
Tourism development is, however, still hin-
dered by the lack of sufficient transport
infrastructure. Some progress has been
made in the areas of ecotourism, cruise
tourism, events tourism, diving tourism,
pro-poor tourism, heritage tourism, med-
ical tourism and spa tourism. For example,
Pacific SIDS developed a regional cruise
strategy in 2008, and  Caribbean SIDS are
exploring similar options. Cuba, Fiji, Sao
Tome and Principe, Seychelles and Tuvalu,
among others, are promoting ecotourism.
The Youth PATH initiative of the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) also is
promoting heritage tourism in the
Caribbean. 

National Laws

Institutional capacity and integrated
coastal and ocean management initiatives
are constrained by weak institutions and
administration processes, as well as lack of
human, technical and financial resources
to develop and implement ocean policies.
This is evidenced by the fact that only 27%
of all SIDS have dedicated ICZM institu-
tions. However, SIDS are implementing
coastal zone sectoral policies and plans on
specific uses and problems regarding
oceans. Most of the issues regarding ocean
management are primarily focused on
environmental issues, pollution and
marine resources, including fisheries and
biodiversity. Efforts and progress made
since 2006 show that nations recognize the
need for integrated management of oceans,
though they may lack the necessary capaci-
ty. Financial constraints further prevent the
development and implementation of
ICZM. There is need for coordination and
capacity building to develop and imple-
ment policies and integrated strategies, as
well as the development of specific institu-
tions or administrative processes to
implement a cross-cutting approach to
planning and management of oceans and
coasts. 

Some SIDS have developed a National
Biodiversity Plan and others are in various

stages of development. These strategies
may play an important role in the integra-
tion and coordination of biodiversity and
fisheries management plans. Many coun-
tries are developing or implementing local
projects regarding aquaculture, fisheries,
and protected areas, and important
progress has been made since 2006,
demonstrating the importance that SIDS
attach to marine biodiversity protection to
ensure their survival.

SIDS also recognize Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) as a tool to support better-
informed decisionmaking related to oceans
and coasts, as shown by the growing num-
ber of SIDS countries that have conducted
EIAs since 2006. Taking into account the
impacts of projects on the coastline and on
marine resources, many have enacted EIA
legislation, meant to guide all future coastal
projects. EIA represents a means of better
management and coordination of cross-
cutting coastal issues, including the 

“Mother nature is hitting back in

her wrath, but, unfortunately,

we’re the first in her path when

she hits back. Small islanders

speak with passion because we

see what is happening.” 

--Ambassador Ronald Jumeau,
Seychelles, Oceans Day at Cancun,
during UNFCCC COP16, 
December 4, 2010
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implementation of integrated coastal man-
agement.

Nations have been developing legislation
that encompasses issues related to oceans
and coasts, such as pollution, biodiversity,
marine conservation, watershed manage-
ment, fisheries, and shipping. There has
been noticeable progress made since 2006,
as shown in Table 4.1, not only at the
national level, but also at the local level
where many efforts are being made. There
is a need, however, for more coordination
of coastal legislation with pre-existing regu-
lations such as fisheries and urban
planning. 

Regional Activities related to
ecosystem-based management

There are also a number of regional activi-
ties being pursued among SIDS, in the

Pacific, Caribbean, and AIMS regions. Some
selected examples follow.

Pacific Islands Region. The Pacific Islands
Regional Ocean Policy was approved by
Pacific Island leaders in 2002, which high-
lights the importance of the ocean to
Pacific Island nations and communities
and provides a unifying mechanism for a
number of existing regional initiatives
related to oceans and coasts. The vision of
the policy is a “healthy ocean that sustains
the livelihoods and aspirations of Pacific
Island communities,” with a goal of ensur-
ing the sustainable use of marine resources
by local communities and external part-
ners. Notably, the document defines the
ocean broadly as including “the waters of
the ocean, the living and non-living ele-
ments within the seabed beneath and the
ocean-atmosphere and ocean-island inter-

faces”(Secretariat of the Pacific Island
Community  2005). The policy further pro-
vides guiding principles that are imperative
to the sustainable use of ocean resources
and space, and that provide a structure for
the implementation of the policy, includ-
ing the identification of priority initiatives
and actions.

Other regional initiatives are emerging as
well, by various groups of States or through
partnerships. For example, Conservation
International is working with Pacific
Islands to develop and adopt coordinated
plans at an ‘oceanscape’ scale, meaning
that they are attempting to “address threats
and maximize opportunities in a coordinat-
ed manner that achieves new regulations
and protections across broad swaths of bio-
logically and economically important sea.”
(Conservation International  2011) The

 Box 4.2. Impacts of Climate
Change on SIDS  
In the Caribbean Small Island Developing States,
high population densities, combined with popu-
lation growth, urbanization and increased
development, particularly residential and tourist
resort development, has led to the contamina-
tion of underlying aquifers and surface water,
and deterioration of coastal water quality. 

The GEF/UNDP/UNEP Project Integrating
Watershed and Coastal Area Management
(IWCAM) in  the Small Island Development
States (SIDS) of the Caribbean, funded at $14
Million by the Global Environment Facility (GEF),
was approved by the GEF in May 2004. It began
full implementation in 2006. The thirteen partici-
pating SIDS are: Antigua and Barbuda, The
Bahamas, Barbados, Cuba, Grenada, Dominica,
Dominican Republic, Haiti, Jamaica, Saint Kitts
and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the
Grenadines, and Trinidad and Tobago.

The overall objective of the IWCAM Project is to
strengthen the commitment and capacity of the
participating countries to implement an integrat-
ed approach to the management of watersheds
and coastal areas. The long-term goal is to
enhance the capacity of the countries to plan
and manage their aquatic resources and
ecosystems on a sustainable basis. In particular,
project activities focus on improvements in 
integrated freshwater basin-coastal area man-
agement on each island of the regional
groupings of Caribbean SIDS.

The IWCAM Project sought to:

•  Undertake demonstration, capture and trans-
fer of best practices;

•  Develop IWCAM process, stress reduction and
environmental status indicators framework;

•  Encourage technological and management
approaches and policy and legislative
reforms, and;

•  Establish networking, sharing of knowledge,
and partnerships within the Caribbean SIDS
for IWCAM.

Consequently, the project aimed to demonstrate
the development of an effective regional strate-
gy for IWCAM, in parallel with demonstrating
and replicating geographically targeted national
solutions to common Caribbean SIDS issues,
through a series of interconnected components
that capture best practices and translate these
into replicable action.

Project activities have benefited all of the partici-
pating countries. Significant accomplishments
include:

•  The Implementation of nine Demonstration
Projects in eight  of the Participating coun-
tries. These demonstration projects focused
on thematic issues related to Water
Resources Conservation & Management;
Wastewater Treatment & Management; Land-
Use Planning, Zoning & Alternative Practices;
and Targeted Model IWCAM. Demo projects
are at various stages of implementation.

•  Development of IWCAM Indicators template;

•  A Legislative, Policy and Institutional Inventory
with Toolkit for Harmonising Laws and
Institutions prepared;

•  Support for ratification of the Land-Based
Sources of Marine Pollution Protocol to the
Cartagena Convention

•  Support for regional and national IWRM 
activities and for the preparation of Integrated
Water Resources Management Plans in 
participating countries.

•  A Capacity Assessment of Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) Capabilities and
Roadmap for Effective Mainstreaming of GIS
for Watershed Management in the Caribbean;

•  Laboratory capacity assessments for labora-
tories in participating countries, followed by
training and provision of equipment

•  Training in EIA Review, Environmental
Indicators, Project Management, Proposal
Writing, Aquifer Management, Sewage
Treatment, Hydrometry, GIS, Communications,
and Community-based Resource Assessment

•  Communications, outreach and production
and dissemination of Public Awareness 
materials

Vincent Sweeney, UNEP Regional Project
Coordinator, GEF-IWCAM Regional
Coordinating Unit, Saint Lucia

(Source: UNDP 2010)
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organization already works with six govern-
ments in the Coral Triangle region to better
sustain coral reefs, fisheries and food securi-
ty in the Pacific, and more recently began
working toward a larger scale effort with
the government of Kiribati to more com-
prehensively improve ocean health.
Kiribati announced this effort at the Pacific
Islands Leaders Forum in 2009, emphasiz-
ing the need for ocean conservation and
management through the creation of a
Pacific Oceanscape. It is hoped that the ini-
tiative will advance regional leadership,
action and stewardship, increase govern-
ment funding for ocean conservation, and
better link the health of the ocean with eco-
nomic development.

Caribbean Region. In the Caribbean, with
the support of the Global Environment
Facility, thirteen SIDS countries have
engaged in management of “hilltops to
reefs,” through an ecosystem-based man-
agement approach, to address issues related
to diminishing freshwater supplies, degrad-
ed freshwater and coastal water quality,
inappropriate land use, and hygiene and
sanitation through the project on
Integrating Watershed and Coastal Area
Management (IWCAM) in the Small Island
Development States (SIDS) of the Caribbean,
with a value of $14 million (see Box 4.2).

As part of the Caribbean Challenge
launched in 2008, a GEF grant of US $8.75
million was recently approved for the
Eastern Caribbean region for the purpose of
establishing a trust fund to ensure the long-
term conservation and management of
over 100,000 ha of marine habitat (World
Bank 2008). Countries involved in the sus-
tainable financing and management
project include Antigua and Barbuda,
Grenada, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia,
and Saint Vincent and the Grenadines,
which will be implemented by The Nature
Conservancy. The project also will imple-
ment a regional monitoring and
information system for monitoring of par-
simonious biophysical and socioeconomic
indicators in protected areas. 

AIMS Region. SIDS have undertaken a
restructuring effort since the release of the
Mauritius Strategy that establishes an 
integrated, cross-sectoral platform for col-
laboration. This effort allows for a regional

monitoring and dialogue mechanism for
civil society to address issues of the
Mauritius Strategy by designating a focal
point to coordinate the national and
regional processes in each country.
Provisions were also made for the institu-
tionalization of a division of labor among
focal points, such that each is to be respon-
sible for a specific portion of the Mauritius
Strategy. It is intended that this effort will
create a better sense of ownership of the
regional issues and implementation process
to provide for enhanced engagement. 

Significant initiatives have taken place at
the regional level in the AIMS region in
marine protected area management, as
noted in a subsequent section below.

Marine Biodiversity Conservation

The Convention on Biological Diversity
(CBD) Programme of Work on Island
Biodiversity, adopted in 2006, is the first
ever program of work dedicated to island
biodiversity. Since its adoption, the CBD
secretariat has established a number of part-
nerships to promote implementation, for
example with the South Pacific Regional
Environment Programme (SPREP) to sup-
port the implementation of the program of
work and several regional initiatives, such as
the Action Strategy for Nature Conservation
in the Pacific Islands Region, the develop-
ment of a web portal on island biodiversity,
and workshops focusing on ecosystem
approach in protected areas and tourism. 

The Global Island Partnership, with the
support of the CBD Work Programme on
Island Biodiversity, has been able to pro-
mote the protection of significant marine
areas in the Pacific (e.g., Micronesia
Challenge), strengthening of protected area
management in the Indian Ocean, and the
launching of the Caribbean Challenge in
May 2008. These efforts, combined with
financial support from key partners, were
significant contributors to the Biodiversity
2010 targets as well. 

On the high seas, management and conser-
vation of resources remains a formidable
challenge for SIDS in view of their limited
resources. However, some SIDS have
pushed strongly for international bans on
deep sea trawling and other destructive
forms of fishing in the high seas.

Designation of Marine Protected
Areas 

SIDS have taken notable and innovative
steps in recent years toward the creation of
MPAs, which are important tools in ocean
resource management and, effectively used
in concert with a suite of broader conserva-
tion tools, can serve to conserve resources
and enhance ecosystem resilience to broad-
er impacts. Worldwide, less than 1% of the
global oceans is afforded some type of pro-
tection. In many areas, recent progress in
protected coverage has occurred due to the
actions of SIDS, which recognize the need
for protection firsthand. 

In particular, Kiribati, with partners, recent-
ly (2006) created the Phoenix Islands
Protected Area (PIPA), which represents the
largest protected area in the Pacific Ocean at
a size of 408,250 km2. Kiribati furthered this
effort with the adoption of formal regula-
tions for the area in 2008, which effectively

“As an international community,

we readily condemn terrorism,

genocide and nuclear prolifera-

tion; yet why can we not see the

gross injustice of our inaction on

climate change?”  

--H.E. Mr. Anote Tong, 
President, Kiribati  
at the 5th Global Ocean
Conference, UNESCO, Paris, 
May 2010
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doubled the side of the area to make it the
largest MPA in the world at that time. The
protected area includes all atoll and low reef
islands of the Kiribati part of the Phoenix
Island group, submerged reefs, and a num-
ber of seamounts. An interesting aspect of
this protective effort is the method by
which it is financed – the size of the no-take
fishing zone depends on financing to offset
foregone fishing license revenue, which is
eventually to be supported by an endowed
trust fund that will continue to replace pay-
ments from fishing license revenues as long
as the conservation goals of PIPA are met.
The world took note of this effort, including
UNESCO, and in 2010 PIPA was added to
the list of UNESCO World Heritage Sites.
This MPA will be critical in protecting one of
the largest, most pristine, and intact oceanic
coral archipelago ecosystems and hundreds
of species of fauna, including 500 fish
species and 200 coral species, 44 bird species
and 18 marine mammals (Phoenix Islands
Protected Areas (PIPA)  2011).

Other innovative protective efforts are
occurring elsewhere in the Pacific, includ-
ing in Fiji, where communities of the
second largest island have created a net-
work of 13 protected areas, including one
of the best diving areas in the world. To
protect the area from poaching and
destruction, the communities, together
with local resorts, proactively enforce no-
take areas by using a surveillance system
involving community fish wardens, and
paid for by divetag fees by local dive-
tourism operators. Funds are used for
community development, scholarships,
operational and management costs, and
other expenses. As a result of direct involve-
ment, as strong sense of community
ownership and customary fishing rights
has evolved, which has been further
strengthened by support from NGO part-
ners. Another example in Fiji concerns a
protected area on Navini, one of Fiji’s small
islands, which protects the reefs surround-
ing the island and has a complete ban on
the extraction of any resources. Monitoring
of provisions is under the purview of the
Navini Resort staff, who report to the
chiefly clan of the Tui Lawa of any infrac-
tions. This agreement includes an annual
payment and has been renewed annually
since 1988, and local communities are

reporting recovery of stocks as well as posi-
tive spillover effects (Niesten and Gjertsen
2010). 

In the Western Indian Ocean in Seychelles,
the Cousin Island Special Reserve has been
managed since 1998 to protect a 400m
exclusion zone from the shore. The reserve
has eight objectives, five covering biodiver-
sity and natural values, two covering
socio-economic issues, and one covering
governance. This effort is self-funded
through ecotourism activities, and has been
praised for its effective management. In
April 2011, Seychelles and four NGOs
announced a US $2.1 million grant from
UNDP to increase the country’s protected
areas, including in the marine environ-
ment. This effort, which will create
synergies among government and NGO
conservation efforts, together with artisanal
fishermen and the private sector, includes
the establishment of new MPAs and conser-
vation zones that will afford protection to
habitats associated with key spawning
areas, as well as coral reef ecosystems. In
total, 7,664 ha of marine area will be added
to areas already under protection, and man-

agement will be strengthened through a
coordinated approach (Seychelles Nation
2011). 

Regionally-based efforts among SIDS have
emerged on marine protected areas as well,
including in the Pacific and Caribbean. In
2005 the President of Palau asked states in
the region to join the Micronesia
Challenge, with a goal to conserve 30% of
nearshore coastal waters and 20% of forest-
ed land by 2020. Palau was joined in this
effort in 2006 by the Federated States of
Micronesia, the Marshall Islands, and the
U.S. territories of Guam and the Northern
Mariana Islands, which together represent
almost 5% of the total marine area of the
Pacific and about 7% of its coastlines. It also
hosts 61% of the world’s coral species, 66
threatened species, and more than 1,300
species of reef fish (The Nature
Conservancy 2011). This innovative effort
brings together over 2,000 isolated islands
in five jurisdictions that are working
toward the same goals. Each jurisdiction is
developing sustainable finance plans
through a Micronesia Conservation Trust as
a regional finance tool.

Table 4.4. Trends in National Level Implementation of Oceans and Coasts Components of the
Barbados Programme of Action: Climate Change and Sea level Rise.

Status Percentage of Percentage of
SIDS in 2006 SIDS in 2010
(no. countries) (no. countries)

Produced or are in the process of producing a national 63% (26) 68% (28)
sea level adaptation plan. 

Have national offices dedicated to issues of climate change 22% (9) 27% (11)
and sea level rise.

Have a national disaster preparation and response plan. 61% (25) 76% (31)

Have a national office or agency dedicated to addressing 49% (20) 61% (25)
disaster issues. 

Systems for early warning of citizens when disasters, such as 29% (12) 32% (13)
cyclones, are imminent.

Have renewable energy system installed. 37% (15) 46% (19)

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions assessments have 54% (22) 58% (24)
been completed.

Installed equipment for environmental monitoring such as tidal 20% (8) 24% (10)
gauges and meteorological stations.

Have implemented projects for public education about climate 34% (14) 44% (18) 
change and sea level rise. 

Have produced a specific assessment pertaining to 10% (4) 10% (4)
the socio-economic impact of sea level rise and climate change.  

Source: 2006 data: Loper et al, 2005; 2011 data: prepared by Hamon, 2011. 
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In the Caribbean, The Bahamas has been a
leader in marine conservation, creating the
first protected park in the Caribbean in
1959, and dedicating the area as the first
no-fishing zone in the region in 1985. In
2008 The Bahamas took a further step
when it called on states in the region to
join the Caribbean Challenge to protect the
health of Caribbean waters and land. The
Bahamas was joined in this effort by
Jamaica, Grenada, the Dominican
Republic, and St. Vincent and the
Grenadines in aspiring to protect almost
20% of their marine and coastal habitats by
2020. This important effort has an objec-
tive to protect almost 21 million acres of
coral reefs, mangroves, sea grass beds and
other important habitats, and has estab-
lished a Caribbean Biodiversity Fund to
provide for sustainable funding (The
Nature Conservancy 2011).

Key Contributors to Enhanced
Activities related to ecosystem-
based management

Of note, many institutions and programs,
such as UNEP and the GEF, have been key
to the success of regional and national
oceans governance for SIDS. For example,
the Regional Seas Programmes, Actions
Plans, and Conventions and related
Protocols have been of critical importance.
The UNEP South Pacific Regional
Environmental Programme (SPREP) and
Caribbean Environment Programme
(CEP), among other UNEP programs, have
played significant support roles in manag-
ing ocean resources and space. Both
programs have developed and implement-
ed projects in direct support of SIDS in
areas including pollution prevention, bio-
diversity and MPA management. In the
Caribbean, another example is the GEF
Integrating Watershed and Coastal Areas
Management (IWCAM) project for SIDS,
for which the CEP is the lead executing
agency. The CEP is further establishing a
Caribbean Regional Fund for Wastewater
Management that will enhance support
for Caribbean SIDS in mitigating the nega-

tive impacts of sewage in the marine envi-
ronment. Here, and in all regions of the
world, these and other institutions pro-
vide the underlying architecture for
institutionalized governance, critical for
the sustained management of oceans and
coasts.  

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS ON
THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOP-
MENT OF SIDS

Climate change is a matter of security and
survival for SIDS. As Box 4.2 shows, SIDS
there are very special issues related to SIDS
and climate change. 

Assessing Vulnerability

Recent observations and estimates have
shown that many of the impacts predicted
by the IPCC and the AR4 report as con-
firmed or overly conservative. Risks from
tropical cyclone have been confirmed,
ocean acidification is threatening coral
reefs, sea level is rising faster than project-
ed, and polar ice is melting more quickly
than anticipated. Coastal nations and the
52 small island nations truly are at the fore-
front of climate change, and will suffer
disproportionate impacts from ocean
warming, sea level rise, extreme weather
events, and ocean acidification. 

The small size of SIDS, as well as their eco-
nomic vulnerability, put them at greater
risk to the impacts of climate change.
Further, because of their relative smaller
size the majority of socioeconomic infra-
structure is situated on the coast, and most
of the population is situated in coastal
areas--in the Pacific, half the population
lives within 1.5 km of the sea. With increas-
ing sea level and storm surges, these areas
are vulnerable to the impacts of climate
change. Evidence has shown that climate
change will have major negative impacts
on environment and socioeconomic sec-
tors in SIDS, including on water resources,
biodiversity and fisheries, agriculture, ener-
gy access, health, tourism, and settlement
and infrastructure. These challenges repre-

sent a matter of survival for many small
island states, and thus, the SIDS perspective
is that greenhouse gas concentrations
should be stabilized at well below 350 ppm,
and that global average surface tempera-
tures should not exceed 1.5oC, or even
1oC, above pre-industrial levels. 

Climate Change and 
Sea Level Rise

Here, the progress SIDS have made towards
the climate change and sea level prescrip-
tions presented in the BPoA is assessed.
Table 4.4 summarizes the actions of SIDS in
response to the goals on climate change
and sea level rise of the BPoA.

The following provides a brief analysis of
progress in national level implementation
of climate change and sea level rise provi-
sions for SIDS during the period 2006-2010:  

• Approximately 63% of SIDS in 2006 to
68% in 2010 produced or are in the
process of producing a national adapta-
tion plan. A national adaptation plan is
an official document that explains how a
country will address the problems created
by sea level rise. Additionally, 22% in
2006 to 27% in 2010 of those countries
have national offices dedicated to issues
of climate change and sea level rise. Most
of these offices are at the ministerial or
sub-ministerial level.

• Among the SIDS, 61% in 2006 to 76% in
2010 have a national disaster preparation
and response plan, and 49% of SIDS in
2006 to 61% in 2010 have a national
office or agency dedicated to addressing
disaster issues. Systems for early warning
of citizens when disasters, such as
cyclones, are imminent, had been
installed by 29% in 2006 to 32% in 2010.

• Of the SIDS, 37% in 2006 to 46% in 2010
have some type of renewable energy sys-
tem installed. A majority of projects are
isolated small-scale solar installations,
however, some countries have imple-
mented significant renewable energy
infrastructure. For example, Fiji and



Belize have large-scale hydroelectric pro-
ducing plants that provide energy for a
significant portion of their populations.

• Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions assess-
ments had been completed by 54% of the
SIDS in 2006 and 58% in 2010. Reporting
by SIDS indicates that 20% in 2006 to
24% in 2010 installed equipment for
environmental monitoring such as tidal
gauges and meteorological stations. 

• Of the SIDS, 34% in 2006 to 44% in 2010
implemented projects for public educa-
tion about climate change and sea level
rise. It is important to note that a number
of SIDS that have not yet incorporated
climate change topics in primary school
curricula have public awareness programs
for the general public.

 • Several SIDS have developed innovative
plans such as scholarships for citizens to

study climate issues at a university
(Tonga) and the establishment of an
Oceanographic Institute to attract inter-
national expertise on sea level change
(Mauritius).

• Only 10% of SIDS (4 countries) have pro-
duced a specific assessment that pertains
to the socioeconomic impact of sea level
rise and climate change. It is worth not-
ing, however, that most countries seem

--Estimated Cost and Source What is covered… What is left out…

$11 billion/year
UNFCCC 2007

Sea Level Rise (SLR) in developing countries Storm surge impacts
Coral reef destruction 
Critical climate services provided by coastal and
marine ecosystems
Saline intrusion in coastal aquifers Destruction of

habitats that support fisheries, mariculture,
and biodiversity
$70-100 billion/year by 2020

WB/UN EACC 2010 Developing countries adaptation

Relative costs of differential vulnerabilities
among & within countries
Multiplier effects across sectors
Ecosystem impacts

$26-$89 billion/year by 2040s
EACC 2010

Hard infrastructure (sea walls, etc.)
Uses lower rate of SLR

$7 billion/year
IFPRI 2009

Agricultural adaptation in developing countries
-$2.8 billion, Africa
-$1.5 billion, South Asia
-$1.2 – 1.3 billion, Latin America & Caribbean 
~$1billion, East Asia & Pacific

Significant anecdotal impacts on small coastal
farmers are as yet undocumented in scientific lit-
erature used to assess & estimate costs

$7 billion/year
EACC 2010

Reducing global child malnutrition to levels pre-
dicted without climate change

Reducing adult malnutrition to levels predicted
without climate change

$40 billion/year gross revenue losses, $25
billion of which in developing countries
NOAA 2010

50% reduction in today’s fisheries revenues due to
combined effects of climate change, pollution &
unsustainable fishing
-$7 billion, East Asia
-$16 billion, Pacific 

50% drop in coral reef species by 2050
Impacts on food security, livelihoods and tourism
revenues, especially in islands
Costs to adapt to fisheries losses

$54 billion/year by 2100
EACC 2010

Tropical cyclone damages additional to (and dou-
bling) baseline due to climate change
-South Asia: 246 million urban at risk by 2050
-Sub-Saharan Africa: 21 million at risk by 2050
-Caribbean: worst hit when scaled by GDP

Uninsured losses
Ecosystem damages

$11-16 billion/year by 2100 Other extreme events (floods, droughts, heat
waves, and cold events) damages additional to
baseline due to climate change

Uninsured losses
Ecosystem damages

Up to $300 billion/year 
ECLAC 2011

Hurricane damages in the Caribbean Uninsured losses
Ecosystem damages

Source: Prepared by Snyder, 2010. 

Table 4.5. Climate adaptation cost estimates for coastal and island developing countries
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keenly aware of the socioeconomic chal-
lenges presented by climate change and
sea level rise, as evidenced by ancillary
information provided in country reports.
It may be that an innate understanding
of the challenges presented by this issue
among SIDS precludes the necessity or
urgency for the production of an assess-
ment document.

Overall, SIDS have made less significant
progress toward the BPoA climate change
and sea level rise goals related to implemen-
tation of renewable energy as well as
climate and sea level monitoring. Slower
progress toward these specific goals by SIDS
does not reflect a lack of commitment to
the BPoA, but rather a dearth in financial
and technical capacity. As noted, many
SIDS lack the funds and technical capacity
to produce the infrastructure related to
renewable energy production, as well as cli-
mate and sea level monitoring. However it
is important to note the progress and
efforts made since 2006, as evidenced by
the trends in Table 4.3.

Climate Financing for SIDS and
Developing Coastal Countries

In light of the significant threats to SIDS
from climate change, which can also aggra-
vate and accelerate existing development
challenges, it is essential that sufficient lev-
els of climate-related financing are targeted
to SIDS and developing coastal countries to
build resilience to the impacts of climate
change without compromising progress on
MDGs, and effectively contribute to cli-
mate mitigation efforts. A majority of the
world’s SIDS and developing coastal coun-
tries require assistance in adapting to
climate change and sustaining mitigation
efforts, including through the support of
climate-smart public and private invest-
ments, and in creating, or tapping into,
innovative new sources of climate finance.
With over half of the world’s population
living in coastal regions and likely to expe-
rience the most profound effects of climate
change, at least half of the funds made
available for adaptation should target
coastal and island populations.

The United Nations Framework Con-ven-
tion on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
process, however, has yet to come to grips

with the ethical and humanitarian issues of
these impacts, or to address the specific
financing needs of coastal and island coun-
tries and peoples (Mendler de Suarez 2011).

Adaptation Financing. While bearing a
minimal amount of responsibility in causing
climate change, SIDS nations will face the
earliest and most extreme impacts in the
form of sea-level rise and coastal inundation,
which is exacerbated by limited capacity to
defend against and adapt to these impacts.
Confronting the enormous costs of sea-level
rise often compounds existing development
challenges. There is now general consensus
that significant additional financing must be
provided to SIDS and developing coastal
countries, both from new and existing
funds, to address the severe impacts of sea-
level rise and coastal inundation and ensure
the protection of coastal communities to
protect themselves, including through early
warning and action systems and the provi-
sion of equitable access to market-based risk
management mechanisms. These funds
must be provided in addition to develop-
ment-related funds already committed
(Mendler de Suarez 2011).

However, adaptation cost estimates remain
sectoral and incomplete, and fail to encom-
pass the full scope of critical impacts on
coastal and marine ecosystems. There is
effectively a knowledge gap, reflected in the
latest climate finance estimates (as illustrat-
ed in Table 4.5). There are also notable
uncertainties surrounding modes of chan-
neling this financing, how to collect on
pledges, and how to ensure equitable allo-
cation of climate finance, among other
issues. These knowledge gaps need to be
addressed both within and beyond the
UNFCCC process.

Mitigation Financing. Increased financing
is also required to assist SIDS and develop-
ing countries to undertake approaches to
climate change mitigation measures using
oceans and coasts (Mendler et al. 2010),
including through offshore renewable ener-
gy, and the protection and preservation of
coastal and ocean carbon stores.

Although the vast majority of industry
development in offshore renewable energy
is taking place in Europe and other devel-
oped nations, there are some key

opportunities in the future to examine and
pursue ocean-based renewable technologies
and approaches in SIDS. While limited by
factors such as poor access to modern ener-
gy services, SIDS have a number of
advantages, including improved feasibility
for grid integration and testing of new tech-
nologies due to their small size. Increased
financial and technical support, however, is
required to develop the capacity to explore
these opportunities.

There is also an increasing recognition and
understanding of the major role played by
ocean and coastal ecosystems in the global
carbon cycle and the need to protect and
preserve these ecosystems to ensure their
continued role in carbon storage. In addi-
tion to providing extensive long-term
carbon sequestration benefits, coastal habi-
tats are the source of numerous valuable
ecosystem services, provide critical
resources and income for SIDS and develop-
ing coastal countries, and provide natural
coastal defenses, reducing the vulnerability
of coastal communities to sea-level rise,
storm surge and coastal inundation.
Protecting and preserving these critical
habitats and ecosystems, however, often
requires funding that may be beyond the
capacity of some SIDS, outlining the need
for increased financial and technical sup-
port to improve the understanding of
coastal and ocean carbon stores in SIDS and
the importance of their preservation.

Climate-Related Compensation. The issue
of climate-related financing for SIDS is
being increasingly viewed through the lens
of ethical responsibility of the large indus-
trialized states. Many are calling for
developed states to provide greater levels of
climate-related financing to SIDS, including
through the development of a climate com-
pensation fund, as these countries bear
major responsibility for causing climate
change, but it is SIDS whose well-being and
survival are threatened by it. SIDS are now
forced to adapt to the effects of climate
change as rapidly as possible, but are faced
with the high costs of doing so with limited
resources (Sprinz and Brunau 2011).
Proponents of climate-related compensa-
tion for SIDS point to basic principles of
international law that hold that states are
accountable for breaches of international
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law and have the duty to compensate resid-
ual damages that have occurred as a result
of those breaches (Shaw 2003).

SIDS Responses at the UNFCCC

Climate change has risen more prominent-
ly to the top of the agenda of SIDS
countries—SIDS have been very active
within the UNFCCC processes. Pacific SIDS,
as members of AOSIS, have consistently
called for limiting the rise in average global
temperature to well below 1.5oC to avoid
the worst impacts of climate change and
provide a reasonable opportunity for the
survival of all island nations. Other SIDS
have continuously challenged the interna-
tional community at the UNFCCC to
ensure global greenhouse gas emissions
peak by 2015, and that global CO2 reduc-
tions greater than 85% are achieved by
2050. They further call for Annex I Parties
to collectively reduce their emissions by
more than 40% from 1990 levels by 2020,
and more than 95% of 1990 levels by 2050
(AWGLCA 2010). 

As noted above, significant resources are
needed to help SIDS adapt to the impacts of
climate change, and the community has
raised this issue within the UNFCCC as
well. Governance structures to facilitate
actions at the local level need to be imple-
mented, infrastructure and capacity needs
to be built, including an exchange of infor-
mation and access to best practices, and
regional centers need to be established
and/or strengthened to coordinate action
on common challenges. All of these actions
must be underpinned by predictable and
adequate financing that is directly accessi-
ble for SIDS. 

Based on current emissions reduction
pledges by countries, global emissions will
be 20% above the current level in 2020,
with a more than 50% chance that levels of
atmospheric CO2 will be greater than 650
ppm, and that warming will exceed 3oC by
2100. This would threaten the very survival
of SIDS. If emissions were halved by 2050,
there is still a 50% chance that warming
would exceed 2oC, and would likely exceed
1.5oC. In the absence of binding commit-
ments toward emissions reductions, it is
likely that nations will only meet the lower
end of reduction targets. Thus, it is impera-

tive that the international community act
now to address the vulnerability of SIDS,
including by developing and promoting
better estimates of adaptation costs, and, as
previously noted, by dedicating at least
50% of adaptation funding to coastal popu-
lations and SIDS. 

SIDS DISCUSSIONS IN THE CON-
TEXT OF THE RIO+20 THEMES:
GREEN ECONOMY AND INSTITU-
TIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR SUS-
TAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

In light of the above challenges, SIDS are
mobilizing for Rio+20 with a focus on sus-
tainable development, poverty eradication,
and the green economy in a blue world, or,
a ‘blue’ economy. SIDS have put forward in
UN fora that oceans should feature promi-
nently on the agenda of Rio+20, including
recognition of the need to increase the
share of benefits that SIDS receive from the
use of their marine living resources.
Overfishing beyond sustainable limits must
be reduced, destructive fishing practices
must end, illegal, unreported and unregu-
lated (IUU) fishing must be addressed, and
the resilience of marine ecosystems and, in
particular coral reefs, must be enhanced.
AOSIS has further noted that, for SIDS,
Rio+20 should identify baselines, bench-
marks, and measureable targets and goals
that focus more specifically on key priori-
ties, and that a framework for
implementing sustainable development
must be reached that includes resources for
transforming economies through climate
financing and regional partnerships. 

SIDS Actions in Rio+20
Preparatory Process 

SIDS have been very active in the prepara-
tory process for Rio+20—the Pacific Region,
Atlantic, Indian Ocean, Mediterranean and
South China Sea (AIMS) Region, and
Caribbean Region have all participated in
Subregional Preparatory Committees as
part of the UN Conference on Sustainable
Development (CSD). 

The Rio+20 Subregional Preparatory
Meeting for the Caribbean took place on
20 June 2011, and brought together over 50
participants from governments, UN bodies,
NGOs and intergovernmental organiza-

Box 4.3: AIMS Subregion
Recommendations for Rio+20 
On the green economy in the context of
sustainable development, the AIMS subre-
gion recommends:

- assessing opportunities, risks and chal-
lenges associated with the transforma-
tion to a green economy;

- developing a coordinated approach to
access sustainable financing;

- collecting and sharing existing best prac-
tices and regional expertise in the AIMS
subregion;

- further refining the concept of the blue-
green economy in the context of the sub-
region through additional research and
analysis;

- promoting partnerships and exploring
opportunities and incentives for invest-
ment;

- exploring opportunities for kick-starting
seed financing; and

- establishing a benefit-sharing mecha-
nism for SIDS to access benefits from
their marine resources.

On strengthening the regional institutional
framework for sustainable development,
the AIMS subregion recommends develop-
ing a regional Institutional Framework for
Sustainable Development (IFSD) in AIMS
and exploring ways to link the existing UN
entities in the subregion. The recommend-
ed framework includes:

- providing a coordinating function;

- assisting SIDS in developing common
approaches and positions on globaliza-
tion issues as relevant;

- raising awareness in the region on
emerging global issues of relevance and
interest to AIMS SIDS;

- capacity building and technical assis-
tance;

- assistance in project formulation and
drafting project proposals;

- resource mobilization; 
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tions to discuss the green economy in
the context of sustainable development
and poverty eradication, the need for a
blue economy addressing oceans and
related issues, the institutional frame-
work for sustainable development
(IFSD), and emerging issues and partner-
ships. On the green economy,
participants discussed the opportunities,
risks and challenges for SIDS in imple-
menting the green economy approach,
including a need for enhanced institu-
tional capacity as well as incentives that
States can provide to industry, business
and communities. Other concerns relat-
ed to the concept included a need to
better define the term, as well as to
explore its trade implications. Some par-
ticipants noted that the Caribbean
should incorporate the concept, but not
before addressing issues related to cli-

mate change, access to technology, and
resources for capacity building and insti-
tutional change. Many participants
emphasized the strong connection of
SIDS to ocean issues, and that the links
to these issues, such as climate change,
fisheries and pollution, should be made
by pursuing a blue economy, including
links between trade and oceans issues.
On IFSD, participants noted the need to
support and promote sustainable devel-
opment at the regional level, and that
actions must strengthen the ties
between the three pillars of sustainable
development and respective national
level institutions, including the
prospect of a more coherent interna-
tional structure to address island issues.
The meeting ended with a discussion on
emerging issues as related to the sustain-
able development agenda, which

Box 4.4: Pacific Subregion
Recommendations for Rio+20 
On the green economy in a blue world the Pacific
subregion recommends, inter alia: 

- the development of a regional green growth
roadmap to support implementation of the sus-
tainable development pillar in the Pacific Plan,
which should prominently feature the conserva-
tion and sustainable management of all marine
and ocean resources, as well as terrestrial
resources; 

- the completion of national country analyses to
form the basis of country-specific strategies for
greening economies; 

- enabling policy, legal, regulatory and institutional
frameworks to be developed in order for green
growth strategies to be pursued, as part of
national macro-economic and structural reform
policies, as well as law reform; and

- fiscal and budget reform should aim to harmo-
nize the imperatives of environmental sustain-
ability, social inclusiveness, and economic
growth. 

On strengthening the regional Institutional
Framework for Sustainable Development (IFSD),
the Pacific subregion recommends, inter alia: 

- National sustainable development strategies
should be retained as the basis for developing
and implementing sustainable development
policies within a green growth paradigm; 

- Pacific SIDS volunteer for the Forum Compact
Peer Review process as a means of diagnosing
problems with policy development, planning,
budgeting and aid management; 

- taking steps to review and, where relevant, revi-
talize partnerships that have not been active; 

- respective mandates of international, regional
and subregional organizations be fully respected
and maximum collaboration and cooperation
emphasized; and 

- the exploration of the development of a web-
based platform with detailed descriptions of
projects and activities in need of financing in the
region for donors to access. 

The document also includes a call to the interna-
tional community to accept that it bears the moral
responsibility and, in turn, the financial burden, for
mitigation and adaptation. 
(ENB Vol.27 No.6 2011)

“One of the biggest problems we have seen in the 

implementation of the Mauritius strategy has been the 

lack of proper coordination and the lack of a real monitoring

body to ensure implementation follow-up... We have come

to the conclusion that unless the Alliance of Small Island

States (AOSIS) constitutes itself in a proper, structured

organization, with a formal structure and a formal charter,

it will not be possible to ensure the full and proper imple-

mentation of the Mauritius Strategy because there is nobody

else who will be able to do that from the perspective of 

having a full overview of the whole aspects of the Mauritius

Strategy. So one of the recommendations that we think

should come out from this conference is for AOSIS to 

formalize itself in a proper structure so that it can act as 

the intergovernmental body and follow up on the 

implementation of the Mauritius strategy.” 

--Ambassador Jagdish Koonjul, Foreign Affairs, Mauritius, 
outgoing chair, Alliance of Small Island Developing States, 
3rd Global Ocean Conference, UNESCO, Paris, January 2006
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focused on food, water and energy security,
increased vulnerability and the use of the
Human Development Index (HDI) as
opposed to the GDP per capita indicator. A
final issue concerned the opening up of the
Arctic economy and how greater access in
that ….region is next considering engage-
ment in strategic discussions for a more
coordinated approach to Rio+20, with the
ultimate goal of improving the quality of
life for Caribbean citizens (ENB Vol.27 No.4
2011). While specific recommendations for
Rio+20 were not developed at the meeting,
the region did agree to:  collect and docu-
ment successful models and case studies of
green economy initiatives in the region as
input for Rio+20; undertake mapping of
existing regional coordination and/or col-
laborative mechanisms, identifying their
respective focus areas, expertise, strengths,
weaknesses and potentials; explore the role
of SIDSNet in fulfilling the functions origi-
nally intended for the Regional
Coordinating Mechanism (RCM), includ-
ing knowledge and information
management, exchange of best practices,
transfer of experiences, promotion of part-
nerships, mobilizing resources, etc.; and
pursue means for SIDS to benefit from pub-
lic-private partnerships, as well as pursue
partnerships for the better implementation
of Agenda 21 and the Rio Declaration

(UNDESA et al. 2011). 

The Rio+20 Subregional Preparatory
Committee for the Atlantic, Indian Ocean,
Mediterranean and South China Sea
(AIMS) Countries met 7-8 July 2011,
attended by over 30 participants from 
governments, UN bodies, and non-govern-
mental and inter-governmental organ-
izations. On the green economy, five sec-
tors were presented for discussion as key to
the concept as applied to SIDS, including
small scale fisheries and aquaculture, water
management, waste management, energy
and tourism. Methods to address chal-
lenges in these sectors included integrated
planning and strategy development, sus-
tainable fiscal policies (including potential
incentives for investors), mainstreaming
green economy practices in relevant policy
areas, green financing, and increasing mar-
ket access for green products. The potential
role of SIDS as pilot states for the imple-
mentation of green economy activities was
also emphasized. Discussions continued
with a focus on aspects of the blue econo-
my that should be highlighted in the
context on Rio+20, including ocean ecosys-
tems and seafloor management, fisheries,
sea level rise and coastal zone management.
Further, the urgent need to address climate
change was discussed, which, together with
other human activities, threatens the sus-

tainability of the blue economy. On renew-
able energy, it was noted that very often the
technologies promoted are solar and wind,
which are land intensive, whereas SIDS are
limited in this respect, and that the energy
potential of the oceans should be empha-
sized, along with the need for access to
affordable technology transfer. On IFSD, a
concept paper was introduced that con-
tained several recommendations, including
creating a special UN category for SIDS, the
further development of a vulnerability
index to allow assessment of countries’
development needs on the basis of risk
exposure; the financing of platform proj-
ects to act as seed funding to catalyze
development in SIDS; accessible credit,
which he said is closely related to the spe-
cial SIDS category; developing renewable
energy resources to transition to a green
economy; and improved statistics for SIDS.
On emerging challenges, participants
noted the issue of security due to piracy, as
well as fuel prices, which are ever-escalat-
ing, and the need to invest in renewable
energy. Other issues included water and
food security, potential banking crises, loss-
es and damages from increasingly frequent
climatic events, and climate migration. The
meeting concluded with an outcome docu-
ment that put forth a number of
recommendations (Box 4.3) (ENB Vol.27
No.5 2011). 

The Rio+20 Pacific Subregional Prepara-
tory Joint Ministerial Meeting took place
21-22 July 2011, and brought together 80
participants including 13 ministers. The
meeting opened with the need for ‘trans-
formational change’ that ensures owners of
natural capital are not overlooked or under-
compensated during efforts to make
economic advancement, which includes a
need to receive an equitable share of
marine resources. The need for close collab-
oration among finance, fisheries and
environment ministers was also empha-
sized. On the green economy, participants
contributed a number of practical sugges-
tions for implementation mechanisms to
pursue green growth, including investing
in natural capital, sustainable consumption
and production, sustainable infrastructure,
and greening business and markets. Further

“Climate change for us is the most important issue. We saw Copenhagen,

we see meetings after the Copenhagen… I just attended a meeting in

Bonn, a high-level ministerial climate dialogue. We are seeing positive

signs, we are seeing the world leaders more engaged with this dialogue

now and they want to see something happening in real, not just talks.

But there are obstacles, a lot of obstacles. […] Both of the industrialized

countries and the more advanced developing ones are now coming to real-

ize that they cannot go on forever without a deal agreed globally.” 

--Mr. Ahmed Aslam, Minister of Housing, Transport and Environment, Maldives,
5th Global Ocean Conference, UNESCO, Paris, May 2010



highlighted in this regard was the fact that
there exists a misallocation of capital,
where labor and financial capital is valued
but natural and social capital are not. Other
participants underscored the need for a
strategic approach to Rio+20, one that
focuses on a limited number of proposals to
ensure their inclusion in the conference
outcomes, and that the region should agree
to a definition of the green economy in a
blue world, to be able to present a unified
voice at Rio+20. The need for practical
implementation through direct financing
and specific budgets for ocean and coastal
programs was also called to attention. Some
participants further suggested focusing on
the reasons why progress has been lacking
in many areas over the last 20 years and
facilitating lessons learned, while others
emphasized the need to use scientific stud-
ies and evidence on the negative impacts to
the marine environment to lobby for losses
and damages. Overall, participants agreed
in principle to a draft outcome document
and recommendations for Rio+20 (Box 4.4)
(ENB Vol.27 No.6 2011). 

Further Points on Ocean Resources
and SIDS for Consideration at
Rio+20 

In the context of the blue-green economy,
there is a need to refocus policies and
investments on promoting renewable ener-
gy, sustainable agriculture, and ecotourism,
and to incorporate valuation of ecosystem
services to facilitate their conservation as
well as the economic empowerment of low
income populations. In the ocean, ecologi-
cally coherent networks of MPAs are
needed to protect marine biodiversity and
fish stocks, and to enhance marine ecosys-
tem resiliency. The details of fisheries
agreements should be made public so that
SIDS can improve the economic return
from these agreements and better benefit
from the use and extraction of their
resources. Further, cooperation and capaci-
ty for monitoring, control, and surveillance
of high seas and EEZ fisheries should be
increased, including innovative and effect-
ing monitoring and enforcement regimes,
particularly in MPAs. Perverse subsidies,
and especially vessel and fuel subsidies that

encourage distant water fishing, should be
removed (ENB 2011). Further, maritime
transportation is a high priority issue of
concern that requires additional attention.
Maritime transportation in SIDS has large
implications, including the risk of pollu-
tion from marine-based sources (e.g., oil
spills, ballast water discharges); invasive
species; and security issues (e.g., drug and
human trafficking and smuggling). Larger
tanker traffic also holds implications for
port and marine development, including
potential damage to nearshore coastal and
marine ecosystems. All of these issues could
affect the blue-green economy in SIDS. 

For SIDS, the national, regional, and inter-
national assessments undertaken in the
context of MSI+5 review provide a basis for
discussion of the relevant gaps in imple-
mentation that should be pursued in the
context of Rio+20. The Caribbean, AIMS
and Pacific Regional PrepCom processes
can help to further prepare SIDS issues for
Rio+20, with a focus on the conservation,
sustainable management, and protection of
ocean resources, including fisheries, coral
reef and marine ecosystems, tourism and
the economies of SIDS. In particular, areas
rich in blue carbon, or coastal ecosystems
that provide large contributions to seques-
tering carbon (such as salt marshes,
mangroves and seagrasses, which are espe-
cially productive areas in the warm tropical
regions of many developing countries and
small island States), should be considered
in the Rio+20 preparations in terms of
financing habitat conservation through
formal carbon trading markets or payments
for ecosystem services for coastal carbon.

Finally, the issue of maritime security can-
not be overlooked. Ongoing problems of
piracy, especially in the Western Indian
Ocean, but also in other regions, affect the
ability of small island States to sustain the
marine resources and areas on which their
economies depend. Piracy and diluted mar-
itime security affects shipping (decreased
frequency, increased insurance), trade (port
visits/services, export business), fisheries
(industrial purse seiners, local fishermen,
tuna revenues), and tourism (yacht indus-
try is non-existent in many areas, cruise

and diving industries are adversely affected
) (Regent 2006). As SIDS highly depend on
fisheries, tourism, and maritime routes as
their only trade lifeline, a blue economy
must include methods to address this
severe threat to their sustainability. 

Enhanced ocean governance must be an
integral part of a positive outcome at
Rio+20, as marine ecosystems and the serv-
ices they provide are critical to the survival
of large ocean states. As H.E. Mr. Peter
Thomson, Permanent Representative of Fiji
to the United Nations, said at the Rio+20
Second Preparatory Committee Meeting,
“for AOSIS, a successful Rio Process is not a
luxury, but an imperative.” (AOSIS 2011)

BOTTOM LINE
Although being classified as middle income
countries, many SIDS have highly vulnera-
ble economies as well as high levels of
indebtedness, at times resulting in unsus-
tainable practices toward managing the use
of coastal and marine resources, including
unplanned and unregulated coastal devel-
opments. Issues such as industry,
community and business development
within a blue/green economy framework
should be strongly emphasized as possible
solutions moving forward, while recogniz-
ing that the natural capital of SIDS is their
ocean. SIDS have been investing in protect-
ing their natural capital through MPAs, in
some cases covering very large areas of the
ocean, and through adopting and imple-
menting integrated ecosystem-based
approaches to ocean governance. Climate
change, however, further threatens the very
survival and economic and social well-
being of SIDS, bringing the drastic
possibilities, in some cases, of loss of coun-
try and widespread population
displacement. At the same time, because of
their small size, SIDS could pilot initiatives
toward a “blue” green economy, setting the
way for other nations to follow. The Report
Card below provides a summary of the
progress achieved (not achieved) since
UNCED and WSSD and offers some recom-
mendations for consideration in the
Rio+20 process.
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Report Card:  Small Island Developing States
Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
The natural capital of SIDS is their ocean. After experiencing a slow start
in implementing the ocean and coastal prescriptions of the UNCED
and the WSSD, in more recent years, SIDS have been investing in the
protection of their natural capital. This has been achieved through the
designation of marine protected areas, in some cases covering very
large areas of the ocean, and through the adoption and implementa-
tion of integrated ecosystem-based approaches to ocean governance at
both the national and regional levels. Climate change, however, threat-
ens the very survival and economic and social well-being of SIDS,
bringing the drastic possibility, in some cases, of loss of country and
widespread population displacement. At the same time, due to their
small size, SIDS could provide effective proving grounds for pilot initia-
tives in the transition towards a “blue” green economy, setting the way
for other nations to follow. 

As called for in UNCED, the Barbados Global Conference on Sustainable
Development of Small Island Developing States was held in 1994, craft-
ing the Barbados Programme of Action, and was followed up, with a
mandate from the WSSD, by the 2005 Mauritius International Meeting, 

crafting the Mauritius International Strategy. Through these global
processes, as well as through the climate negotiations of the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change, a much greater interna-
tional understanding of the special circumstances and issues affecting
SIDS has developed. In addition, the international attention to the spe-
cial needs of SIDS has provided a valuable platform for the cohesive
action among the 44 small island developing States comprising the
Alliance of Small Island States. Implementation of both the BPoA and
the Mauritius Strategy, however, has lagged. Official Development
Assistance for SIDS fell by 50% in the period 1994-2004, but has
increased since that time.

As a result of their relative vulnerability, SIDS have played the role of a
global conscience in articulating the impacts of climate change and
calling for reducing greenhouse emissions to a level of 350 ppm to
ensure the survival of island states and the health of ocean resources on
which they depend. But these efforts have not been translated into
global agreements on cutting greenhouse gas emissions nor into an
appropriate level of financial resources to support the extensive adapta-
tion needs of island states.

MAJOR OBSTACLES:
Despite the fact that SIDS typically have large ocean areas rich in
resources (fisheries, oil and gas, minerals, renewable energy), many
island States are often unable to benefit from the resources within
their EEZs as a result of lack of funding support, externally-based
exploitation, and, in some cases, insufficient technical and manage-
ment capacity. 

Surveillance and enforcement within the EEZs of SIDS present signifi-
cant difficulties due to logistical and financial constraints, as well as
the expansive nature of the areas involved. Fisheries enforcement
within EEZs is of primary concern and difficulty.

Pressures on the governments of SIDS will escalate as the impacts of
climate change manifest on the ground in island nations through 

increased sea level rise, increased frequency and intensity of storms,
and ocean acidification, among other effects. SIDS governments will
need extensive international financing for climate adaptation and
mitigation efforts, and increased knowledge and capacity to address
climate change effects.

There has been insufficient institutional support for systematic follow-up
of the Mauritius Strategy. There is an absence of a formalized integration,
coordination, and monitoring mechanism to assess implementation of
the Mauritius Strategy at national and regional levels.

There is a lack of capacity (human, technical, financial) in some SIDS
countries to address the interrelated issues of oceans/coasts, climate,
and biodiversity.

SOME BRIGHT SPOTS:
SIDS nations have a high level of ratification of major international
conventions, as called for in the BPoA, most prominently, the
Framework Convention on Climate Change, the Convention on
Biological Diversity, and the Law of the Sea Convention.

While initially slow in adopting the ocean and coastal management
prescriptions of UNCED, SIDS have, since 2006, considerably acceler-
ated their national efforts in this area.

SIDS in all regions have mobilized, since 2006, extensive efforts to cre-
ate large-scale MPAs. For example, Kiribati, with partners, created in
2006 the Phoenix Islands Protected Area (PIPA), which represents the
largest protected area in the Pacific Ocean at a size of 408,250 km2.

3 3 3
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
Climate, Oceans, and SIDS 
-  Current adaptation cost estimates for coastal areas and small island
States are woefully inadequate, as are the adaptation resources avail-
able. In 2007, the UNFCCC estimated the cost of adaptation in coastal
zones at about $11 billion/year, using lower sea level rise predictions
and not including potential impacts of increased storm intensity. With
over half of the world’s population living in coastal regions and likely
to experience the most pronounced effects of climate change, at least
half of the funds made available for adaptation should target coastal
and island populations. 

-- Provide financial support for the protection of coastal and ocean
ecosystems in SIDS to secure the important role of these ecosystems in
the global carbon cycle, in addition to the continued provisioning of
valuable ecosystem services, products, and livelihoods.

-- Develop measures to address the social, economic, environmental,
legal, and humanitarian issues related to the displacement of coastal
populations as a result of climate change, identifying, as well, the inter-
national law questions that must be addressed regarding this issue.

-- Enhance governance structures at national and local levels, infrastruc-
ture, and capacity on climate change adaptation and mitigation,
including exchanges of information and access to best practices, and
regional centers to coordinate action on common challenges.

International follow-up to the Mauritius Strategy 
-  Integrate the Mauritius Strategy into the work programs of relevant UN
organizations; UN agencies should designate focal points within their
agencies to be responsible for SIDS issues and for the implementation
of the Mauritius Strategy, and indicators for progress for the strategy
should be established. At the national level, SIDS should establish indi-
cators and monitoring of their specific plans of implementation of the
Mauritius Strategy.

Enhance EEZ and high seas marine resources management 
-- Further develop and implement frameworks for sustainable ocean pol-
icy and law at national and regional levels to ensure sustainable man-
agement of fisheries resources, responsible shipping traffic and move-
ments, precautionary seabed resources exploitation including oil/gas
extraction and mining, networks of representative and resilient pro-
tected areas, environmentally sound aquaculture/mariculture develop-
ment, integrated coastal management, and access and benefit sharing
regimes for bioprospecting. 

--Enhance the ability of SIDS and the international community to
address issues of piracy and maritime security, which severely limit the
ability of small island States to depend on their large ocean resources.

-- Enhance ocean use agreements in the EEZs of SIDS countries by
improving their design and implementation to ensure benefits to the
nation and its public, social equity, resource conservation, and public
transparency.

Marine biodiversity
-- Intensify efforts to protect marine biodiversity including the establish-

ment and use of representative and resilient networks of MPAs, consis-
tent with international law and based on the best available science.
Efforts to protect marine biodiversity should include priority actions
that enhance the resiliency and contributions of marine and coastal
ecosystems to climate change mitigation, adaptation and impacts,
including ocean acidification. 

Capacity development
--Address issues of technology and knowledge transfer enhancing the
ability of SIDS to utilize their large ocean resources for marine renew-
able energy, including through pilot projects. 

-- Enhance capacity development on the interrelated issues of ocean and
coastal management/climate change/biodiversity, especially:  1)
among  high-level leaders, 2) building the next generation of leaders
through investment in university programs, especially through the
SIDS Consortium of Universities, and 3) among leaders and stakehold-
ers in local communities.

UN and International Support of SIDS
The following outcomes of the PrepCom processes identify issues for
enhanced attention in international fora: 

- -For SIDS, a green economy is a blue economy, so oceans and fishery
issues must be given prominence. Rio+20 should provide support for
sustainable ocean development and protection of resources. Measures
could include actions to reduce fishing overcapacity, to establish MPAs,
and to desist from using oceans as a dumping ground.

-- SIDS are dependent on the blue ocean economy, therefore conserva-
tion of ocean resources should be a key challenge taken up at UNCSD.
With respect to the BPoA and the Mauritius Strategy, countries should
fulfill their responsibilities and commitments related to technology
transfer and financing for development. A focused and sober assess-
ment should be taken of where our failures lie and how we can best
address them. There is an urgent need for baselines and benchmarks
for progress. Targets and goals should be focused on key priorities.
Improved data flows are needed in order better to monitor sustainable
development of SIDS.

-- There is a need for enhanced financial and technical support to accel-
erate implementation; the importance of ensuring synergy with the
MDG targets and maintaining focus on poverty alleviation; a need for
a stronger science-policy interface; the value of north-south and south-
south cooperation for building capacity and promoting best practice; a
need to pay attention to concerns of least developed countries and to
the special needs of SIDS; and a need to strengthen partnerships as a
mechanism to advance implementation of the sustainable develop-
ment agenda, through renewed engagement with the private sector
and civil society organizations. 

Strengthening of AOSIS
-- Promote further evolution, institutionalization, and strengthening of
the Alliance of Small Island States, which has championed the cause of
SIDS in all relevant intergovernmental fora to ensure the implementa-
tion of the Mauritius Strategy and of other international commitments
related to SIDS.
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5. Sustainable Fisheries 
and Aquaculture

INTRODUCTION

Although global awareness of the importance and threats to
fish stocks have increased dramatically in recent decades
and some efforts have been made at various scales to work

towards sustainable fisheries, global fish stocks are still being
depleted at a rapid rate and face notable threats. Despite some
positive examples, pressures on marine fish stocks continue to
grow, threatening their long-term sustainability with significant
implications for marine ecosystems, food security, and coastal
livelihoods. Similarly, much work remains to be done in different
areas to improve the sustainability of aquaculture. The proportion
of marine fish stocks that are overexploited, depleted, or recover-
ing from depletion increased from 24% in 2004 to 32% in 2008.
(Table 5.1). The proportion of fully exploited marine fish stocks
increased from 52% in 2004 to 53% in 2008. Taking these values
together, one can conclude that the proportion of marine fish

Relevant Goals and Commitments
Emanating from UNCED and the WSSD

Agenda 21 (1992)

u Promote enhanced collection and exchange of data on fish
stocks, as well as the development of analytic tools and
bioeconomic models

u Ensure cooperation and coordination among states and
through global and regional intergovernmental fisheries
bodies to ensure sustainable utilization of fisheries 

u Develop and promote the use of environmentally sound 
technology for fishing practices 

u Convene an intergovernmental conference under 
United Nations auspices with a view to promoting 
effective implementation of the provisions of the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea on straddling
fish stocks and highly migratory fish stocks 

u States should take effective action to ensure that fishing 
vessels flying their flags on the high seas comply with
applicable conservation and management rules of global
and regional fisheries bodies

u Implement strategies for sustainable use of marine living
resources, including through legal and regulatory frame-
works—including for small-scale artisanal fisheries

u Undertake capacity building for developing countries to
conduct sustainable fisheries and aquaculture through
training, transfer of technology, and multidisciplinary
training and research. 

u Establish sustainable aquaculture development strategies

u Provide support to local fishing communities, in particular 
those that rely on fishing for subsistence, indigenous 
people and women

Johannesburg Plan of Implementation (2002)

u Deter and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated
Fishing (IUU) by 2004

u Implement the FAO International Plan of Action for the
Management of Fishing Capacity by 2005

u Implement the relevant UN and, where appropriate, 
associated regional fisheries agreements, noting in 
particular the UN Fish Stocks Agreement, the FAO
Compliance Agreement, and the 1995 Code of Conduct 
for Responsible Fisheries 

u Eliminate subsidies that contribute to illegal, unreported,
and unregulated fishing and to overcapacity

u Maintain or restore depleted fish stocks to levels that can 
produce their maximum sustainable yield on an urgent
basis and where possible no later than 2015

u Support the sustainable development of aquaculture,
including small-scale aquaculture, given its growing
importance for food security and economic development
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156 *69 FAO Member States responded to the 2011 questionnaire, representing 36% of all FAO Members.

stocks that cannot withstand further fish-
ing pressure increased from 76% in 2004 to
85% in 2008. Sustainability in fisheries and
aquaculture is essential to meeting the
food demands of a growing global popula-
tion, which is projected to reach 9 billion
people by 2050 (UN Population Division
2009). Total fish consumption is projected
to grow 1.5% per year to 2020 (Delgado et
al. 2003). Employment in the fisheries sec-
tor is growing faster than other agricultural
sectors and many communities in develop-
ing countries and SIDS rely on fishing for
their livelihood. In 2008, 44.9 million peo-
ple were directly engaged, full time or,
more frequently, part time, in capture fish-
eries or in aquaculture, with a large portion
of this employment located in developing
countries (FAO 2010).

Table 5.1. Status of Global Marine Fish Stocks  

Status 2004 2008

Overexploited* 16% 28%

Depleted* 7% 3%

Recovering from Depletion* 1% 1%

Fully Exploited* 52% 53%

Moderately Exploited 21% 12%

Underexploited 3% 3%

*Stocks that cannot withstand further fishing pressure, 
as interpreted by the authors. Please see footnote for 
definitions of terms used in table.
(Source: FAO 2004, FAO 2010)

PROGRESS MADE ON THE
UNCED/WSSD GOALS FOR FISH-
ERIES AND AQUACULTURE

Sustainable fisheries and aquaculture
played a prominent role in the discussions
of both the UN Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED)
and the World Summit on Sustainable
Development (WSSD), with a number of
important goals and commitments ema-
nating from these meetings. The UNCED
fisheries and aquaculture goals focus on
data collection and exchange, efforts to
curb reflagging of fishing vessels, capacity
building, and developing sustainable fish-
eries and aquaculture strategies (supported
by legal frameworks). The most notewor-
thy of the UNCED target was the call to
convene an intergovernmental conference
on straddling and highly migratory fish 

stocks, a mandate which led to the negoti-
ation of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement,
which has become a cornerstone of the
global fisheries regime. As of 3 June 2011,
78 nations had ratified the UN Fish Stocks
Agreement. By 2002, fisheries had taken a
prominent role in multilateral discussions
and the FAO had advanced efforts in fur-
ther elaborating and outlining a path to
sustainable fisheries, including through
International Plans of Action (IPOAs) for
illegal, unregulated, and unreported (IUU)
fishing, and managing fishing capacity,
among others. The WSSD served to focus
greater attention on the need to refine and
implement these strategies. Twenty-six of
the UN Fish Stocks Agreement ratifications
occurred after the World Summit on
Sustainable Development (United Nations
2004a) indicating the catalytic role of the
conference. The goals emanating from the
WSSD also highlighted the need to address
harmful fisheries subsidies and to maintain
global fish stocks at their maximum sus-
tainable yield, and set out dates and
timetables to reach major goals. One
notable difference between the UNCED
and WSSD targets, however, is that capaci-
ty building was much less emphasized
then at the WSSD.

“IUU fishing costs us $9 billion a year, with $1.25 billion on that on the
high seas. These are similar to the losses caused by illegal logging. And
like illegal logging they fall disproportionately on developing countries. 
We reckon Sierra Leone, for example, is losing $110 million or more
annually, with similarly large losses for other sub-Saharan countries.”

--Minister Ben Bradshaw, Minister for Local Environment, Marine, and Animal
Welfare, Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, United Kingdom,
3rd Global Ocean Conference, UNESCO, Paris, January 2006

©
 F
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Table 5.2. Percentage of FAO Members with fisheries policies and national legislation 
conforming to the Code of Conduct  (figures in %)

Region (number of specified 
responses in brackets)

Yes 
(intending to conform in brackets*) No Partially 

Africa (11) 54.6 (40.0) 45.5 
Asia (3) 100 (n.a.)   
Europe (5) 60.0 (50.0)  40.0 
Latin America & Caribbean (15)  3.33  )0( 7.66
Near East (7) 42.9 (25.0) 14.3 42.9 
North America (2) 100 (n.a.)   
Southwest Pacific (10) 80.0 (50.0)  20.0 
Total (53) and averages 66.0 (27.8) 1.9 32.1 
* referring only to those countries only partially or not in line with the Code

(FAO 2011b).

Overexploited--The fishery is being exploited at above a level which is believed to be sustainable in the long
term, with no potential room for further expansion and a higher risk of stock depletion/collapse; 
Depleted--Catches are well below historical levels, irrespective of the amount of fishing effort exerted; 
Recovering from depletion--Catches are again increasing after having been depleted 
Underexploited--Undeveloped or new fishery. Believed to have a significant potential for expansion in total 
production; 
Fully exploited--The fishery is operating at or close to an optimal yield level, with no expected room for further
expansion; 
Moderately exploited--Exploited with a low level of fishing effort. Believed to have some limited potential for
expansion in total production; 
Source FAO 2010
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As most fishing (up to 90%) occurs within
Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) under
national jurisdiction, which can range
from 12 nautical miles to 200 nautical
miles from the coast, national-level action
is key to achieving sustainability of fish-
eries and meeting major global targets.
Within EEZs, it is generally the responsi-
bility of national governments to
implement and assess these goals since
national governments are directly respon-
sible for the management of their own
fish stocks both under national laws as
well as under international agreements.
However, it is also important to note that
different areas within the EEZ can be man-
aged at different sub-national (e.g., state,
provincial)levels. Based on the input of
countries that responded to a recent FAO
survey*, 66% of Member States that
responded reported to have national poli-
cies and legislation in place that either
totally or partially conform to the Code of
Conduct for Responsible Fisheries, with
the remaining 28% reported to be working
towards conformity (Table 5.2). 

Fishery management plans (FMP) can be
an important tool to create the policy envi-

ronment needed to achieve sustainability,
although the effectiveness of FMPs largely
depend on how the plans are developed
and implemented. Over 90% of respon-
dents to the recent FAO survey reported
that marine fishery management plans
were in place in their country (Table 5.3),
reversing a six-year trend of notable
absence of FMPs. However, it should be
noted that these results were likely to have
been influenced by the low response rates
from African and Asian Members, where
formal fisheries management planning in
the past has been reported as being low
(COFI 2011a).

Currently, flag state governance is the main
means of controlling fishing activities, but it
should be noted that there is also an impor-
tant role played by port states that offload
fisheries products and also market states
where these products are eventually sold. It
is clear that the problem of fisheries decline
has not been adequately addressed through
flag state control alone. It is essential that
the different states along the fisheries prod-
uct chain, including both fishing states and
states that serve as economic drivers for the
industry, must all play a part in addressing

this issue. To facilitate the important role of
port states in sustainable fisheries, the FAO
developed the Agreement on Port State
Measures to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate
Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing
in 2009, also known as the FAO Port State
Agreement, which has not yet entered into
force. The issue of “flags of convenience” is
a significant problem in fisheries manage-
ment as it allows fishing operations to
sidestep international fisheries agreements
by registering (flagging) vessels in countries
that either are not a party to the agreements
(and therefore not bound to follow conser-
vation and management regulations) or
that turn a blind eye to the activities of their
vessels (Cicin-Sain et. al. 2006). However, it
is also important to note that some states
that run open registries (i.e. register vessels
owned by foreign entities) do, in fact, effec-
tively control the activities of their flagged
vessels. States with closed registries can also
present a governance gap if they have not
signed on to international agreements and
are not bound by the obligations of these
instruments.

Beyond the EEZ, fisheries management can
be undertaken by Regional Fisheries
Management Organizations or arrange-
ments (RFMO/As) in some areas as well as
through other forms of bilateral and multi-
lateral cooperation. Although high seas
fisheries account for a comparatively small
proportion of global fisheries landings,
their potential role in meeting increased
demand for fisheries products cannot be
underestimated. It is essential, therefore,
that both highly migratory and straddling
fish stocks (stocks that straddle the EEZ
and/or migrate between the high seas and
the EEZ) as well as discrete high seas fish
stocks (stocks occurring only in the high
seas) are well-managed and that concerns
over management approaches should be
addressed immediately in order to resolve
concerns prior to possible further expan-
sion of these fisheries. This is made
difficult in some cases by the lack of a clear
global regime for discrete high seas fish
stocks, as the UN Fish Stocks Agreement
only addresses straddling and highly
migratory stocks.

International organizations, such as the FAO,
also have a major role in raising awareness
and creating an enabling environment for

Table 5.3. Number of fishery management plans reported to have been developed and
implemented by FAO Members for marine and inland capture fisheries in accordance with
the Code of Conduct.

Table 5.4. Summary information relating to the status of national IPOA – IUU implementation 
(figures in %).

  
               

Region (number of 
specified responses in 
brackets)

Countries having taken steps to develop a 
national plan of action (NPOA) to 

combat IUU* 

Developing an NPOA-IUU 
Plan finished** Intention to develop 

plan*** 
Africa (9)  001 4.17 8.77
Asia (4)   7.66 001
Europe (5)   0.06 001
Latin America & 
Caribbean (14)  001 0.08 9.09

Near East (9)  0.05 7.66 0.05
North America (2)  .a.n 001 001
Southwest Pacific (10)  7.66 1.75 001
Total (53) and averages  5.78 3.07 2.09
*For countries having identified IUU as a problem; ** For countries having started to develop a plan; *** For countries having not 
yet started to develop a plan. Note: 80.4% of responding FAO Members indicated that IUU fishing was a problem in their waters. 
Percentage values in this table refer only to the concerned FAO Members, where IUU has been identified as a problem. 

  
               

             

Region (number of specified 
responses in brackets)

Countries with 
no management 

plans (in %) 

Number of plans 
developed (count) 

Percentage of plans 
implemented

Marine Inland Marine Inland 
Africa (7) 28.6 16 46 68.8 73.9 
Asia (4)  6 2 16.7  
Europe (5)  32 1 100 100 
Latin America & Caribbean (15) 13.3 112 55 77.7 47.3 
Near East (7) 14.3 9 15 77.8 86.7 
North America (2)  351 60 100 100 
Southwest Pacific (8)  103 2 93.2 100 
Totals (48) and averages 10.4 629 181 93.0 75.1 

Source: FAO 2011b

Source: FAO 2011b
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attaining the goals that have been laid out.
International Plans of Action (IPOAs) are
tools to help governments organize them-
selves around the issues and facilitate
implementation.

Some degree of progress has also been
made to embed management efforts in the
broader context of ecosystem-based gover-
nance. In recent years, fisheries
management has seen a shift towards
ecosystem-based approaches and many
regimes now centrally incorporate the
ecosystem approach to fisheries (EAF) into
management frameworks. The EAF centers
on a more holistic approach than conven-
tional fisheries management, and takes
into account the structure and functioning
of ecosystems and their components, as
well as the needs of all relevant stakehold-
ers (Vierros et al. 2006). To support
implementation of the EAF, the FAO has
developed Technical Guidelines on EAF, to
supplement the FAO Code of Conduct for
Responsible Fisheries and provide guid-

ance on how to translate the economic,
social and ecological policy goals of sus-
tainable development into operational
objectives, indicators and performance
measures. While progress has been made
in implementing the EAF at various scales,
supported by the work of the FAO, much
more can be done at various levels to
implement the FAO Technical Guidelines
for EAF and undertake a more cross-sec-
toral approach, addressing the various
cumulative implications of fisheries and
other activities for the well-being and sus-
tainability of marine resources. 

IUU Fishing 

Illegal, unregulated, and unreported (IUU)
fishing includes three separate categories
of fishing, illegal fishing, unreported fish-
ing, and unregulated fishing. While IUU
fishing is sometimes thought of as only an
issue for the high seas, it can also occur
within domestic fisheries. 

80% of respondents to a recent FAO survey
of Member States identified illegal, unre-
ported and unregulated (IUU) fishing as a
major problem to sustainable fisheries. Of
these countries, 90 percent indicated that
they had taken steps to develop a national
plan of action to address IUU fishing
(NPOA-IUU), a 50 percent increase over
2009 figures (Table 5.4). More than 70% of
such initiatives had resulted in a complet-
ed document. These figures imply a
concerted global effort towards addressing
IUU fishing. Sixty-eight percent of
Members that identified IUU fishing as a
problem reported to have improved MCS
(monitoring, control, and surveillance) in
order to prevent, deter, and eliminate IUU
fishing (Table 5.5). Other important meas-
ures included cross-border cooperation
between authorities (23 percent) and
improvement of legal frameworks (23 per-
cent) (COFI 2011b). 

Some are also highlighting the value of the
Extractive Industries Transparency
Initiative (EITI), which sets global stan-
dards for transparency in disclosing
concessions and revenues in extractive
industries, such as mining and oil and gas
exploitation. As most fisheries have yet to
become sustainable and can, therefore, be
considered an extractive industry, some
groups are encouraging the application of
EITI principles to fisheries improve trans-
parency and combat IUU fishing through,
among other measures, public disclosure of
fishing licenses and revenues.

Management of Fishing Capacity

One key problem contributing to overex-
ploitation of global marine fish stocks is
overcapacity of fishing fleets, with too
many fishing vessels fishing harder for
dwindling fish stocks. Recent estimates
place the global fishing fleet at about 4.3
million vessels (FAO 2010). Furthermore,
greater effort also leads to increased
bycatch (OECD 2005). Efforts to manage
fishing capacity and reduce overcapacity
are essential to the effective management
of fisheries resources. The FAO developed
the International Plan of Action for the
Management of Fishing Capacity (IPOA-
Capacity) as a voluntary set of guidelines
for states and regional bodies to manage
and reduce, where appropriate, fishing

Table 5.5. IPOA-IUU: Measures taken to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fishing 
(figures in %).

Table 5.6. Summary information relating to the status of national IPOA Capacity implementa-
tion (figures in %).

  
             

Region (number of 
specified responses in 
brackets) 

Improvement 
of MCS 
(67.5%) 

Cooperation 
between

countries & 
authorities 

(22.5%) 

Legal 
framework 

improvement
(22.5%) 

NPOA-IUU 
development / 
Compliance 
Agreement 

(22.5%) 

Implementing
Port State 
Measures 
(17.5%) 

Africa (9) 66.7 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 
Asia (2) 100     
Europe (5) 60.0 20.0 60.0 20.0 20.0 
Latin America & 
Caribbean (11) 63.6 18.2 9.1 36.4 9.1 

Near East (7) 71.4  28.6  14.3 
North America (2) 50.0 100  100 100 
Southwest Pacific (4) 75.0 75.0 50.0 25.0 25.0 
Note: 80.4% of responding FAO Members reported to have identified IUU fishing as a problem (see table 36). Percentage values in 
this table only apply to this pool of nations. 
Legend to table headers: The percentage value indicated below each measure represents the overall percentage of countries that 
reported to have applied it as a measure to combat IUU fishing. The tabulated measures embody a cumulative 62.9% of all 
measures reported. Other reported measures included a list of 14 more measures. The most important included traceability and 
certification systems (15.0%), more effective penalties (12.5%), training and awareness raising (12.5%), and the putting in place of a 
licensing system and a register of authorized vessel (10%). All remaining issues scored  5.0% each. [percentages as per table 
header]. 

  
             

Region (number of  
specified responses in 
brackets)

Countries having 
launched the 

preliminary fishing 
capacity assessment 

Status of the assessment* Countries not yet 
started, but planning 

to commence the 
assessment 

Preliminary 
phase On-going Finished 

Africa (9) 55.6 40.0 40.0  25.0 
Asia (3) 33.3  100.0  50.0 
Europe (5) 80.0  75.0 25.0 100 
Latin America & 
Caribbean (14) 92.9 30.8 38.5 23.1 100 

Near East (8) 37.5 33.3 33.3  20.0 
North America (2) 100  50.0 50.0  
Southwest Pacific (9) 22.2  50.0 50.0 42.9 
Total (50) & averages 60.0 23.3 46.7 20.0 35.0 
* only for countries having launched the preliminary fishing capacity assessment 

Source; FAO 2011b

Source: FAO 2011b
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capacity. The IPOA-Capacity calls on states
and regional organizations to limit and
eventually reduce capacity in cases where
overcapacity is affects the ability to sustain-
ably manage stocks (International
Institutions and Liaison Service 2005). 

While some states have formally adopted
(or plan to adopt) an NPOA-Capacity, con-
siderable numbers have developed, or plan
to develop, a plan of action, and many
have incorporated capacity considerations
into their day-to-day fisheries manage-
ment systems. The IPOA-Capacity calls for
an assessment of fishing capacity to pro-
vide baseline for managing capacity.
Assessments of fishing overcapacity are
made by comparing existing fishing capac-
ity with the optimal or desired level for a
particular fishery. Some effort has been
made to assess over capacity in individual
fisheries, but these estimates become less
precise when aggregated to the global
level. Regarding fishing capacity, 20% of
respondents to the FAO survey reported
that they had completed their assessments
of fishing capacity as called for in the
IPOA-capacity while a further 35% indicat-
ed that they had not yet commenced the
exercise (Table 5.6). Other Members report-
ed they were in the preliminary or ongoing
phases of assessment (COFI 2011).

Decommissioning schemes provide a use-
ful mechanism for reducing capacity and
can be used when urgent action is required
to bring fishing capacity in line with avail-
able fisheries resources. However, they will
not, on their own, address the fundamen-
tal problems of overcapacity and should be
included into a package of measures to
achieve sustainable fisheries. In 2009, the
OECD developed a set of guidelines for
decommissioning schemes, which empha-
size that the full range of management
policies, including the decommissioning
schemes, should be coherent and mutually
supportive; and should target both latent
and active capacity to ensure that capacity
is effectively reduced and does not become
reactivated (OECD 2009).

Fishing Subsidies

The issue of overcapacity is intimately relat-
ed to the presence of subsidies provided by
national governments to their fishing indus-

tries, often stimulating and
encouraging unsustainable
use. Close to 80 percent of
the total global fishing sub-
sidies are provided by
developed countries. The
issue of subsidies is closely
linked to the policies and
principles underlying fiscal
regimes for fisheries, which
must untangle the web of
weak property rights preva-
lent in most fisheries
(Kelleher et. al. 2009). There
are a number of different
types of subsidies provided
to the fishing industry (see Table 5.7). The
main types of support provided by govern-
ments to fisheries are for: research and
management and enforcement of regula-
tions; fisheries infrastructure; direct
payments; vessel decommissioning; vessel
construction and modernization; income
support; and cost subsidies. It is important to
note, however, that fisheries subsidies can
also support “environmentally-friendly”
approaches, including new less-damaging
gear, as well as efforts to reduce fishing
capacity, and retraining fishermen (OECD
2005).

The subsidies issue is inherently very diffi-
cult to address because of its complex
nature. Government financial transfers are
economic policy instruments that, in some
cases, reduce costs or raise the income of
fishers. Depending on the effectiveness of
the fisheries management and enforce-
ment regimes in place, the eventual effects
of certain types of subsidies may be
reduced fish stocks, lower catches with
higher costs and lower revenue for fishers
(OECD 2005). However, government
financial transfers to improve fisheries

management or support environmentally-
friendly approaches may, in fact, also lead
to stronger fish stocks. 

Each nation should evaluate its own fish-
eries support program to ensure that the
full range of economic, environmental and
social effects of subsidies are taken into
consideration during the design, evalua-
tion, and reformulation of these programs.
Some countries have already shifted or are
shifting away from funding the construc-
tion of fishing vessels in recognition that
overcapacity in fishing fleets is partly
attributable to earlier financial support to
build and modernize fishing vessels.
However, the intention is not to reduce
subsidies, but to channel more subsidies to
environmental-friendly fishing and means
to facilitate more effective fisheries man-
agement (Cicin-Sain et. al. 2006). 

The issue of perverse fishing subsidies, in
addition to overcapacity, IUU fishing, and
other major issues, are all symptoms of
poor governance frameworks that fail to
create, allocate and enforce secure fishing
rights to address the fundamental open
access nature of the fisheries industry. In

Table 5.7. Estimate of Fisheries Subsidies with Direct
Impact on Fishing Capacity per Year, 2000 ($ billion).

Table 2.2  Estimate of Fisheries Subsidies with Direct Impact on
Fishing Capacity per Year, 2000 ($ billion)

Subsidy types
Developing
countries

Developed
countries

Global
total

Percent of
global total

Fuel           1.3         5.08     6.4       63.5

Surplus fish purchases           0         0.03       0         0.3

Vessel construction, renewal
and modernization

          0.6         1.30     1.9       18.9

Tax exemption programs           0.4         0.34     0.7         7.3

Fishing access agreements           0         1.00     1.0         9.9

Global total           2.3         7.75   10.05 100

Source: Compiled from Milazzo 1998, with updated information from Sumaila and
Pauly 2006; Sharp and Sumaila forthcoming; and Sumaila et al. 2007.

Table 5.8. Countries that have developed a legal framework for the development of 
responsible aquaculture (figures in %).

   
         

       

Region (number of specified 
responses in brackets) Legal framework in place 

Africa (11) 63.6 
Asia (4) 75.0 
Europe (5) 80.0 
Latin America & Caribbean (15) 93.3 
Near East (7) 71.4 
North America (2) 50.0 
Southwest Pacific (9) 44.4 
Total (53) and averages 71.70 

Source Kelleher et. al. 2009

Source: FAO 2011b
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some cases of the successful examples of
fisheries, secure fishing rights tailored to
the unique local context of the given fish-
ery have been important in moving
towards sustainability.

Destructive Fishing Practices 

Another important issue to consider is not
just how much we fish, but how we fish.
Destructive fishing practices such as cyanide
fishing and dynamite fishing, can have
adverse impacts on marine ecosystems and
non-target species. Consequently, addressing
significant adverse impacts on vulnerable
marine ecosystems, particularly those in the
high seas, continues to be an active debate.
Bottom-trawling, in particular, has become
an area of heavy contention at the interna-
tional level, as evidence of irreversible
damage of trawling activities on vulnerable
marine ecosystems continues to emerge.

State-level action is important to eliminat-
ing destructive fishing. All national fishery
laws generally prohibit destructive prac-
tices but enforcement is variable and can
be largely inadequate in some countries.
Incentives to misbehave exist both in poor
coastal areas, where poisons and explosives
are among the most inexpensive methods
available. The difficulties associated with
enforcing management in the high seas
also provide a notable disincentive for fish-
ing vessels to comply.

There have been a number of programs
implemented to educate small-scale fish-
ing communities of the damage caused by
explosives and cyanides, including the
devolution of fishing rights and responsi-
bilities to coastal communities and their
greater involvement with other stakehold-
ers and NGOs in the management of
resources, as well as social awareness cam-
paigns. On the technical side, many
programmes worldwide have been initiat-
ed in order to develop trawls and trawling
techniques with reduced bottom impact.
Furthermore, area closures have been uti-
lized to prevent the use of bottom trawls
on sensitive habitats. However, additional
action is needed to reduce destructive fish-
ing, including measures aimed at
suppressing overfishing, improving liveli-
hoods, and reducing poverty (FAO 2011a). 

Some progress has been made at the inter-
national level in addressing the impacts of
bottom-trawling, including through
UNGA Resolution 59/25, adopted in 2004,
which calls on states and RFMOs to protect
vulnerable marine ecosystems (VMEs)
from destructive fishing practices, and
UNGA Resolution 61/105, which commits
nations that authorize their vessels to
engage in bottom fisheries on the high seas
to take a series of actions to mitigate
adverse impact on ecosystems. To help
states implement UNGA Resolution
61/105 and work towards sustainable
exploitation fish stocks in the high seas the
UNGA agreed to further measures for
impact assessment and conservation meas-
ures to ensure the long-term sustainability
of deep-sea fish stocks in Resolution 64/75
(Rogers and Gianni 2010). The FAO has
also developed International Guidelines
for the Management of Deep-sea Fisheries
in the High Seas to guide efforts towards
sustainable exploitation of fish stocks in
the high seas. Much more action, however,
is required to ensure that these manage-
ment provisions are advanced and imple-
mented by flag states 

Sustainable Aquaculture

In light of increasing pressures on wild fish
stocks and rising population, there is a
growing awareness that sustainable aqua-
culture could bridge the gap between the

maximum level of sustainable capture fish-
eries output and the increasing global
seafood demand. There are different types
of marine aquaculture, each having vary-
ing degrees of productivity and
sustainability. Filter feeders, such as oysters
or scallops, can be cultured using culture
racks, or surface lines. Various types of fin-
fish can be cultured using fixed, floating,
or submerged cages. Some are also looking
to the potential sustainability of integrated
aquaculture, which uses the by-products of
one species as fertilizer or feed for another.
Intensive aquaculture production requires
a significant demand for fishmeal to feed
carnivorous species such as salmon. This
demand can lead to increased fishing pres-
sure on the species targeted for the
production of fishmeal (Asche 2004).
Aquaculture may also depress prices for
wild-caught seafood, leading to increased
fishing pressure. Aquaculture production
has been growing in response to the
growth in demand and continues to be the
fastest-growing animal-food-producing
sector, with an average annual growth rate
of 6.6 percent since 2008. While aquacul-
ture production (excluding aquatic plants)
was less than 1 million tons per year in the
early 1950s, production in 2008 was 52.5
million tons, with a value of US$98.4 bil-
lion. In 2008, aquaculture contributed
about 46 percent of the fishery output for
human consumption. Aquaculture has
pushed the demand for, and consumption
of, some species that have shifted from
being primarily wild-caught to being pri-
marily aquaculture-produced (FAO 2010).

Aquaculture operations often have a sensi-
tive relationship with the surrounding
environment. Environmental factors have
a significant effect on aquaculture, and
aquaculture can carry potential negative
environmental impacts as well.

Improved governance is central to achiev-
ing sustainable aquaculture. In the past
two decades, considerable progress has
been made in addressing aquaculture gov-
ernance issues. Over 70% of respondents to
the recent FAO survey have developed a
legal framework for the development of
responsible aquaculture (Table 5.8).
Although governance approaches can vary
depending on the context in which it is
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applied, common features can be drawn
for an overall lesson (COFI 2011a).

Some countries have adopted a “market-
driven” approach to governance. With
this approach, government policy is to let
the private sector largely lead aquaculture
development. This has led to impressive
sectoral growth, but also environmental
degradation in many areas (FAO 2010). It
is important to work with industry groups
and private companies to review and
improve certification standards, and codes
of practice to ensure they reflect ecologi-
cally efficient approaches. Significant
benefits can also be drawn from cross-sec-
toral comparisons and dialogue on best
practices in food production within the
livestock, fisheries and agriculture sectors
(Hall et. al. 2011).

While there have been important develop-
ments and efforts throughout the sector,
aquaculture governance remains an issue
in many countries. There are still conflicts
over potential sites, disease outbreaks,
inability of small-scale producers to meet
foreign consumers’ quality requirements,
and inadequate development in certain
areas despite favorable demand and supply
conditions (FAO 2010).

Reform of Regional Fishery
Management Organizations
(RFMOs) 

As key players in fisheries management of
straddling and highly migratory fish stocks,
RFMOs are central to achieving sustainable
global fisheries. While great strides have
been made in improving fisheries gover-
nance by RFMOs, global fish stocks are still
facing increasing pressure and overexploita-
tion. The WSSD oceans outcomes can be
characterized as setting out a strategy for
improved oceans governance, sustainable
fisheries, and conservation of marine biodi-
versity. Regional fisheries bodies (which
include regional fisheries arrangements as
well as RFMOs) are seen as key implementa-
tion vehicles (Lent et. al. 2008).

There is extensive discussion on how to
improve fisheries management through
RFMOs. The role that they play in broader
ocean management efforts is to focus on
implementing ecosystem approaches to

fisheries management, as a sectoral contri-
bution to healthy oceans. There is general
consensus on the need for greater account-
ability and transparency. A number of
regional fisheries management organiza-
tions (RFMOs) have already undertaken
efforts to improve their structure, gover-
nance and functioning. In some cases, the
review has focused on updating and mod-
ernizing the RFMOs. In others, the review
has focused on improving the conserva-
tion and management measures under the
RFMOs purview through broader applica-
tion of the precautionary approach,
increased reflection of ecosystem consider-
ations, and better compliance by
contracting parties (as in CCAMLR and
NASCO) (Lent et. al. 2008).

The key policy directions required to achieve
the sustainability begin with the strengthen-
ing of RFMOs by the modernizing of
mandates and the adoption of performance
review in the light of the principles and poli-
cies of the UNFSA and FAO Code of Conduct
for Responsible Fisheries. Parallel with these
efforts, new RFMOs should be established to
cover certain areas of the oceans and the
commercial stocks not covered presently
(along with effective interim arrangements).
It is also necessary for RFMOs to cooperate
with other RFMOs due to the fact that some
species of fish have a distribution range that
covers the convention areas of more than
one RFMO and that modern-day fishing
fleets are highly mobile and may target simi-
lar stocks in different parts of the world
almost simultaneously. RFMOs should also
pursue increased cooperation with other
international organizations as an integral
part of the global system for oceans gover-
nance (Lent et. al. 2008).

Recent studies have emphasized the
importance of tailoring RFMO reform to
the unique circumstances of the region in
question. While there are fundamental
building blocks that must be in place, the
nature of the reform and the pace of
change must depend on the characteristic
of the region. And, while these unique
characteristics may pose uncertainties,
many highlight the need to undertake
reform urgently where it is required, in a
piecemeal fashion if necessary. The costs of
delaying action on strengthening RFMOs

can be significant in terms of both adverse
impacts on stocks and reduced profitabili-
ty. Moreover, recent evidence demon-
strates that RFMO reform can take place
even when some key issues remain unre-
solved. A piecemeal approach to RFMO
reform may make it easier for countries to
reach agreement on specific issues and
pave the way for more substantial reforms,
building trust in the process and outcomes
of change, and can demonstrating the
potential and actual benefits of change.
However, there are risks with this type of
approach, including possible reform
fatigue, a possible lack of strategic direc-
tion, and stock collapse in the interim
(OECD 2009).

RFMO reform must also consider opportu-
nities for cross-sectoral coordination with
other regional and global bodies. These
types of cross-sectoral approaches at the
regional level are beginning to be explored
in the North-East Atlantic, where the
North-East Atlantic Fisheries Commission
(NEAFC) is undertaking coordinated
approaches to area-based protection of sen-
sitive marine habitats in conjunction with
the OSPAR Commission and the
International Maritime Organization.
These types of cross-sectoral approaches
hold much potential for working towards
effective ecosystem-based management. 
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Capacity building is also important for
developing countries to participate mean-
ingfully in RFMOs, and also in terms of the
ability of secretariats to undertake necessary
functions. Pooling of information, better
use of information technology and improv-
ing mechanisms for transparency and
accountability can all help in this regard. 

The Importance of Small-Scale
Fisheries

Small‐scale fishing is n important source of
nutrition and livelihood for millions of
households in coastal and rural communi-
ties in developing countries and plays an
important role in food security and poverty
alleviation. Over half of the catch in devel-
oping countries comes from small‐scale
fisheries and contribute significantly to
food security. The small‐scale sector
employs 25‐27 million full-time and part-
time fishers in developing countries.
Another 68-70 million people are
employed in post-harvest activities. Small-

scale fisheries, therefore, provides over 90
percent of all fisheries jobs in developing
countries and about half the total work-
force are women. However, small-scale
fishing is largely undervalued, due to the
lack of sufficient data from informal fish-
ing. And data on catches and employment
that is available are not always reliable
(FAO/World Fish Centre/World Bank 2008). 

Major threats to sustainable fisheries from
overfishing and environmental degrada-
tion is an even larger issue for those
employed in small-scale fishing who are
dependent on fishery resources as a key
component of their livelihood and have
few alternatives. Many small-scale fisheries
in developing countries are vulnerable to
both internal and external threats, includ-
ing volatility in fuel prices (FAO/World
Fish Centre/World Bank).

Coastal and near-shore habitats also sup-
port biodiversity, so overfishing and
associated habitat degradation have
impacts on biodiversity and non-provision-
ing ecosystem services as well. The
undervaluation of these fisheries makes
them low priority and their dispersed
nature makes them difficult to manage
with conventional approaches.
Consequently, they have received much
less management attention than large-scale
fisheries. There is the need to amplify 
attention to developing appropriate man-

agement for these fisheries (FAO/World
Fish Centre/World Bank 2008).

Assignment of property rights could be
potentially viable approach in developing
countries. Rights-based management sys-
tems have proven successful in some areas,
and could potentially address small-scale
fisheries issues. Secure fishing rights could
provide a governance framework that
empowers the users themselves to take a
long-term stake in the health of the
resources and the benefits they can pro-
vide, by allocating some form of fishing
rights. However, managing property rights
can be problematic where regulatory
enforcement is weak, and also where local
communities are heavily dependent upon
fishing as a source of employment and
nutrition. A reduction in the fleet might be
beneficial to a few individuals, but not for
the community as a whole causing hard-
ships for small-scale fishing communities
(Pew 2009). 

Climate Change and Fisheries

Climate change is predicted to impact near-
ly all aspects of ocean and coastal
ecosystems, including fisheries. A variety of
future climate change scenarios for fisheries
have been proposed, ranging from the
mildly beneficial to the catastrophic. Most
scenarios describe disruptive changes in
marine-species distribution and biodiversi-

“One of the most serious gaps in implementation of relevant oceans outcomes of the major summits on 

sustainable development is in the area of fisheries. Healthy fish stocks are critical for food security and for

sustaining the economic prosperity and social and cultural well-being of many states. Although countries

agreed in the Johannesburg Plan of Implementation to restore global fish stocks to sustainable levels by 2015,

stocks continue to be fished at increasingly unsustainable levels. States should recommit at Rio to maintain-

ing or restoring depleted fish stocks to sustainable levels by 2015 and should further commit to implementing

science-based management plans for rebuilding stocks by 2015, including reducing or suspending fishing

catch and effort for all stocks being over-fished or at risk of over-fishing.” 

--H.E. Ambassador Peter Thomson, Permanent Representative of Fiji to the United Nations, on behalf of the Pacific Small
Island Developing States, Workshop on Oceans at Rio+20, New York, September 12, 2011



ty, and some also predict outright extinc-
tions at the margins of various species’
current distributions, with impacts most
severe at the northern and southern mar-
gins of species’ customary ranges.
Moreover, because these margins or transi-
tional regions are usually characterized by
greater degrees of biodiversity, changes in
them may significantly impact other types
of biodiversity. And because most fish
species have a fairly narrow range of tem-
peratures they can tolerate and thrive
within, the area they occupy may expand,
contract, or be relocated with changes in
ocean temperature (Lent et. al. 2008). Many
scientists also predict increasing tempera-
tures and ocean acidification will have
negative impacts on the physiology of fish,
causing significant limitations for aquacul-
ture, changes in species distributions, and
changes in abundance as recruitment
processes are impacted (FAO 2010).

The impacts of climate change, however,
will not only be felt by the fish stocks them-
selves, but by the millions who depend on
this fisheries for food and livelihood. When
considered in the context of overfishing
and IUU fishing, climate change and fish-
ing effort will together prompt new and
sometimes unprecedented ocean-ecosys-
tem changes to which many will be unable
to adapt. Predicted impacts on fish stocks
and marine ecosystems also have notable
implications for food security, including
potential impacts on:

– availability of aquatic foods, which will
vary through changes in habitats, stocks
and species distribution; 

– stability of supply, which will be impact-
ed by changes in seasonality, increased
variability in ecosystem productivity and
supply; 

– access to aquatic foods, which will be
affected by changes in livelihoods and
catching or farming opportunities; and 

– utilization of aquatic products, which will
also be impacted and, for example, some
societies and communities will need to
adjust to species not traditionally con-
sumed. (FAO 2010)

The significant implications and uncer-
tainties posed by climate change outlines
the need for resilient fisheries manage-

ment regimes. The key concern is achiev-
ing a balance between creating viable
fishery management organizations and
governance structures that are capable of
effectively implementing the current fish-
eries toolbox, as well as mechanisms that
are also adequately flexible so as to deal
with uncertainties posed by climate
change. These efforts must also be under-
taken in conjunction with efforts to
address key gaps in natural and social sci-
entific knowledge associated with
adaptation of fisheries to climate change
(OECD 2011). 

BOTTOM LINE
Some notable efforts have been undertaken
at the international level and by national
governments, including the development
and implementation of international plans
of action, national strategies, and national
frameworks for sustainable fisheries and
aquaculture, to work towards sustainable
fisheries and aquaculture. Global fisheries,
however, still face many prominent threats
and significant drivers of change that will
continue to present major obstacles to sus-
tainable fisheries and aquaculture. With
only 15% of marine fish stocks either moder-
ately exploited or underexploited, there is
little room to expand current fishing efforts
without drastic consequences. The potential
impacts of climate change also present an
important driver that will exacerbate exist-
ing obstacles to sustainable fisheries and
aquaculture. Fisheries have continued their
global decline relatively unabated since
2002. The fisheries targets set during the
World Summit on Sustainable Development
represented a mix of very specific goals car-
rying unrealistic deadlines (2004 and 2005)
and the very complex and difficult to
achieve long-term goal of maintaining or
restoring depleted fish stocks by 2015.

Although a number of countries have put
in place various types of fisheries manage-
ment reforms to address these negative
trends, these efforts may be insufficient to
match the scale of the problem. While the
situation is somewhat dire, it is not irre-
versible and we still have the opportunity
to achieve sustainable fisheries and aqua-
culture with urgent and dedicated efforts.
However, a central question is whether the

further implementation of the complex set
of measures that are already in place will
make the difference, or are more drastic
and innovative solutions needed. In this
sense, we may be at somewhat of a cross-
roads in global fisheries and aquaculture.
The implications of this uncertainty are
enormous, when faced with the dilemma
of heavy dependence of rising global popu-
lations for food and livelihoods on
dwindling resources. There is still time to
reverse negative trends, but more wholesale
reform and more concerted engagement by
all stakeholders will be needed.

Rio+20 presents an important opportunity
to take stock of progress made, consider
what has worked well and what hasn’t, and
assess the steps forward. In some cases, con-
tinued efforts along approaches that have
been laid out may be effective. In others,
new approaches may be required. In this
respect, fisheries management policies
should consider and incorporate aspects
related to the increased demands presented
by a rising global population. In general,
however, continued efforts must be made
to maintain political will to implement effi-
cient and effective management measures
to work towards sustainable fisheries and
aquaculture, taking an increasingly holistic
viewpoint, incorporating the wider ecologi-
cal, socio-economic, and political impli-
cations as well as the interests and needs of
all relevant stakeholders.
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Report Card: Sustainable Fisheries and Aquaculture
Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
There have been some positive efforts undertaken to work towards sus-
tainable fisheries and aquaculture at the national, regional, and global
levels, including the establishment of legal frameworks, identification 

of harmful drivers, UN General Assembly resolutions on sustainable fish-
eries, and widespread ratification and implementation of the UN Fish
Stocks Agreement. Despite these efforts, however, global fish stocks are
still being depleted and face notable threats from overfishing and harm-
ful practices, among other drivers, and unsustainable aquaculture still
persists in many areas of the world. In fact, the proportion of marine fish
stocks that are overexploited, depleted, or recovering from depletion
increased from 24% in 2004 to 32% in 2008. The proportion of fully
exploited marine fish stocks increased from 52% in 2004 to 53% in
2008. Taking these values together, one can conclude that the propor-
tion of marine fish stocks that cannot withstand further fishing pressure
increased from 76% in 2004 to 85% in 2008 (FAO 2004; FAO 2010). This
continued decline in fish stocks is primarily due to the fact that this sec-
tor faces a large number of powerful and synergistic drivers, including
inappropriate behavior that results in overharvesting of fish and envi-
ronmental degradation in aquaculture operations, population growth
and concomitant demand for food products, habitat degradation, and
climate change. The most fundamental factors contributing to the slow
progress towards meeting fisheries-related goals, however, are overcapac-
ity, lack of incentives-based management and unwillingness of policy
makers to take short-term losses for long-term sustainability. While the
groundwork for positive change may be in place, in some respects, much
more needs to be done to both ensure that measures are effectively
implemented and that these harmful drivers are addressed. 

With regards to the major goals and commitments, the following
progress can be reported 

National Legal and Regulatory Framework
-- More than 90% of FAO Member States that responded to a recent
survey* have developed and implemented fishery management
plans (FMPs), reversing a six-year trend in notable absence of FMPs.

UN Fish Stocks Agreement
-- As of 3 June 2011, 78 nations had ratified the UN Fish Stocks 

Agreement. Many of these states have taken notable steps to imple-
ment the provisions of the Agreement.

IUU Fishing
-- 80% of FAO Member States that responded to a recent survey*
have identified IUU fishing as a central obstacle to sustainable fish-
eries and have taken steps to develop and implement a national
plan of action to address IUU fishing (NPOA-IUU). Many states
have also developed improved MCS (monitoring, control, and sur-
veillance) capabilities to prevent IUU fishing.

Fishing Capacity 
-- Some states have taken steps to implement the International Plan of
Action for the Management of Fishing Capacity (IPOA-Capacity),
including developing a national plan of action to address fishing capac-
ity (NPOA-Capacity) or incorporating capacity considerations into day-
to-day management systems. More than 60% of FAO Member States
that responded to a recent survey* have undertaken a preliminary
assessment of fishing capacity.

Fishing Subsidies
-- There has been somewhat less progress at the national level in iden-
tifying and eliminating perverse subsidies, as this is an inherently
complex issue.

Destructive Fishing Practices 
-- Many states have developed national legislation prohibiting destruc-
tive practices, but enforcement is largely inadequate.

-- Education programs have been implemented to encourage small-
scale fishing communities to use environmentally friendly practices.

-- UNGA resolutions aimed at mitigating impacts of bottom-trawl fish-
ing on vulnerable marine ecosystems in the high seas have been
adopted. 

Sustainable Aquaculture
-- Many FAO Member States have developed legal frameworks for sus-
tainable aquaculture, although governance remains an issue in
many areas.

-- Market-driven approach in some areas has led to rapid development,
but environmental degradation as well.

3 3 3

MAJOR OBSTACLES:
-- Population growth, leading to increased food demand and overhar-
vesting of wild fish stocks.

-- Lax enforcement of flag and port state responsibilities, leading to
non-compliance with sustainable fisheries regulations.

-- Harmful subsidies that contribute to overexploitation and the
expansion of fishing capacity and the utilization of unsustainable
aquaculture practices.

-- Uncertainty about the effects and implications of climate change on
fish stocks and fishing communities.

*69 FAO Member States responded to the 2011 questionnaire, representing 36% of all FAO Members.
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-- Incentives to use unsustainable fishing and aquaculture practices,
including the low cost of destructive practices. 

-- Inconsistencies in RFMO effectiveness, leading to poor regulation of
high seas fisheries in some cases.

SOME BRIGHT SPOTS:
There are, however, some encouraging trends that represent posi-
tive efforts toward sustainable fisheries and aquaculture.

-- Development and implementation of national strategies and
action plans, many of which are supported by legal and regulato-
ry frameworks.

-- Increased ratification and implementation of global instruments,
including the UN Fish Stocks Agreement, International Plans of
Action (IPOAs), the FAO Code of Conduct for Fisheries, the FAO

Compliance Agreement, and the FAO Port State Measures
Agreement.  

-- Progress toward the establishment of regional fisheries bodies in the
South Pacific (SPRFMO) and the Southern Indian Ocean (South
Indian Ocean Fisheries Agreement). 

-- The adoption of UN General Assembly resolutions (Resolution
59/25, 61/105, and 64/72) aimed at ensuring sustainable exploita-
tion of deep-sea fish stocks and mitigating impacts of fishing on vul-
nerable marine ecosystems in the high seas.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Data and Reporting
-- Provide timely assessments of the state of fish stocks and take meas-
ures to address underreporting or misreporting of catches.

-- Promote compliance with, and the strengthening of, MCS measures,
including increased information-sharing, vessel monitoring systems
(VMS) and observer programmes, and increase participation in the
International MCS Network.

-- Develop mandatory reporting requirements for bycatch and dis-
cards. 

-- Assess the adverse impacts on ecosystems caused by various types of
fishing gear and techniques.

-- Implement mechanisms to facilitate public disclosure of key fish-
eries sector information, such as fishing rights and public revenues
generated (e.g. licenses and fees collected), as well as vessel/license
registries and corresponding catch and effort. 

-- Register all fishing vessels in each country in a publicly available reg-
ister, as a first step to controlling access.

Climate Change
-- Integrate climate change considerations into fisheries and aquacul-
ture strategies at national and regional levels.

-- Support research that explores the impacts of climate change on
fisheries, including the development of models for impacts on fish
stocks and local fishing communities. 

RFMOs
-- Develop regional partnerships between RFMOs and other regional
and global bodies, such as Regional Fishery Body Secretariats
Network (RSN), Regional Seas Programmes and Large Marine
Ecosystems (LMEs), including through joint meetings and coordi-
nated management approaches. 

-- Review and modernize, where appropriate, the mandates of RFMOs,
undertake RFMO performance review, and implement recommen-
dations of RFMO performance reviews in a transparent manner.

Market-Based and Industry Approaches
-- Phase out subsidies and perverse incentives that enhance fishing
effort, and redirect public support toward strengthening fisheries
management capacity.

-- Support efforts to implement certification schemes, which would 
require fisheries products to bear a certificate verifying that the fish
was caught legally and through the use of sustainable practices.

-- Involve the fishing industry in the development of market-based
measures.

-- Review and improve industry standards for fishing gear and prac-
tices to ensure they reflect sustainable approaches. 

-- Support technological innovation to minimize adverse environmen-
tal and ecological impacts of aquaculture. 

Enhance Ocean Use Agreements in the Exclusive Economic
Zones (EEZs) of Developing Countries
-- Accelerate efforts to enhance ocean use agreements in the EEZs of
developing countries, improving their design and implementation,
to ensure local benefits, social equity, resource conservation, and
public transparency.

Capacity-Building
-- Undertake capacity-building and technology transfer to improve the
capacity of developing states to achieve sustainable fisheries and
aquaculture and to effectively participate in RFMOs.

-- Contribute to the Part VII Trust Fund of the UN Fish Stocks
Agreement to improve capacity in developing countries.

Address Adverse Environmental/Ecological Impacts
-- States and RFMOs should undertake efforts to identify and adopt
management measures for ecologically significant and vulnerable
marine areas, including representative networks of marine protect-
ed areas, and fishery closures for vulnerable marine ecosystems,
especially in areas beyond national jurisdiction.

-- Develop regulatory frameworks that facilitate the internalization of
the costs of environmental impacts by aquaculture
companies/operators.
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6. Addressing Critical Uncertainties 
for the Management of the Marine   
Environment and Climate Change 

BACKGROUND

The Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro (UNCED 1992) recog-
nized that the high degree of uncertainty surrounding the
available information on the marine environment severely

jeopardizes our ability to effectively evaluate ocean health and
forecast environmental change and, therefore, to manage devel-
opment and sustainable use of ocean and coastal areas and
marine resources, as well as the conservation of the marine envi-
ronment. Clear recommendations, therefore, emerged from
UNCED, as well as the WSSD, to reinforce the mechanisms to col-
lect, synthesize and disseminate information from research and
systematic observation activities in order to improve the under-
standing of the marine environment, to determine the role of the
oceans and all seas in driving global processes and to predict natu-
ral and human-induced changes in marine and coastal
environments. To this end, three lines of action were encouraged:  

• Promote scientific research on, and systematic observation of, the
marine environment. 

• Promote data exchange and ensure its availability to policy mak-
ers and the public.

Relevant Goals and Commitments
Emanating from UNCED and the WSSD

Agenda 21 (1992)

u Promote scientific research on and systematic observation
of the marine environment, and exchange of data and
information and ensure its availability to policy makers
and the public 

u Cooperate in the development of standard procedures,
measuring techniques, data storage and management
capabilities for scientific research on and systematic 
observation of the marine environment 

u Coordinate national and regional observation programmes
for climate change impacts on coastal and near-shore areas

u Cooperate to improve the ability to forecast climate change
impacts and to develop special measures to adapt to poten-
tial climate change impacts and sea-level rise, including the
development of globally accepted methodologies for coastal
vulnerability assessment, modelling and response strategies
particularly for islands and coastal areas 

u Provide improved forecasts of marine conditions for the
safety of inhabitants of coastal areas and the efficiency 
of maritime operations

Johannesburg Plan of Implementation (2002)
u Establish a regular process under the United Nations for
global reporting and assessment of the state of the marine
environment, including socioeconomic aspects, by 2004

u Strengthen national institutional capacities and promote
international joint observation and research, through
improved surface-based monitoring and increased use 
of satellite data, dissemination of technical and scientific
knowledge, and the provision of assistance to vulnerable
countries 

u Improve techniques and methodologies for assessing 
the effects of climate change, including potential impacts
on wetlands and encourage the continuing assessment of
those adverse effects by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC)

Jorge Luis Valdés, Head of Ocean Sciences Section, Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC-UNESCO) 169
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• Cooperate for the development of stan-
dard procedures and techniques for
scientific research on, and systematic
observation of, the marine environment.

To date, the international scientific com-
munity has undertaken notable efforts to
address these commitments and several
international programmes targeted to the
implementation of these action items are
currently being implemented at the global
scale and have already yielded valuable
results.

Coordinated Scientific Research and
Systematic Observation of the Marine
Environment Observations should under-
pin all ocean science and management
decisions. Policy is developed based on
measured changes, decisions are made
based on observed issues, after implemen-
tation, are evaluated through continuous
monitoring of the environment and socio-
economic impacts. 

Since the 1990s, much progress has been
achieved in the implementation of system-
atic observations of the marine
environment, including, for example, the
establishment of the Global Ocean
Observing System (GOOS), as a partner-
ship between the Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission (IOC), the
World Meteorological Organization
(WMO), the UN Environment Programme
(UNEP), and the International Council for
Science (ICSU). GOOS is a permanent glob-
al system for observations, modeling and
analysis of the marine environment to sup-
port operational ocean services worldwide.
GOOS provides accurate descriptions of
the present state of the oceans, continuous
forecasts of the future conditions of the
sea, and provides the basis for climate
change forecasts. GOOS has greatly bene-
fitted from the development of new
technologies, including the combined use
of drifting Argo buoys and satellites, which
have launched a new era in oceanographic
field studies. GOOS is primarily, but not
solely, focused in physical variables, and
coordinates and monitors 3000 Argo mon-
itoring buoys covering all oceans.
Currently GOOS has reached a 100% of
success in the implementation of Argo
buoys, but the overall level of implementa-
tion is 63% of the goal targeted by 2011.

The coastal module, as well as the biodiver-
sity and living resources modules, are
currently in the process of being incorpo-
rated into GOOS.

The need to reduce uncertainties in the
ability to forecast sea-level rise also
emerged as a priority from UNCED. The
Global Sea Level Observing System
(GLOSS), established in 1985, is working to
improve the monitoring and forecasting of
sea-level rise through the coordination of a
'Global Core Network' of 289 sea-level sta-
tions around the world.

A global ocean observing system such as
GOOS and GLOSS is recognized as an
undertaking which exceeds the resources
of any individual country and reaches its
full value only with the participation of all
nations, whether they directly fund instru-
mentation installation, or, for many
developing States, they participate in the
sharing and utilization of data and knowl-
edge, including for local needs. 

Recognizing the important role that
oceans play in mitigating the potential
impacts of climate change, Chapter 17 of
Agenda 21 made an explicit call to IOC
and other relevant competent United
Nations bodies, to carry out analysis,
assessments and systematic observation of
the role of oceans as a carbon sink. The
International Ocean Carbon Coordination
Project (IOCCP) was established by IOC

and Scientific Committee on Ocean
Research (SCOR) in 2003, just after the
WSSD in Johannesburg and coordinates
time series stations and cruises to monitor
the interchange and biogeochemistry of
carbon in the ocean. 

National and regional sampling efforts
have also been undertaken to obtain
detailed biological data from plankton to
fisheries and species assemblages (biodiver-
sity). These time series are discrete in space
but they provide very useful baselines data
to monitor changes in ecosystems and to
predict natural and human-induced
changes in marine and coastal environ-
ments. Examples of these time series
projects and networks include the
Continuous Plankton Recorder Survey
(CPR), the California Cooperative Oceanic
Fisheries Investigations (CalCOFI), the
European Station for Time Series in the
Ocean (ESTOC) the Bermuda Atlantic
Time-Series Station (BATS), the Hawaii
Ocean Time-series (HOT) and many
national projects by member states such as
CARIACO, RADIALES, etc. However, most
of these time series sampling sites and net-
works are located in developed countries in
the northern hemisphere and we are far
from having the level of coverage that
could be considered “global”. 

The deep ocean can only be reached and
monitored using expensive and sophisti-

Figure 6.1. Temperature and salinity profiles in the WOD has increased significantly 
after 1992. 
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cated equipment that is extremely costly to
operate and maintain. Even so, since 1999
the programme OceanSITES, a worldwide
system of long-term, deepwater reference
stations measuring dozens of variables and
monitoring the full depth of the ocean
from air-sea interactions down to 5,000
meters in a network of 30 sampling sites
around the world, is maintained by a con-
sortium of more than 60 institutions in 22
countries. 

Many nations also maintain monitoring
programmes for marine pollution; mainly
for heavy metals and persistent organic
pollutants (POPs), which include chlori-
nated pesticides and petroleum
hydrocarbons. The mussel watch pro-
gramme, initiated in the late 1980’s in the
US and Western Europe to identify the sta-
tus and trends of trace metals and organic
contaminants in biota, is now implement-
ed in most countries and provides a
notable example of good practices of effec-
tive and affordable monitoring of the
marine environment. 

Promoting Data-Exchange and
Ensuring Its Availability to
Policy makers and the Public 

Data from research in ocean sciences,
whether generated from research or opera-
tional observations, are not always
deposited in national or international
databases in a format that makes them
retrievable and reusable, or even in a for-
mat in which the research could be
reproduced. Often, there are insufficient
incentives for data submission resulting in
low submission rates and even when sub-
mitted, a bare minimum amount of data is
provided. Although this issue is not unique
to the ocean sciences, several organizations
have begun an effort to stimulate the sub-
mission and availability of ocean data.

The IOC’s International Oceanographic
Data and Information Exchange (IODE)
was established in 1961 to enhance marine
research, exploitation and development by
facilitating the exchange of oceanographic
data and information between participat-
ing Member States and by meeting the
needs of users for data and information
products. The IODE system forms a world-
wide service oriented network consisting
of Designated National Agencies (DNAs),
National Oceanographic Data Centres
(NODCs), Responsible National
Oceanographic Data Centres (RNODCs)
and World Data Centres–Oceanography
(WDCs). During the past 50 years, IOC
Member States have established over 80
oceanographic data centers in as many
countries. This network has been able to
collect, control the quality of, and archive
millions of ocean observations, and makes
this data available to Member States. Figure
6.1 shows the number (in millions) of tem-
perature and salinity profiles available
through IODE since 1974. There is a sus-
tained increasing trend in profiles since
1992, which is a good indicator of the
response of the oceanographic community
to the recommendations of UNCED and
the WSSD. 

Regarding biodiversity, the IOC has recent-
ly adopted the OBIS (Ocean Biogeographic
Information System), which is the largest
provider of information on the distribu-
tion of marine species, currently hosting
over 30 million geo-referenced distribution
records for over 100,000 different marine
species extracted from nearly 1000 individ-
ual data sets. Databases on fish stocks are
also maintained by various regional and
intergovernmental organizations such as
the UN Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), the International Council for the
Exploration of the Sea (ICES), the
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization
(NAFO), the International Commission for

the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas
(ICCAT) that are largely accessible to the
general public. 

Oceanographic data are used on regular
basis by the international scientific com-
munity and specialized agencies of the
United Nations in periodic reports and
assessments such as the biannual State of
World Fisheries and Aquaculture (FAO),
published since 1994, or the Assessment
Reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), published in
1990, 1996, 2001, 2007 respectively.

In addition to these periodic reports, the
United Nations General Assembly
approved in 2010 the establishment of two
new reporting processess: (i) The UN
Regular Process of reviewing the state of
the marine environment, including socio-
economic aspects, which intends to keep
the world’s ocean and seas under continu-
ous review by integrating existing
information from various disciplines, and
which will help to improve the responses
from national governments and the inter-
national community to the unprecedented
environmental changes now occurring;
and (ii) the Intergovernmental Science-
Policy Platform on Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services (IPBES), which will
require data on biodiversity at various geo-
graphic scales through a variety of habitats
and climatic regions.

The need to ensure data availability to poli-
cy makers and the general public is a
priority in environmental sciences. Recent
technological developments in informa-
tion services and communication have
allowed data and information resulting
from oceanographic research to be freely
available at different spatial scales and
almost in real time. 

The WMO-IOC Joint Technical
Commission for Oceanography and
Marine Meteorology (JCOMM) was estab-
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lished in 1999 to coordinate worldwide
marine meteorological and oceanographic
services and their supporting observation-
al, data management and capacity
building programmes. As for the observing
systems, JCOMM is responsive to the
evolving needs of all users of marine data
and products, and includes an outreach
programme to enhance the national capac-
ity of all maritime countries. As an
example of outreach, JCOMM is using
Google Earth as a global and open tool to
show and display Argo buoy data from any
of the Argo buoys deployed in any ocean
(see Figure 6.2).

Cooperation for the
Development of Standard
Procedures and Techniques for
Scientific Research on and
Systematic Observation of the
Marine Environment

Underpinning the above-mentioned sam-
pling programmes and distributed data
systems are standards. The value of stan-
dards is clearly demonstrable. There have
been many useful ideas and a number of
attempts to develop and implement inter-
national standards and protocols for
sampling and managing data. 

Since 1992, the specialized agencies and
programmes under the auspices of the
United Nations and other intergovern-
mental agencies have been very active in
producing guidelines and manuals to stan-
dardize methodologies, protocols and
practices in field studies and analytical
techniques in laboratories, some of which
are now considered to be the standard ref-
erences in their fields. These include the
Hydrographic Programme Manual (WOCE
1994), the Protocols for the Joint Global

Ocean Flux Study Core Measurements
(JGOFS 1994), the Guide to best practices
for ocean acidification research and data
reporting (EPOCA 2011), the Microscopic
and molecular methods for quantitative
phytoplankton analyses (IOC-UNESCO
2011) and the Zooplankton methodologi-
cal manual (ICES 2000). A major
achievement in 2010, was the publication
of the International Thermodynamic
Equation of Seawater-2010 (TEOS-10) by
IOC, SCOR and the International
Association for the Physical Sciences of the
Ocean (IAPSO). The TEOS-10 standard was
disseminated broadly to government agen-
cies, the scientific community, and
industry, and IOC is currently monitoring
its implementation. In terms of data man-
agement, JCOMM and IODE are currently
collaborating in the “Ocean Data
Standards Pilot Project” to achieve broad
agreement and commitment to adopt a
number of standards related to ocean data
management and exchange. 

The development of robust, simple, and
globally applicable indicators of health of
marine ecosystems and management tools
was also a priority of various UN agencies.
Integrated Coastal Management (ICM) and
Marine Spatial Planning (MSP) are two suc-
cessful examples among the several
attempts to develop a manageable set of
consistent indicators and tools to assess
maintain ecosystem health in support of
ecosystem-based management (EBM) of
coastal and marine systems. 

In spite of these achievements, commonly
accepted methodologies are notably lack-
ing for some variables and more work is
needed to unify and standardize sampling
and analytical practices and data banking
and management

Figure 6.2. Image captured from Google Earth
showing the position (green dots) of the
active (October 2010) Argo buoys in the North
and Equatorial Atlantic Ocean. Clicking on
each green dot displays the associated data
of the profiles since the deployment of the
buoy.
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Report Card: Addressing Critical Uncertainties for the Management of the 
Marine Environment and Climate Change 

Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
The Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro recognized that the high degree of
uncertainty surrounding the available information on the marine
environment severely jeopardizes our ability to effectively evaluate
ocean health and forecast environmental change and, therefore, to
conserve and manage sustainable use of ocean and coastal areas and
marine resources. Considerable (but incomplete) progress has been
made towards these targets and goals, particularly in the global scien-
tific community, development of legal and policy frameworks,
institutions and cooperation mechanisms. The full implementation of
many of these goals and targets will require further efforts by States,
intergovernmental organizations and the international community.

The scientific community, working together with the lead internation-
al scientific organizations such as ICSU, SCOR, IOC-UNESCO, WMO
and UNEP have done an extraordinary effort to adapt scientific priori-
ties to the pressing environmental changes and address the
uncertainties for management of the marine environment and climate

change. For example, most of the Global Environmental Change
(GEC) programs were initiated in the early 1990s (after UNCED) and
will be ending shortly after Rio+20 (most of them in 2013). These pro-
grams (e.g. IGBP, WCRP, DIVERSITAS, IHDP and ESSP) and projects
together with others such as Census of Marine Life (CoML) have pro-
vided very valuable results for the management of ecosystems and
climate change.

The extent of progress is substantial as we have now better sampling
systems, more complete networks of monitoring sites, a deeper knowl-
edge of some ecosystem processes, etc; however, our knowledge is far
from being intellectually complete or global in coverage, and new
unexpected challenges and threats has emerged since Rio, which
require of urgent attention. 

Despite notable progress and achievements, we must recognize that
we are behind the deadlines and targets. The Global Ocean Observing
System (GOOS) is still only at a 63% level of implementation and the
approval of the regular process took longer than expected. 

3 3 3

MAJOR OBSTACLES:
Actions to address the impacts of human activities on the marine envi-
ronment, including climate change, present difficulties in applying a
multi-sectoral and multi-dimensional approach to the effective protec-
tion of the marine environment and the sustainable use of its
resources. Other impediments include:

• Conflicting priorities and policies, particularly at a national level.

• Lack of monitoring and coordinated reporting of implementation
actions and outcomes at any level;

�• Lack of systematic environmental data exchange across nations and
the international community;

• Capacity gap between many developed and developing countries
(capacity building, technology transfer);

• Limited educational, training and technical capacity and financial
resources;

• Ineffective enforcement of obligations at the national level; 

Ecosystem based, integrated ocean and coastal management has been
supported by many institutions at global, regional and national levels
since the 1990s. Concepts have been broadly agreed; although imple-

mentation is hampered by lacks on incomplete science (in many
regions), institutional capacity (almost at global scale), market implica-
tions (global scale), and lack of financing and ineffective political
enforcement (almost at global scale).

In addition, a number of emerging issues continue to threaten or slow
progress towards the sustainable development of the worlds ocean and
coastal areas, such as:

�•Nutrient over-enrichment and eutrophication has increased, con-
tributing to pollution, hypoxia and habitat degradation;

�•Continuing loss of biodiversity from marine bioinvasions facilitated
by ships’ hull fouling, ballast water, and other vectors;

�• Lack of utilization of renewable energy despite proven technologi-
cal advances, largely due to lack of proper pricing of fossil fuel
energy/carbon;

�•Continuing threats to coral reefs, including from ocean acidifica-
tion, warming, deoxygenation, pollution, habitat loss, and invasive
species;

�•Marine debris (e.g. plastics) and flow on effects to human health,
shipping and biodiversity;
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SOME BRIGHT SPOTS:
Good, and universally agreed, science is vital to implementation of
agreements and achievement of sustainable development outcomes
for ocean and coastal areas. It is noteworthy that the international sci-
entific community has largely addressed the commitments made in
Rio, at least in terms of creating the required programs of work and
reporting on them. 

-- Most of the Global Environmental Change (GEC) programs were
initiated in the early 1990’s (after Rio) and will have their sunset
very soon after Rio+20 (most of them in 2013). The lead internation-
al scientific organizations such as ICSU, UNESCO, WMO and UNEP
have initiated processes to move forward on Earth System Research
for Global Sustainability.

-- The implementation of a global sampling programme such as
GOOS, even if the overall level of implementation is 63%, is very
promising and allows the scientific community to offer new servic-
es in terms of climate and knowledge. This is being accelerated by
the development of new information technologies.

-- The implementation of the Ecosystem based management approach
is far to be fully understood and implemented but it is encouraging
that many countries from different regions in the world have adopt-
ed the ICAM and MSP guidelines (IOC-UNESCO) as a standard to
follow. 

-- Both ecosystem based management and climate research rely on
data exchange and availability. The sustaining trend in oceano-
graphic data stored in IODE since 1992 is indicative of the good
response of the oceanographic community to the recommendations
of UNCED and the WSSD. Also the recent incorporation of OBIS
(Ocean Biogeographic Information System) in International Ocean
and Data Information Exchange (IODE) is a good signal of the inter-
est of the scientist in preserve and sharing their data. 

-- Two new reporting processes were recently approved by the United
Nations General Assembly: (i) The UN Regular Process of reviewing
the state of the marine environment, including socio-economic
aspects, and (ii) the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), which will require data
on biodiversity at various geographic scales through a variety of habi-
tats and climatic regions. These, together with the State of the World
Fisheries and the IPCC assessment report, will keep the world’s ocean
and seas under continuous review by integrating existing informa-
tion from various disciplines, and will help to improve the responses
from national governments and the international community to the
unprecedented environmental changes now occurring.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
While some progress has been achieved, the development and imple-
mentation of integrated ocean management and ecosystem approaches,
as well as the understanding of climate change still present challenges - at
a national, regional and international level. Recommendations to
address these issues are as follows

-- Increase institutional capacity and funding for scientific monitoring
and ensure adequate coverage of sampling sites.

-- Support countries (transfer of technology, capacity building) to
enable them to respond and deliver good scientific data to the
reporting processes coordinated by UN agencies and organizations:
State of the World Fisheries, IPCC, Regular Process and IPBES.

-- Promote and support research that explores the impacts of climate
change and ocean acidification on marine ecosystems.

-- Promote and support research on marine biodiversity and ecosys-
tem functioning to create solid foundations for an ecosystem based
management.

-- Promote and support monitoring networks at different geographic
scales through a variety of habitats and climatic regions.

-- Promote new research on the emerging issues threaten the sustain-
ability of ocean, coastal areas and ecosystems.
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BACKGROUND

The need for international coordina-
tion and cooperation on oceans and
coasts has been frequently raised in

various intergovernmental meetings and
conferences. It is widely recognized that
there is a need for addressing oceans and
coasts in a cross-sectoral and comprehen-
sive manner, examining the
interrelationships among issues and set-
ting forth integrated and coordinated
solutions to interrelated problems. Existing 

UN agencies related to oceans have
largely sectoral mandates, address-
ing different aspects of sustainable

development of the oceans, such as fish-
eries and aquaculture, marine science,
marine navigation and safety, marine pol-
lution control, marine environmental
protection and conservation, ecosystem
dynamics, meteorology and climate
change, global observing systems, data and
information management, coastal area
management, disaster management,
marine radioactivity, seabed, ocean floor
and subsoil, and marine and coastal biodi-
versity (see Box 7.1).

CREATION OF UN-OCEANS

In 1992, the UN Conference on Environ-
ment and Development called for the
strengthening of coordination and devel-
opment of improved arrangements
among the relevant UN organizations
with major marine and coastal responsi-
bilities. In 1993, these agencies formed
the Sub-committee on Oceans and
Coastal Areas of the Administrative
Committee on Coordination (ACC
SOCA). ACC SOCA was created in order to
present a coordinated and comprehensive
view of UN agency activities in support of
Chapter 17 of Agenda 21, which specifi-
cally deals with the protection of the
oceans and the protection and rational
use and development of their living
resources. 

In 1999-2000, as part of the reform process,
the ACC and its subcommittees were  reor-
ganized resulting in the abolishment of the
ACC and the creation of the Chief
Executive Board (CEB), the system-wide
body presided over by the UN Secretary
General. The CEB delegated coordination 

to two high-level committees, one on pro-
grammes and one on management. The
CEB decided that future inter-agency sup-
port requirements should be more
responsive to a rapidly changing agenda
and would best be handled through ad hoc,
time-bound, task-oriented arrangements
using a lead agency or function-based
approach. UN Programs and Agencies par-
ticipating in the coordination of oceans
and coasts indicated strong interest in
developing a new inter-agency coordinat-
ing mechanism consistent with the new
arrangements being developed in the
United Nations system (UN-Oceans 2005a). 

The 2002 Johannesburg Plan of Imple-
mentation called for UN inter-agency
collaborative arrangements in four major
areas: 1) Freshwater and water and sanita-
tion; 2) Energy; 3) Oceans and coastal areas;
and 4) Changing unsustainable patterns of
consumption and production. The CEB
entrusted this endeavour to its High Level
Committee on Programmes (HLCP).

In September 2003, the CEB’s High-Level
Committee on Programmes approved the
creation of an Oceans and Coastal Areas
Network (subsequently renamed "UN-
Oceans") and at its 57th Session, the
General Assembly called for the establish-
ment of an effective, transparent and
regular inter-agency coordination mecha-
nism on oceans and coastal issues within
the United Nations system in its resolution
57/141 of 12 December 2002 (UN DOA-
LOS 2002). The objective of UN-Oceans is
to enhance cooperation and coordination
among Secretariats of the International
Organizations and Bodies concerned with
ocean related activities.

7. Coordination of UN 
Activities on Oceans

Relevant Goals and
Commitments Emanating
from UNCED and the WSSD

Agenda 21 (1992)

u Establish an effective, transparent 
and regular inter-agency coordination 
mechanism on ocean and coastal
issues within the United Nations 
system.

u Introduce, where necessary, coordina-
tion among relevant UN organizations,
including consideration of co-location
of their staff, and periodic intraregion-
al consultations

Johannesburg Plan of
Implementation (2002)

u Establish an effective, transparent 
and regular inter-agency coordination
mechanism on ocean and coastal
issues within the United Nations 
system.



UN-Oceans held its first interagency meet-
ing in January 2005 where a Coordinator
(UNESCO-IOC) and Deputy Coordinator
(UN-DESA) were elected to serve for a two-
year term. During the first meeting,
UN-Oceans agreed to “operate as a flexible
mechanism to review joint and overlap-
ping ongoing activities and to support
related deliberations of the ICP (UN Open-
ended Informal Consultative Process on
Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea),
coordinating as far as possible its meetings
with ICP sessions.” To decrease the finan-
cial and human resource requirements for
providing secretariat support, UN-Oceans
decided to establish a “distributed secre-
tariat,” with functions divided into 
an Organizing Secretariat and an
Implementing Secretariat. It was agreed
that: the Organizing Secretariat shall be
based in UN-DOALOS, which will, in con-
sultation with the Coordinators, assist
UN-Oceans in meeting its reporting
requirements, including coordinating the
preparation of its reports and organizing
meetings; the Implementing Secretariat
will be established in IOC-UNESCO, 
and will, in consultation with the
Coordinators, assist UN-Oceans in
strengthening cooperation, reviewing the
relevant programs and activities, and pro-
moting the coherence of the UN system
activities on ocean and coastal areas (UN-
Oceans, 2005b). At present the following
arrangements are in place: the Coordinator
of UN-Oceans and a Deputy Coordinator
shall normally be elected for a term of 2
years; in order to ensure consistency, UN-
Oceans will aim at avoiding that both the
Coordinator and the Deputy Coordinator
end their term at the same time; the
agency serving as Coordinator will also
serve as the Secretariat for UN-Oceans for
the period of the Coordinator's term (UN-
Oceans 2010). 

It is noted in its programme of work that
UN-Oceans will “pursue time-bound initia-
tives, with well-defined terms of reference,
through ad hoc Task Forces open to the par-
ticipation of NGOs and other international
stakeholders as required” (UN-Oceans
2005b). During the January 2005 meeting,
the group agreed to the creation of six task
forces (see Operation of Task Forces on page
129) (UN-Oceans 2005a).

Box 7.1. Who does what within the U.N. system for oceans and 
coastal area issues?*

UN Institution Main Function

1. Division for Ocean Affairs and Carry out the Secretary-General’s responsibilities upon the 
Law of the Sea (UN-DOALOS) adoption of UNCLOS and fulfill the functions associated with its 

entry into force.

2. Department of Economic and Promote sustainable development as the substantive secretariat 
Social Affairs (UN-DESA) to the UN CSD and through technical cooperation and capacity 

building at international, regional and national levels. 

3. United Nations Development Advocate for change and connect countries to knowledge, 
Programme (UNDP) experience and resources to help people 

build a better life.

4. United Nations Environment Provide leadership and encourage partner ship in caring for the
Programme (UNEP) environment by inspiring, informing, and enabling nations and 

peoples to improve their quality of life without compromising 
that of future generations.

5. Food and Agriculture  To strengthen global governance and the managerial and tech-
Organization (FAO) nical capacities of members and to lead consensus-building 

towards improved conservation and utilization of aquatic 
resources.

6. United Nations Educational, Provide Member States of the United Nations with an essential 
Scientific and Cultural Organization/ mechanism for global cooperation in the study of the ocean, 
Intergovernmental Oceanographic with programs that focus on marine environmental protection, 
Commission (UNESCO/IOC) ecosystem dynamics, climate change, global observing sys

tems, data and information management, coastal area manage
ment, and disaster early warning mitigation and management.

7. World Bank (WB) Provide loans, policy advice, technical assistance and knowledge 
sharing services to low and middle income countries to reduce 
poverty.

8. International Maritime Organization Improve maritime safety and prevent pollution from ships.
(IMO)

9. World Meteorological Organization Coordinate and manage the implementation of an operational 
(WMO) ocean observing system in support of the Global Ocean 

Observing system (GOOS) and the Global Climate Observing 
system (GCOS) in support of the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change.

10. International Atomic Energy Agency Promote nuclear and isotopic techniques and the improved 
(IAEA) understanding of marine radioactivity.

11. International Seabed Authority (ISA) Serve States Parties to the UNCLOS, in accordance with the 
regime for the seabed and ocean floor and subsoil thereof 
beyond the limits of national jurisdiction (the Area) established 
in Part XI and the Agreement, in organizing and controlling 
activities in the Area, particularly with a view to administering 
the resources of the Area.

12. Convention on Biological Diversity Focus on integrated marine and coastal area management, the 
(CBD) sustainable use of living resources, marine and coastal protect

ed areas, mariculture and alien species for the conservation and 
sustainable use of marine and coastal biodiversity.

*Adapted from the UN-OCEANS website (UN-OCEANS 2005a).
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UN-Oceans held its second interagency
meeting in June 2005 and held a third
meeting in January 2006, and a fourth
meeting in June 2006. Susbsequently, UN-
Oceans has met once a year. The most
recent meeting was held in June 2011. 

FUNCTIONS OF UN-OCEANS

When the UN-Oceans (then still called the
Oceans and Coastal Areas Network) was
established, the requirement for effective
coordination and cooperation as well as
the need for a strong connection with the
UN Open-ended Informal Consultative
Process on Oceans and Law of the Sea (ICP)
were identified. The functions that the ICP
identified for UN-Oceans as stated in the
Terms of Reference for the Oceans and
Coastal Areas Network presented at ICP-4
include:

1. Strengthening coordination and cooper-
ation of the UN activities related to ocean
and coastal areas;

2. Reviewing the relevant programmes and
activities of the UN system, undertaken
as part of their contribution to the imple-
mentation of the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNC-
LOS), Agenda 21, and the Johannesburg
Plan Of Implementation (JPOI);

3. Identification of emerging issues, the def-
inition of joint actions, and the
establishment of specific task teams to
deal with these, as appropriate;  

4. Promoting the integrated management
of ocean at the international level; 

5. Facilitating as appropriate, the inputs to
the annual report of the Secretary
General on oceans and the law of the sea;

6. Promoting the coherence of the UN sys-
tem activities on oceans and coastal areas
with the mandates of the General
Assembly, and the priorities contained in
the Millennium Development Goals, the
JPOI and of governing bodies of all UN-
Oceans members (UN-Oceans 2005a).

PARTICIPATION IN UN-OCEANS

According to its website (http://www.ocean
atlas.org/www.un-oceans.org), UN-Oceans
welcomes any UN agency to become a
member through a simple expression of
will. All organizations which had partici-

pated in the previous work of SOCA, or in
the informal coordination for the ICP
meetings are potential members, including:
UN-DESA, UN-DOALOS, FAO, UNESCO,
UNEP, World Bank (IBRD), IMO, WMO,
UNDP, IAEA, CBD, ISA, ILO, UNIDO, WTO,
WHO, UNHSP (UN-HABITAT), UNFCCC,
Ramsar Convention, UNCTAD, UNU,
OECD, and IHO (UN-OCEANS 2005a).
Additionally, UN-Oceans also noted that
international financial and other institu-
tions like the International Seabed
Authority and secretariats of multilateral
environment treaties are encouraged to be
involved in its work in order to cover politi-
cal, legal, security, economic, social, and
environmental aspects (UN-Oceans 2005b).

UN-Oceans also agreed that the participa-
tion of relevant international NGOs and
other international stakeholders in the
work of the UN-Oceans Task Forces should
be encouraged under the responsibility of
the lead institutions coordinating the task
forces. UN-Oceans also agreed that interna-
tional NGOs should be invited to
contribute to the activities of the task
forces and might be invited to attend
selected items of the UN-Oceans agenda
(UN-Oceans 2005a).

OPERATION OF TASK FORCES

UN-Oceans created ad-hoc task forces to
address six specific time-sensitive initia-
tives. The task forces are coordinated by a
lead institution, which is focused on facili-
tating collaboration on existing and
emerging activities within each initiative.
The six task forces are: Post-Tsunami
Response; Biodiversity in Areas Beyond
National Jurisdiction; Establishing a
Regular Process for Global Assessment of
the Marine Environment; Global
Programme of Action for the Protection of
the Marine Environment from Land-Based
Activities; Global Partnership Climate,
Fisheries and Aquaculture and; Marine
Protected Areas and Other Area-based
Management Tools. The Task Force on
Post-Tsunami Response was discontinued
in 2006, and the Task Force on Global
Programme of Action for the Protection of
the Marine Environment from Land-Based
Activities was discontinued in 2007. 

“UN actions are extended and 

amplified by an outstanding group 

of Goodwill Ambassadors who

have generously accepted to use

their talents and status to help

focus the world’s attention on the

work and need of UN organiza-

tions. Decades of experience with

the UN Goodwill Ambassadors

have shown that they are in a

position to focus the world’s eyes

on human and environmental

needs, both in their own countries

and around the world. 

Designated UN Goodwill

Ambassador(s) for Oceans would

make direct representations to

those with the power to effect

change. They would advocate for

conservation and sustainable use

of our oceans, coasts and islands.

They would support and contribute

to the UN mission to eradicate

extreme poverty and hunger, by

improving environmental and

human health and the well-being

of our planet.”

--Dr. Awni Behnam, President,
International Ocean Institute, and
Dr. Anamarija Frankic, University of
Massachusetts, Boston, and Advisor
to Government of Croatia, 3rd
Global Ocean Conference, UNESCO,
Paris, January 2006
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In terms of activities, the task forces have
addressed several different issues. The Task
Force on Global Partnership Climate,
Fisheries and Aquaculture (PaCFA) has
released a policy brief “Fisheries and
Aquaculture in our Changing Climate.”
The member organizations to the Task
Force on Marine Protected Areas and Other
Area-based Tools have undertaken a num-
ber of different initiatives, including
marine protected area (MPA) training
courses, capacity building initiatives in
MPAs, and bio-geographic classification of
ocean regions (UN-Oceans 2010).

BOTTOM LINE AND
OUTSTANDING ISSUES

WSSD Goal Has Been 
Accomplished

Out of all the WSSD goals, one can
unequivocally say that this goal has been
largely accomplished: an inter-agency coor-
dination mechanism on ocean and coastal
issues within the UN system, in the form of
UN-Oceans has been established and is
meeting regularly, making its discussions
and decisions publicly available through
the Internet. As a senior government offi-
cial put it at the Third Global Oceans
Conference “we can check this one off.”

The first step in every inter-agency collabo-
ration effort is having a regular forum
where the agencies come together on a
periodic basis and share information on
their programs and efforts and discuss
common problems. This step has clearly
been achieved with UN-Oceans.

Further Evolution of 
UN-Oceans

The long-run intent, however, of intera-
gency cooperation on oceans is
effectiveness in: achieving a common
vision of the problems, synergy among
existing programs, and the carrying out of
activities with a variety of partners that

improve ocean governance at internation-
al and national levels. 

Experience with interagency cooperation
on oceans at the national level suggests
that some essential factors/incentives must
be present for collaboration to be main-
tained over time and be effective. Some of
the incentives are “soft” incentives, mean-
ing factors like achieving “perceptions of
common problems and the need for joint
solutions,” and the fostering of a common
vision and a culture of collaboration.
Regarding “hard” incentives/factors, these
include: 1) having a political mandate for
collaboration and joint action, 2) a funded
Secretariat to maintain the interagency
cooperation over time; and 3) funding for
joint activities (Cicin-Sain, 2005, Cicin-
Sain, Balgos, and VanderZwaag, 2011). 

In the case of UN-Oceans, the “soft” incen-
tives/factors are undoubtedly present—the
agencies recognize that increasingly the
complex scope of ocean problems means
that they cannot be tackled solely by a par-
ticular agency and instead require joint
action. However, of the “hard”
factors/incentives, only the first one—a
political mandate for interagency collabo-
ration from the UN Secretary General—is
present. There is no specific funding for
Secretariat activities to ensure the continu-
ing interagency cooperation and oversee
joint activities and there is no funding set
aside for joint activities within each of the
agencies planning and budgeting cycles.
Also, the UN agencies all have different
governing bodies/processes on different
timelines and with different budgets, mak-
ing funding of joint activities (outside of
the regular budgeting process) an extreme-
ly unlikely event to occur. Only
programmes that are of sufficient magni-
tude and visibility that can “work their
way into” the governance planning cycle
of more than one agency can have a
chance of receiving joint mandate and
budgetary support from more than one

agency simultaneously. Such a process will
take time and effort.

In planning the further evolution of UN-
Oceans, perhaps some lessons could be
learned from UN-Water, the collaborative
interagency mechanism that has been set
up on water issues. UN-Water appears to
have gone further in the development of
interagency collaboration, including the
transparency element—several joint
reports have been produced; there is a full
scale Secretariat with a Chief Technical
Advisor, an Advisor to the Secretary and
three centers on capacity building, advoca-
cy/awareness, and assessment; NGOs and
other non-UN international organizations
can have membership in UN-Water as UN-
Water 'partners' through an application
and approval process but are not full mem-
bers of UN-Water. It is to be noted, though,
that unlike UN-Water, UN-Oceans publicly
posts all its meeting reports on its website.

The Broader Context of UN
Reform and the Continuing Need
for High-Level UN Attention to
Oceans

Discussions of further enhancing UN
coherence on oceans, must be set against
the backdrop of UN reform; a major UN-
wide reform effort was initiated in 2006. In
this context, several proposals have offered
streamlined visions of the UN, with tighter
mechanisms of planning, accountability,
and management. Given the particular sta-
tus of oceans, under the framework of
UNCLOS, in the context of UN-wide
reform, it is important to revisit some of
the options available. An interagency col-
laborative mechanism on oceans can only
go so far in playing the high-level global
advocacy role on oceans that is sorely
needed to keep ocean issues high on the
agenda of the United Nations and of
national governments.



In many national ocean policy contexts, nations
have found it imperative to establish a coordination
mechanism at the highest level of government (e.g.
Prime Minister’s office, and/or designate a “lead”
agency on oceans, and to have a specific “national
ocean office” that carries out the integrated ocean
vision and associated activities (in addition to having
the other agencies continuing to perform their sepa-
rate functions related to oceans) (Cicin-Sain, 2005,
Cicin-Sain, Balgos, VanderZwaag, 2011). 

This is not yet present at the UN level—there is no
high-level agency mechanism, no one agency has
been designated as the oceans lead, no cross-cutting
office exists to carry out integrated ocean policy. In
the past, there have been continuing calls for the cre-
ation of an overall oceans agency or a lead ocean
agency (de Marffy 2006). At the Third Global Oceans
Conference, these ideas were reiterated, including
calls for the designation of a UN Ambassador on
Oceans to provide a very visible focal point on
oceans (Behnam 2006).

In 2011, we are now in a new era in which climate
change effects ineradicably pose a situation of high-
er risk and of possible tipping points. Changes to
oceans, effects on coastal communities, widespread
displacement of coastal communities, all pose
prominent opportunities for disaster. At the same
time, as we chart the way to the new low-carbon
economy and society, great opportunities for ambi-
tious innovation are also prominent on the horizon.

At this key juncture in time, we need enhanced and
decisive United Nations mechanisms for dealing
with the new level of risk and to realize the opportu-
nities that lie ahead. We cannot count solely on the
incremental actions of a myriad of specialized agen-
cies, each with different missions and governing
bodies.

Just as many countries have done at the national
level, we must embrace the vision of the whole, and
institute integrated oceans governance at the
United Nations.
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“Competent international organizations have undertaken 

a large number of activities at the global, regional and

national levels to promote the sustainable development 

and use of the oceans. Additional mechanisms such as 

UN-Oceans contribute to and enhance inter-agency 

cooperation and coordination. Programs have also 

been put in place to promote cooperation and 

coordination among States and build capacity.” 

--Mr. Serguei Tarassenko, Director, Division for Ocean Affairs 
and the Law of the Sea, Workshop on Oceans at Rio+20, 
New York, September 12, 2011
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Report Card:  Coordination of UN Activities on Oceans
Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
This WSSD goal was achieved in a timely fashion, in 2005.

The question is to what extent has the effort been effective, transparent,
and regular. 

As is well known, oceans involve prominent economic, environmen-
tal, and social issues, typically cross-cutting among many sectoral
missions of different agencies/ministries. It is useful to reflect on and
draw lesssons from efforts at integrated governance at the national level
and to draw possible parallels to the UN context. Interagency coordina-
tion efforts in the ocean area at national levels have been made in
countries around the world to overcome the fragmentation and con-
flicts typically encountered in having many sectoral agencies (dealing
with one major use or issue) managing interconnected marine ecosys-
tems and human populations. The intent is multipurpose:  to provide a
common vision, enhance the joint capacity to address difficult issues
(such as climate change), enable the making of cross-sectoral and trade-
off decisions among different sectors, develop integrated and
coordinated solutions to interrelated problems,  enable joint action
with appropriate funding support and staff follow-through. 

Comparative studies of the effectiveness of national-level efforts in
interagency coordination on oceans suggest the following effectiveness
factors:  

1) location of the interagency effort—most effective appears to be locating
the effort at the highest level of government (e.g. Prime Minister’s
office) to enable cross-sectoral decisionmaking; alternatively, a major
ocean agency can be named the lead for integrated policy but for this
alternative to be effective there needs to be sufficient vesting of
authority and funding;

2) involvement of high-level officials from the sectoral agencies with the
authority to make decisions, commit resources, and follow-through
on joint actions;

3) a coordination office and staff to manage the interagency effort, to
carry out activities, to anticipate emerging issues and problems,
develop and oversee the implementation of integrated ocean poli-
cies, prepare periodic reports on the state of the oceans and accom-
panying ocean budgets;

4) involvement of stakeholders and the public to insure that the full range
of perspectives on oceans are appropriately considered in the forma-
tion and implementation of national ocean policy.

The situation at the UN level is not dissimilar to the situation at the
national level—existing UN agencies related to oceans have largely sec-
toral mandates, addressing different aspects of sustainable
development of the oceans, such as fisheries and aquaculture, marine
science, marine navigation and safety, marine pollution control,
marine environmental protection and conservation, ecosystem
dynamics, meteorology and climate change, global ocean observing
systems, data and information management, coastal area manage-
ment, disaster management, marine radioactivity, seabed, ocean floor
and subsoil, and marine and coastal biodiversity.

Considering the efforts made so far under UN-Oceans, the intent of the
WSSD mandate was to “establish an effective, transparent and regular
inter-agency coordination mechanism on ocean and coastal issues
within the UN system.

The mechanism was, in fact, created in 2005 and has been operating on
a regular basis, meeting at least once a year, and carrying out work
through task forces--the task forces are “time-bound” and some have
been disbanded. 

Regarding transparency, the UN-Oceans makes its discussions and deci-
sions publicly available through the Internet (although it should be
noted that the UN-Oceans website is difficult to find since it is a subset of
the UN-Atlas website). Regarding participation of NGOs in UN-Oceans
work, this appears to be, from a review of the minutes, very limited.

The first step in every inter-agency collaboration effort is having a regu-
lar forum where the agencies come together on a periodic basis and
share information on their programs and efforts and discuss common
problems. This step has clearly been involved with UN Oceans, since
regular meetings now take place.. 

Generally, UN-Oceans has engaged in limited activity, most promi-
nently in cross-agency task forces with “time-bound” timeframes.
Participation in UN-Oceans has generally involved senior technical
expert staff from the various agencies, not the heads of the agencies
(except for the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of
UNESCO). The interagency secretariat functions are performed on a
volunteer basis without special staff or funding support. 

Concerning the question of effectiveness, it would appear that the UN-
Oceans effort has primarily been effective in providing a forum for
communication among the agencies. Increased communication and
information sharing among the agencies may well set the stage for
enhanced joint action in the future.

3 3 3
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To enhance the interagency effort so that it can truly perform its func-
tion of promoting the coherence of the UN system and integrated
management of the ocean at the international level, it would be useful
to consider:  locating the mechanism at a higher level in the UN sys-

tem, involving the highest level leaders within each agency, designat-
ing staff and budget support for joint activities, involving stakeholders
and the public in this work.

MAJOR OBSTACLES:
Structure of the interagency mechanism

An interagency mechanism with no clearly designated lead authority
or location at a higher bureaucratic level, will generally produce results
mainly in terms of enhanced communications, not joint action and
development and implementation.

Funding issues

There is no specific funding for Secretariat activities to ensure the con-
tinuing interagency cooperation and oversee joint activities. 

There is very limited funding set aside for joint activities within each of
the agencies planning and budgeting cycles.

The UN agencies all have different governing bodies/processes on dif-
ferent timelines and with different budgets, making funding for joint
activities (outside of the regular budgeting process) difficult to achieve.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
In 2011, we are now in a new era in which climate change effects  pose
a situation of higher risk and of possible tipping points. Changes to
oceans, effects on coastal communities, widespread displacement of
coastal communities, all pose prominent opportunities for disaster. At
the same time, as we chart the way to the new low-carbon economy
and society, great opportunities for ambitious innovation are also
prominent on the horizon.

At this key juncture in time, we need enhanced and decisive United
Nations mechanisms for dealing with the new level of risk and to real-
ize the opportunities that lie ahead. We cannot count solely on the
incremental actions of a myriad of specialized agencies, each with dif-
ferent missions and governing bodies.

Just as many countries have done at the national level, we must
embrace the vision of the whole, and institute integrated oceans gover-
nance at the United Nations. 

Integrated oceans governance at the UN

Elevate oceans to the highest levels of the UN system to enable a cross-
cutting approach and appropriate and timely response to major threats
and opportunities. For oceans, focused attention at the highest political
levels—the UN Secretary-General is needed. Coordination and cross-
cutting action at a high political level is essential, not only at the expert
staff level.

Establish a UN Secretary-General or other high-level coordination
mechanism on Oceans.

Develop a UN Secretary-General “Ocean Budget” report that would
address financing needs for oceans and coasts and provide an assess-
ment previous and current expenditures in these areas..

SOME BRIGHT SPOTS:
The first step in inter-agency collaboration has been taken—having a
regular forum where the agencies come together on a periodic basis and
share information on their programs and efforts and discuss 

common problems. As well, some joint action in the form of the task
forces has been taken.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the years, the international ocean
policy community has emphasized the
need to understand, and ultimately man-
age, major drivers of environmental
change in the oceans, to monitor the
health of ocean ecosystems and the quality
of life of coastal communities, and to bet-
ter understand the socio-economic
contributions and environmental impacts
of ocean industries. Assessments are an
important mechanism for focusing on a
fully integrated view of environmental,
economic and social aspects; science to
inform decision making; establishing the
importance of an issue; providing authori-
tative analyses of policy-relevant scientific
questions; identifying new research direc-
tions and providing technical solutions;
ensuring a global overview of the oceans,
showing how different regions and
processes are interlinked through a fully
integrated assessment, among other uses
(McGlade 2009). 

In 2002, the World Summit on Sustainable
Development agreed to “establish by 2004
a regular process under the United Nations
for global reporting and assessment of the
state of the marine environment, includ-

ing socio-economic aspects, both current
and foreseeable, building on existing
regional assessments” (initially called
“Global Marine Assessment” (GMA) now
called the “Regular Process”). NGOs and
other stakeholders have emphasized the
potential of the Regular Process as a period-
ic report card on the state of the oceans
and of coastal communities which could
be used to both assess the effectiveness of
international and national efforts in ocean
and coastal management (are conditions
better or worse?) and also to communicate
with and involve the public in important
ocean issues. The WSSD decision to estab-
lish the Regular Process was subsequently
endorsed by the UN General Assembly in
resolutions 57/141 (paragraph 45) (UNGA
2002), 58/240 (paragraphs 64-65) (UNGA
2003a) (A/AC. 271/WP. 1, p. 1) (UN DOA-
LOS 2004).

In a nutshell, after a promising start in
2003 and 2004, implementation of this
WSSD commitment was significantly
delayed due to political differences
among nations, especially on the ques-
tion of whether the assessment should
include living resources, with a distinct
minority of nations favoring focusing
only on pollution and physical degrada-
tion. In December 2005, however, the
process received new direction and impe-
tus, and tangible steps in the
establishment of the global marine assess-
ment began with the “Assessment of
Assessments,” as a start-up phase towards
the establishment of the regular process,
which was carried out by a Group of
Experts with the Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO
and UNEP as co-lead agencies. The

Assessment of Assessments started in
March 2007 and was submitted to the UN
General Assembly in May 2009 with rec-
ommendations on a framework and
options for the Regular Process. In 2010,
the General Assembly decided that: 1) the
Regular Process should be an intergovern-
mental process guided by international
law, including the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea and
other applicable international instru-
ments, and take into account relevant
General Assembly resolutions; and 2) the
Regular Process would be overseen and
guided by an Ad Hoc Working Group of
the Whole of the General Assembly com-
posed of Member States. The assessments
of the Regular Process are to be carried out
by the Group of Experts of the Regular
Process, supported by the UN Division of
Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea,
which was designated by the UN
Secretary-General to provide secretariat
support to the Regular Process, with the
IOC/UNESCO, UNEP, IMO, and the FAO,
and other competent United Nations spe-
cialized agencies, providing technical and
scientific support. The First Global
Integrated Assessment of the State of the
Marine Environment, including Socio-
economic Aspects, for which an outline
has been discussed during the February
and June 2011 meetings of the Ad Hoc
Working Group of the Whole for further
consideration in their next meeting in
early 2012, is expected to be completed by
2014 in time for the CSD review of the
oceans (McGlade 2009; UNGA 2009).

A Regular Process for Global Reporting 
and Assessment of the State of the Marine
Environment, including Socio-economic
Aspects  

8. Regular Process of 
Global Marine Assessment 

Johannesburg Plan of
Implementation:

u Establish a regular process under the
United Nations for global reporting and
assessment of the state of the marine
environment, including socioeconomic
aspects, by 2004.
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MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS IN THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE REGU-
LAR PROCESS

Preparatory Phase (2002-2005)

UN General Assembly Resolution 58/240
(UNGA 2003a) called for a group of experts
to be convened to produce a draft docu-
ment on the GMA detailing the scope,
general framework and outline of the regu-
lar process, peer review, secretariat, capacity
building and funding (UN DOALOS 2004).
The Group of Experts, including represen-
tatives of States, intergovernmental
organizations and non-governmental
organizations, and including both scien-
tists and policy makers, developed a draft
document on the GMA in New York, from
23 to 26 March 2004, titled “A regular
process for the global reporting and assess-
ment of the state of the marine
environment, including socio-economic
aspects” (UN DOALOS 2004). 

The first GMA International Workshop,
held during ICP-5 on June 8-11, 2004, con-
sidered the Group of Experts report and
other issues. According to coverage by the
Earth Negotiations Bulletin (ENB), the
majority of delegates supported the goal of
the GMA, but noted that more work and
agreement were needed on specific aspects,
especially on issues related to: the man-
date, scope, start-up phase, frequency,
organizational approach, and funding of
the GMA. Delegates differed on the scope
of the GMA, especially on whether the
GMA should include living resources,
agreement on which could not be reached
(IISD 2004). 

The Second International GMA Workshop
was held on June 13-15, 2005, after ICP-6.
During the Second Workshop it was envis-
aged that the GMA process would be started
with an “Assessment of Assessments” which
might take about two years. The Workshop
recommended that: a) An ad hoc steering
group be established; b) one or more UN
agencies take a lead role; c) a group of
experts be established. The second
International Workshop noted that many
organizations and UN bodies were already
engaged in marine monitoring and assess-
ment work and that they would therefore
be able to contribute their experience and

results to the Assessment of Assessments
process (UNGA 2005a). 

UNGA Resolution A/60/30, 29 of November
2005 endorsed the conclusions of the
Second International GMA Workshop on
the regular process for global reporting and
assessment of the state of the marine envi-
ronment, including socio-economic
aspects, and decided to launch the start-up
phase, the Assessment of Assessments, as a
preparatory phase towards the effective
establishment of the regular process.
(UNGA 2005b).

Start-up Phase: The Assessment
of Assessments (2005-2009)

The General Assembly launched the start-
up phase to the Regular Process with the
Assessment of Assessments and estab-
lished an Ad Hoc Steering Group to
oversee its execution with UNEP and the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Com-
mission of UNESCO (IOC/UNESCO) to
co-lead the process (UNGA 2005b). A
Group of Experts was organized to under-
take the actual work of assessing the
various assessments.

The Assessment of Assessments aimed to: 

• Assemble information about past or
ongoing assessments relevant to the
GMA;

• Carry out a constructive appraisal of exist-
ing marine and coastal assessments;

• Identify gaps and uncertainties in scientif-
ic knowledge and current assessment
practices;

• Assess how these assessments have been
communicated to policy makers at the
national, regional and global levels;

• Produce a framework and options for the
regular GMA process (UNGA 2005b). 

In the Assessment of Assessments, the Group
of Experts examined existing assessments at
three levels: 1) Individual; 2) Regional (21);
and 3) Global or Supra-regional (see Figure
8.1 for the regional coverage of the assess-
ments). Most assessments examined were
conducted within the last decade although
timeframe was not used as a basis for the
selection of individual assessments in the
review. The Assessment of Assessments con-
sidered: 1) the strengths, gaps and needs
within each region and at larger scales with
the objective of clarifying existing capacity
and technical approaches for assessments
and the range of processes currently used to
plan and deliver assessments; 2) the various
data types and methods used in assessments
and identified the most common features of
existing assessment processes; and 3) the
capabilities for assessing ecological and mul-
tisectoral human? interactions and
broad-scale patterns within and across
regions. Summaries of the regional and glob-
al/supra-regional assessments were provided
as annexes to the full report whereas infor-
mation about individual assessments was
included in the global and regional assess-
ments of the marine environment database
(GRAMED) (see Box 8.1) (UNEP and IOC-
UNESCO 2009). 

Individual assessment analyses. The
Group of Experts surveyed the available

Figure 8.1. Twenty-one regions covered by the Assessment of Assessments 

(Source: UNEP and IOC-UNESCO 2009)
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assessments in each of the 21 regions
adopted by the Group of Experts for the
Assessment of Assessments and reviewed a
selection from each region. Individual
assessments were examined as to the
extent to which assessment mechanisms
effectively inform policy-makers at nation-
al, regional and global levels. The
individual assessments addressed ques-
tions concerning: 1) Institutional
arrangements; 2) Context of the assess-
ment; 3) Geographical, temporal, and
thematic coverage; 4) Sources and types of
information, general methods of analysis
and interpretation of results; 5) Process
used; 6) Communication of results; 7)
Policy recommendations and information
needs; 8) Review of the process and the
products. (UNEP and IOC-UNESCO 2009) 

Regional assessment analyses. The consol-
idated reviews of individual assessments

provided a key input to the assessment of
regional practices. Experts also used their
own knowledge and expertise on the
region and consulted with colleagues and
organizations in the region. Since it was
not possible to systematically generalize
about assessment processes at regional and
supra-regional scales, the array of practices
found was summarized, noting any that
was widely used, creative or noteworthy,
which provided input to the identification
of best practices. Information concerning
ecosystem status and trends included in
the regional assessments were: 1) Water
Quality; 2) Living Marine Resources; 3)
Habitat Characterization and Impacts; 4)
Lower Trophic Levels in the Food Web
(Primary and Secondary Productivity); 5)
Protected Species; and 6) Social and
Economic Conditions with respect to the
Marine Environment, which were chosen

on the basis that they are likely to form
building blocks for the Regular Process.
(UNEP and IOC-UNESCO 2009) 

Supra-regional and global assessments.
The supra-regional and global assessments
included in the review, namely: 1) FAO
State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture
(SOFIA); 2) Assessments produced by
GESAMP; 3) Global Environment Outlook;
4) Large Marine Ecosystems; 5)
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment; 6)
IUCN Red-list Assessments; and 7) Global
International Waters Assessment,
addressed major issues relating to the
marine environment that transcend
regional boundaries and are global or
ocean-wide in scope. These assessments,
some of which are continuing, could con-
tribute to the Regular Process. For example,
land-based sources of pollution, coastal
development and marine biodiversity, are
covered by assessments conducted by a
large number of organizations, usually
under the auspices of international organi-
zations with varying approaches and scope
within and across regions. The criteria used
for the gap analysis of supra-regional
assessments include: 1) regularity of assess-
ment; 2) integration of assessments across
sectors and/or ecosystem components; 3)
analysis of policy alternatives; and 4) social
and 0economic conditions. (UNEP and
IOC-UNESCO 2009) 

Findings on assessment processes included
information on the following categories of
information, which were considered key
features of an assessment process: 1) nature
of the organizations and its assessment
mechanism; 2) Establishment of clear
objectives and corresponding scope for the
assessment; 3) Policy relevance; 4) Non-
governmental stakeholder participation; 5)
Selection of experts; 6) Quality assurance;
7) Availability of data and metadata; 8)
Interaction among experts and the treat-
ment of lack of consensus; 9) Peer review;
10) Communicating assessment results to
the public; 11) Capacity building; and 12)
Post-assessment evaluation of the assess-
ment process (UNEP and IOC-UNESCO
2009). In brief, the Assessment of
Assessments revealed that:

• Living marine resources and water quality
assessments are the strongest area of

 Box 8.1. The global and regional assessments of the marine 
environment database (GRAMED) 
The GRAMED is a dynamic, online, fully searchable tool, which provides access to the largest
existing collection of information on assessments, scientific research studies and data hold-
ings relevant to the marine and coastal environment at the national, regional and supra-
regional scale. The database has been developed by UNEP WCMC at the request of UNEP and
IOC-UNESCO, the lead agencies for the Assessment of Assessments, with the support of the
governments of the Netherlands and the UK as a resource to support the Group of Experts
as well as a broader range of those working towards the sustainable use of our oceans.

The database has multiple access levels for different types of users and target groups,
including public access to browse, interrogate and download data as well as password pro-
tected sections for data inputting, review and editing. The structure of the database, which
continues to evolve, reflects the data provided through over 250 templates developed by
members of the Group of Experts and other experts during the Assessment of Assessments
process.

The database has been used mainly to consolidate information on assessments and other
activities and to facilitate access to this information by the Group of Experts in the conduct
of the Assessment of Assessments. However, it is now beginning to be used by parties
beyond the Assessment of Assessments process. It is expected that the GRAMED would play
a useful role in the Regular Process as it provides metadata on over 60 attributes for approx-
imately 500 global, regional and national activities to date, which include information on both
process and products, including, where possible, direct links to online information. Of the
records included in the database, 269 have been reviewed as part of the Assessment of
Assessments process. The logical and systematic structure of GRAMED makes this informa-
tion accessible to a wide range of national, regional and global stakeholders. GRAMED fea-
tures online data entry, remote data authorization and user feedback, which strive to ensure
the lowest possible costs for ongoing maintenance and data entry. Quality control procedures
will be needed to ensure consistency across the database even as new assessments and
activities are added to the database.
Source: UNEP and IOC-UNESCO 2009 
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assessment with good international net-
works, although these still vary around
the globe

• Assessment capability for fisheries and
water quality is substantial but funding
for data collection is often insufficient1

• Habitat status and trend assessments are
increasing but less well developed globally

• Social and economic assessments for
marine activities and coastal communi-
ties are lacking in many areas

• Integrated assessments are rare; most
analyses are on a sectoral basis

• Lack of integration as well as social and
economic analyses hinders understand-
ing of overall conditions in the marine

environment and the analysis of policy
alternatives

• While the use of reference points is com-
mon for fisheries and water quality, more
effort is needed to ensure intercompara-
bility and to establish benchmarks and
standards in other areas

• There are major gaps in global data,
including social and economic data.
Coverage for many types of data is limit-
ed, availability widely restricted and
interoperability of data sets often limited
(McGlade 2009; UNEP and IOC-UNESCO
2009).

The Assessment of Assessments was con-
strained by the following problems: 1) Few
processes were thoroughly documented; 2)

the terminology used for documenting
practices in assessment processes was
much less systematic than that used in
documenting data and analytical methods;
3) due to the scale of the assessment effort,
the Group was unable to examine the
strengths and weaknesses of specific
datasets and analytical methods used in
individual assessments. The Group of
Experts, however, observed that standards
for data quality and analytical methods are
widely accepted by the research communi-
ty and assumed to be generally adhered to
in the individual assessments included in
the Assessment of Assessments Report
(UNEP and IOC-UNESCO 2009).

The Assessment of Assessments, including
the activities of the Ad Hoc Steering Group
and the Group of Experts was financed
through voluntary contributions and
other resources available to participating
organizations and bodies and invited
Member States in a position to do so to
make contributions (UNGA 2005b). 

Operationalization of the
Regular Process (2009 onwards)

The General Assembly established an Ad
Hoc Working Group of the Whole to rec-
ommend a course of action to the General
Assembly at its 64th session in September
2009, based on the outcomes of the fourth
meeting of the Ad Hoc Steering Group
which reviewed the completed Assessment
of Assessments report. The Ad Hoc
Working Group of the Whole, at its 31
August to 4 September 2009 meeting, pro-
posed a framework for the Regular Process,
which consists of: (a) the overall objective
for the regular process, (b) a description of
the scope of the regular process, (c) a set of
principles to guide its establishment and
operation, and (d) the best practices on key
design features for the regular process as
identified by the Group of Experts.
Capacity-building, sharing of data, infor-
mation and transfer of technology were
identified as the crucial elements of the
framework (see Box 8.2) (UNGA 2009a).
The Ad Hoc Working Group of the Whole
also described the first cycle (see Box 8.3)
and a way forward and stressed the need
for further progress to be made on the
modalities for the implementation of the

“A major problem in the poorest countries is the lack of mobilization of

the best science to even understand the ecosystem dynamics. Most of

these countries are presently overwhelmed with the daily tasks of gover-

nance, much less the tasks of achieving basic economic development

goals, much less the task of understanding complex interactions of cli-

mate change, environmental pollution, economic drivers, changing nutri-

ent load cycles, demographic dynamics, exotic species introduction,

pathogens, and the whole host of interconnected ecological phenomena

that are impinging on these countries… 

We need a regular cycle of global scale ecosystem assessments, but ones

that scale down to national level quite systematically (right down to the

conditions in coastal Senegal or coastal Ghana). It is an expensive propo-

sition, but I can’t think of a better investment in applied science than this

one, and, as far as I can see it, also is not presently applied.”

--Prof. Jeffrey D. Sachs, Director, Earth Institute at Columbia University, 
and Special Advisor to the UN Secretary-General on the Millennium
Development Goals, 3rd Global Ocean Conference, UNESCO, Paris, 
January 2006

1Fish stocks that have stock assessment constitute only about one fifth of the global total landings. Stock
assessment capacity in developing countries is very limited and so is fishery data availability (FAO, September
22, 2011, email message to authors)



Overall objective 

• The regular process under the United
Nations would be recognized as the glob-
al mechanism for reviewing the state of
the marine environment, including socio-
economic aspects, on a continual and
systematic basis by providing regular
assessments at the global and suprare-
gional levels and an integrated view of
environmental, economic and social
aspects. Such assessments would sup-
port informed decision-making and thus
contribute to managing in a sustainable
manner human activities that affect the
oceans and seas, in accordance with
international law, including the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
and other applicable international instru-
ments and initiatives.

• The regular process would facilitate the
identification of trends and enable appro-
priate responses by States and compe-
tent regional and international organiza-
tions.

• The regular process would promote and
facilitate the full participation of develop-
ing countries in all of its activities.

• Ecosystem approaches would be recog-
nized as a useful framework for conduct-
ing fully integrated assessments.

Capacity-building and technology 
transfer

• The regular process would promote, facili-
tate and ensure capacity-building and
transfer of technology, including marine
technology, in accordance with internation-
al law, including the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea and
other applicable international instruments
and initiatives, for developing and other
States, taking into account the criteria and
guidelines on the transfer of marine tech-
nology of the Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission.

• The regular process would promote tech-
nical cooperation, including South-South
cooperation.

• States and global and regional organiza-
tions would be invited to cooperate with
each other to identify gaps and shared pri-
orities as a basis for developing a coherent
programme to support capacity-building in
marine monitoring and assessment.

• The value of large-scale and comprehen-
sive assessments, notably in the Global
Environment Facility’s international
waters large-marine ecosystems initia-
tives, in identifying and concentrating on
capacity-building priorities would be rec-
ognized.

• Opportunities for capacity-building would
be identified, in particular on the basis of
existing capacity-building arrangements
and the identified capacity-building priori-
ties, needs and requests of developing
countries.

• States and relevant international organiza-
tions, bodies and institutions would be
invited to cooperate in building the capac-
ity of developing countries in marine sci-
ence, monitoring and assessment, includ-
ing through workshops, training pro-
grammes and materials and fellowships.

• Quality assurance procedures and guid-
ance would be developed to assist
Governments and international organiza-
tions to improve the quality and compara-
bility of data.

Scope

• The scope of the regular process is glob-
al and supraregional, encompassing the
state of the marine environment, includ-
ing socio-economic aspects, both current
and foreseeable.

• In the first cycle, the scope of the regular
process would focus on establishing a
baseline. In subsequent cycles, the scope
of the regular process would extend to
evaluating trends.

• The scope of individual assessments
under the regular process would be iden-
tified by Member States in terms of, inter
alia, geographic coverage, an appropriate
analytical framework, considerations of
sustainability, issues of vulnerability and 

future scenarios that may have implica-
tions for policymakers.

Principles

• The regular process would be guided by
international law, including the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
and other applicable international instru-
ments and initiatives, and would include ref-
erence to the following principles:

(a) Viewing the oceans as part of the whole
Earth system;

(b) Regular evaluation by Member States of
assessment products and the regular
process itself to support adaptive manage-
ment;

(c) Use of sound science and the promotion of
scientific excellence;

(d) Regular analysis to ensure that emerging
issues, significant changes and gaps in
knowledge are detected at an early stage;

(e) Continual improvement in scientific and
assessment capacity, including the promo-
tion and development of capacity-building
activities and transfer of technology;

(f) Effective links with policymakers and other
users;

(g) Inclusiveness with respect to communica-
tion and engagement with all stakeholders
through appropriate means for their partic-
ipation, including appropriate representa-
tion and regional balance at all levels;

(h) Recognition and utilization of traditional
and indigenous knowledge and principles;

(i) Transparency and accountability for the
regular process and its products;

(j) Exchange of information at all levels;

(k) Effective links with, and building on, exist-
ing assessment processes, in particular at
the regional and national levels;

(l) Adherence to equitable geographical rep-
resentation in all activities of the regular
process.

(Source: UNGA 2009a)

Box 8.2. Framework of the Regular Process 
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Regular Process. It also requested the
Secretary-General to convene an informal
meeting of the Ad Hoc Working Group of
the Whole from 30 August to 3 September
2010 to further consider and make recom-
mendations to the General Assembly on
the modalities for the implementation of
the Regular Process, including the key fea-
tures, institutional arrangements and
financing, and to specify the objective and
scope of its first cycle, key questions to be
answered and primary target audiences, in
order to ensure that assessments are rele-
vant for decision makers, as well as on the
terms of reference for the voluntary trust
fund and the scholarship fund established
pursuant to paragraph 183 of the resolu-
tion (document A/65/358)(UNGA 2010). 

The General Assembly invited States, as a
means to facilitate decisions on the first
cycle of the Regular Process, to submit
their views to the Secretary-General on the
fundamental building blocks of the
Regular Process.

In 2010, the Secretary-General invited the
regional groups to constitute a group of
experts, ensuring adequate expertise and
geographical distribution, comprised of a
maximum of 25 experts and no more than
5 experts per regional group, for a period
up to and including the informal meeting
of the Ad Hoc Working Group of the
Whole in 2010. The group of experts was
requested to respond and make sugges-
tions on a set of common questions and
issues to be addressed by the Regular
Process based on the results of the
Assessment of Assessments (document
A/64/88)(UNGA 2009b). See Box 8.4 for
the composition of the Group of Experts.

In 2010, the Ad Hoc Working Group of the
Whole proposed modalities for the imple-
mentation of the Regular Process, including
the key features, institutional arrangements,
capacity-building and financing to the
General Assembly (UNGA resolution 65/37
of 7 December 2010). The General Assembly
decided that the Regular Process, as estab-
lished under the United Nations, was
accountable to the General Assembly and
should be an intergovernmental process
guided by international law, including the
United Nations Convention on the Law of
the Sea and other applicable international
instruments, and take into account relevant
General Assembly resolutions. The General
Assembly also decided that the Regular
Process would be overseen and guided by an
Ad Hoc Working Group of the Whole of the
General Assembly composed of Member
States. The meetings of the Ad Hoc Working
Group of the Whole shall be open to
Member States and Observers of the United
Nations. In accordance with past practice of
the United Nations, relevant intergovern-
mental organizations and non-governmental
organizations in consultative status with the
Economic and Social Council will be invited
to participate in the meetings of the Working
Group, and relevant scientific institutions
and major groups identified in Agenda 21
may request an invitation to participate in

the meetings of the Working Group. The
meetings of the Ad Hoc Working Group of
the Whole shall be coordinated by two 
co-chairs representing developing and devel-
oped countries, who will be appointed by the
President of the General Assembly in consul-
tation with regional groups.

The General Assembly recommended that
the Ad Hoc Working Group of the Whole
establish, with agreement on terms of ref-
erence and other relevant elements, a

Box 8.3. A First Cycle of the
Regular Process
A first cycle of the Regular Process would
cover five years, from 2010 to 2014, coin-
ciding with the next review by the
Commission on Sustainable Development of
the theme “Oceans and seas.” 

The first phase of the first cycle (2010-
2012), would be devoted to the development
of the strategy and timetable for the produc-
tion of an integrated assessment of the
world’s oceans and seas, taking into consid-
eration the scope, guiding principles and
best practice guidance on key design fea-
tures for the regular process proposed by
the Group of Experts, as well as the promo-
tion and development of capacity-building
activities and transfer of technology.

The second phase of the first cycle (2013-
2014), will aim to produce an integrated
assessment of the oceans, including agreed
priority cross-cutting thematic issues such
as food security, and establish a baseline for
future global assessments. This would pro-
vide the scientific basis for the identification
of appropriate baselines and internationally
agreed environmental standards for use in
assessments of the state of the marine envi-
ronment (including guidelines for their
development, where required) and suitable
programmes to monitor and report on the
effects of human activities on the marine
environment.

(Source: United Nations 2009)

Box 8.4. Group of Experts 
established as part of the
Regular Process 
Africa

Mr. Renison Ruwa (Kenya)

Mr. Rolph Antoine Payet (Seychelles)

Mr. Osman Keh Kamara (Sierra Leone)

Mr. Amanuel Yoanes Ajawin (Sudan)

Mr. Joshua T. Tuhumwire (Uganda)

Asia

Mr. Peyman Eghtesadi 
(Islamic Republic of Iran)

Mr. Kunio Kohata (Japan)

Ms. Juying Wang (People’s Republic of
China)

Mr. Angel C. Alcala (Philippines)

Mr. Chul Park (Republic of Korea)

Eastern Europe

Mr. Georg Martin (Estonia)

Latin America and the Caribbean

Mr. Enrique Marschoff (Argentina)

Ms. Lorna Inniss (Barbados)

Ms. Beatrice Padovani Ferreira (Brazil)

Mr. Patricio Bernal (Chile)

Mr. Sean O. Green (Jamaica)

Western Europe and Others

Mr. Peter Harris (Australia)

Ms. Saskia Van Gaever (Belgium)

Mr. Jake Rice (Canada) 

Mr. Alan Simcock (United Kingdom)

Mr. Andrew Rosenberg 
(United States of America)
(Source: UN DOALOS 2011a)



management and review mechanism com-
posed of States from among its members,
on the basis of equitable geographic repre-
sentation. The General Assembly also
established a group of experts to be an inte-
gral part of the Regular Process and
requested the members of the Group of
Experts, who had been previously appoint-
ed by Member States to continue serving
on the Group of Experts for the duration of
the first phase of the first assessment cycle.
The Secretary-General designated DOALOS
to provide secretariat support to the
Regular Process, and invited the

IOC/UNESCO, UNEP, IMO, and the FAO,
and other competent United Nations spe-
cialized agencies, as appropriate, to provide
technical and scientific support to the
Regular Process.

The General Assembly also urged Member
States, international financial institutions,
donor agencies, intergovernmental organi-
zations, non-governmental organizations,
individuals and legal entities to make
financial contributions to the voluntary
trust funds established for and to make
other contributions to the Regular Process
(UNGA resolution 64/71).

An outline for the First Global Integrated
Assessment of the State of the Marine
Environment, including Socio-economic
Aspects (see Box 8.5), was discussed during
the February and June 2011 meetings of the
Ad Hoc Working Group of the Whole for fur-
ther consideration in their next meeting in
early 2012. As recommended by the Ad Hoc
Working Group of the Whole in February
2011, workshops will be organized to inform
and support the accomplishment of the First
Global Integrated Marine Assessment and to
enhance States’ assessment capacity.
Workshops are expected to facilitate dialogue

(The document from which this outline is
drawn was issued for information only. It con-
tained revisions suggested by the Group of
Experts of the Regular Process for further con-
sideration by the Ad Hoc Working Group of the
Whole at its next meeting in early 2012.)

Part I – Summary for decision makers

Part II – The context of the assessment

• Planet, oceans and life
• Mandate, information sources and method 

of work 

Part III – Assessment of major ecosystem 
services from the marine environment
(other than provisioning services)

• The oceans’ role in the hydrological cycle
• Sea/air interaction
• Primary production, cycling of nutrients, sur-

face layer and plankton
• Aesthetic, cultural, religious and spiritual 

ecosystem services derived from the marine
environment

• Scientific understanding of ecosystem serv-
ices

• Conclusions on major ecosystems services
other than provisioning services

Part IV – Assessment of Cross-cutting issue:
Food Security and Safety an inaccurate title
looking at the contents below which cover
other things

• Oceans and seas as sources of food
• Capture fisheries

• Capacity-building needs to improve under-
standing of the status of living marine
resources and to enhance management of
capture fisheries.

• Aquaculture
• Seaweeds and other sea-based food
• Social and economic aspects of fisheries
• Conclusions on food security
• Shipping
• Ports
• Submarine cables and pipelines
• Coastal, riverine and atmospheric inputs 

from land
• Offshore hydrocarbon industries
• Other marine-based energy industries
• Offshore mining industries
• Solid waste disposal
• Marine debris
• Land/sea physical interaction
• Tourism and recreation
• Desalinisation
• Use of marine genetic resources
• Specific issues for the marine environment

from defense activities
• Marine scientific research
• Conclusions on other human activities

Part VI – Assessment of marine biological 
diversity and habitats

• Scale of marine biological diversity
• Overall status of major groups of species 

and habitats

• Coral (and other biogenic) reefs
• Seagrass and eel-grass beds
• Kelp forests
• Seamounts, deep-sea banks and plateaus
• Hydrothermal vents
• Other types of EBSAs and VMEs spell out
• Migratory marine species depending on a

range of regional ecosystems and covered
by agreements under the Bonn 

• Other species identified by a competent 
authority at the global, regional or national 
level as threatened, declining or in need 
of protection

• Other habitats identified by a competent
authority at global, regional or national level
as threatened, declining or in need of pro-
tection

• Regulatory and management frameworks
• Capacity-building needs
• Summary

Part VII – Overall Assessment

• Overall assessment of human impact on 
the oceans

• Overall value of the oceans to humans

APPENDIX - TERMINOLOGY

• Terminology used to describe the major 
features of the ocean basins and linked
seas

• Terminology used to describe rights and 
obligations in the oceans

Source: UN DOALOS (2011b)”

Box 8.5. Major Sections Included in the Possible Outline for the First Global Integrated Assessment
of the State of the Marine Environment, including Socio-economic Aspects
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between the Group of Experts of the Regular
Process and representatives and experts from
States and competent intergovernmental
organizations (UNGA 2011). The first work-
shop was held on 13 to 15 September 2011,
in Santiago, Chile (DOALOS 2011).

The Ad Hoc Working Group of the Whole
agreed to establish a bureau (“Bureau”) to
put in practice the decisions and guidance
of the Ad Hoc Working Group of the
Whole during the intersessional period
such as approving the assignments of
members of the pool of experts to work on
drafting decisions and guidance or to
review drafts, and approving arrangements
proposed by the Group of Experts for peer-
review, and recommended to the General
Assembly: (a) that the Bureau be composed
of 15 Member States (3 Member States
from each regional group), and (b) that at
least one Co-Chair and a quorum of five
Member States, one per regional group, be
considered as the minimum requirement
for the Bureau to perform its functions.

The Ad Hoc Working Group of the Whole
again recommended that the General
Assembly urge Member States, international
financial institutions, donor agencies, inter-
governmental organizations, non-govern-
mental organizations and natural and juridi-
cal persons to make financial contributions
to the trust funds established for the Regular
Process.

BOTTOM-LINE AND 
OUTSTANDING ISSUES
While it is heartening to see that the
process of establishing a Regular Process
has taken momentum, after being stalled
politically, some outstanding issues/ques-
tions should be noted:

• Issues identified in the Assessment of
Assessments, which should be addressed
by the Regular Process:  

• Insufficient funding for data collection 

• Habitat status and trend assessments not
well developed globally

• Social and economic assessments for
marine activities and coastal communi-
ties are lacking in many areas

• Integrated assessments are rare; most
analyses are on a sectoral basis

• Lack of integration and social and eco-
nomic analyses

• Lack of measures to ensure inter-compa-
rability of data and lack of benchmarks
and standards in certain areas

• Major gaps in global data, including social
and economic data 

• Funding. It is clear that a regular process
of global marine assessment will be cost-
ly. The estimated total cost of the overall
direct resource needs for the first five-
year cycle of the Regular Process is
US$20-28 million (not including capaci-
ty building and costs for states that will
directly support participants in the UN
forum , the Management and Review
Body and/or the Expert Panel) (UNEP
and IOC-UNESCO 2009). It is essential
that additional funding resources be
found to support the carrying out of the
Regular Process. 

• Openness and transparency. It is impor-
tant that the Regular Process follow
through with the recommended best

practices of communication and stake-
holder participation, involving all
relevant stakeholders—governments,
international agencies, NGOs, industry,
scientists, and also the public. The ulti-
mate goal of the Regular Process, after all,
is to learn how well ocean resources, bio-
diversity, and peoples dependent on or
living near oceans are faring--are these
better or worse? And what are the factors
adversely affecting them? Such questions
are the concern of us all. 

• Capacity building. In recognition of the
differences in capacities and resources
among regions and nations, the Regular
Process needs to deploy an implementa-
tion scheme that fully utilizes existing
regional and national capacities, and to
augment existing capacity by sharing of
information, skills, best practices and
technology, implementation of human
resources development program, and
development of standardized data collec-
tion techniques, as needed. 

• Coordination with the Intergovernmen-
tal Platform for Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services (IPBES). Interactions
between the scientific community and
governments need to be reinforced
through mechanisms such as the IPBES,
which aims to promote exchange
between scientists and policy-makers,
similar to the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) for climate
change, with appropriate coordination
with the Regular Process. Additionally,
interactions among governments, the 
scientific community, and local commu-
nities should be strengthened, in order to
incorporate local and traditional knowl-
edge on the marine environment in the
Regular Process and in the decision-
making process.
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The Regular Process is fundamental to national capacity building. The enhancement of each country's

capacity and applying methodologies for environmental assessment and monitoring would guarantee more

complete and coherent inputs and strengthen the Process's possibility of building a network of scientific

activity, which is one of its fundamental building blocks. … Therefore, the Regular Process should promote,

and ensure capacity-building and transfer of technology, … 

As a global mechanism, the effectiveness of the Regular Process largely depends on the full participation of

all countries of all regions in all its activities, which … includes, naturally, developing countries. Their full

involvement is essential not only in the conduct of the Process, but also at the expert level. On the one

hand, it would contribute to capacity-building in a more complete and concrete manner. On the other,

there is a wealth of knowledge and expertise arising from many years of research in their own regions not

only in developed but also in developing countries.

--Ambassador Jorge Arguello, Permanent Representative of the Argentine Republic to the United Nations and Chairman
of the Group of 77 and China, at the Ad-Hoc Working Group of the Whole on the Regular Process for Global Reporting
and Assessment of the State of the Marine Environment including Socio-economic Aspects, Ad Hoc Working Group of
the Whole of the General Assembly on the Regular Process for global reporting and assessment of the state of the
marine environment, Including socio-economic aspects, New York, February 14, 2011
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Report Card: A Regular Process for Global Reporting and Assessment of the 
State of the Marine Environment, including Socio-economic Aspects
Extent of Efforts Extent of Progress Timing – Goals Reached
Low Medium High Data Low Medium High Data On Time Some Delay Significant

Unavailable Unavailable Delay

EXPLANATION:
Extent of Efforts

The establishment of the Regular Process has been a complicated
process that involved the UN General Assembly, UN Member States,
relevant organizations and agencies and programmes of the United
Nations system, especially the United Nations Environment
Programme, the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of
UNESCO, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations, the International Maritime Organization, the World
Meteorological Organization, other competent intergovernmental
organizations and relevant nongovernmental organizations. The
process entailed the creation of ad hoc bodies, including three Groups
of Experts, a Steering Group, and an Ad Hoc Working Group of the
Whole to oversee and undertake the process.

The process also included the conduct of two international Global
Marine Assessment (GMA) workshops, one ICP meeting (ICP 5), an
Assessment of Assessments, which was a major undertaking in order to
develop the framework for the Regular Process, the development of a
marine environment database (GRAMED), four meetings of the Ad Hoc
Working Group of the Whole, and several UNGA deliberations. The
Assessment of Assessments involved the examination of at least 1,000
individual assessments, 21 regional assessments, and seven supra-
regional and global assessments. 

The complex task of establishing the Regular Process was undertaken
within the bounds of time, funding and capacity made available for the
process. The quality of the work that was done leading to the develop-
ment of a framework for the Regular Process depended heavily on the
expertise, time allotted and other resources made available to the vari-
ous experts engaged in the process, particularly in the Assessment of
Assessments. One unfortunate and prevailing problem was that the
participation of experts from developing countries in the international
workshops and meetings of the Ad Hoc Working Group of the Whole
was limited by the level of funding available for these activities, which
could potentially compromise the effectiveness of the Regular Process.

The engagement of expert working groups (although the groups’ range
of expertise and perspectives may not have been fully adequate) and
the review process for each activity in the establishment of the Regular
Process, especially the peer review of the Assessment of Assessments,
provided measures of quality control. Methods were developed and
used to address uncertainty and lack of consensus among experts, data
availability and accessibility, and stakeholder engagement.

Ultimately, the accuracy of the information that came out of the
Assessment of Assessments relied on the adequacy of information pro-
vided by each of the assessments that were examined. The Group of
Experts that carried out the Assessment of Assessments, however,
observed that standards for data quality and analytical methods are
widely accepted by the research community and assumed to be gener-
ally adhered to in the individual assessments included in the
Assessment of Assessments. They also noted that economic and social
assessment is generally quite poor, and that assessment of areas outside
national jurisdiction is weak.

Extent of Progress

The goal of establishing the Regular Process has been accomplished. In
2004, the Regular Process was established under the United Nations as
an intergovernmental process guided by international law, including
the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea and other appli-
cable international instruments, and in 2010, after the start-up phase,
decisions were taken on the longer-term machinery. Accountable to
the General Assembly, the Regular Process will be overseen and guided
by an Ad Hoc Working Group of the Whole of the General Assembly
composed of Member States, with UN DOALOS as its secretariat. The
operationalization of the Regular Process is now in progress, with the
first five-year cycle expected to be completed by 2014, in time for the
CSD review of the oceans.

Timing 

Implementing the Regular Process, which should have started in 2004,
has started in earnest only in 2011.

3 3 3

MAJOR OBSTACLES
• Inadequate funding, which, among other things, limited the assess-
ments that could be covered by the Assessment of Assessments and
the involvement of experts from developing countries and their rep-
resentation in important meetings.

• Opposition by certain States to the inclusion of living marine
resources in the Regular Process.

• The scope and scale of the task constrained the accomplishment of
this goal as planned (by 2004). It took a major effort in the
Assessment of Assessments to review and analyze the large amount
of information available from existing assessments and to develop a
proposed framework for the Regular Process.
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SOME BRIGHT SPOTS 
• The establishment of the Regular Process itself was a significant
accomplishment involving the completion of demanding work led
by UNEP and IOC-UNESCO and the Group of Experts.

• The products of the Assessment of Assessments included recommen-
dations for the objective and scope of the Regular Process, a set of
principles, a set of best practices, design features for an influential
assessment and proposals for the organization of the first cycle of
assessment.

• The establishment of the Regular Process has relied heavily on the
groups of experts, both the Assessment of Assessments Group of
Experts and the current Group of Experts of the Regular Process. with
These experts aim to establish a community of practice with mem-
bership from the global, regional, national and sub-national levels.
As assessment capacity continues to be developed at all levels in the
conduct of the first cycle of the Regular Process through targeted
capacity development programs  and through individual [and insti-
tutional] involvement in the assessment process, it is expected that 

communities of practice focusing on different components of the
Regular Process will be established. Each community of practice
could potentially evolve into a shared practice as members engage in
a collective process of learning by being involved in assessments and
contributing to the conduct of the Regular Process, and eventually to
the improvement of ocean governance.

• Although the Assessment of Assessments reported that integrated
assessments were rare, some noteworthy examples of progress toward
integrated marine assessment were provided, including: a) the
ecosystem approach to fisheries assessment adopted by the
Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living
Resources, b) the ecosystem approach to assessment of benefits from
systematic bio-geographic classification of marine areas, e.g., the
Global Open Oceans and Deep Seabed, and c) the transboundary
diagnostic analyses undertaken in the context of GEF International
Waters Large Marine Ecosystem projects and in European regional
seas, e.g., OSPAR and Helsinki commissions.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The first cycle of the Regular Process will focus on establishing a base-
line with subsequent cycles focusing on evaluating trends. By the time
that the first cycle of the Regular Process produces a report, 10 years will
have elapsed since the 2004 deadline (and 12 years since WSSD). In the
meantime, since oceans are deteriorating and coastal populations are
suffering, it is imperative that other assessments or other forms of
reporting on the state of the marine environment be used to inform
decision-making in a more timely way.

It is essential that additional funding resources be found to fully sup-
port the carrying out of the Regular Process.

Because of the scope and scale of the task, it is important that the Ad
Hoc Working Group of the Whole ensure that the working method of
choice for the first cycle be efficient and effective. Agreement on the
issue areas to be addressed, acceptance that some cannot be investigat-
ed in detail in the first cycle, and capacity development are essential
approaches to ensure an efficient and effective first cycle.

The Regular Process should involve and capitalize on the resources of
other key actors in the ocean community, especially the NGOs and the
business sector (they have research departments that could provide
assistance) at all levels; the scope and urgency of oceans issues requires
the involvement of relevant entities from all sectors in the Process.

It is essential that the Regular Process be transparent to all its audiences,
namely: a) the Governments of UN Member States; b) Relevant UN spe-
cialized agencies and programmes, and other relevant global IGOs; c)
Regional IGOs concerned with marine issues; d) NGOs; e) Relevant sci-
entific institutions and major groups; f) Experts in the relevant
environmental, economic and social sciences; and g) Civil society at
national and local levels, and the general public.

Engaging the full involvement of governments is essential in the con-
duct of the Regular Process and the provision of expertise to support
the process. There is a wealth of knowledge and expertise arising from
many years of marine research in various regions which should be
channeled into the Regular Process effectively.

Interactions between the scientific community and governments need
to be reinforced through mechanisms such as the coordination with the
Intergovernmental Platform for Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services
(IPBES), which aims to promote exchange between scientists and policy-
makers, similar to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) for climate change, with appropriate coordination with the
Regular Process. Additionally, interactions among governments, the sci-
entific community, and local communities should be strengthened,
order to incorporate local and traditional knowledge on the marine
environment in the Regular Process and in the decision-making process.

• Under-provision of resources for the Regular Process reduced the
capacity to carry out the start-up phase, and is restricting the work of
full implementation.

• The wish of States to manage the Regular Process has resulted in a
failure to involve and capitalize on the resources of other key actors
in the ocean community, especially the international NGOs.
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9. Capacity Development 
and Public Outreach 
(To Be Included)
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In September 2000, world leaders met atthe United Nations Millennium
Summit and unanimously adopted the

Millennium Declaration (UN 2000). This
declaration focused on time- bound and
measurable goals to combat poverty,
hunger and disease, and to promote educa-
tion, gender equity, health, and
environmental sustainability. The UN
General Assembly later adopted the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs),
to be achieved by 2015, as part of the road
map to implementation of the Millennium
Declaration (World Bank, 2004). The eight
MDGs are:

Goal 1. Eradicate extreme poverty 
and hunger

Goal 2. Achieve universal primary 
education

Goal 3. Promote gender equality 
and empower women

Goal 4. Reduce child mortality

Goal 5. Improve maternal health

Goal 6. Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria 
and other diseases

Goal 7. Ensure environmental 
sustainability

Goal 8. Develop a global partnership for 
development

These goals have galvanized efforts and
brought the global community together to
address the needs of the poorest people of
the world. During the 60th Session of the
UN General Assembly in October 2005,
heads of state reaffirmed their resolve to
meet the Millennium Development Goals
and passed UNGA Resolution A/RES/60/1
which includes the statement that: “In
pursuance of our commitment to achieve

sustainable development, we further
resolve to: … Improve cooperation and
coordination at all levels in order to
address issues related to oceans and seas in
an integrated manner and promote inte-
grated management and sustainable
development of the oceans and seas” (UN
2005).

To date it appears that the developing coun-
tries can be categorized in three groups when
considering their progress on the MDG.
Those largely on track with all the goals
include most of Asia and Northern Africa.
West Asia, Latin America, and the Caribbean
have made good progress towards some of
the goals individually, but have made little
progress in some areas. Unfortunately sub-
Saharan Africa and the least developed
countries in other regions remain far from
making adequate progress towards achieving
the goals (UN 2004b).

MDG on Environmental
Sustainability: Stronger Focus 
on Oceans is Needed

During the Third Global Conference, it was
noted that “environmental sustainability is
the foundation upon which achieving the
other MDGs will be built” (Pikitch, 2006)
and  that the adopters of the Millennium
Development Goals recognized that “there
could not be a fight against poverty without
a fight for environmental sustainability”
(Sachs, 2006). Both these statements rein-
force the essential importance of
environment in development and poverty
reduction efforts. 

Of the 8 goals, 18 targets, and 48 indicators
for the MDGs, only one is expressly related
to oceans, coasts, or small island develop-
ing State, (target 14). Several of the others
are tangentially related to oceans and

10. The Millennium Development
Goals: Improving Peoples’                   
Lives in Coastal Areas 

Millennium Development
Goals and Targets related to
Oceans and Coasts
Goal 1: Eradicate extreme poverty
and hunger

Target 1: Reduce by half the proportion
of people living on less than a dollar a day 
by 2015 

Target 2: Reduce by half the proportion
of people who suffer from hunger by 2015 

Goal 7: Ensure environmental 
sustainability

Target 9: Integrate the principles of sus-
tainable development into country policies
and programmes and reverse the losses
of environmental resources. 

Target 10: Halve by 2015 the proportion
of people without sustainable access to
safe drinking water and basic sanitation. 

Goal 8: Develop a global partner-
ship for development

Target 14: Address the special needs of
landlocked countries and small island
developing States (through the Program of
Action for the Sustainable Development of
Small Island Developing States and 22nd
General Assembly provisions)

Added in 2005 through UNGA
Resolution 60/1

Improve cooperation and coordination at 
all levels in order to address issues relat-
ed to oceans and seas in an integrated
manner and promote integrated manage-
ment and sustainable development of the
oceans and seas.
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coasts, such as reduction of poverty, pro-
tection of biodiversity, and inclusion of
sustainable development principles in
national planning. The 2005 UNGA reso-
lution affirms the need to address oceans
and coasts in the effort to meet the MDG. 

The U.N. Millennium Project released the
report from its Task Force on Environmen-
tal Sustainability in 2005. This report,
[Environment and Human Well-being: A
Practical Strategy,] covers fisheries and
marine ecosystems in chapter 4 on
[Investing in Environmental Management]
(UN, 2005a). The Task Force recommenda-
tions related to oceans included the need
to:

• Implement ecosystem-based fishery 
management,

• Eliminate destructive fishing practices,

• Establish networks of marine 
protected areas, and

• Restore depleted fish populations
(Pikitch, 2006).

There are a number of different obstacles
faced in the effort to achieve environmen-
tal sustainability. These include: “Lack of
clear operational objectives; Insufficient
direct investment in environmental 
management; Poor integration into sec-
toral policies; Inadequate institutional
capacity; Market failures and distortions;
Underinvestment in science and technolo-
gy; Challenges in achieving regional and
international cooperation; and Limited
public awareness”(Pikitch, 2006).

According to data reported on Target 14,
Overseas Development Assistance has slow-
ly risen from an all time low in 1997, and
in 2003 reached $69 Billion. Unfortunately,
while the total amount has increased, it 

accounts for a smaller portion of developed
country gross national income (GNI) than
in the early 1990s. Although many devel-
oped countries have pledged to commit at
least 0.7% of their GNI to ODA, the average
remains under 0.25% (The World Bank
Group, 2005). While total ODA may have
risen, the amount reaching small island
developing States has declined, by some
reports up to 50% between 1994 and 2004
(UN, 2004c). These reductions in available
funds will continue to have devastating
impacts on the nations struggling to meet
their basic needs. 

Ocean and Coastal Management
Should Address Poverty
Reduction

Ocean and coastal areas and marine
resources contribute significantly to the
economies of many nations, and are par-
ticularly important to developing
countries in their efforts to eradicate
poverty. These resources serve as the basis
for the livelihoods of many poor coastal
communities. While many developing
countries are rich in marine and coastal
resources, they remain in poverty in some
cases due to inequitable use agreements
related to their resources (McLean, 2006). 

It is important for integrated ocean and
coastal management efforts to address the
economic and social aspects of communi-
ties in developing countries. An excellent
example of such an effort is the Tanzania
Marine and Coastal Environmental
Management Project (MACEMP), which
addresses the range of aspects involved in
coastal and ocean management. This proj-
ect aims to strengthen governance
through more integrated approaches and
address fisheries, coastal management,

“Attainment of MDGs and WSSD

targets for many developing

countries like Kenya is hampered

by the enormous debt burden

that keeps us in poverty… It is

impossible to attain the MDG

goals for countries like Kenya

which pay over 30% of the

national budget to debt repay-

ment without similar inflows

from new funding sources. A few

African countries have recently

benefited from debt cancellations

by the G8 nations, but it will be

useful for many more to be

included. African countries have

indeed paid back many times of

the present day debts.”

--Honorable Joseph Konzolo
Munyao, EGH, MP, Minister for
Fisheries and Livestock
Development, Kenya, 3rd Global
Ocean Conference, UNESCO, Paris,
January 2006
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livelihood generation and poverty reduc-
tion as well as private sector involvement
(McLean, 2006).

Poor nations rely heavily on their natural
capital, and without other resources, this
can lead to environmental degradation.
The cycle of poverty does not afford the
opportunity to “invest” this environmental
capital for future benefits, as those in
extreme poverty are struggling to survive
and must rely on the environment in order
to do so. There is an inextricable link
between poverty alleviation and environ-
mental sustainability, yet unfortunately the
importance of this link is not always recog-
nized. The link between environment and
health, such as access to safe drinking water
is also undeniable. One of the most impor-
tant steps towards reinforcing and
recognizing these connections is getting
environmental considerations systemati-
cally into national development strategies
(Sachs, 2006).

The Lack of Monitoring of Socio-
Economic Conditions in Coastal
Communities

A major setback in assessing progress is the
fact that there is no systematic measure-
ment of the social and economic well-being
of peoples in coastal areas, which are home
to 50% of the world’s population. This lack
of measurement makes it difficult to deter-
mine if progress is being made towards
poverty alleviation and achieving the
Millennium Development Goals in the spe-
cific context of oceans, coasts, and small
island states.

The Bottom Line
The ability for nations to agree on the
Millennium Development Goals repre-
sents an important step towards linking
the environment with poverty alleviation,
but there is more work to be done.
Unfortunately, the MDGs seem to take a
narrow view of what constitutes environ-
ment. While it is promising that one of the
goals is environmental sustainability, the
targets related to this goal focus primarily
on energy use, freshwater and forests.
While these are useful proxies for
improved environmental services, they do
not capture the complexity of environ-
mental issues and the interlinkages
between the environment and poverty
reduction. Given the importance of oceans
to our global environment for example as a
source of protein and also through their
role in weather regulation and therefore
the water cycle, not to expressly consider
improving ocean health as a step towards
environmental sustainability represents a
significant gap.

“On all of the Millennium Develop-

ment Goals, we face the fundamental

challenge that there are a lot of nice

words and… all promises that need to

be made have been made. However, we

are way off track on actually doing

what needs to be accomplished” 

(Sachs 2006). 

With these words, it is clear that significant
further action needs to be taken to stay on
track to meet these goals by 2015.

“Integrated management of the

coast and the marine environ-

ment is altogether an essential

aspect of improving the social and

economic conditions of communi-

ties which are mostly established

in such coastal zones—hence the

need for vigilance on the part of

all those involved in development

to ensure better management of

the marine and coastal environ-

ment, a revenue source that must

be managed in an ecologically

rational way.”

--Honorable Thierno Lo, Minister for
the Environment and Protection of
Nature, Senegal, 3rd Global Ocean
Conference, UNESCO, Paris,
January 2006
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Appendix A.1
Action Items and Recommendations from Agenda 21 and the
Johannesburg Plan of Implementation (JPOI) Related to Oceans, 
Coasts and Small Island Developing States
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id
e 
pr
io
r e
nv
iro
nm

en
ta
l im

pa
ct
 a
ss
es
sm

en
t, 
sy
st
em

at
ic
 o
bs
er
va
tio
n 
an
d

fo
llo
w
-u
p 
of
 m
aj
or
 p
ro
je
ct
s, 
in
clu

di
ng
 th
e 
sy
st
em

at
ic
 in
co
rp
or
at
io
n 
of
 re
su
lts

in
 d
ec
isi
on
-m

ak
in
g.
 (1
7.
6)

-
Pr
ov
id
e 
pe
rio
di
c 
as
se
ss
m
en
t o
f t
he
 im

pa
ct
s 
of
 e
xt
er
na
l f
ac
to
rs
 a
nd
 p
he
no
m
-

en
a 
to
 e
ns
ur
e 
th
at
 th
e 
ob
je
ct
ive

s 
of
 in
te
gr
at
ed
 m
an
ag
em

en
t a
nd
 s
us
ta
in
ab
le

de
ve
lo
pm

en
t o
f c
oa
st
al
 a
re
as
 a
nd
 th
e 
m
ar
in
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
t a
re
 m
et
. (
17
.6
)

-
Im
pr
ov
e 
th
e 
sc
ie
nt
ifi
c 
un
de
rs
ta
nd
in
g 
an
d 
as
se
ss
m
en
t o
f m

ar
in
e 
an
d 
co
as
ta
l

ec
os
ys
te
m
s 
as
 a
 fu
nd
am

en
ta
l b
as
is 
fo
r s
ou
nd
 d
ec
isi
on
-m

ak
in
g.
 (3
6)

-
In
cr
ea
se
 s
ci
en
tif
ic
 a
nd
 te
ch
ni
ca
l c
ol
la
bo
ra
tio
n,
 in
clu

di
ng
 in
te
gr
at
ed
 a
ss
es
s-

m
en
t a
t t
he
 g
lo
ba
l a
nd
 re
gi
on
al
 le
ve
ls,
 a
nd
 e
xp
an
di
ng
 o
ce
an
-o
bs
er
vin

g 
ca
pa
bi
lit
ie
s 
fo
r t
he
 ti
m
el
y 
pr
ed
ic
tio
n 
an
d 
as
se
ss
m
en
t o
f t
he
 s
ta
te
 o
f m

ar
in
e

en
vir
on
m
en
t. 
(3
6(
a)
)

-
Es
ta
bl
ish

 b
y 
20
04
 a
 re
gu
la
r p
ro
ce
ss
 u
nd
er
 th
e 
Un
ite
d 
Na
tio
ns
 fo
r g
lo
ba
l 

re
po
rti
ng
 a
nd
 a
ss
es
sm

en
t o
f t
he
 s
ta
te
 o
f t
he
 m
ar
in
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
t, 
in
clu

di
ng

so
ci
o-
ec
on
om

ic
 a
sp
ec
ts
, b
ui
ld
in
g 
on
 e
xis
tin
g 
re
gi
on
al
 a
ss
es
sm

en
ts
. (
36
(b
))

� Ad
dr
es
si
ng
 C
rit
ic
al
 U
nc
er
ta
in
-

tie
s 
fo
r t
he
 M
an
ag
em

en
t o
f t
he

M
ar
in
e 
En
vi
ro
nm

en
t a
nd
 

Cl
im
at
e 
Ch
an
ge
 

-
Pr
om

ot
e 
sc
ie
nt
ifi
c 
re
se
ar
ch
 o
n 
an
d 
sy
st
em

at
ic
 o
bs
er
va
tio
n 
of
 th
e 
m
ar
in
e 

en
vir
on
m
en
t w

ith
in
 th
e 
lim

its
 o
f n
at
io
na
l ju

ris
di
ct
io
n 
an
d 
hi
gh
 s
ea
s, 
in
clu

di
ng

in
te
ra
ct
io
ns
 w
ith
 a
tm
os
ph
er
ic
 p
he
no
m
en
a,
 s
uc
h 
as
 o
zo
ne
 d
ep
le
tio
n 
(1
7.
10
0)

-
Pr
om

ot
e 
ex
ch
an
ge
 o
f d
at
a 
an
d 
in
fo
rm

at
io
n 
re
su
lti
ng
 fr
om

 s
ci
en
tif
ic
 re
se
ar
ch

an
d 
sy
st
em

at
ic
 o
bs
er
va
tio
n 
an
d 
fro
m
 tr
ad
iti
on
al
 e
co
lo
gi
ca
l k
no
w
le
dg
e 
an
d

en
su
re
 it
s 
av
ai
la
bi
lit
y 
to
 p
ol
icy
 m
ak
er
s 
an
d 
th
e 
pu
bl
ic
 a
t t
he
 n
at
io
na
l le

ve
l.

(1
7.
10
0)

-
Co
op
er
at
e 
in
 th
e 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t o
f s
ta
nd
ar
d 
in
te
r-c
al
ib
ra
te
d 
pr
oc
ed
ur
es
, m

ea
s-

ur
in
g 
te
ch
ni
qu
es
, d
at
a 
st
or
ag
e 
an
d 
m
an
ag
em

en
t c
ap
ab
ilit
ie
s 
fo
r s
ci
en
tif
ic
 re
-

se
ar
ch
 o
n 
an
d 
sy
st
em

at
ic
 o
bs
er
va
tio
n 
of
 th
e 
m
ar
in
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
t. 
(1
7.
10
0)

-
Co
or
di
na
te
 n
at
io
na
l a
nd
 re
gi
on
al
 o
bs
er
va
tio
n 
pr
og
ra
m
m
es
 fo
r c
oa
st
al
 a
nd

ne
ar
-s
ho
re
 p
he
no
m
en
a 
re
la
te
d 
to
 c
lim

at
e 
ch
an
ge
 a
nd
 fo
r r
es
ea
rc
h 
pa
ra
m
e-

te
rs
 e
ss
en
tia
l f
or
 m
ar
in
e 
an
d 
co
as
ta
l m

an
ag
em

en
t i
n 
al
l r
eg
io
ns
 (1
7.
10
1)
  

-
Pr
ov
id
e 
im
pr
ov
ed
 fo
re
ca
st
s 
of
 m
ar
in
e 
co
nd
iti
on
s 
fo
r t
he
 s
af
et
y 
of
 in
ha
bi
ta
nt
s

of
 c
oa
st
al
 a
re
as
 a
nd
 th
e 
ef
fic
ie
nc
y 
of
 m
ar
iti
m
e 
op
er
at
io
ns
. (
17
.1
01
)

-
Co
op
er
at
e 
w
ith
 a
 v
ie
w
 to
 a
do
pt
in
g 
sp
ec
ia
l m

ea
su
re
s 
to
 c
op
e 
w
ith
 a
nd
 a
da
pt

to
 p
ot
en
tia
l c
lim

at
e 
ch
an
ge
 a
nd
 s
ea
le
ve
l r
ise

, in
clu

di
ng
 th
e 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t o
f

gl
ob
al
ly 
ac
ce
pt
ed
 m
et
ho
do
lo
gi
es
 fo
r c
oa
st
al
 v
ul
ne
ra
bi
lit
y 
as
se
ss
m
en
t, 

-
Es
ta
bl
ish

 a
 re
gu
la
r p
ro
ce
ss
 u
nd
er
 th
e 
Un
ite
d 
Na
tio
ns
 fo
r g
lo
ba
l r
ep
or
tin
g 
an
d

as
se
ss
m
en
t o
f t
he
 s
ta
te
 o
f t
he
 m
ar
in
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
t, 
in
clu

di
ng
 s
oc
io
ec
on
om

ic
as
pe
ct
s, 
by
 2
00
4.
 (3
6(
b)
)

-
St
re
ng
th
en
 th
e 
in
st
itu
tio
na
l c
ap
ac
iti
es
 o
f c
ou
nt
rie
s 
an
d 
pr
om

ot
e 
in
te
rn
at
io
na
l

jo
in
t o
bs
er
va
tio
n 
an
d 
re
se
ar
ch
, t
hr
ou
gh
 im

pr
ov
ed
 s
ur
fa
ce
-b
as
ed
 m
on
ito
rin
g

an
d 
in
cr
ea
se
d 
us
e 
of
 s
at
el
lit
e 
da
ta
, d
iss
em

in
at
io
n 
of
 te
ch
ni
ca
l a
nd
 s
ci
en
tif
ic

kn
ow

le
dg
e,
 a
nd
 th
e 
pr
ov
isi
on
 o
f a
ss
ist
an
ce
 to
 v
ul
ne
ra
bl
e 
co
un
tri
es
. (
37
(c
))

-
Re
du
ce
 th
e 
ris
ks
 o
f f
lo
od
in
g 
an
d 
dr
ou
gh
t i
n 
vu
ln
er
ab
le
 c
ou
nt
rie
s 
by
 im

pr
ov
in
g

an
d 
ap
pl
yin

g 
m
or
e 
w
id
el
y 
te
ch
ni
qu
es
 a
nd
 m
et
ho
do
lo
gi
es
 fo
r a
ss
es
sin

g 
th
e

po
te
nt
ia
l a
dv
er
se
 e
ffe
ct
s 
of
 c
lim

at
e 
ch
an
ge
 o
n 
w
et
la
nd
s 
an
d,
 a
s 
ap
pr
op
ria
te
,

as
sis
tin
g 
co
un
tri
es
 th
at
 a
re
 p
ar
tic
ul
ar
ly 
vu
ln
er
ab
le
 to
 th
os
e 
ef
fe
ct
s. 
(3
7(
d)
)

-
Im
pr
ov
e 
te
ch
ni
qu
es
 a
nd
 m
et
ho
do
lo
gi
es
 fo
r a
ss
es
sin

g 
th
e 
ef
fe
ct
s 
of
 c
lim

at
e

ch
an
ge
, a
nd
 e
nc
ou
ra
ge
 th
e 
co
nt
in
ui
ng
 a
ss
es
sm

en
t o
f t
ho
se
 a
dv
er
se
 e
ffe
ct
s

by
 th
e 
In
te
rg
ov
er
nm

en
ta
l P
an
el
 o
n 
Cl
im
at
e 
Ch
an
ge
. (
37
(e
))

G
lo

b
al

 O
ce

an
 F

or
u

m
A
ct
io
n
 I
te
m
s 
an
d 
R
ec
om

m
en
da
ti
on

s 
fr
om

 A
ge
n
da
 2
1 
an
d 
th
e 
Jo
h
an
n
es
bu
rg
 P
la
n
 o
f 
Im

pl
em

en
ta
ti
on

(J
PO

I)
 R
el
at
ed
 t
o 
O
ce
an
s,
 C
oa
st
s 
an
d 
Sm

al
l I
sl
an
d 
D
ev
el
op
in
g 
St
at
es

Pr
ep

ar
ed

 b
y 

Jo
e 

A
pp

io
tt

 a
nd

 G
w

én
aë

lle
 H

am
on

, G
lo

ba
l O

ce
an

 F
or

um

��
��

��
��
��
��

��
��

�
��

��
�

Ap
pe
nd
ix
 A
.1
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�

m
od
el
lin
g 
an
d 
re
sp
on
se
 s
tra
te
gi
es
 p
ar
tic
ul
ar
ly 
fo
r p
rio
rit
y 
ar
ea
s, 
su
ch
 a
s 
sm

al
l 

isl
an
ds
 a
nd
 lo
w
-ly
in
g 
an
d 
cr
iti
ca
l c
oa
st
al
 a
re
as
. (
17
.1
01
)

-
Id
en
tif
y 
on
go
in
g 
an
d 
pl
an
ne
d 
pr
og
ra
m
m
es
 o
f s
ys
te
m
at
ic
 o
bs
er
va
tio
n 
of
 th
e

m
ar
in
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
t, 
w
ith
 a
 v
ie
w
 to
 in
te
gr
at
in
g 
ac
tiv
iti
es
 a
nd
 e
st
ab
lis
hi
ng
 

pr
io
rit
ie
s 
to
 a
dd
re
ss
 c
rit
ic
al
 u
nc
er
ta
in
tie
s 
fo
r o
ce
an
s 
an
d 
al
l s
ea
s. 
(1
7.
10
1)

-
In
iti
at
e 
a 
pr
og
ra
m
m
e 
of
 re
se
ar
ch
 to
 d
et
er
m
in
e 
th
e 
m
ar
in
e 
bi
ol
og
ic
al
 e
ffe
ct
s 
of

in
cr
ea
se
d 
le
ve
ls 
of
 u
ltr
av
io
le
t r
ay
s 
du
e 
to
 th
e 
de
pl
et
io
n 
of
 th
e 
st
ra
to
sp
he
ric

oz
on
e 
la
ye
r a
nd
 to
 e
va
lu
at
e 
th
e 
po
ss
ib
le
 e
ffe
ct
s. 
(1
7.
10
1)

� Th
e 
Ex
te
nt
 o
f A

ch
ie
ve
m
en
t o
f

Ec
os
ys
te
m
-B
as
ed
, I
nt
eg
ra
te
d

Oc
ea
n 
an
d 
Co
as
ta
l M

an
ag
e-

m
en
t i
n 
Ar
ea
s 
of
 N
at
io
na
l 

Ju
ris
di
ct
io
n 
(c
oa
st
al
 z
on
es
, 

ex
cl
us
iv
e 
ec
on
om

ic
 z
on
es
), 

in
 A
re
as
 B
ey
on
d 
Na

tio
na
l 

Ju
ris
di
ct
io
n,
 a
nd
 th
ro
ug
h 

re
gi
on
al
 e
ffo

rts
, s
uc
h 
as
 th
e

La
rg
e 
M
ar
in
e 
Ec
os
ys
te
m
 

(L
M
E)
 a
pp
ro
ac
h 
an
d 
Re
gi
on
al

Se
as
 P
ro
gr
am

m
es

-
Pr
ov
id
e 
fo
r a
n 
in
te
gr
at
ed
 p
ol
icy
 a
nd
 d
ec
isi
on
-m

ak
in
g 
pr
oc
es
s, 
in
clu

di
ng
 a
ll 

in
vo
lve

d 
se
ct
or
s, 
ba
se
d 
in
 th
e 
pr
ec
au
tio
na
ry
 a
pp
ro
ac
h,
 p
rio
r a
ss
es
sm

en
t, 

an
d 
sy
st
em

at
ic
 o
bs
er
va
tio
n 
of
 th
e 
m
ar
in
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
t. 
(1
7.
5)

-
Co
ns
id
er
 e
st
ab
lis
hi
ng
, o
r w

he
re
 n
ec
es
sa
ry
 s
tre
ng
th
en
in
g,
 a
pp
ro
pr
ia
te
 

co
or
di
na
tin
g 
m
ec
ha
ni
sm

s 
an
d 
le
ga
l a
nd
 re
gu
la
to
ry
 fr
am

ew
or
ks
 fo
r i
nt
eg
ra
te
d

m
an
ag
em

en
t a
nd
 s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t, 
at
 b
ot
h 
th
e 
lo
ca
l a
nd
 n
at
io
na
l 

le
ve
ls.
 (1
7.
6)

-
Un
de
rta
ke
 m
ea
su
re
s 
to
 m
ai
nt
ai
n 
bi
ol
og
ic
al
 d
ive

rs
ity
 a
nd
 p
ro
du
ct
ivi
ty,
 in
clu

d-
in
g 
su
rv
ey
s 
of
 m
ar
in
e 
bi
od
ive

rs
ity
, in

ve
nt
or
ie
s 
of
 e
nd
an
ge
re
d 
sp
ec
ie
s 
an
d 

cr
iti
ca
l c
oa
st
al
 a
nd
 m
ar
in
e 
ha
bi
ta
ts
; e
st
ab
lis
hm

en
t a
nd
 m
an
ag
em

en
t o
f p
ro
-

te
ct
ed
 a
re
as
; a
nd
 s
up
po
rt 
of
 s
ci
en
tif
ic
 re
se
ar
ch
 a
nd
 d
iss
em

in
at
io
n 
of
 it
s 
re
-

su
lts
. (
17
.7
)

-
Re
co
gn
ize
 a
nd
 s
up
po
rt 
th
e 
ro
le
 o
f i
nt
er
na
tio
na
l c
oo
pe
ra
tio
n 
an
d 
co
or
di
na
tio
n

on
 a
 b
ila
te
ra
l, s
ub
re
gi
on
al
, in

te
rre
gi
on
al
, r
eg
io
na
l, o

r g
lo
ba
l b
as
is 
an
d 
in
 s
up
-

po
rti
ng
 a
nd
 s
up
pl
em

en
tin
g 
na
tio
na
l e
ffo
rts
 to
 p
ro
m
ot
e 
in
te
gr
at
ed
 m
an
ag
e-

m
en
t a
nd
 s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t o
f c
oa
st
al
 a
nd
 m
ar
in
e 
ar
ea
s. 
(1
7.
10
)

-
Co
op
er
at
e 
in
 th
e 
pr
ep
ar
at
io
n 
of
 n
at
io
na
l g
ui
de
lin
es
 fo
r i
nt
eg
ra
te
d 
co
as
ta
l z
on
e

m
an
ag
em

en
t a
nd
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t, 
dr
aw

in
g 
on
 e
xis
tin
g 
ex
pe
rie
nc
e.
 (1
7.
11
)  

-
En
co
ur
ag
e 
th
e 
ap
pl
ic
at
io
n 
of
 th
e 
ec
os
ys
te
m
 a
pp
ro
ac
h 
by
 2
01
0 
fo
r t
he
 

su
st
ai
na
bl
e 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t o
f t
he
 o
ce
an
s, 
pa
rti
cu
la
rly
 th
e 
m
an
ag
em

en
t o
f 

fis
he
rie
s 
an
d 
co
ns
er
va
tio
n 
of
 b
io
di
ve
rs
ity
. (
30
(d
))

-
Pr
om

ot
e 
in
te
gr
at
ed
 c
oa
st
al
 a
nd
 o
ce
an
 m
an
ag
em

en
t a
t t
he
 n
at
io
na
l a
nd

re
gi
on
al
 le
ve
l a
nd
 e
nc
ou
ra
ge
 a
nd
 a
ss
ist
 c
ou
nt
rie
s 
in
 d
ev
el
op
in
g 
oc
ea
n 

po
lic
ie
s 
an
d 
m
ec
ha
ni
sm

s 
on
 in
te
gr
at
ed
 c
oa
st
al
 m
an
ag
em

en
t. 
(2
1)

-
As
sis
t d
ev
el
op
in
g 
co
un
tri
es
 in
 c
oo
rd
in
at
in
g 
po
lic
ie
s 
an
d 
pr
og
ra
m
m
es
 a
t t
he

re
gi
on
al
 a
nd
 s
ub
-r
eg
io
na
l le

ve
ls 
ai
m
ed
 a
t c
on
se
rv
at
io
n 
an
d 
su
st
ai
na
bl
e 

m
an
ag
em

en
t o
f f
ish

er
y 
re
so
ur
ce
s 
an
d 
im
pl
em

en
t i
nt
eg
ra
te
d 
co
as
ta
l a
re
a

m
an
ag
em

en
t p
la
ns
, in

clu
di
ng
 th
ro
ug
h 
th
e 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t o
f i
nf
ra
st
ru
ct
ur
e.

(3
0(
g)
)

� Pr
ot
ec
tio
n 
of
 th
e 
M
ar
in
e 

En
vi
ro
nm

en
t

-
Co
ns
id
er
 u
pd
at
in
g,
 s
tre
ng
th
en
in
g 
an
d 
ex
te
nd
in
g 
th
e 
M
on
tre
al
 G
ui
de
lin
es
 

th
e 
Pr
ot
ec
tio
n 
of
 th
e 
M
ar
in
e 
En
vir
on
m
en
t f
ro
m
 L
an
d-
Ba
se
d 
So
ur
ce
s, 

as
 a
pp
ro
pr
ia
te
 (1
7.
24
 (a
)).

-
As
se
ss
 th
e 
ef
fe
ct
ive

ne
ss
 o
f e
xis
tin
g 
re
gi
on
al
 a
gr
ee
m
en
ts
 a
nd
 a
ct
io
n 
pl
an
s,

an
d 
in
iti
at
e 
an
d 
pr
om

ot
e 
th
e 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t o
f n
ew

 re
gi
on
al
 a
gr
ee
m
en
ts
, w

he
re

ap
pr
op
ria
te
 w
ith
 a
 v
ie
w
 to
 id
en
tif
yin

g 
m
ea
ns
 o
f s
tre
ng
th
en
in
g 
ac
tio
n,
 w
he
re

ne
ce
ss
ar
y, 
to
 p
re
ve
nt
, r
ed
uc
e 
an
d 
co
nt
ro
l m

ar
in
e 
de
gr
ad
at
io
n 
ca
us
ed
 b
y

la
nd
-b
as
ed
 a
ct
ivi
tie
s. 
(1
7.
25
(b
)(c
))

-
Th
e 
UN

EP
 G
ov
er
ni
ng
 C
ou
nc
il i
s 
in
vit
ed
 to
 c
on
ve
ne
 a
n 
in
te
rg
ov
er
nm

en
ta
l

m
ee
tin
g 
on
 p
ro
te
ct
io
n 
of
 th
e 
m
ar
in
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
t f
ro
m
 la
nd
-b
as
ed
 a
ct
ivi
tie
s

(1
7.
26
)

-
Ad
va
nc
e 
im
pl
em

en
ta
tio
n 
of
 th
e 
Gl
ob
al
 P
ro
gr
am

m
e 
of
 A
ct
io
n 
fo
r t
he
 P
ro
te
c-

tio
n 
of
 th
e 
M
ar
in
e 
En
vir
on
m
en
t f
ro
m
 L
an
d-
ba
se
d 
Ac
tiv
iti
es
 a
nd
 th
e 
M
on
tre
al

De
cla

ra
tio
n 
on
 th
e 
Pr
ot
ec
tio
n 
of
 th
e 
M
ar
in
e 
En
vir
on
m
en
t f
ro
m
 L
an
d-
ba
se
d

Ac
tiv
iti
es
, w

ith
 p
ar
tic
ul
ar
 e
m
ph
as
is 
in
 th
e 
pe
rio
d 
20
02
-2
00
6.
 (3
3)

-
El
ab
or
at
e 
re
gi
on
al
 p
ro
gr
am

m
es
 o
f a
ct
io
n 
an
d 
im
pr
ov
e 
th
e 
lin
ks
 w
ith
 s
tra
te
gi
c

pl
an
s 
fo
r t
he
 s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t o
f c
oa
st
al
 a
nd
 m
ar
in
e 
re
so
ur
ce
s, 
no
t-

in
g 
in
 p
ar
tic
ul
ar
 a
re
as
 th
at
 a
re
 s
ub
je
ct
 to
 a
cc
el
er
at
ed
 e
nv
iro
nm

en
ta
l c
ha
ng
es

an
d 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t p
re
ss
ur
es
. (
33
(c
))

-
En
ha
nc
e 
m
ar
iti
m
e 
sa
fe
ty
 a
nd
 p
ro
te
ct
io
n 
of
 th
e 
m
ar
in
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
t f
ro
m
 p
ol
-

lu
tio
n 
by
 in
vit
in
g 
St
at
es
 to
 ra
tif
y 
or
 a
cc
ed
e 
to
 a
nd
 im

pl
em

en
t t
he
 c
on
ve
nt
io
ns

an
d 
pr
ot
oc
ol
s 
an
d 
ot
he
r r
el
ev
an
t i
ns
tru
m
en
ts
 o
f t
he
 In
te
rn
at
io
na
l M

ar
iti
m
e
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�

-
Es
ta
bl
ish

 o
r i
m
pr
ov
e 
re
gu
la
to
ry
 a
nd
 m
on
ito
rin
g 
pr
og
ra
m
m
es
 to
 c
on
tro
l e
ffl
u-

en
t d
isc
ha
rg
es
 a
nd
 e
m
iss
io
ns
, in

clu
di
ng
 th
e 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t a
nd
 a
pp
lic
at
io
n 
of

co
nt
ro
l a
nd
 re
cy
cli
ng
 te
ch
no
lo
gi
es
, a
nd
 a
do
pt
io
n 
of
 n
ew

 in
iti
at
ive

s 
at
 n
at
io
na
l,

su
br
eg
io
na
l a
nd
 re
gi
on
al
 le
ve
ls 
fo
r c
on
tro
llin

g 
th
e 
in
pu
t o
f n
on
-p
oi
nt
 s
ou
rc
e

po
llu
ta
nt
s. 
(1
7.
28
 (a
)(j
))

-
Un
de
rta
ke
 m
an
ag
em

en
t p
ra
ct
ic
es
 to
 re
du
ce
 th
e 
ph
ys
ic
al
 d
es
tru
ct
io
n 
an
d

de
gr
ad
at
io
n 
of
 c
oa
st
al
 a
nd
 m
ar
in
e 
ar
ea
s, 
in
clu

di
ng
 c
on
tro
l a
nd
 p
re
ve
nt
io
n 
of

co
as
ta
l e
ro
sio

n 
an
d 
sil
ta
tio
n 
du
e 
to
 a
nt
hr
op
og
en
ic
 fa
ct
or
s 
re
la
te
d 
to
, in

te
r a
lia
,

la
nd
-u
se
 a
nd
 c
on
st
ru
ct
io
n 
te
ch
ni
qu
es
 a
nd
 p
ra
ct
ic
es
. (
17
.2
9)

-
As
se
ss
 th
e 
ne
ed
 fo
r a
dd
iti
on
al
 m
ea
su
re
s 
to
 a
dd
re
ss
 d
eg
ra
da
tio
n 
of
 th
e 
m
a-

rin
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
t:

A)
 F

RO
M

 S
HI

PP
IN

G,
 B

Y:

-
Co
op
er
at
in
g 
in
 a
ss
es
sin

g 
an
d 
m
on
ito
rin
g 
m
ar
in
e 
po
llu
tio
n 
fro
m
 s
hi
ps
;

-
Ta
ki
ng
 a
ct
io
n 
to
 re
sp
ec
t o
f s
en
sit
ive

 a
re
as
 d
es
ig
na
te
d 
by
 c
oa
st
al
 S
ta
te
s;

-
Co
ns
id
er
in
g 
th
e 
ad
op
tio
n 
of
 a
pp
ro
pr
ia
te
 ru
le
s 
on
 b
al
la
st
 w
at
er
 d
isc
ha
rg
e;

-
Su
pp
or
tin
g 
th
e 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t o
f m

ea
su
re
s 
fo
r r
ed
uc
in
g 
ai
r p
ol
lu
tio
n 
fro
m

sh
ip
s;

-
As
se
ss
in
g 
ne
ed
 fo
r s
tri
ct
er
 in
te
rn
at
io
na
l r
eg
ul
at
io
ns
 to
 re
du
ce
 th
e 
ris
k 
of

ac
ci
de
nt
s 
an
d 
po
llu
tio
n 
fro
m
 c
ar
go
 s
hi
ps
; 

B)
 F

RO
M

 D
UM

PI
NG

, B
Y:

-
Su
pp
or
tin
g 
w
id
er
 ra
tif
ic
at
io
n 
an
d 
im
pl
em

en
ta
tio
n 
in
 re
le
va
nt
 C
on
ve
nt
io
ns

on
 d
um

pi
ng
 a
t s
ea
, in

clu
di
ng
 a
 s
tra
te
gy
 fo
r t
he
 L
on
do
n 
Co
nv
en
tio
n;

C)
 F

RO
M

 O
FF

SH
OR

E 
OI

L 
AN

D 
GA

S 
PL

AT
FO

RM
S,

 B
Y:

-
As
se
ss
in
g 
re
gu
la
to
ry
 m
ea
su
re
s 
to
 a
dd
re
ss
 d
isc
ha
rg
es
, e
m
iss
io
ns
 a
nd

sa
fe
ty
 a
nd
 a
ss
es
sin

g 
th
e 
ne
ed
 fo
r a
dd
iti
on
al
 m
ea
su
re
s;

D)
 F

RO
M

 P
OR

TS
, B

Y:

-
Fa
ci
lit
at
in
g 
es
ta
bl
ish

m
en
t o
f p
or
t r
ec
ep
tio
n 
fa
ci
lit
ie
s 
fo
r t
he
 c
ol
le
ct
io
n 
of

re
sid

ue
s 
an
d 
ga
rb
ag
e 
fro
m
 s
hi
ps
. (
17
.3
0)

-
In
te
ns
ify
 in
te
rn
at
io
na
l c
oo
pe
ra
tio
n 
to
 s
tre
ng
th
en
 o
r e
st
ab
lis
h,
 w
he
re
 n
ec
es
-

sa
ry
, r
eg
io
na
l o
il/
ch
em

ic
al
-s
pi
ll r
es
po
ns
e 
ce
nt
re
s 
an
d/
or
, a
s 
ap
pr
op
ria
te
,

m
ec
ha
ni
sm

s 
in
 c
oo
pe
ra
tio
n 
w
ith
 re
le
va
nt
 s
ub
re
gi
on
al
, r
eg
io
na
l o
r g
lo
ba
l in

-
te
rg
ov
er
nm

en
ta
l o
rg
an
iza

tio
ns
 a
nd
, w

he
re
 a
pp
ro
pr
ia
te
, in

du
st
ry
-b
as
ed
 o
r-

ga
ni
za
tio
ns
. (
17
.3
4)

-
Su
pp
or
t a
nd
 e
xp
an
d 
in
te
rn
at
io
na
l p
ro
gr
am

m
es
 fo
r s
ys
te
m
at
ic
 o
bs
er
va
tio
ns

to
 m
ea
su
re
 m
ar
in
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
ta
l q
ua
lit
y 
as
 a
 b
as
is 
fo
r m

an
ag
em

en
t.

(1
7.
35
)

Or
ga
ni
za
tio
n 
an
d 
ac
ce
le
ra
tin
g 
th
e 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t o
f m

ea
su
re
s 
to
 a
dd
re
ss
 in
va
-

siv
e 
al
ie
n 
sp
ec
ie
s 
in
 b
al
la
st
 w
at
er
. (
34
(a
)(b
))

-
Ef
fe
ct
ive

ly 
re
du
ce
, p
re
ve
nt
 a
nd
 c
on
tro
l w

as
te
 a
nd
 p
ol
lu
tio
n 
an
d 
th
ei
r h
ea
lth
-

re
la
te
d 
im
pa
ct
s 
by
 u
nd
er
ta
ki
ng
 in
iti
at
ive

s 
by
 2
00
4 
ai
m
ed
 a
t i
m
pl
em

en
tin
g 
th
e

Gl
ob
al
 P
ro
gr
am

m
e 
of
 A
ct
io
n 
fo
r t
he
 P
ro
te
ct
io
n 
of
 th
e 
M
ar
in
e 
En
vir
on
m
en
t f
ro
m

La
nd
-b
as
ed
 A
ct
ivi
tie
s 
in
 s
m
al
l is
la
nd
 d
ev
el
op
in
g 
St
at
es
. (
58
(e
))

-
Pr
ot
ec
t w

at
er
 re
so
ur
ce
s, 
in
clu

di
ng
 g
ro
un
dw

at
er
 a
nd
 w
et
la
nd
 e
co
sy
st
em

s,
ag
ai
ns
t p
ol
lu
tio
n.
 (6
6(
d)
)
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�

� Th
e 
St
at
us
 a
nd
 P
ro
sp
ec
ts
 fo
r

Fi
sh
er
ie
s 
an
d 
 A
qu
ac
ul
tu
re

W
ith
in
 a
nd
 O
ut
si
de
 o
f N

at
io
na
l

Ju
ris
di
ct
io
n 

-
Pr
om

ot
e 
en
ha
nc
ed
 c
ol
le
ct
io
n 
an
d 
ex
ch
an
ge
 o
f d
at
a 
on
 fi
sh
 s
to
ck
s, 
as
 w
el
l a
s

th
e 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t o
f a
na
lyt
ic
 to
ol
s 
an
d 
bi
oe
co
no
m
ic
 m
od
el
s, 
fo
r t
he
 a
na
lys
is 
of

fis
he
rie
s 
w
ith
in
 a
nd
 b
ey
on
d 
na
tio
na
l ju

ris
di
ct
io
n.
 (1
7.
57
, 1
7.
58
, 1
7.
87
)

-
En
su
re
 c
oo
pe
ra
tio
n 
an
d 
co
or
di
na
tio
n 
be
tw
ee
n 
st
at
es
 a
nd
 th
ro
ug
h 
gl
ob
al
 a
nd

re
gi
on
al
 in
te
rg
ov
er
nm

en
ta
l f
ish

er
ie
s 
bo
di
es
 to
 e
ns
ur
e 
su
st
ai
na
bl
e 
ut
iliz
at
io
n

of
 fi
sh
er
ie
s 
w
ith
in
 a
nd
 b
ey
on
d 
na
tio
na
l ju

ris
di
ct
io
n.
 (1
7.
58
-6
1,
 1
7.
88
, 1
7.
89
)

-
De
ve
lo
p 
an
d 
pr
om

ot
e 
th
e 
us
e 
of
 e
nv
iro
nm

en
ta
lly
 s
ou
nd
 te
ch
no
lo
gy
 fi
sh
in
g

pr
ac
tic
es
 th
ro
ug
h 
th
e 
us
e 
of
 s
el
ec
tiv
e 
fis
hi
ng
 g
ea
r a
nd
 p
ra
ct
ic
es
 to
 m
in
im
ize

w
as
te
 in
 th
e 
ca
tc
h 
of
 ta
rg
et
 s
pe
ci
es
 a
nd
 m
in
im
ize
 b
y-
ca
tc
h 
of
 n
on
-ta

rg
et

sp
ec
ie
s 
as
 w
el
l a
s 
th
e 
pr
oh
ib
iti
on
 o
f d
yn
am

ite
, p
oi
so
ni
ng
, a
nd
 o
th
er
 d
es
tru
c-

tiv
e 
pr
ac
tic
es
. (
17
.4
6,
 1
7.
54
, 1
7.
75
, 1
7.
80
, 1
7.
88
)

-
Co
nv
en
e 
an
 in
te
rg
ov
er
nm

en
ta
l c
on
fe
re
nc
e 
un
de
r U

ni
te
d 
Na
tio
ns
 a
us
pi
ce
s

w
ith
 a
 v
ie
w
 to
 p
ro
m
ot
in
g 
ef
fe
ct
ive

 im
pl
em

en
ta
tio
n 
of
 th
e 
pr
ov
isi
on
s 
of
 th
e

Un
ite
d 
Na
tio
ns
 C
on
ve
nt
io
n 
on
 th
e 
La
w
 o
f t
he
 S
ea
 o
n 
st
ra
dd
lin
g 
fis
h 
st
oc
ks

an
d 
hi
gh
ly 
m
ig
ra
to
ry
 fi
sh
 s
to
ck
s. 
(1
7.
50
) 

-
St
at
es
 s
ho
ul
d 
ta
ke
 e
ffe
ct
ive

 a
ct
io
n 
to
 e
ns
ur
e 
th
at
 fi
sh
in
g 
ve
ss
el
s 
fly
in
g 
th
ei
r

fla
gs
 o
n 
th
e 
hi
gh
 s
ea
s 
co
m
pl
y 
w
ith
 a
pp
lic
ab
le
 c
on
se
rv
at
io
n 
an
d 
m
an
ag
em

en
t

ru
le
s 
of
 g
lo
ba
l a
nd
 re
gi
on
al
 fi
sh
er
ie
s 
bo
di
es
, in

clu
di
ng
 fu
ll, 
de
ta
ile
d,
 a
cc
ur
at
e

an
d 
tim

el
y 
re
po
rti
ng
 o
f c
at
ch
es
 a
nd
 e
ffo
rt,
 a
nd
 d
o 
no
t u
nd
er
ta
ke
 re
fla
gg
in
g.

(1
7.
51
-5
3)

-
Im
pl
em

en
t s
tra
te
gi
es
 fo
r s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 u
se
 o
f m

ar
in
e 
liv
in
g 
re
so
ur
ce
s, 
in
clu

di
ng

th
ro
ug
h 
le
ga
l a
nd
 re
gu
la
to
ry
 fr
am

ew
or
ks
—

in
clu

di
ng
 fo
r s
m
al
l-s
ca
le
 a
rti
sa
na
l

fis
he
rie
s, 
re
co
gn
izi
ng
 a
nd
 s
up
po
rti
ng
 tr
ad
iti
on
al
 k
no
w
le
dg
e 
an
d 
rig
ht
s, 
w
ith
 a

vie
w
 to
 e
nh
an
ci
ng
 th
e 
pr
od
uc
tiv
ity
 a
nd
 s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 u
til
iza

tio
n 
of
 th
ei
r m

ar
in
e

liv
in
g 
re
so
ur
ce
s 
fo
r f
oo
d 
an
d 
in
co
m
e 
(1
7.
80
, 1
7.
82
)

-
Su
pp
or
t U
nd
er
ta
ke
 c
ap
ac
ity
 b
ui
ld
in
g 
fo
r d
ev
el
op
in
g 
co
un
tri
es
 to
 c
on
du
ct
 s
us
-

ta
in
ab
le
 fi
sh
er
ie
s 
an
d 
aq
ua
cu
ltu
re
 th
ro
ug
h 
tra
in
in
g,
 tr
an
sf
er
 o
f t
ec
hn
ol
og
y,

an
d 
m
ul
tid
isc
ip
lin
ar
y 
tra
in
in
g 
an
d 
re
se
ar
ch
. (
17
.8
0,
 1
7.
94
, 1
7.
95
 (a
))

-
Es
ta
bl
ish

 s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 a
qu
ac
ul
tu
re
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t s
tra
te
gi
es
, in

clu
di
ng
 e
nv
iro
n-

m
en
ta
l m

an
ag
em

en
t i
n 
su
pp
or
t o
f r
ur
al
 fi
sh
-fa

rm
in
g 
co
m
m
un
iti
es
. (
17
.9
5 
(c
))

-
Pr
ov
id
e 
su
pp
or
t t
o 
lo
ca
l f
ish

in
g 
co
m
m
un
iti
es
, in

 p
ar
tic
ul
ar
 th
os
e 
th
at
 re
ly 
on

fis
hi
ng
 fo
r s
ub
sis
te
nc
e,
 in
di
ge
no
us
 p
eo
pl
e 
an
d 
w
om

en
, in

clu
di
ng
, a
s 
ap
pr
o-

pr
ia
te
, t
he
 te
ch
ni
ca
l a
nd
 fi
na
nc
ia
l a
ss
ist
an
ce
 to
 o
rg
an
ize
, m

ai
nt
ai
n,
 e
xc
ha
ng
e

an
d 
im
pr
ov
e 
tra
di
tio
na
l k
no
w
le
dg
e 
of
 m
ar
in
e 
liv
in
g 
re
so
ur
ce
s 
an
d 
fis
hi
ng

te
ch
ni
qu
es
, a
nd
 u
pg
ra
de
 k
no
w
le
dg
e 
on
 m
ar
in
e 
ec
os
ys
te
m
s. 
(1
7.
95
 (b
))

-
Im
pl
em

en
t t
he
 F
AO

 In
te
rn
at
io
na
l P
la
n 
of
 A
ct
io
nt
o 
Pr
ev
en
t, 
De
te
r a
nd
 E
lim

in
at
e

Ille
ga
l, U

nr
ep
or
te
d,
 a
nd
 U
nr
eg
ul
at
ed
 F
ish

in
g 
(IU
U)
 b
y 
20
04
. (
31
(d
))

-
Im
pl
em

en
t t
he
 F
AO

 In
te
rn
at
io
na
l P
la
n 
of
 A
ct
io
n 
fo
r t
he
 M
an
ag
em

en
t o
f F
ish

in
g

Ca
pa
ci
ty
 b
y 
20
05
. (
31
(d
))

-
im
pl
em

en
t t
he
 re
le
va
nt
 U
N 
an
d,
 w
he
re
 a
pp
ro
pr
ia
te
, a
ss
oc
ia
te
d 
re
gi
on
al
 

fis
he
rie
s 
ag
re
em

en
ts
, n
ot
in
g 
in
 p
ar
tic
ul
ar
 th
e 
UN

 F
ish

 S
to
ck
s A

gr
ee
m
en
t, 
th
e

FA
O 
Co
m
pl
ia
nc
e 
Ag
re
em

en
t, 
an
d 
th
e 
19
95
 C
od
e 
of
 C
on
du
ct
 fo
r R

es
po
ns
ib
le

Fi
sh
er
ie
s 
(3
1(
b)
(c
))

-
El
im
in
at
e 
su
bs
id
ie
s 
th
at
 c
on
tri
bu
te
 to
 ill
eg
al
, u
nr
ep
or
te
d,
 a
nd
 u
nr
eg
ul
at
ed
 

fis
hi
ng
 a
nd
 to
 o
ve
rc
ap
ac
ity
. (
31
(f)
)

-
M
ai
nt
ai
n 
or
 re
st
or
e 
de
pl
et
ed
 fi
sh
 s
to
ck
s 
to
 le
ve
ls 
th
at
 c
an
 p
ro
du
ce
 th
ei
r 

m
ax
im
um

 s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 y
ie
ld
 o
n 
an
 u
rg
en
t b
as
is 
an
d 
w
he
re
 p
os
sib

le
 n
o 
la
te
r

th
an
 2
01
5.
 (3
1(
a)
)

-
Su
pp
or
t t
he
 s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t o
f a
qu
ac
ul
tu
re
, in

clu
di
ng
 s
m
al
l-s
ca
le

aq
ua
cu
ltu
re
, g
ive

n 
its
 g
ro
w
in
g 
im
po
rta
nc
e 
fo
r f
oo
d 
se
cu
rit
y 
an
d 
ec
on
om

ic
 

de
ve
lo
pm

en
t. 
(3
1(
h)
)
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�

� Th
e 
Sp
ec
ia
l I
ss
ue
s 
As
so
ci
at
ed

w
ith
 S
m
al
l-I
sl
an
d 
De
ve
lo
pi
ng

St
at
es
 (S
ID
S)
 a
nd
 O
ce
an
s,
 

Es
pe
ci
al
ly
 in
 th
e 
Co
nt
ex
t o
f 

Cl
im
at
e 
Ch
an
ge

-
Ad
op
t a
nd
 im

pl
em

en
t p
la
ns
 a
nd
 p
ro
gr
am

m
es
 to
 s
up
po
rt 
th
e 
su
st
ai
na
bl
e 

de
ve
lo
pm

en
t a
nd
 u
til
iza

tio
n 
of
 th
ei
r m

ar
in
e 
an
d 
co
as
ta
l r
es
ou
rc
es
, in

clu
di
ng

m
ee
tin
g 
es
se
nt
ia
l h
um

an
 n
ee
ds
, m

ai
nt
ai
ni
ng
 b
io
di
ve
rs
ity
 a
nd
 im

pr
ov
in
g 
th
e

qu
al
ity
 o
f l
ife
 fo
r i
sla

nd
 p
eo
pl
e.
 (1
7.
12
8)

-
Ad
op
t m

ea
su
re
s 
w
hi
ch
 w
ill 
en
ab
le
 s
m
al
l is
la
nd
 d
ev
el
op
in
g 
St
at
es
 to
 c
op
e 

ef
fe
ct
ive

ly,
 c
re
at
ive

ly 
an
d 
su
st
ai
na
bl
y 
w
ith
 e
nv
iro
nm

en
ta
l c
ha
ng
e 
an
d 
to
 

m
iti
ga
te
 im

pa
ct
s 
an
d 
re
du
ce
 th
e 
th
re
at
s 
po
se
d 
to
 m
ar
in
e 
an
d 
co
as
ta
l 

re
so
ur
ce
s. 
(1
7.
12
8)

-
Pr
ep
ar
e 
m
ed
iu
m
-a
nd
 lo
ng
-te

rm
 p
la
ns
 fo
r s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t t
ha
t 

em
ph
as
ize
 m
ul
tip
le
 u
se
 o
f r
es
ou
rc
es
, in

te
gr
at
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
ta
l c
on
sid

er
at
io
ns

w
ith
 e
co
no
m
ic
 a
nd
 s
ec
to
ra
l p
la
nn
in
g 
an
d 
po
lic
ie
s, 
de
fin
e 
m
ea
su
re
s 
fo
r 

m
ai
nt
ai
ni
ng
 c
ul
tu
ra
l a
nd
 b
io
lo
gi
ca
l d
ive

rs
ity
 a
nd
 c
on
se
rv
e 
en
da
ng
er
ed

sp
ec
ie
s 
an
d 
cr
iti
ca
l m

ar
in
e 
ha
bi
ta
ts
. (
17
.1
29
)

-
Ad
ap
t c
oa
st
al
 a
re
a 
m
an
ag
em

en
t t
ec
hn
iq
ue
s, 
su
ch
 a
s 
pl
an
ni
ng
, s
iti
ng
 a
nd
 

en
vir
on
m
en
ta
l im

pa
ct
 a
ss
es
sm

en
ts
, u
sin

g 
Ge
og
ra
ph
ic
al
 In
fo
rm

at
io
n 
Sy
st
em

s
(G
IS
), 
su
ita
bl
e 
to
 th
e 
sp
ec
ia
l c
ha
ra
ct
er
ist
ic
s 
of
 s
m
al
l is
la
nd
s, 
ta
ki
ng
 in
to
 a
c-

co
un
t t
he
 tr
ad
iti
on
al
 a
nd
 c
ul
tu
ra
l v
al
ue
s 
of
 in
di
ge
no
us
 p
eo
pl
e 
of
 is
la
nd
 

co
un
tri
es
. (
17
.1
29
)

-
Re
vie

w
 th
e 
ex
ist
in
g 
in
st
itu
tio
na
l a
rra
ng
em

en
ts
 a
nd
 id
en
tif
y 
an
d 
un
de
rta
ke

ap
pr
op
ria
te
 in
st
itu
tio
na
l r
ef
or
m
s 
es
se
nt
ia
l t
o 
th
e 
ef
fe
ct
ive

 im
pl
em

en
ta
tio
n 
of

su
st
ai
na
bl
e 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t p
la
ns
, in

clu
di
ng
 in
te
rs
ec
to
ra
l c
oo
rd
in
at
io
n 
an
d 
co
m
-

m
un
ity
 p
ar
tic
ip
at
io
n 
in
 th
e 
pl
an
ni
ng
 p
ro
ce
ss
. (
17
.1
29
)

-
Im
pl
em

en
t s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t p
la
ns
, in

clu
di
ng
 th
e 
re
vie

w
 a
nd
 m
od
ifi
-

ca
tio
n 
of
 e
xis
tin
g 
un
su
st
ai
na
bl
e 
po
lic
ie
s 
an
d 
pr
ac
tic
es
. (
17
.1
29
)

-
Ba
se
d 
on
 p
re
ca
ut
io
na
ry
 a
nd
 a
nt
ic
ip
at
or
y 
ap
pr
oa
ch
es
, d
es
ig
n 
an
d 
im
pl
em

en
t

ra
tio
na
l r
es
po
ns
e 
st
ra
te
gi
es
 to
 a
dd
re
ss
 th
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
ta
l, s
oc
ia
l a
nd
 e
co
-

no
m
ic
 im

pa
ct
s 
of
 c
lim

at
e 
ch
an
ge
 a
nd
 s
ea
le
ve
l r
ise

, a
nd
 p
re
pa
re
 a
pp
ro
pr
ia
te

co
nt
in
ge
nc
y 
pl
an
s. 
(1
7.
12
9)

-
Pr
om

ot
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
ta
lly
 s
ou
nd
 te
ch
no
lo
gy
 fo
r s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t

w
ith
in
 s
m
al
l is
la
nd
 d
ev
el
op
in
g 
St
at
es
 a
nd
 id
en
tif
y 
te
ch
no
lo
gi
es
 th
at
 s
ho
ul
d 
be

ex
clu

de
d 
be
ca
us
e 
of
 th
ei
r t
hr
ea
ts
 to
 e
ss
en
tia
l is
la
nd
 e
co
sy
st
em

s. 
(1
7.
12
9)

-
As
sis
t s
m
al
l-i
sla

nd
 d
ev
el
op
in
g 
St
at
es
 in
 d
el
im
iti
ng
 a
nd
 m
an
ag
in
g 
in
 a
 

su
st
ai
na
bl
e 
m
an
ne
r t
he
ir 
co
as
ta
l a
re
as
 a
nd
 e
xc
lu
siv
e 
ec
on
om

ic
 z
on
es
 a
nd
 

th
e 
co
nt
in
en
ta
l s
he
lf.
 (5
8(
c)
)

-
Su
pp
or
t a
nd
 s
tre
ng
th
en
 re
le
va
nt
 re
gi
on
al
 fi
sh
er
ie
s 
m
an
ag
em

en
t o
rg
an
iza

tio
ns

to
 a
ch
ie
ve
 s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 fi
sh
er
ie
s 
m
an
ag
em

en
t a
nd
 im

pr
ov
ed
 fi
na
nc
ia
l r
et
ur
ns
.

(5
8(
b)
)

-
Pr
ov
id
e 
su
pp
or
t, 
in
clu

di
ng
 fo
r c
ap
ac
ity
-b
ui
ld
in
g,
 fo
r t
he
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t a
nd
 

fu
rth
er
 im

pl
em

en
ta
tio
n 
of
 S
ID
S-
sp
ec
ifi
c 
co
m
po
ne
nt
s 
w
ith
in
 p
ro
gr
am

m
es
 o
f

w
or
k 
on
 m
ar
in
e 
an
d 
co
as
ta
l b
io
lo
gi
ca
l d
ive

rs
ity
. (
58
(d
))

-
De
ve
lo
p 
co
m
m
un
ity
-b
as
ed
 in
iti
at
ive

s 
on
 s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 to
ur
ism

 b
y 
20
04
 a
nd

bu
ild
 th
e 
ca
pa
ci
tie
s 
ne
ce
ss
ar
y 
to
 d
ive

rs
ify
 to
ur
ism

 p
ro
du
ct
s, 
w
hi
le
 p
ro
te
ct
in
g

cu
ltu
re
 a
nd
 tr
ad
iti
on
s 
an
d 
ef
fe
ct
ive

ly 
co
ns
er
vin

g 
an
d 
m
an
ag
in
g 
na
tu
ra
l

re
so
ur
ce
s. 
(5
8(
g)
)

-
As
sis
t S
ID
S 
in
 m
ob
iliz
in
g 
ad
eq
ua
te
 re
so
ur
ce
s 
an
d 
pa
rtn
er
sh
ip
s 
fo
r t
he
ir 

ad
ap
ta
tio
n 
ne
ed
s 
re
la
tin
g 
to
 th
e 
ad
ve
rs
e 
ef
fe
ct
s 
of
 c
lim

at
e 
ch
an
ge
, s
ea
 le
ve
l

ris
e 
an
d 
cli
m
at
e 
va
ria
bi
lit
y. 
(5
8(
j))

-
De
ve
lo
p 
an
d 
pr
om

ot
e 
ef
fic
ie
nt
 u
se
 o
f s
ou
rc
es
 o
f e
ne
rg
y 
in
 S
ID
S,
 in
clu

di
ng
 

in
di
ge
no
us
 s
ou
rc
es
 a
nd
 re
ne
w
ab
le
 e
ne
rg
y, 
an
d 
bu
ild
in
g 
th
e 
ca
pa
ci
tie
s 
of

sm
al
l is
la
nd
 d
ev
el
op
in
g 
St
at
es
 fo
r t
ra
in
in
g,
 te
ch
ni
ca
l k
no
w
-h
ow

 a
nd
 s
tre
ng
th
-

en
in
g 
na
tio
na
l in

st
itu
tio
ns
 in
 th
e 
ar
ea
 o
f e
ne
rg
y 
m
an
ag
em

en
t. 
(5
9)

-
Un
de
rta
ke
 a
 c
om

pr
eh
en
siv
e 
re
vie

w
 o
f t
he
 im

pl
em

en
ta
tio
n 
of
 th
e 
Ba
rb
ad
os

Pr
og
ra
m
m
e 
of
 A
ct
io
n 
fo
r t
he
 S
us
ta
in
ab
le
 D
ev
el
op
m
en
t o
f S
m
al
l Is
la
nd
 

De
ve
lo
pi
ng
 S
ta
te
s 
in
 2
00
4.
 (6
1)
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	 Bi
od
iv
er
si
ty
 L
os
s,
 C
lim

at
e

Ch
an
ge
, a
nd
 N
et
w
or
ks
 o
f 

M
ar
in
e 
Pr
ot
ec
te
d 
Ar
ea
s

-
Co

ns
id

er
 e

st
ab

lis
hi

ng
, o

r s
tre

ng
th

en
in

g 
ex

ist
in

g,
 c

oo
rd

in
at

in
g 

m
ec

ha
ni

sm
s

fo
r i

nt
eg

ra
te

d 
m

an
ag

em
en

t a
nd

 s
us

ta
in

ab
le

 d
ev

el
op

m
en

t o
f c

oa
st

al
 a

nd
 

m
ar

in
e 

ar
ea

s 
an

d 
th

ei
r r

es
ou

rc
es

, a
t b

ot
h 

th
e 

lo
ca

l a
nd

 n
at

io
na

l le
ve

l t
o 

pr
o-

vid
e 

fo
r t

he
 p

re
pa

ra
tio

n 
of

 c
oa

st
al

 p
ro

fil
es

 id
en

tif
yin

g 
cr

iti
ca

l a
re

as
, in

clu
di

ng
er

od
ed

 z
on

es
, p

hy
sic

al
 p

ro
ce

ss
es

, d
ev

el
op

m
en

t p
at

te
rn

s, 
us

er
 c

on
fli

ct
s 

an
d 

sp
ec

ifi
c 

pr
io

rit
ie

s 
fo

r m
an

ag
em

en
t (

17
.6

) (
IC

M
 S

ec
tio

n)

-
Un

de
rta

ke
 m

ea
su

re
s 

to
 m

ai
nt

ai
n 

bi
ol

og
ic

al
 d

ive
rs

ity
 a

nd
 p

ro
du

ct
ivi

ty
 o

f 
m

ar
in

e 
sp

ec
ie

s 
an

d 
ha

bi
ta

ts
 u

nd
er

 n
at

io
na

l ju
ris

di
ct

io
n,

 in
clu

di
ng

 th
ro

ug
h

su
rv

ey
s 

of
 m

ar
in

e 
bi

od
ive

rs
ity

, in
ve

nt
or

ie
s 

of
 e

nd
an

ge
re

d 
sp

ec
ie

s 
an

d 
cr

iti
ca

l
co

as
ta

l a
nd

 m
ar

in
e 

ha
bi

ta
ts

; e
st

ab
lis

hm
en

t a
nd

 m
an

ag
em

en
t o

f p
ro

te
ct

ed
ar

ea
s;

 a
nd

 s
up

po
rt 

of
 s

ci
en

tif
ic

 re
se

ar
ch

 a
nd

 d
iss

em
in

at
io

n 
of

 it
s 

re
su

lts
.

(1
7.

7)
 (I

CM
 S

ec
tio

n)

-
Im

pr
ov

e 
ca

pa
ci

ty
 to

 c
ol

le
ct

, a
na

lyz
e,

 a
ss

es
s 

an
d 

us
e 

in
fo

rm
at

io
n 

fo
r s

us
ta

in
-

ab
le

 u
se

 o
f r

es
ou

rc
es

, in
clu

di
ng

 th
e 

pr
ep

ar
at

io
n 

an
d 

m
ai

nt
en

an
ce

 o
f b

as
el

in
e

in
fo

rm
at

io
n 

an
d 

pr
of

ile
s 

of
 c

oa
st

al
 a

re
a 

re
so

ur
ce

s, 
ac

tiv
iti

es
, u

se
s, 

ha
bi

ta
ts

an
d 

pr
ot

ec
te

d 
ar

ea
s 

ba
se

d 
on

 th
e 

cr
ite

ria
 o

f s
us

ta
in

ab
le

 d
ev

el
op

m
en

t. 
(1

7.
8)

(IC
M

 S
ec

tio
n)

 (1
5.

6 
(c

))

-
Id

en
tif

y 
m

ar
in

e 
ec

os
ys

te
m

s 
ex

hi
bi

tin
g 

hi
gh

 le
ve

ls 
of

 b
io

di
ve

rs
ity

 a
nd

 p
ro

du
c-

tiv
ity

 a
nd

 o
th

er
 c

rit
ic

al
 h

ab
ita

t a
re

as
 a

nd
 s

ho
ul

d 
pr

ov
id

e 
ne

ce
ss

ar
y 

lim
ita

tio
ns

on
 u

se
 in

 th
es

e 
ar

ea
s, 

th
ro

ug
h,

 in
te

r a
lia

, d
es

ig
na

tio
n 

of
 p

ro
te

ct
ed

 a
re

as
.

(1
7.

86
) (

Se
ct

io
n 

on
 M

LR
 W

ith
in

 N
at

io
na

l J
ur

isd
ic

tio
n)

 (1
5.

5(
g)

)

-
Co

m
pl

et
e 

or
 u

pd
at

e 
m

ar
in

e 
bi

od
ive

rs
ity

, m
ar

in
e 

liv
in

g 
re

so
ur

ce
 a

nd
 c

rit
ic

al
ha

bi
ta

t p
ro

fil
es

 o
f e

xc
lu

siv
e 

ec
on

om
ic

 z
on

es
 a

nd
 o

th
er

 a
re

as
 u

nd
er

 n
at

io
na

l
ju

ris
di

ct
io

n,
 ta

ki
ng

 a
cc

ou
nt

 o
f c

ha
ng

es
 in

 th
e 

en
vir

on
m

en
t b

ro
ug

ht
 a

bo
ut

 b
y

na
tu

ra
l c

au
se

s 
an

d 
hu

m
an

 a
ct

ivi
tie

s. 
(1

7.
87

) 

-
Ad

op
t a

nd
 im

pl
em

en
t p

la
ns

 a
nd

 p
ro

gr
am

m
es

 to
 s

up
po

rt 
th

e 
co

ns
er

va
tio

n
an

d 
su

st
ai

na
bl

e 
ut

iliz
at

io
n 

of
 m

ar
in

e 
an

d 
co

as
ta

l b
io

di
ve

rs
ity

 in
 S

ID
S.

(1
7.

12
8)

 

-
Sm

al
l is

la
nd

 d
ev

el
op

in
g 

St
at

es
, w

ith
 th

e 
as

sis
ta

nc
e 

as
 a

pp
ro

pr
ia

te
 o

f t
he

 
in

te
rn

at
io

na
l c

om
m

un
ity

 s
ho

ul
d 

st
ud

y 
th

e 
sp

ec
ia

l e
nv

iro
nm

en
ta

l a
nd

 d
ev

el
-

op
m

en
ta

l c
ha

ra
ct

er
ist

ic
s 

of
 s

m
al

l is
la

nd
s, 

pr
od

uc
in

g 
an

 e
nv

iro
nm

en
ta

l p
ro

fil
e

an
d 

in
ve

nt
or

y 
of

 th
ei

r n
at

ur
al

 re
so

ur
ce

s, 
cr

iti
ca

l m
ar

in
e 

ha
bi

ta
ts

 a
nd

 
bi

od
ive

rs
ity

. (
17

.1
29

) 

-A
ch

ie
ve

 b
y 

20
10

 a
 s

ig
ni

fic
an

t r
ed

uc
tio

n 
of

 th
e 

cu
rre

nt
 ra

te
 o

f b
io

di
ve

rs
ity

 lo
ss

at
 th

e 
gl

ob
al

, r
eg

io
na

l a
nd

 n
at

io
na

l le
ve

l a
s 

a 
co

nt
rib

ut
io

n 
to

 p
ov

er
ty

 a
lle

via
tio

n
an

d 
to

 th
e 

be
ne

fit
 o

f a
ll l

ife
 o

n 
ea

rth
. (

44
)

-D
ev

el
op

 a
nd

 fa
ci

lit
at

e 
th

e 
us

e 
of

 d
ive

rs
e 

ap
pr

oa
ch

es
 a

nd
 to

ol
s, 

in
clu

di
ng

 
th

e 
ec

os
ys

te
m

 a
pp

ro
ac

h,
 th

e 
el

im
in

at
io

n 
of

 d
es

tru
ct

ive
 fi

sh
in

g 
pr

ac
tic

es
, t

he
es

ta
bl

ish
m

en
t o

f m
ar

in
e 

pr
ot

ec
te

d 
ar

ea
s 

co
ns

ist
en

t w
ith

 in
te

rn
at

io
na

l la
w

 a
nd

ba
se

d 
on

 s
ci

en
tif

ic
 in

fo
rm

at
io

n,
 in

clu
di

ng
 re

pr
es

en
ta

tiv
e 

ne
tw

or
ks

 b
y 

20
12

.
(3

2(
c)

)

-I
m

pl
em

en
t t

he
 R

am
sa

r C
on

ve
nt

io
n 

in
clu

di
ng

 it
s 

jo
in

t w
or

k 
pr

og
ra

m
m

e 
w

ith
th

e 
Co

nv
en

tio
n 

on
 B

io
lo

gi
ca

l D
ive

rs
ity

, a
nd

 th
e 

pr
og

ra
m

m
e 

of
 a

ct
io

n 
ca

lle
d 

fo
r

by
 th

e 
In

te
rn

at
io

na
l C

or
al

 R
ee

f I
ni

tia
tiv

e 
to

 s
tre

ng
th

en
 jo

in
t m

an
ag

em
en

t p
la

ns
an

d 
in

te
rn

at
io

na
l n

et
w

or
ki

ng
 fo

r w
et

la
nd

 e
co

sy
st

em
s 

in
 c

oa
st

al
 z

on
es

, in
clu

d-
in

g 
co

ra
l r

ee
fs

, m
an

gr
ov

es
, s

ea
w

ee
d 

be
ds

 a
nd

 ti
da

l m
ud

 fl
at

s. 
(3

2(
e)

)
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 In
te

gr
at

ed
 W

at
er

 R
es

ou
rc

e 
M

an
ag

em
en

t

-
Pu
t i
n 
pl
ac
e 
st
ra
te
gi
es
 fo
r t
he
 e
nv
iro
nm

en
ta
lly
 s
ou
nd
 m
an
ag
em

en
t o
f f
re
sh
-

w
at
er
s 
an
d 
re
la
te
d 
co
as
ta
l e
co
sy
st
em

s, 
in
clu

di
ng
 c
on
sid

er
at
io
n 
of
 fi
sh
er
ie
s,

aq
ua
cu
ltu
re
, a
ni
m
al
 g
ra
zin

g,
 a
gr
ic
ul
tu
ra
l a
ct
ivi
tie
s 
an
d 
bi
od
ive

rs
ity
 (1
8.
39
(h
))

-
Es
ta
bl
ish

 b
io
lo
gi
ca
l, p

hy
sic
al
 a
nd
 c
he
m
ic
al
 w
at
er
-q
ua
lit
y 
cr
ite
ria
 fo
r a
gr
ic
ul
-

tu
ra
l w

at
er
-u
se
rs
 a
nd
 fo
r m

ar
in
e 
an
d 
riv
er
in
e 
ec
os
ys
te
m
s 
an
d 
m
in
im
ize
 s
oi
l

ru
n-
of
f a
nd
 s
ed
im
en
ta
tio
n.
 (1
8.
76
(d
))

-
Ap
pl
y 
ne
ce
ss
ar
y 
m
ea
su
re
s 
to
 m
iti
ga
te
 s
al
in
e 
in
tru
sio

n 
in
to
 a
qu
ife
rs
 o
f s
m
al
l

isl
an
ds
 a
nd
 c
oa
st
al
 p
la
in
s 
as
 a
 c
on
se
qu
en
ce
 o
f s
ea
-le
ve
l r
ise

 o
r o
ve
re
xp
lo
ita
-

tio
n 
of
 c
oa
st
al
 a
qu
ife
rs
. (
18
.4
0(
d)
)

-
De
ve
lo
p 
in
te
gr
at
ed
 w
at
er
 re
so
ur
ce
 m
an
ag
em

en
t (
IW
RM

) p
la
ns
 b
y 
20
05
. (
26
)

-
Su
pp
or
t, 
w
he
re
 a
pp
ro
pr
ia
te
, e
ffo
rts
 a
nd
 p
ro
gr
am

m
es
 fo
r e
ne
rg
y-
ef
fic
ie
nt
,

su
st
ai
na
bl
e 
an
d 
co
st
-e
ffe
ct
ive

 d
es
al
in
at
io
n 
of
 s
ea
w
at
er
, w

at
er
 re
cy
cli
ng
 a
nd

w
at
er
 h
ar
ve
st
in
g 
fro
m
 c
oa
st
al
 fo
gs
 in
 d
ev
el
op
in
g 
co
un
tri
es
.  
(2
6(
f))

-
Pr
om

ot
e 
pr
og
ra
m
m
es
 to
 e
nh
an
ce
 in
 a
 s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 m
an
ne
r t
he
 e
ffi
ci
en
t u
se
 

of
 w
at
er
 re
so
ur
ce
s 
in
 a
gr
ic
ul
tu
re
, f
or
es
try
, w

et
la
nd
s, 
ar
tis
an
al
 fi
sh
er
ie
s 
an
d

aq
ua
cu
ltu
re
, e
sp
ec
ia
lly
 th
ro
ug
h 
in
di
ge
no
us
 a
nd
 lo
ca
l c
om

m
un
ity
-b
as
ed
 

ap
pr
oa
ch
es
. (
40
(d
))

-
Pr
ot
ec
t w

at
er
 re
so
ur
ce
s, 
in
clu

di
ng
 g
ro
un
dw

at
er
 a
nd
 w
et
la
nd
 e
co
sy
st
em

s,
ag
ai
ns
t p
ol
lu
tio
n,
 a
nd
, in

 c
as
es
 o
f t
he
 m
os
t a
cu
te
 w
at
er
 s
ca
rc
ity
, s
up
po
rt 

ef
fo
rts
 fo
r d
ev
el
op
in
g 
no
n-
co
nv
en
tio
na
l w

at
er
 re
so
ur
ce
s, 
in
clu

di
ng
 th
e 

en
er
gy
-e
ffi
ci
en
t, 
co
st
-e
ffe
ct
ive

 a
nd
 s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 d
es
al
in
at
io
n 
of
 s
ea
w
at
er
, 

ra
in
w
at
er
 h
ar
ve
st
in
g 
an
d 
re
cy
cli
ng
 o
f w

at
er
. (
66
(d
))

� Fi
na

nc
in

g 

-
De
ve
lo
p 
po
lic
y 
gu
id
an
ce
 fo
r r
el
ev
an
t g
lo
ba
l f
un
di
ng
 m
ec
ha
ni
sm

s 
fo
r t
he
 

pr
ev
en
tio
n,
 re
du
ct
io
n 
an
d 
co
nt
ro
l o
f d
eg
ra
da
tio
n 
of
 th
e 
m
ar
in
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
t

fro
m
 la
nd
-b
as
ed
 a
ct
ivi
tie
s. 
(1
7.
25
)

-
Pr
ov
id
e 
ad
eq
ua
te
 fi
na
nc
ia
l a
nd
 te
ch
ni
ca
l r
es
ou
rc
es
 to
 a
ss
ist
 d
ev
el
op
in
g

co
un
tri
es
 in
 p
re
ve
nt
in
g 
an
d 
so
lvi
ng
 p
ro
bl
em

s 
as
so
ci
at
ed
 w
ith
 a
ct
ivi
tie
s 
th
at

th
re
at
en
 th
e 
m
ar
in
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
t. 
(1
7.
41
)

-
Cr
ea
tio
n 
of
 a
n 
in
te
rn
at
io
na
l f
un
di
ng
 m
ec
ha
ni
sm

 fo
r t
he
 a
pp
lic
at
io
n 
of
 

ap
pr
op
ria
te
 s
ew

ag
e 
tre
at
m
en
t t
ec
hn
ol
og
ie
s 
an
d 
bu
ild
in
g 
se
w
ag
e 
tre
at
m
en
t

fa
ci
lit
ie
s, 
in
clu

di
ng
 g
ra
nt
s 
or
 c
on
ce
ss
io
na
l lo

an
s 
fro
m
 in
te
rn
at
io
na
l a
ge
nc
ie
s

an
d 
ap
pr
op
ria
te
 re
gi
on
al
 fu
nd
s, 
re
pl
en
ish

ed
 a
t l
ea
st
 in
 p
ar
t o
n 
a 
re
vo
lvi
ng

ba
sis
 b
y 
us
er
 fe
es
. (
17
.4
2)

-
Fi
na
nc
in
g 
th
e 
im
pl
em

en
ta
tio
n 
of
 a
ct
ivi
tie
s 
re
la
te
d 
to
 in
te
gr
at
ed
 m
an
ag
em

en
t

an
d 
su
st
ai
na
bl
e 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t o
f c
oa
st
al
 a
re
as
, in

clu
di
ng
 e
xc
lu
siv
e 
ec
on
om

ic
zo
ne
s. 
(1
7.
12
)

-
Fi
na
nc
in
g 
th
e 
im
pl
em

en
ta
tio
n 
of
 a
ct
ivi
tie
s 
re
la
te
d 
to
 m
ar
in
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
ta
l

pr
ot
ec
tio
n.
 (1
7.
36
)

-
Fi
na
nc
in
g 
th
e 
im
pl
em

en
ta
tio
n 
of
 a
ct
ivi
tie
s 
re
la
te
d 
to
 th
e 
su
st
ai
na
bl
e 
us
e 
an
d

co
ns
er
va
tio
n 
of
 m
ar
in
e 
liv
in
g 
re
so
ur
ce
s 
of
 th
e 
hi
gh
 s
ea
s 
an
d 
un
de
r n
at
io
na
l

ju
ris
di
ct
io
n.
 (1
7.
64
, 1
7.
92
)

-
Fi
na
nc
in
g 
th
e 
im
pl
em

en
ta
tio
n 
of
 a
ct
ivi
tie
s 
re
la
te
d 
to
 c
rit
ic
al
 u
nc
er
ta
in
tie
s 
fo
r

th
e 
m
an
ag
em

en
t o
f t
he
 m
ar
in
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
t a
nd
 c
lim

at
e 
ch
an
ge
. (
17
.1
09
)

-
Fi
na
nc
in
g 
th
e 
im
pl
em

en
ta
tio
n 
of
 a
ct
ivi
tie
s 
re
la
te
d 
to
 in
te
rn
at
io
na
l, i
nc
lu
di
ng

re
gi
on
al
, c
oo
pe
ra
tio
n 
an
d 
co
or
di
na
tio
n.
 (1
7.
12
2)

-
Fi
na
nc
in
g 
th
e 
im
pl
em

en
ta
tio
n 
of
 a
ct
ivi
tie
s 
re
la
te
d 
to
 th
e 
su
st
ai
na
bl
e 

de
ve
lo
pm

en
t o
f s
m
al
l is
la
nd
s 
(1
7.
13
3)

-
Im
pl
em

en
t t
he
 w
or
k 
pr
og
ra
m
m
e 
ar
isi
ng
 fr
om

 th
e 
Ja
ka
rta
 M
an
da
te
 o
n 
th
e

Co
ns
er
va
tio
n 
an
d 
Su
st
ai
na
bl
e 
Us
e 
of
 M
ar
in
e 
an
d 
Co
as
ta
l B
io
lo
gi
ca
l D
ive

rs
ity

of
 th
e 
Co
nv
en
tio
n 
on
 B
io
lo
gi
ca
l D
ive

rs
ity
, in

clu
di
ng
 th
ro
ug
h 
th
e 
ur
ge
nt
 m
ob
i-

liz
at
io
n 
of
 fi
na
nc
ia
l r
es
ou
rc
es
 p
ar
tic
ul
ar
ly 
in
 d
ev
el
op
in
g 
co
un
tri
es
 (3
2(
b)
)

-
Pr
ov
id
e 
te
ch
ni
ca
l a
nd
 fi
na
nc
ia
l a
ss
ist
an
ce
 to
 d
ev
el
op
in
g 
co
un
tri
es
 a
nd
 

co
un
tri
es
 w
ith
 e
co
no
m
ie
s 
in
 tr
an
sit
io
n 
in
 o
rd
er
 to
 e
nh
an
ce
 in
di
ge
no
us
 a
nd

co
m
m
un
ity
-b
as
ed
 b
io
di
ve
rs
ity
 c
on
se
rv
at
io
n 
ef
fo
rts
. (
44
(h
))

-
En
co
ur
ag
e 
te
ch
ni
ca
l a
nd
 fi
na
nc
ia
l s
up
po
rt 
to
 d
ev
el
op
in
g 
co
un
tri
es
 a
nd
 c
ou
n-

tri
es
 w
ith
 e
co
no
m
ie
s 
in
 tr
an
sit
io
n 
in
 th
ei
r e
ffo
rts
 to
 d
ev
el
op
 a
nd
 im

pl
em

en
t

sy
st
em

s 
w
ith
 a
 v
ie
w
 to
 c
on
se
rv
in
g 
an
d 
th
e 
su
st
ai
na
bl
e 
us
e 
of
 b
io
di
ve
rs
ity

-
St
re
ng
th
en
 d
on
or
 c
oo
rd
in
at
io
n 
an
d 
pa
rtn
er
sh
ip
s 
be
tw
ee
n 
in
te
rn
at
io
na
l f
in
an
-

ci
al
 in
st
itu
tio
ns
, b
ila
te
ra
l a
ge
nc
ie
s 
an
d 
ot
he
r r
el
ev
an
t s
ta
ke
ho
ld
er
s 
to
 e
na
bl
e

de
ve
lo
pi
ng
 c
ou
nt
rie
s, 
in
 p
ar
tic
ul
ar
 th
e 
le
as
t d
ev
el
op
ed
 c
ou
nt
rie
s 
an
d 
sm

al
l 

isl
an
d 
de
ve
lo
pi
ng
 S
ta
te
s 
an
d 
co
un
tri
es
 w
ith
 e
co
no
m
ie
s 
in
 tr
an
sit
io
n,
 to
 

de
ve
lo
p 
th
ei
r n
at
io
na
l, r
eg
io
na
l a
nd
 s
ub
re
gi
on
al
 c
ap
ac
iti
es
 fo
r i
nf
ra
st
ru
ct
ur
e

an
d 
in
te
gr
at
ed
 m
an
ag
em

en
t a
nd
 th
e 
su
st
ai
na
bl
e 
us
e 
of
 fi
sh
er
ie
s. 
(3
1(
g)
)
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�

�� Ca
pa
ci
ty
 D
ev
el
op
m
en
t, 
an
d 

Pu
bl
ic
 O
ut
re
ac
h:
 T
he
 N
ee
ds
 

an
d 
th
e 
Ch
al
le
ng
es

-
Pr
ov
id
e 
ac
ce
ss
, f
or
 c
on
ce
rn
ed
 in
di
vid

ua
ls,
 g
ro
up
s 
an
d 
or
ga
ni
za
tio
ns
 to
 

re
le
va
nt
 in
fo
rm

at
io
n 
an
d 
op
po
rtu
ni
tie
s 
fo
r c
on
su
lta
tio
n 
an
d 
pa
rti
ci
pa
tio
n 
in

pl
an
ni
ng
 a
nd
 d
ec
isi
on
-m

ak
in
g 
re
la
te
d 
to
 in
te
gr
at
ed
 m
an
ag
em

en
t a
nd
 

su
st
ai
na
bl
e 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t o
f c
oa
st
al
 a
re
as
. (
17
.5
))

-
In
fra
st
ru
ct
ur
e 
ad
ap
ta
tio
n,
 a
lte
rn
at
ive

 e
m
pl
oy
m
en
t, 
hu
m
an
 re
so
ur
ce
 

de
ve
lo
pm

en
t a
nd
 tr
ai
ni
ng
 a
s 
pa
rt 
of
 c
oo
rd
in
at
in
g 
m
ec
ha
ni
sm

s 
fo
r i
nt
eg
ra
te
d

m
an
ag
em

en
t a
nd
 s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t o
f c
oa
st
al
 a
re
as
. (
17
.6
)

-
Pu
bl
ic
 e
du
ca
tio
n,
 a
w
ar
en
es
s 
an
d 
in
fo
rm

at
io
n 
pr
og
ra
m
m
es
 a
s 
pa
rt 
of
 

co
or
di
na
tin
g 
m
ec
ha
ni
sm

s. 
(1
7.
6)

-
Fu
ll c

oo
pe
ra
tio
n 
to
 c
oa
st
al
 S
ta
te
s 
in
 th
ei
r c
ap
ac
ity
-b
ui
ld
in
g 
ef
fo
rts
 a
nd
 

in
clu

de
 c
ap
ac
ity
-b
ui
ld
in
g 
in
 b
ila
te
ra
l a
nd
 m
ul
til
at
er
al
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t 

co
op
er
at
io
n.
 (1
7.
17
)

-
Pr
ov
id
in
g 
na
tio
na
l p
la
nn
in
g 
an
d 
co
or
di
na
tin
g 
bo
di
es
 w
ith
 th
e 
ca
pa
ci
ty
 a
nd

au
th
or
ity
 to
 re
vie

w
 a
ll l
an
d-
ba
se
d 
ac
tiv
iti
es
 a
nd
 s
ou
rc
es
 o
f p
ol
lu
tio
n 
fo
r t
he
ir

im
pa
ct
s 
on
 th
e 
m
ar
in
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
t a
nd
 to
 p
ro
po
se
 a
pp
ro
pr
ia
te
 c
on
tro
l

m
ea
su
re
s. 
(1
7.
39
)

-
St
re
ng
th
en
in
g 
or
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t i
n 
de
ve
lo
pi
ng
 c
ou
nt
rie
s 
of
 re
se
ar
ch
 

fa
ci
lit
ie
s, 
fo
r s
ys
te
m
at
ic
 o
bs
er
va
tio
n 
of
 m
ar
in
e 
po
llu
tio
n,
 e
nv
iro
nm

en
ta
l 

im
pa
ct
 a
ss
es
sm

en
t a
nd
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t o
f c
on
tro
l r
ec
om

m
en
da
tio
ns
, 

m
an
ag
ed
 b
y 
lo
ca
l e
xp
er
ts
. (
17
.4
0)

-
Pa
rti
cu
la
r a
tte
nt
io
n 
pa
id
 to
 th
e 
pr
ob
le
m
s 
of
 d
ev
el
op
in
g 
co
un
tri
es
 th
at
 w
ou
ld

be
ar
 a
n 
un
eq
ua
l b
ur
de
n 
be
ca
us
e 
of
 th
ei
r l
ac
k 
of
 fa
ci
lit
ie
s, 
ex
pe
rti
se
 o
r t
ec
h-

ni
ca
l c
ap
ac
iti
es
 re
la
te
d 
to
 m
ar
in
e 
en
vir
on
m
en
t p
ro
te
ct
io
n.
 (1
7.
43
)

-
Co
op
er
at
io
n 
am

on
g 
St
at
es
 to
 d
ev
el
op
 o
r u
pg
ra
de
 s
ys
te
m
s 
an
d 
in
st
itu
tio
na
l

st
ru
ct
ur
es
 fo
r m

on
ito
rin
g,
 c
on
tro
l a
nd
 s
ur
ve
illa
nc
e,
 a
s 
w
el
l a
s 
th
e 
re
se
ar
ch

ca
pa
ci
ty
 fo
r a
ss
es
sm

en
t o
f m

ar
in
e 
liv
in
g 
re
so
ur
ce
 p
op
ul
at
io
ns
. (
17
.6
8)

-
Sp
ec
ia
l s
up
po
rt 
to
 e
nh
an
ce
 th
e 
ca
pa
ci
tie
s 
of
 d
ev
el
op
in
g 
co
un
tri
es
 in
 th
e

ar
ea
s 
of
 d
at
a 
an
d 
in
fo
rm

at
io
n,
 s
ci
en
tif
ic
 a
nd
 te
ch
no
lo
gi
ca
l m

ea
ns
, a
nd

hu
m
an
 re
so
ur
ce
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t i
n 
or
de
r t
o 
pa
rti
ci
pa
te
 e
ffe
ct
ive

ly 
in
 th
e 

co
ns
er
va
tio
n 
an
d 
su
st
ai
na
bl
e 
ut
iliz
at
io
n 
of
 m
ar
in
e 
liv
in
g 
re
so
ur
ce
s 
in
 h
ig
h

se
as
 a
nd
 u
nd
er
 n
at
io
na
l ju

ris
di
ct
io
n.
 (1
7.
69
, 1
7.
96
)

-
De
ve
lo
pm

en
t o
f  
re
se
ar
ch
 c
ap
ac
iti
es
 fo
r a
ss
es
sm

en
t o
f m

ar
in
e 
liv
in
g 

re
so
ur
ce
 p
op
ul
at
io
ns
 a
nd
 m
on
ito
rin
g;
 p
ro
vid

in
g 
su
pp
or
t t
o 
lo
ca
l f
ish

in
g 

co
m
m
un
iti
es
; e
st
ab
lis
hm

en
t o
f s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 a
qu
ac
ul
tu
re
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t 

st
ra
te
gi
es
; d
ev
el
op
m
en
t a
nd
 s
tre
ng
th
en
in
g 
of
 in
st
itu
tio
ns
 c
ap
ab
le
 o
f

im
pl
em

en
tin
g 
th
e 
ob
je
ct
ive

s 
an
d 
ac
tiv
iti
es
 re
la
te
d 
to
 th
e 
co
ns
er
va
tio
n 

an
d 
m
an
ag
em

en
t o
f m

ar
in
e 
liv
in
g 
re
so
ur
ce
s 
in
 c
oa
st
al
 S
ta
te
s. 
(1
7.
95
))

-
St
re
ng
th
en
in
g 
or
 e
st
ab
lis
hm

en
t o
f n
at
io
na
l s
ci
en
tif
ic
 a
nd
 te
ch
no
lo
gi
ca
l

oc
ea
no
gr
ap
hi
c 
co
m
m
iss
io
ns
 to
 d
ev
el
op
, s
up
po
rt 
an
d 
co
or
di
na
te
 m
ar
in
e 

sc
ie
nc
e 
ac
tiv
iti
es
 a
nd
 w
or
k 
w
ith
 in
te
rn
at
io
na
l o
rg
an
iza

tio
ns
. (
17
.1
14
))

-
Pr
ov
id
e 
su
pp
or
t f
or
 n
at
ur
al
 re
so
ur
ce
 m
an
ag
em

en
t f
or
 c
re
at
in
g 
su
st
ai
na
bl
e

liv
el
ih
oo
ds
 fo
r t
he
 p
oo
r. 
(1
0(
f))

-
As
sis
t d
ev
el
op
in
g 
co
un
tri
es
 in
 c
oo
rd
in
at
in
g 
po
lic
ie
s 
an
d 
pr
og
ra
m
m
es
 a
t t
he

re
gi
on
al
 a
nd
 s
ub
re
gi
on
al
 le
ve
ls 
ai
m
ed
 a
t t
he
 c
on
se
rv
at
io
n 
an
d 
su
st
ai
na
bl
e

m
an
ag
em

en
t o
f f
ish

er
y 
re
so
ur
ce
s 
an
d 
im
pl
em

en
t i
nt
eg
ra
te
d 
co
as
ta
l a
re
a

m
an
ag
em

en
t p
la
ns
, in

clu
di
ng
 th
ro
ug
h 
th
e 
pr
om

ot
io
n 
of
 s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 c
oa
st
al

an
d 
sm

al
l-s
ca
le
 fi
sh
in
g 
ac
tiv
iti
es
 a
nd
 th
e 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t o
f r
el
at
ed
 

in
fra
st
ru
ct
ur
e.
 (3
0(
g)
)

-
Im
pl
em

en
t t
he
 w
or
k 
pr
og
ra
m
m
e 
ar
isi
ng
 fr
om

 th
e 
Ja
ka
rta
 M
an
da
te
 o
n 
th
e

Co
ns
er
va
tio
n 
an
d 
Su
st
ai
na
bl
e 
Us
e 
of
 M
ar
in
e 
an
d 
Co
as
ta
l B
io
lo
gi
ca
l D
ive

rs
ity

of
 th
e 
Co
nv
en
tio
n 
on
 B
io
lo
gi
ca
l D
ive

rs
ity
, in

clu
di
ng
 th
ro
ug
h 
th
e 
ur
ge
nt
 m
ob
i-

liz
at
io
n 
of
 te
ch
no
lo
gi
ca
l a
ss
ist
an
ce
 a
nd
 th
e 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t o
f h
um

an
 a
nd
 

in
st
itu
tio
na
l c
ap
ac
ity
 p
ar
tic
ul
ar
ly 
in
 d
ev
el
op
in
g 
co
un
tri
es
. (
32
(b
))

-
Fa
ci
lit
at
e 
pa
rtn
er
sh
ip
s, 
sc
ie
nt
ifi
c 
re
se
ar
ch
 a
nd
 d
iff
us
io
n 
of
 te
ch
ni
ca
l k
no
w
l-

ed
ge
; m

ob
iliz
e 
do
m
es
tic
, r
eg
io
na
l a
nd
 in
te
rn
at
io
na
l r
es
ou
rc
es
; a
nd
 p
ro
m
ot
e

hu
m
an
 a
nd
 in
st
itu
tio
na
l c
ap
ac
ity
-b
ui
ld
in
g,
 p
ay
in
g 
pa
rti
cu
la
r a
tte
nt
io
n 
to
 th
e

ne
ed
s 
of
 d
ev
el
op
in
g 
co
un
tri
es
. (
33
(a
))

-
St
re
ng
th
en
 th
e 
ca
pa
ci
ty
 o
f d
ev
el
op
in
g 
co
un
tri
es
 in
 th
e 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t o
f t
he
ir

na
tio
na
l a
nd
 re
gi
on
al
 p
ro
gr
am

m
es
 a
nd
 m
ec
ha
ni
sm

s 
to
 m
ai
ns
tre
am

 th
e 
ob
je
c-

tiv
es
 o
f t
he
 G
lo
ba
l P
ro
gr
am

m
e 
of
 A
ct
io
n 
an
d 
to
 m
an
ag
e 
th
e 
ris
ks
 a
nd
 im

pa
ct
s

of
 o
ce
an
 p
ol
lu
tio
n.
 (3
3(
b)
)

-
En
co
ur
ag
e 
th
e 
di
ss
em

in
at
io
n 
an
d 
us
e 
of
 tr
ad
iti
on
al
 a
nd
 in
di
ge
no
us
 k
no
w
le
dg
e

to
 m
iti
ga
te
 th
e 
im
pa
ct
 o
f d
isa

st
er
s 
an
d 
pr
om

ot
e 
co
m
m
un
ity
-b
as
ed
 d
isa

st
er

m
an
ag
em

en
t p
la
nn
in
g 
by
 lo
ca
l a
ut
ho
rit
ie
s, 
in
clu

di
ng
 th
ro
ug
h 
tra
in
in
g 
ac
tiv
iti
es

an
d 
ra
isi
ng
 p
ub
lic
 a
w
ar
en
es
s. 
(3
7(
f))

-
Pr
ov
id
e 
su
pp
or
t, 
in
clu

di
ng
 fo
r c
ap
ac
ity
-b
ui
ld
in
g,
 fo
r t
he
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t a
nd
 fu
r-

th
er
 im

pl
em

en
ta
tio
n 
of
 S
m
al
l is
la
nd
 d
ev
el
op
in
g 
St
at
es
-s
pe
ci
fic
 c
om

po
ne
nt
s

w
ith
in
 p
ro
gr
am

m
es
 o
f w

or
k 
on
 m
ar
in
e 
an
d 
co
as
ta
l b
io
lo
gi
ca
l d
ive

rs
ity
. (
58
(c
))

-
As
sis
t s
m
al
l is
la
nd
 d
ev
el
op
in
g 
St
at
es
 in
 m
ob
iliz
in
g 
ad
eq
ua
te
 re
so
ur
ce
s 

an
d 
pa
rtn
er
sh
ip
s 
fo
r t
he
ir 
ad
ap
ta
tio
n 
ne
ed
s 
re
la
tin
g 
to
 th
e 
ad
ve
rs
e 
ef
fe
ct
s 

of
 c
lim

at
e 
ch
an
ge
, s
ea
 le
ve
l r
ise

 a
nd
 c
lim

at
e 
va
ria
bi
lit
y, 
co
ns
ist
en
t w

ith
 

co
m
m
itm

en
ts
 u
nd
er
 th
e 
Un
ite
d 
Na
tio
ns
 F
ra
m
ew

or
k 
Co
nv
en
tio
n 
on
 

Cl
im
at
e 
Ch
an
ge
. (
58
(j)
)
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-
De

ve
lo

pm
en

t o
f k

no
w

le
dg

e 
of

 th
e 

m
ar

in
e 

en
vir

on
m

en
t, 

ex
ch

an
ge

 in
fo

rm
at

io
n,

or
ga

ni
za

tio
n 

of
 s

ys
te

m
at

ic
 o

bs
er

va
tio

ns
 a

nd
 a

ss
es

sm
en

ts
, a

nd
 m

os
t e

ffe
ct

ive
us

e 
of

 s
ci

en
tis

ts
, f

ac
ilit

ie
s 

an
d 

eq
ui

pm
en

t; 
an

d 
co

op
er

at
io

n 
in

 th
e 

pr
om

ot
io

n 
of

en
do

ge
no

us
 re

se
ar

ch
 c

ap
ab

ilit
ie

s 
in

 d
ev

el
op

in
g 

co
un

tri
es

. (
17

.1
15

))

-
Re

st
ru

ct
ur

in
g 

ex
ist

in
g 

ca
pa

ci
ty

 in
 S

ID
S 

to
 m

ee
t e

ffi
ci

en
tly

 th
e 

im
m

ed
ia

te
 n

ee
ds

fo
r s

us
ta

in
ab

le
 d

ev
el

op
m

en
t a

nd
 in

te
gr

at
ed

 m
an

ag
em

en
t; 

an
d 

st
re

ng
th

en
in

g
of

 th
e 

fu
ll r

an
ge

 o
f h

um
an

 re
so

ur
ce

s 
to

 im
pl

em
en

t s
us

ta
in

ab
le

 d
ev

el
op

m
en

t
pl

an
s. 

(1
7.

13
6)

)

-
In

cr
ea

sin
g 

th
e 

ca
pa

ci
ty

 o
f v

er
y 

sm
al

l p
op

ul
at

io
ns

 to
 m

ee
t t

he
ir 

ne
ed

s 
by

 
em

pl
oy

in
g 

ne
w

 te
ch

no
lo

gi
es

; a
nd

 fo
st

er
in

g 
of

 d
ev

el
op

m
en

t a
nd

 a
pp

lic
at

io
n 

of
 tr

ad
iti

on
al

 k
no

w
le

dg
e 

to
 im

pr
ov

e 
th

e 
ca

pa
ci

ty
 o

f c
ou

nt
rie

s 
to

 im
pl

em
en

t
su

st
ai

na
bl

e 
de

ve
lo

pm
en

t. 
 (1

7.
13

7)

�� Th
e 
Ro
le
 o
f t
he
 O
ce
an
s 
in
 

th
e 
Ne
w
 L
ow

-c
ar
bo
n 

Gr
ee
n 
Ec
on
om

y

-
Re

co
gn

ize
 a

nd
 e

ns
ur

e 
th

at
 e

nv
iro

nm
en

ta
l p

ol
ic

ie
s 

do
 n

ot
 c

on
st

itu
te

 a
 m

ea
ns

 
of

 a
rb

itr
ar

y 
or

 u
nj

us
tif

ia
bl

e 
di

sc
rim

in
at

io
n 

or
 a

 d
isg

ui
se

d 
re

st
ric

tio
n 

on
 in

te
rn

a-
tio

na
l t

ra
de

. S
ho

ul
d 

tra
de

 p
ol

icy
 m

ea
su

re
s 

be
 fo

un
d 

ne
ce

ss
ar

y 
fo

r t
he

 e
nf

or
ce

-
m

en
t o

f e
nv

iro
nm

en
ta

l p
ol

ic
ie

s, 
ap

pl
y 

ce
rta

in
 p

rin
ci

pl
es

 a
nd

 ru
le

s, 
in

clu
di

ng
,

in
te

r a
lia

, t
he

 p
rin

ci
pl

e 
of

 n
on

-d
isc

rim
in

at
io

n;
 th

e 
pr

in
ci

pl
e 

th
at

 th
e 

tra
de

 
m

ea
su

re
 c

ho
se

n 
sh

ou
ld

 b
e 

th
e 

le
as

t t
ra

de
-r

es
tri

ct
ive

 n
ec

es
sa

ry
 to

 a
ch

ie
ve

 th
e

ob
je

ct
ive

s;
 a

n 
ob

lig
at

io
n 

to
 e

ns
ur

e 
tra

ns
pa

re
nc

y 
in

 th
e 

us
e 

of
 tr

ad
e 

m
ea

su
re

s
re

la
te

d 
to

 th
e 

en
vir

on
m

en
t a

nd
 to

 p
ro

vid
e 

ad
eq

ua
te

 n
ot

ifi
ca

tio
n 

of
 n

at
io

na
l 

re
gu

la
tio

ns
; a

nd
 th

e 
ne

ed
 to

 g
ive

 c
on

sid
er

at
io

n 
to

 th
e 

sp
ec

ia
l c

on
di

tio
ns

 a
nd

de
ve

lo
pm

en
t r

eq
ui

re
m

en
ts

 o
f d

ev
el

op
in

g 
co

un
tri

es
 a

s 
th

ey
 m

ov
e 

to
w

ar
ds

 
in

te
rn

at
io

na
lly

 a
gr

ee
d 

en
vir

on
m

en
ta

l o
bj

ec
tiv

es
. (

17
.1

19
)

-
De

ve
lo

p 
pr

od
uc

tio
n 

an
d 

co
ns

um
pt

io
n 

po
lic

ie
s 

to
 im

pr
ov

e 
th

e 
pr

od
uc

ts
 a

nd
se

rv
ic

es
 p

ro
vid

ed
, w

hi
le

 re
du

ci
ng

 e
nv

iro
nm

en
ta

l a
nd

 h
ea

lth
 im

pa
ct

s, 
us

in
g,

w
he

re
 a

pp
ro

pr
ia

te
, s

ci
en

ce
-b

as
ed

 a
pp

ro
ac

he
s. 

(1
5(

c)
) 

-
In

cr
ea

se
 in

ve
st

m
en

t i
n 

cle
an

er
 p

ro
du

ct
io

n 
an

d 
ec

o-
ef

fic
ie

nc
y 

in
 a

ll c
ou

nt
rie

s
th

ro
ug

h,
 in

te
r a

lia
, in

ce
nt

ive
s 

an
d 

su
pp

or
t s

ch
em

es
 a

nd
 p

ol
ic

ie
s 

di
re

ct
ed

 a
t

es
ta

bl
ish

in
g 

ap
pr

op
ria

te
 re

gu
la

to
ry

, f
in

an
ci

al
 a

nd
 le

ga
l f

ra
m

ew
or

ks
. (

16
) 

-
In

te
gr

at
e 

th
e 

iss
ue

 o
f p

ro
du

ct
io

n 
an

d 
co

ns
um

pt
io

n 
pa

tte
rn

s 
in

to
 s

us
ta

in
ab

le
de

ve
lo

pm
en

t p
ol

ic
ie

s, 
pr

og
ra

m
m

es
 a

nd
 s

tra
te

gi
es

, in
clu

di
ng

, w
he

re
 a

pp
lic

a-
bl

e,
 in

to
 p

ov
er

ty
 re

du
ct

io
n 

st
ra

te
gi

es
. (

17
) 

-
En

co
ur

ag
e 

re
le

va
nt

 a
ut

ho
rit

ie
s 

at
 a

ll l
ev

el
s 

to
 ta

ke
 s

us
ta

in
ab

le
 d

ev
el

op
m

en
t

co
ns

id
er

at
io

ns
 in

to
 a

cc
ou

nt
 in

 d
ec

isi
on

-m
ak

in
g 

by
 p

ro
m

ot
in

g 
th

e 
in

te
rn

al
iza

-
tio

n 
of

 e
nv

iro
nm

en
ta

l c
os

ts
 a

nd
 th

e 
us

e 
of

 e
co

no
m

ic
 in

st
ru

m
en

ts
, t

ak
in

g 
in

to
ac

co
un

t t
he

 a
pp

ro
ac

h 
th

at
 th

e 
po

llu
te

r s
ho

ul
d,

 in
 p

rin
ci

pl
e,

 b
ea

r t
he

 c
os

ts
 o

f
po

llu
tio

n,
 w

ith
 d

ue
 re

ga
rd

 to
 th

e 
pu

bl
ic

 in
te

re
st

 a
nd

 w
ith

ou
t d

ist
or

tin
g 

in
te

r-
na

tio
na

l t
ra

de
 a

nd
 in

ve
st

m
en

t. 
(1

9)

-
Su

pp
or

t t
he

 a
va

ila
bi

lit
y 

of
 a

de
qu

at
e,

 a
ffo

rd
ab

le
 a

nd
 e

nv
iro

nm
en

ta
lly

-s
ou

nd
en

er
gy

 s
er

vic
es

 fo
r t

he
 s

us
ta

in
ab

le
 d

ev
el

op
m

en
t o

f s
m

al
l is

la
nd

 d
ev

el
op

in
g

St
at

es
 b

y, 
in

te
r a

lia
, s

tre
ng

th
en

in
g 

on
go

in
g 

an
d 

su
pp

or
tin

g 
ne

w
 e

ffo
rts

 o
n

en
er

gy
 s

up
pl

y 
an

d 
se

rv
ic

es
, a

nd
 d

ev
el

op
in

g 
an

d 
pr

om
ot

in
g 

ef
fic

ie
nt

 u
se

 o
f

so
ur

ce
s 

of
 e

ne
rg

y, 
in

clu
di

ng
 in

di
ge

no
us

 s
ou

rc
es

 a
nd

 re
ne

w
ab

le
 e

ne
rg

y. 
(5

9)
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��

�� Im
pr

ov
ed

 In
te

rn
at

io
na

l 
En

vi
ro

nm
en

ta
l G

ov
er

na
nc

e

-
Pr
om

ot
e 
w
ith
in
 th
e 
Un
ite
d 
Na
tio
ns
 s
ys
te
m
, r
eg
ul
ar
 in
te
rg
ov
er
nm

en
ta
l r
ev
ie
w

an
d 
co
ns
id
er
at
io
n 
of
 e
nv
iro
nm

en
t a
nd
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t i
ss
ue
s 
w
ith
 re
sp
ec
t t
o

m
ar
in
e 
an
d 
co
as
ta
l a
re
as
 a
nd
 in
te
gr
at
io
n 
of
 re
le
va
nt
 s
ec
to
ra
l a
ct
ivi
tie
s 

ad
dr
es
sin

g 
en
vir
on
m
en
t a
nd
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t i
n 
m
ar
in
e 
an
d 
co
as
ta
l a
re
as
 a
t 

na
tio
na
l, s
ub
re
gi
on
al
, r
eg
io
na
l a
nd
 g
lo
ba
l le

ve
ls 
(1
7.
11
7(
a)
(c
))

-
St
re
ng
th
en
 c
oo
rd
in
at
io
n 
an
d 
de
ve
lo
p 
im
pr
ov
ed
 a
rra
ng
em

en
ts
 a
m
on
g 
th
e 

re
le
va
nt
 U
ni
te
d 
Na
tio
ns
 o
rg
an
iza

tio
ns
 w
ith
 m
aj
or
 m
ar
in
e 
an
d 
co
as
ta
l r
es
po
n-

sib
ilit
ie
s, 
in
clu

di
ng
 th
ei
r s
ub
re
gi
on
al
 a
nd
 re
gi
on
al
 c
om

po
ne
nt
s 
(1
7.
11
8)

-
Pr
om

ot
e 
th
e 
ef
fe
ct
ive

 o
pe
ra
tio
n 
of
 c
oo
rd
in
at
in
g 
m
ec
ha
ni
sm

s 
fo
r t
he
 c
om

po
-

ne
nt
s 
of
 th
e 
Un
ite
d 
Na
tio
ns
 s
ys
te
m
 d
ea
lin
g 
w
ith
 is
su
es
 o
f e
nv
iro
nm

en
t a
nd

de
ve
lo
pm

en
t i
n 
m
ar
in
e 
an
d 
co
as
ta
l a
re
as
, a
s 
w
el
l a
s 
lin
ks
 w
ith
 re
le
va
nt
 in
te
r-

na
tio
na
l d
ev
el
op
m
en
t b
od
ie
s 
an
d 
ef
fe
ct
ive

 in
fo
rm

at
io
n 
ex
ch
an
ge
 a
nd
, w

he
re

ap
pr
op
ria
te
, in

st
itu
tio
na
l li
nk
ag
es
 b
et
w
ee
n 
bi
la
te
ra
l a
nd
 m
ul
til
at
er
al
 n
at
io
na
l,

re
gi
on
al
, s
ub
re
gi
on
al
 a
nd
 in
te
rre
gi
on
al
 in
st
itu
tio
ns
 d
ea
lin
g 
w
ith
 e
nv
iro
nm

en
t

an
d 
de
ve
lo
pm

en
t i
n 
m
ar
in
e 
an
d 
co
as
ta
l a
re
as
. (
17
.1
17
(b
)(d
))

-
Co
ns
id
er
 s
tre
ng
th
en
in
g,
 a
nd
 e
xt
en
di
ng
, w

he
re
 n
ec
es
sa
ry
, in

te
rg
ov
er
nm

en
ta
l

re
gi
on
al
 c
oo
pe
ra
tio
n,
 th
e 
Re
gi
on
al
 S
ea
s 
Pr
og
ra
m
m
es
 o
f U
NE

P, 
re
gi
on
al
 a
nd

su
br
eg
io
na
l f
ish

er
ie
s 
or
ga
ni
za
tio
ns
 a
nd
 re
gi
on
al
 c
om

m
iss
io
ns
. (
17
.1
20
 (a
))

-
In
tro
du
ce
, w

he
re
 n
ec
es
sa
ry
, c
oo
rd
in
at
io
n 
am

on
g 
re
le
va
nt
 U
ni
te
d 
Na
tio
ns
 a
nd

ot
he
r m

ul
til
at
er
al
 o
rg
an
iza

tio
ns
 a
t t
he
 s
ub
re
gi
on
al
 a
nd
 re
gi
on
al
 le
ve
ls,
 in
clu

d-
in
g 
co
ns
id
er
at
io
n 
of
 c
o-
lo
ca
tio
n 
of
 th
ei
r s
ta
ff,
 p
er
io
di
c 
in
tra
re
gi
on
al
 c
on
su
lta
-

tio
ns
 a
nd
 fa
ci
lit
at
in
g 
ac
ce
ss
 to
 a
nd
 u
se
 o
f e
xp
er
tis
e 
an
d 
te
ch
no
lo
gy
 th
ro
ug
h

re
le
va
nt
 n
at
io
na
l b
od
ie
s 
to
 s
ub
re
gi
on
al
 a
nd
 re
gi
on
al
 c
en
tre
s 
an
d 
ne
tw
or
ks
,

su
ch
 a
s 
th
e 
Re
gi
on
al
 C
en
tre
s 
fo
r M

ar
in
e 
Te
ch
no
lo
gy
. (
17
.1
20
 (b
)(c
)(d
))

-
St
re
ng
th
en
 th
e 
ca
pa
ci
ty
 o
f i
nt
er
na
tio
na
l o
rg
an
iza

tio
ns
 to
 h
an
dl
e 
in
fo
rm

at
io
n

an
d 
su
pp
or
t t
he
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t o
f n
at
io
na
l, s
ub
re
gi
on
al
 a
nd
 re
gi
on
al
 d
at
a 
an
d

in
fo
rm

at
io
n 
sy
st
em

s, 
w
he
re
 a
pp
ro
pr
ia
te
. (
17
.1
21
(b
))

-
Es
ta
bl
ish

 a
n 
ef
fe
ct
ive

, t
ra
ns
pa
re
nt
 a
nd
 re
gu
la
r i
nt
er
-a
ge
nc
y 
co
or
di
na
tio
n

m
ec
ha
ni
sm

 o
n 
oc
ea
n 
an
d 
co
as
ta
l is
su
es
 w
ith
in
 th
e 
Un
ite
d 
Na
tio
ns
 s
ys
te
m
.

(3
0(
c)
)

-
En
ha
nc
e 
th
e 
in
te
gr
at
io
n 
of
 s
us
ta
in
ab
le
 d
ev
el
op
m
en
t i
nt
o 
th
e 
po
lic
ie
s, 
w
or
k

pr
og
ra
m
m
es
 a
nd
 o
pe
ra
tio
na
l g
ui
de
lin
es
 o
f r
el
ev
an
t U
ni
te
d 
Na
tio
ns
 a
ge
nc
ie
s,

pr
og
ra
m
m
es
 a
nd
 fu
nd
s, 
th
e 
Gl
ob
al
 E
nv
iro
nm

en
t F
ac
ilit
y 
an
d 
in
te
rn
at
io
na
l 

fin
an
ci
al
 a
nd
 tr
ad
e 
in
st
itu
tio
ns
. (
14
0(
a)
)

-
St
re
ng
th
en
 c
ol
la
bo
ra
tio
n 
an
d 
sy
st
em

-w
id
e 
co
or
di
na
tio
n 
w
ith
in
 a
nd
 b
et
w
ee
n

th
e 
Un
ite
d 
Na
tio
ns
 s
ys
te
m
, in

te
rn
at
io
na
l f
in
an
ci
al
 in
st
itu
tio
ns
, t
he
 G
lo
ba
l E
nv
i-

ro
nm

en
t F
ac
ilit
y 
an
d 
th
e 
W
or
ld
 Tr
ad
e 
Or
ga
ni
za
tio
n,
 u
til
izi
ng
 th
e 
Un
ite
d 
Na
tio
ns

Sy
st
em

 C
hi
ef
 E
xe
cu
tiv
es
 B
oa
rd
 fo
r C

oo
rd
in
at
io
n,
 th
e 
Un
ite
d 
Na
tio
ns
 D
ev
el
op
-

m
en
t G
ro
up
, t
he
 E
nv
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Background

The Global Forum was first mobilized in
2001 to help the world’s governments

place issues related to oceans, coasts, and
small island developing States (SIDS) on
the agenda of the 2002 World Summit on
Sustainable Development (WSSD) in
Johannesburg, South Africa, and was later
formalized at the 2002 World Summit. 

Since 2001, the Global Forum has brought
together ocean leaders from governments,
non-governmental organizations, interna-
tional and intergovernmental organiza-
tions, the private sector, and scientific asso-
ciations from over 110 countries. The
Global Forum responds to perceived needs
for fostering cross-sectoral dialogue on
ocean issues among governments, NGOs,
international organizations, and the private
and scientific sectors; constant advocacy for
oceans at the highest political levels; and
the imperative of taking an ecosystem-
based and integrated approach to oceans
governance at national, regional, and glob-
al levels. 

Objectives
The major goals of the Global Forum 
are to: 

• Advance the global oceans agenda by: 

1) promoting the implementation of
international agreements related to
oceans, coasts, and SIDS, especially
the goals emanating from the 2002
WSSD;  

2) analyzing emerging issues such as
addressing climate change effects and
improving the governance regime 
for ocean areas beyond national juris-
diction; and 

3) promoting international consensus-
building on unresolved ocean issues; 

• Work as a catalyst to mobilize knowl-
edge, resources, and organizational

action to advance the global oceans
agenda and to promote integrated
oceans management; 

• Foster a mutually-supportive global 
network of ocean policy leaders with
the capacity to implement integrated
oceans management; 

• Raise the international profile of oceans,
coasts, and SIDS in relevant global,
regional, and sub-regional fora; 

• Mobilize public awareness on global
issues related to oceans, coasts, and
islands, and promote information 
sharing and dissemination. 

For a full list of Global Ocean Forum 
activities, please see the 2010  Report of
Activities at: www.globaloceans.org

Global Oceans Conferences
Since 2001, the Global Forum has regularly
organized Global Ocean Conferences as a
means to gather experts and high-level rep-
resentatives from all sectors to highlight the
major issues facing the oceans, facilitate
multi-stakeholder dialogue, examine vari-
ous approaches and best practices for
addressing oceans issues, and raise the pro-
file of oceans among high-level
decision-makers and the public. 

Global Conference on Oceans and
Coasts at Rio+10: 

Toward the 2002 World Summit on
Sustainable Development,
Johannesburg 

December 3-7, 2001, UNESCO, Paris    

Convened nearly ten years after the 1992
United Nations Conference on Environ-
ment and Development (UNCED) in Rio
de Janeiro, the Global Conference assessed
the status of oceans and coasts and
progress achieved over the previous
decade, identifying continuing and new
challenges, and laying the groundwork for

the inclusion of an oceans agenda at the
2002 World Summit on Sustainable
Development (WSSD). The 2001 confer-
ence is perceived as having been catalytic
in placing ocean, coastal, and island issues
on the WSSD agenda, which resulted in
the adoption of an extensive set of global
targets and timetables related to oceans,
coasts, and small island states.

Second Global Conference on Oceans,
Coasts, and Islands:

Mobilizing for Implementation of the
Commitments Made at the 2002 World
Summit on Sustainable Development
on Oceans, Coasts, and Small Island
Developing States 

December 10-14, 2003, UNESCO, Paris,
France

Following the WSSD, the Global Forum
organized the second Global Oceans
Conference to spur rapid initial implemen-
tation of the WSSD oceans commitments.
The conference reviewed what had been
done to date in implementing the WSSD
commitments and to catalyze action on
WSSD implementation through collabora-
tion among governments, international
organizations, non-governmental organi-
zations, and the private sector.

Third Global Conference on Oceans,
Coasts, and Islands:

Moving the Global Oceans Agenda
Forward 

January 23-28, 2006, UNESCO, Paris,
France

The third Global Oceans Conference and
the ensuing report, Meeting Global
Commitments on Oceans, Coasts, Freshwater,
and Small Island States: How Well Are We
Doing? reviewed the available information
and provided a bottom line of progress
achieved so far—a “report card”— on each

The Global Ocean Forum At-a-Glance
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of the WSSD and MDG ocean-related goals.
Generally, participants at the third Global
Conference agreed that progress toward
implementation of the global oceans targets
had been slow, but that there were many
promising developments. 

Fourth Global Conference on Oceans,
Coasts, and Islands

Advancing Ecosystem Management 
and Integrated Coastal and Ocean
Management by 2010 in the Context 
of Climate Change 

April 7-11, 2008, Hanoi, Vietnam

The fourth Global Conference focused
especially on assessing the progress that
has been achieved (or lack thereof) on the
global oceans targets established by the
world’s political leaders at the 2002 WSSD,
especially: Achieving ecosystem-based and
integrated ocean and coastal management
by 2010, reducing marine biodiversity loss
by 2010, establishing networks of marine
protected areas by 2012, and restoring fish-
ery stocks by 2015. The 2008 global oceans
conference focused, in particular, on the
central role of oceans in climate and the
challenges posed by climate change in
coastal areas and island nations, effectively
putting this issue squarely on the agenda
of the global oceans community. As well,
conference discussions underscored the
imperative of bringing the ocean issues to
the global climate negotiations under the
UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC). 

Fifth Global Conference on Oceans,
Coasts, and Islands:

Ensuring Survival, Preserving Life,
Improving Governance-- Oceans,
Climate, Biodiversity: From Copenhagen
2009 to Nagoya 2010 

May 3–7, 2010, UNESCO, Paris, France 

The fifth Global Conference was organized
around three major themes: 

-- Ensuring Survival: Oceans, Climate and
Security and Major 
Issues in Mitigation, Adaptation, and 

Financing in the Post-Copenhagen
Climate Regime.

-- Preserving Life: Marine Biodiversity (2010
global goal), Networks of Marine
Protected Areas (2012 global goal), and
Celebrating the 2010 International Year
of Biodiversity Toward Nagoya 2010--
Convention on Biological Diversity
Conference of the Parties COP-10.

-- Improving Governance: Achieving
Integrated, Ecosystem-Based Ocean and
Coastal Management (2010 global goal)
at National and Regional Levels and in
Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction.

The conference also celebrated the 50th
Anniversary of the Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission and the
International Year of Biodiversity 2010.

Multi-Stakeholder Policy
Dialogues
The Global Forum serves as a valuable
forum for open and informal multi-stake-
holder policy dialogue on the most
pressing and conflictual issues facing the
oceans. These dialogues have been benefi-
cial in sharing best-practices, examining
the various approaches to integrated
ecosystem-based ocean governance, and
developing and refining policy options for
new and emerging areas. The Global
Forum has organized the following multi-
stakeholder policy dialogues:

-- The Ocean Policy Summit, October 10-14,
2005, Lisbon, Portugal

-- Strategic Planning Workshop on Global
Ocean Issues in Marine Areas Beyond
National Jurisdiction in the Context of 
Climate Change, January 2008, France 

-- Policy Analyses and Workshop on
Governance of Areas Beyond National
Jurisdiction: Management Issues and
Policy Options, November 2008,
Singapore.

-- Global Ocean Policy Day, World Ocean
Conference, May 2009, Manado,
Indonesia 

Participation in the United
Nations
The Secretariat of the Global Forum on
Oceans, Coasts, and Islands, which is accred-
ited as a non-governmental organization to
the UN Economic and Social Council, is an
active player in a variety of United Nations
fora, contributing policy analyses and host-
ing various types of multi-stakeholder
events. The Global Forum has been active in
the following UN fora:

-- UN Informal Consultative Process on the
Oceans and the Law of the Sea (ICP)

-- Conference of the Parties to the UN
Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC)

-- Conference of the Parties to the
Convention on Biological Diversity
(CBD)

-- UN Ad hoc working group to study issues
related to biodiversity in marine areas
beyond national jurisdiction

The Global Ocean Forum 
at Rio+20
The UN Conference on Sustainable
Development (Rio+20), being held on June
4-6, 2012, represents an important opportu-
nity to take stock in progress made in the
achievement of major goals and targets for
oceans and coasts and to outline a new,
operational vision towards strengthening
the three pillars of sustainable development
for the world's oceans and coasts. The
Global Ocean Forum is mobilizing various
partners to work towards a significant ocean
outcome at Rio+20, including through a set
of critical policy assessments on the imple-
mentation of 1992 UNCED and 2002 WSSD
targets on oceans and coasts (see Draft Plan
of Rio+20 Assessments at: http://www.glob-
aloceans.org/content/rio20) and the
launching of the “Rio+20 Friends of the
Ocean” and an accompanying blog (see
blog at: http://globaloceanforum.org/). The
“Rio+20 Friends of the Ocean”, launched on
June 8, 2011, World Oceans Day, is an
alliance of organizations and individuals
designed to support governments partici-
pating in the Rio+20 process to achieve a
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significant ocean outcome and to provide a
“rallying point” and unified voice for
oceans and coasts in the Rio+20 process. 

Participation and Outreach
The Global Forum has organized ocean
events especially aimed at decision-makers
and is collaborating with the World Ocean
Network in the creation and dissemination
of information on global oceans issues to
the public.

The Global Forum recognizes the impor-
tance of increasing public awareness of the
global agenda on oceans, coasts, and island
to advance the global oceans agenda. Since
2002, the Global Forum has enjoyed a
close collaboration with NAUSICAA
(Centre National de la Mer, France), also
the co-organizer of World Ocean Network
(WON) (the network of 450 museums,
aquaria, and ocean learning centers
around the world). The Global Forum and
WON have prepared and disseminated a
package of public information materials
highlighting global oceans issues and
demonstrating how individual citizens can
make a difference in achieving sustainable
development of oceans. The WON and
NAUSICAA have developed a long-range
plan (to 2015) with a framework for public
information activities in support of Global
Forum goals and objectives.

Financial or In-Kind Contributors
to the Global Forum
Global Forum activities have been support-
ed by the Global Environment Facility and
a wide number of intergovernmental and
international organizations, governments,
non-governmental organizations, research
institutions, foundations, and museums
and aquaria.

Intergovernmental Organizations

-- Asian Development Bank

-- Convention on Biological Diversity
Secretariat

-- Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)

-- Global Environment Facility

-- GEF International Waters Learning
Exchange and Resource Network

-- United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization
(Intergovernmental Oceanographic
Commission; Division of Ecological
Sciences; Division of Water Sciences;
Environment and Development in
Coastal Regions and in Small Islands)

-- United Nations Development Programme

-- United Nations Environment Programme
(Global Programme of Action for the
Protection of the Marine Environment
from Land-based Activities)

-- United Nations University

-- UN-Oceans

--World Bank

--World Bank Institute

Governments

-- Government of Canada (Department of
Fisheries and Oceans)

-- Government of France (Directorate for
Water and Biodiversity, Ministry of
Ecology, Energy, Sustainable
Development and the Sea; Ministry of
Foreign and European Affairs; and French 
Marine Protected Areas Agency)

-- Government of Grenada

-- Government of Indonesia, Ministry of
Marine Affairs and Fisheries 

-- Government of Japan (Ministry of
Environment, and Secretariat of the
Headquarters for Ocean Policy) 

-- Government of Mozambique

-- Government of Portugal (Intersectoral
Oceanographic Commission, Ministry of
Science, Technology and Higher
Education; Strategic Commission on the
Oceans; Secretary of State for Maritime
Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs)

-- Government of Republic of Korea

-- Government of Seychelles

-- Government of Singapore (Ministry of
Foreign Affairs; National Parks Board)

-- Government of Spain, Ministry of Science
and Innovation

-- Government of the United States of
America (NOAA: National Ocean Service

(Coastal Services Center, International
Program Office), National Marine
Fisheries Service; Department of State;
USAID)

-- Government of United Kingdom,
Department for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs 

-- Government of Vietnam (Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Development;
Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Ministry of
Natural Resources and Environment,
Vietnam Administration for 
Seas and Islands) 

-- European Commission – DG-MARE, 
DG-Environment

-- Principality of Monaco
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International Organizations

-- Commission Peripherique des Regions
Maritimes, Europe

-- Land-Ocean Interactions in the 
Coastal Zone

-- New Partnership for Africa’s Development

-- Pacific Islands Applied Geoscience
Commission

-- Partnerships in Environmental
Management for the Seas of East Asia
(PEMSEA)

-- South Pacific Regional Environment
Programme

--Western Indian Ocean Marine Science
Association (WIOMSA)

-- European Environment Agency

-- Community of Portuguese-speaking
Countries (CPLP)

-- Global Legislators Organization for a
Balanced Environment (GLOBE)

-- International Coral Reef Initiative (ICRI)

-- Global Ocean Biodiversity Initiative
(GOBI)

Nongovernmental Organizations

-- International Ocean Institute

-- International Union for the Conservation
of Nature (IUCN)

-- Oceana 

-- The Nature Conservancy

--World Wildlife Fund

--Worldfish Center

Foundations

-- Gulbenkian Foundation, Portugal

-- Lighthouse Foundation, Germany

-- Luso-American Development Foundation
(FLAD), Portugal

-- Nippon Foundation, Japan

-- Ocean Policy Research Foundation
(OPRF), Japan

-- Sea Level Rise Foundation, Seychelles

Research Institutions

-- Center for Oceans Solutions, Monterey

-- Centro de Ecologia, Pesquerias y

Oceanografia del Golfo de Mexico
(EPOMEX), Universidad Autonoma de
Campeche, Mexico

-- Dalhousie University, Marine and
Environmental Law 
Institute

-- InterAcademy Panel on International
Issues (IAP)

-- Institute for Sustainable Development
and International 
Relations (IDDRI), France

-- Korea Ocean Research and Development
Institute (KORDI)

-- Plymouth Marine Laboratory/Partnership
for the Observation of the Global Oceans

-- Pusan National University, Republic of
Korea

-- Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
University of California, San Diego

-- University of Delaware, Gerard J.
Mangone Center for 
Marine Policy

-- University of Rhode Island Coastal
Resources Center

-- Global Change Institute, University of
Queensland

Aquaria and Museums

-- Centre de Decouverte du Monde Marin,
Nice, France

-- NAUSICAA (Centre National de la Mer),
France

-- Oceanario de Lisboa

--World Ocean Observatory

--World Ocean Network

-- Partnership for Climate, Fisheries, and
Aquaculture (comprising twenty inter-
governmental organizations,
nongovernmental organizations, and
civil society organizations) 

Global Forum Publications
1. Integrated National and Regional

Ocean Policies: Comparative Practices
and Future Prospects, UNU Press
(forthcoming).

2. 5th Global Conference on Oceans,
Coasts, and Islands: IISD Summary

Report (2010). Available at:
http://www.iisd.ca/download/pdf/sd/y
mbvol68num5e.pdf

3. Draft Policy Brief on Halting Marine
Biodiversity Loss and Establishing
Networks of Marine Protected Areas
(2010). Available at: http://www.glob-
aloceans.org/sites/udel.edu.globalocea
ns/files/PolicyBrief.pdf

4. Draft Policy Brief on Ensuring Survival:
Oceans, Climate and Security (2010).
Available at: http://www.globalo-
ceans.org/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/f
iles/PolicyBrief-Climate-Oceans.pdf

5. Draft Policy Brief on Improving
Governance:  Achieving Integrated
Ecosystem-Based Ocean and Coastal
Management (2010). Available at:
http://www.globaloceans.org/sites/ude
l.edu.globaloceans/files/PolicyBrief-
EBM-ICM.pdf

6. Oceans and Climate Change: Issues
and Recommendations for
Policymakers and for the Climate
Negotiations (2009). Available at:
http://www.globaloceans.org/globalo-
ceans/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/files
/Policy-Briefs-WOC2009.pdf

7. Executive Summary: Workshop on
Governance of Marine Areas Beyond
National Jurisdiction: Management
Issues and Policy Options, November
3-5, 2008, Singapore. Available at:
http://www.globaloceans.org/sites/ude
l.edu.globaloceans/files/Singapore-
Workshop-ExecutiveSummary.pdf

8. Report to the Ninth Meeting of the
Conference of the Parties of the
Convention on Biological Diversity
(CBD COP-9), 19-30 May 2008, Bonn,
Germany  (2008). Available at:
http://www.globaloceans.org/globalo-
ceans/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/files
/Biodiveristy-and-MPAs-PB-May15.pdf

9. Submission to the 2nd meeting of the
UN Ad Hoc Open-Ended Informal
Working Group to study issues relating
to the conservation and sustainable
use of marine biological diversity
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beyond areas of national jurisdiction
(2008). Available at: http://www.glob-
aloceans.org/globaloceans/sites/udel.e
du.globaloceans/files/GlobalForumSub
mission-2ndAdHocWGMeeting-
April2008-red.pdf

10. Report from the Strategic Planning
Workshop on Global Ocean Issues in
Marine Areas Beyond National
Jurisdiction in the Context of Climate
Change (2008). Available at:
http://www.globaloceans.org/globalo-
ceans/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/files
/High-Seas-PB-April9.pdf

11. 4th Global Conference on Oceans,
Coasts, and Islands: IISD Summary
Report (2008). Available at:
http://www.iisd.ca/ymb/sdoh4/

12. Policy Brief: Climate, Oceans, and
Security (2008). Available at:
http://www.globaloceans.org/globalo-
ceans/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/files
/Climate-and-Oceans-PB-April2.pdf

13. Policy Brief: Ecosystem-based
Management and Integrated Coastal
and Ocean Management and
Indicators for Progress (2008).
Available at: http://www.globalo-
ceans.org/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/f
iles/EBM-ICM-PB-April4.pdf

14. Policy Brief: Large Marine Ecosystems
(2008). Available at: http://www.glob-
aloceans.org/globaloceans/sites/udel.e
du.globaloceans/files/LME-PB-
June18.pdf

15. Policy Brief: Marine Biodiversity and
Networks of Marine Protected Areas
(2008). Available at: http://www.glob-
aloceans.org/globaloceans/sites/udel.e
du.globaloceans/files/Biodiveristy-and-
MPAs-PB-May15.pdf

 16 Policy Brief: Fisheries and Aquaculture
– Sustainability and Governance
(2008). Available at: http://www.glob-
aloceans.org/globaloceans/sites/udel.e
du.globaloceans/files/Fisheries-and-
Aquaculture-PB-April2.pdf

17. Policy Brief on SIDS and
Implementation of the Mauritius
Strategy (2008). Available at:
http://www.globaloceans.org/globalo-
ceans/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/files
/SIDS-and-Mauritius-Strategy-PB-
April2.pdf

18. Policy Brief on Linking the
Management of Freshwater, Oceans,
and Coasts (2008). Available at:
http://www.globaloceans.org/globalo-
ceans/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/files
/Freshwater-to-Oceans-PB-April3.pdf

19. Policy Brief: Strategic Interventions for
Developing Capacity to Improve
Governance of Oceans, Coasts, and
Small Island Developing States Over
the Period 2008 to 2018 (2008).
Available at:
http://www.globaloceans.org/globalo-
ceans/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/files
/Capacity-Building-PB-April2.pdf

20. Policy Brief: Compliance and
Enforcement (2008). Available at:
http://www.globaloceans.org/globalo-
ceans/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/files
/Compliance-and-Enforcement-PB-
June18.pdf

21. Policy Brief: Developing a Strategy for
Public Education/ Outreach/Media
(2008). Available at:
http://www.globaloceans.org/globalo-
ceans/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/files
/Public-Education-PB-April2.pdf

22. Meeting the Commitments on Oceans,
Coasts, and Small Island Developing
States Made at the 2002 World Summit
on Sustainable Development: How
Well Are We Doing? Co-Chairs’ Report
(Volume 1) of the Third Global
Conference on Oceans, Coasts, and
Islands, UNESCO, Paris, January 23-28,
2006. Available at: http://www.globalo-
ceans.org/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/f
iles/1WSSDReport_100406d.pdf

23. Reports from the Third Global
Conference on Oceans, Coasts, and
Islands: Moving the Global Oceans
Agenda Forward Co-Chairs’ Report

(Volume 2) of the Third Global
Conference on Oceans, Coasts, and
Islands, UNESCO, Paris, January 23-28,
2006. Available at: http://www.globalo-
ceans.org/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/f
iles/pdfs/2ParisConferenceReportsFIN
AL.pdf

24. Capacity Building Assessments in
Small Island Developing States in the
Pacific, Caribbean, Indian Ocean, the
Atlantic, and the Community of
Portuguese-Speaking Countries (2006).
Available:
http://www.globaloceans.org/sites/ude
l.edu.globaloceans/files/PreConference
SIDSAssessments.pdf

25. Small Islands, Large Ocean States: A
Review of Ocean and Coastal
Management in Small Island
Developing States since the 1994
Barbados Programme of Action for the



Sustainable Development of Small
Island Developing States (SIDS) (2005).
Available at: http://www.globalo-
ceans.org/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/f
iles/SmallIslandsLargeOceanStates_0.p
df

26. Island Bellwether: Climate Change and
Energy Policy Strategy for Small Island
Developing States (2005). Available at:
http://www.globaloceans.org/sites/ude
l.edu.globaloceans/files/IslandBellweth
er_0.pdf

27. Global Multilateral Environmental
Agreements and Small Island
Developing States (2004). Available at:
http://www.globaloceans.org/sites/ude
l.edu.globaloceans/files/GMEA-and-
SIDS.pdf

28. Mobilizing for Implementation of the
Commitments Made at the 2002
World Summit on Sustainable
Development on Oceans, Coasts, and
Small Island Developing States (2003).
Available at: http://www.globalo-
ceans.org/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/f
iles/Pre-
ConferenceProceedingsVolume.pdf

29. Voluntary Partnership Initiatives from
the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable
Development and Small Island
Developing States (2003). Available at:
http://www.globaloceans.org/sites/udel
.edu.globaloceans/files/VoluntaryPartn
ershipInitiatives.pdf

30. A Guide to Oceans, Coasts and Islands
at the World Summit on Sustainable
Development: Integrated Management
from Hilltops to Oceans (2002)

31. Ensuring the Sustainable Development
of Oceans and Coasts: A Call to Action.
Co-Chairs' Report, the Global
Conference on Oceans and Coasts at
Rio+10, Paris, UNESCO, December 3-7,
2001 (2001). Available at:
http://www.globaloceans.org/globalo-
ceans/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/files
/imagecache/2001rep1.pdf

32. Ministerial Perspectives on Oceans and
Coasts at Rio+10 (2001). Available at:
http://www.globaloceans.org/globalo-
ceans/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/files
/imagecache/2001
rep3.pdf

33. Reports of the Conference Working
Groups, The Global Conference on
Oceans and Coasts at Rio+10, Paris,
UNESCO, December 3-7, 2001 (2001).
Available at: http://www.globalo-
ceans.org/globaloceans/sites/udel.edu.
globaloceans/files/imagecache/2001re
p4.pdf

34.Internet services: The Global Forum
provides a variety of information serv-
ices on global, regional, and national
developments related to oceans, coasts,
and islands, including an electronic
newsletter published periodically
(available on www.globaloceans.org).

Contact
For additional information, please contact 
Dr. Miriam C. Balgos, Program
Coordinator, 
Global Ocean Forum 
Telephone:  +1-302-831-8086, 
Email:  mbalgos@udel.edu
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